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Daniela Percoco
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Appointments and Remuneration Committee - Related party transactions Committee(*)
Micaela Le Divelec Lemmi

Chairman - Independent

Ariberto Fassati

Member - Independent

Adiana Saitta

Member - Independent

Supervisory Body pursuant to Italian Leg. Decree 231/01
Carlo Longari

Chairman

Sabrina Petrucci

Member/Internal Audit

Board of Statutory Auditors
Giuseppe Cerati

Chairman

Marcellino Bortolomiol

Standing Auditor

Emanuela Rollino

Standing Auditor

Giorgio Mosci

Alternate Auditor

Cristiana Trovò

Alternate Auditor

Independent Auditors
EY S.p.A.

(*)

Following the resignation presented by Mr Enrico Laghi on 5 February 2018, the Board of Directors, in the Meeting held on
6 February 2018:(i) appointed by co-optation as member of the BoD Mrs Daniela Percoco who remain in charge until the
Shareholders’ Meeting schedules on 12 April 2018; (ii) appointed the borad member Mr Ariberto Fassati as Chairman; (iii)
abolished the Executive Investment Commitee (iv) redefined the configuration of the Risk and Control Commitee and of the
Appointments and Remuneration Commitee, as above indicated.
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General Manager

Chairman’s Letter
to Shareholders

Dear Shareholders,
I am writing to you for the first time as the Chairman of Beni Stabili, a role I was
appointed to on 6 February 2018, and one I accepted with great pleasure.
2017 was a year filled with significant events and successes for the Company, which
allowed us to achieve – three years in advance – most of the strategic objectives
announced at the end of 2015.

2017 was also characterised by a dynamic asset rotation activity, marked by
acquisitions for around 194 million Euro, mainly in Milan, against disposals for
around 205 million Euro (Group share – around 206 million Euro on a consolidated
basis) and preliminary sales agreements for around 22 million Euro (Group share
– around 27 million Euro on a consolidated basis). The acquisition of a portfolio of
core banking offices owned by the Credito Valtellinese Group for 117.8 million Euro,
through a sale and leaseback transaction, was particularly relevant.
On the sales front, the main operations were related to the sale of a mature asset
located in Milan in Via San Nicolao for 114.6 million Euro and the sale of some
retail properties.
Furthermore, in the first months of 2018, a preliminary agreement was signed for
the purchase of two properties in the centre of Milan for a total of around 27 million
Euro.
On the other hand, with reference to the development pipeline, 2017 was
characterised by a strong acceleration of activity, confirmed by the delivery to
Amundi in December 2017 of the property located in Via Cernaia in Milan.
At the end of 2017, the development pipeline total equalled around 777 million
Euro, of which around 90% was in Milan, and around 317 million Euro were already
approved projects.
Of the approved projects, around 59% were pre-leased thanks to the signing
of preliminary contracts, the most significant of which included Symbiosis, Via
Principe Amedeo and Via Colonna.
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Of these significant operations, particular attention is due to finalising the disposal
of 40% stake in the largest Italian Real Estate SICAF, founded at the beginning of
2017 through Beni Stabili’s contribution of the entire portfolio leased to Telecom
Italia S.p.A., along with the associated debt. Two major international investors
(Crédit Agricole Assurances and EDF Invest) purchased each a 20% share and in
the first months of 2018 reconfirmed their interest by purchasing a further 9% of the
SICAF (4.5% each).
The signed agreements allowed Beni Stabili to increase its tenant diversification,
reducing its exposure to Telecom Italia, passing from 41% in 2015 to the current
23% (Group share), in line with the 20% objective envisaged for 2020.

Chairman’s Letter to Shareholders
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In addition to Symbiosis, for which delivery of the first building is expected in 2018,
the main projects include “The Sign”, launched by Beni Stabili in Autumn 2017.
This important development project foresees the construction in Via Schievano,
Milan, in the south west of the city centre, of a 9,500 sq. m. leading office building
within a larger restoration initiative of a former industrial area, which will see the
delivery of around 25,400 sq. m. of offices, spread over 3 buildings, with the highest
energy certifications.
The asset rotation and development activity were carried out in accordance with
Beni Stabili’s focus on high-quality offices in Milan, currently equal to 64% of the
portfolio on a Group share basis.
At the same time, attention to sustainability has been strong, allowing for a 54%
green component of the portfolio (Group share) to be achieved, against an
objective of 50% envisaged for 2020.
The intense property-related activity described above was accompanied by a
dynamic financial activity.
In the first instance, the Investment grade rating assigned by S&P Global in July
2017 (BBB-, with stable outlook) must be noted as a confirmation of the Company’s
management reliability and capital and financial strength.
Furthermore, the financial community’s major interest in Beni Stabili was confirmed
by orders received, amounting to more than 2 billion Euro, for the subscription of
the non-convertible bond for overall nominal value of 300 million Euro issued in
October 2017, for a duration of 7 years and a fixed annual interest rate of 1.625%,
which is notably lower than the cost of the debt.
In the first months of 2018, seizing favourable market conditions, Beni Stabili
successfully issued a new bond for overall nominal value of 300 million Euro, for a
duration of 10 years and a fixed-rate annual interest coupon of 2.375%.
The management strategy of the liability allowed for the average cost of the debt to
be reduced, the maturity to be extended, and the LTV parameter currently equal to
44.1% (Group share and inclusive of the 9% sale of Central SICAF) to be improved,
already in line with the strategic objectives announced for 2020 (40-45%).
Lastly, 2017 was characterised by an internal reorganisation which saw Stefano
Vittori leave in November 2017 for new professional opportunities abroad and
Marion Pignol subsequently nominated as Beni Stabili Chief Corporate Officer,
who was previously employed in the company as Head of HR, Organisation and
Property Management.
In 2018, Beni Stabili confirms its strategy for continuous value creation for its
Shareholders by pursuing strategic objectives revised upwards for 2022, bringing

the focus on Milan to 90%, the exposure to Telecom Italia to 20%, the incidence of
green properties to 80% and the decrease of the LTV parameter to a value between
40% and 45%.

The Chairman
Ariberto Fassati
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Independent experts
property valuations

Jones Lang LaSalle S.p.A.
CBRE VALUATION S.p.A.
Duff & Phelps REAG S.p.A.
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Agrate Brianza, 31st December 2017
Rif. n° 21142,01
Central SICAF S.p.A.
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Via Amedei, 8
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Messer

20123 MILANO
To the kind attention of Mr Marco Bignami
SUBJECT: Advisory services, as Independent Expert, pertinent to the determination
of the market value of 143 real estate assets owned by CENTRAL SICAF
SPA.
Dear Sirs,
in compliance with Your request, Duff & Phelps REAG S.p.A., as “Independent Expert”, carried out the
first half-yearly valuation of the real estate assets owned by CENTRAL SICAF S.p.A., in order to the
determine the Market Value as of December, 31st 2017.
The valuation carried out by REAG, as “Independent Expert”, will be used for balance purposes,
pursuant to Article 35bis and ensuing thereto of the Consolidation Act for the provisions concerning
financial broking (“TUF”), adopted through Legislative Decree no.58 of 24 February 1998 and subseq.
amend. and suppl., as well as Decree no.30 of 5 March 2015 of the Ministry of Economy and Finance,
of the Regulations containing the implementation regulations for Legislative Decree no.58 of 24
February 1998 concerning brokers (“Discipline of Consob Brokers”), of the implementation regulations
for Legislative Decree no.58 of 24 February 1998 concerning the discipline of issuers (“Discipline of
Consob Issuers”), of the Regulations concerning the organization and procedures of brokers offering
investment advice or collective savings management (“Joint Regulations of the Banca d'Italia and
Consob”) and of the Regulations on Collective Savings Management, enacted by the Banca d'Italia
through the Measure of 19 January 2015 and subseq. amend. and suppl.

Duff & Phelps REAG SpA a socio unico
Direzione Generale
Centro Direzionale Colleoni
Palazzo Cassiopea 3
20864 Agrate Brianza MB – Italy
Tel. +39 039 6423.1
Fax +39 039 6058427

Sede Legale
Via Monte Rosa, 91 20149 Milano - Italy
Capitale Sociale € 1.000.000,00 i.v
R.E.A. Milano 1047058.
C.F. / Reg. Imprese / P. IVA 05881660152
REAGinfo@duffandphelps.com

Definitions
In this report, the following listed words have to refer to their proper definitions, except for the different
cases mentioned on the report itself:
•

appraisal: land, buildings, building systems and land improvements. Personal Properties and
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“Real Estate Portfolio” (hereinafter “Portfolio”) represents the ensemble of assets subject to
intangible assets were excluded from the appraisal.

•

“Real Estate Property/Asset”: represents the following assets subject to being appraised: land,
buildings, building systems and land improvements. Personal property and intangible assets shall
be excluded from the appraisal.

•

“Valuation” is defined by the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (“RICS”) as: a member’s
opinion of the value of a specified interest or interest in a property, at the date of valuation, given
in writing. Unless limitations are agreed in the Terms of Engagement this will be provided after an
inspection, and any further investigations and enquiries that are appropriate, having regard to the
nature of the property and the purpose of the valuation.

•

"Market Value" (MV) is “(…) the estimated amount for which a property should exchange on the
date of valuation, between a willing buyer and a willing seller in an arm’s-length transaction after
proper marketing wherein the parties had each acted knowledgeably, prudently and without
compulsion”. (Valuation Standard RICS, January 2014).

•

"Market Rent" (MR) is “(…) the estimated amount for which a property, or space within a
Property, should lease on the date of valuation between a willing lessor and a willing lessee on
appropriate lease terms, in an arm’s-length transaction, after proper marketing wherein the parties
had each acted knowledgeably, prudently and without compulsion”. (Valuation Standard RICS,
January 2014).

•

Gross area: it is expressed in square meters and measured along the external edge of the
perimeter walls of the building, to the centre line of the confining walls towards Third Parties.

•

Commercial area: it is expressed in square meters, the gross area with the exclusion of technical
rooms, facilities, cellars, stairwells and/or lift shafts.

Duff & Phelps REAG S.p.A.| CENTRAL SICAF S.p.A
Rif. N. 21142,01 – Volume 0 – 2017 31st December

Valuation criteria
During the appraisal, REAG followed generally accepted valuation concepts and methods, applying in
particular the following valuation methods:
•

Market/Sales Comparison Approach:

is based on actual sales comparables data. Sales are

adjusted for comparison including date of transaction, location, size, condition, utility and
intangible benefits.
Income Capitalization Approach: takes two different methodological approaches into
consideration:


Direct Capitalisation: based on capitalisation of future net incomes generated by the
property at a rate deduced from the real estate market;



Discounted Cash Flow Method (DCF) based:
♦ on the calculation of future net incomes derived from Property renting for a
period of “n.” years;
♦ on the determination of the Market Value of the property by means of the
capitalisation in perpetuity of the net income at the end of this period;
♦ on the discounted back net incomes (cash flow) as of the evaluation date.

•

The Development Approach in this method the property was analysed and evaluated on the
basis of the proposed development, the value of the land was determined by discounting at the
appraisal date the cash-flow generated by the project.

Above mentioned valuation criteria are used singularly and/or integrated one with another, on the
discretion of REAG, considering that these criteria are not ever applicable because of difficulties in
collecting market data.

Duff & Phelps REAG S.p.A.| CENTRAL SICAF S.p.A
Rif. N. 21142,01 – Volume 0 – 2017 31st December
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REAG determined the value of the Property on the assumption of their higher and best use considering
among all legally permitted and financially feasible possible technical uses, only the uses that can
potentially confer the maximum value to each Property. We notice that REAG determined the highest
and best use of the assets, based on the specific considerations depending on specific characteristics
(typology/location) of the asset, on local real estate market analysed during the site inspections (if
done) and using the data collected c/o the public administrations competent offices.

Independent experts property valuations
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Moreover, REAG:
-

considered the assets in the current rental status, as provided by Central Sicaf, in the excel file
called “1.Elenco Asset Portafoglio Telecom_Dicembre_2017”;
-

carried out an analysis of the condition of the local real estate market, considering the economic
data found out to the specific characteristics of the Properties through proper statistical
elaborations;

-

in the occasion of the valuation as of 31/12/2017, carried out n. 23 external and internal site
and state of use and maintenance; the list and typology of the carried-out site inspections is
indicated in Attachment A of the present Volume 0;

-

analysed the market data supplied by the main market observer and by our own data-base,
managed by REAG research & development office, the data-base consists of “rent comparables”
and “sale comparables” deriving from the most recent transactions carried out on the Italian
market and collected during the daily work by our appraiser technicians;

-

carried out town planning analyses on each single asset, except for the analyses without site
inspections;
carried out the valuation considering the areas supplied by the Client in the data base “2. Riepilogo

-

Superfici immobile e piano_Dicembre 2017” and not verified by REAG;
considered refurbishment costs provided by Central Sicaf, in the excel file called “Piano Capex

-

20171211 LAST” and not verified by REAG;

-

did not investigate the title to or any liabilities against the real estate properties, but relied on the
information provided by the Client. REAG shall neither investigate nor assume any responsibility
with regards to any right or encumbrance of the property under appraisal. REAG didn’t verify
permits, building licenses or assessments, but considered the properties as conforming to existing
regulations;

- did not consider possible environmental liabilities of the subject properties. Environmental liabilities
are the costs which may be incurred to avoid environmental damages or to modify situations
which do not comply with ongoing regulations;

- did not make a specific compliance survey and analysis of the properties to determine whether or
not it is in conformity with the various detailed requirements of the law, concerning the possibility
for disabled people to enter working places; no soil analysis or geological studies were provided
by REAG, nor any water, oil, gas, or other subsurface mineral and use rights or conditions were
investigated;

- did not make any environmental impact studies. Full compliance with all applicable laws and
governmental regulations were assumed. We have also assumed responsible ownership and that
all required licenses, consents, or other legislative or administrative authority from any applicable

Duff & Phelps REAG S.p.A.| CENTRAL SICAF S.p.A
Rif. N. 21142,01 – Volume 0 – 2017 31st December
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inspections (during November/December 2017), verifying technical-architectural characteristics

government or private entity organization either have been or can be obtained or renewed for any
use that is relevant to this analysis.
Report content
The present work includes:

Independent experts property valuations
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the “Volume 0”, containing the final report related to the conclusion reached by REAG, comprising:
♦

a letter of general introduction to the work, identifying the Property appraised, describing the nature
and extent of the investigation, presenting and certifying the conclusion reached;
♦

valuation criteria and considerations;

♦

assumptions and limiting conditions;

♦

general service conditions.

The 143 “Valuation reports”, related to the analysis and the valuation of each asset, comprising:
♦

Identification data; surrounding area; property description; town planning status; local real estate
market; area tables; rental status; valuation tables.

Conclusions
The conclusions out coming from the analysis have been reached by REAG on the basis of the results
obtained at the end of all the following activities:
♦

Site inspections on part of the Properties;

♦

Collection, selection, analysis and valuation of the data and documents concerning the Property;

♦

Performance of proper market researches;

♦

Technical-financial elaborations;

besides on the basis of the methods and valuation criteria above described.

Duff & Phelps REAG S.p.A.| CENTRAL SICAF S.p.A
Rif. N. 21142,01 – Volume 0 – 2017 31st December

based on the investigation, and the premises outlined, it is our opinion that as of December 31st, 2017,
the Market Value of the Real Estate Properties can be reasonably expressed as follows:

Market Value of the real estate portfolio in the current rental situation
Euro 1.555.750.000,00

The overall value is the sum of the values of each single asset, as indicated in the follow Attachment B.

Duff & Phelps REAG S.p.A.
Performed by:
Christian Cavenaghi
Associate Director Valuation & Investment

Supervision and control:
Francesco Varisco
Director, Valuation & Investment

Simone Spreafico
Managing Director, Advisory & Valuation Dept.
Paola Ricciardi
Managing Director

Leopoldo Civelli
Chief Executive Officer

The results of our findings can be understood only by reading the whole report, consisting of:
-

Statement of Value including valuation criteria, assumptions and limiting conditions, general

-

N. 143 Description reports and attachments

service conditions;

Duff & Phelps REAG S.p.A.| CENTRAL SICAF S.p.A
Rif. N. 21142,01 – Volume 0 – 2017 31st December
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(Euro One billion five hundred and fifty-five million seven hundred fifty thousand /00)

Call of the
Shareholders’ Meeting

Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ
Registered office in Rome, via Piemonte 38
Authorized share capital Euro 246,957,280.40
Subscribed and paid in share capital Euro 226,959,280.30
Tax Code and Rome Companies’ Register number 00380210302
VAT no. 04962831006

CALL OF THE SHAREHOLDERS’ MEETING
Shareholders of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ are called to the Ordinary and Extraordinary Shareholders’
Meeting at the Auditorium hall of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ sited in Milan, Via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia 8,
CALL of the Shareholders’ Meeting
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(“Beni Stabili” or the “Company”) on single call, on April the 12, 2018 at 11:00 a.m., to discuss and
resolve upon the following
AGENDA
Ordinary Part
1. Financial Statements as at 31 December 2017 and related Board of Directors’ Management
Report. Board of Statutory Auditors’ Report on the financial year closed on 31 December 2017.
Dividend distribution to Shareholders. Resolutions pertaining thereto and resulting therefrom.
2. Appointment of a Director: resolutions pertaining thereto and resulting therefrom.
3. Appointment of the Board of Statutory Auditors for 2018, 2019 and 2020 by the list voting procedure
envisaged in Art. 20 of the Articles of Association.
Appointment of the Chairman.
Determination of remuneration.
Pertinent and consequent resolutions.
4. Proposal to authorise the purchase and sale of Company’s shares pursuant to Arts. 2357 and
2357-ter of the Italian Civil Code.
Resolutions pertaining thereto and resulting therefrom.
5. Examination of the first section of the Remuneration Report.
Resolutions pertaining thereto and resulting therefrom.
Extraordinary Part
1.	Transfer of the registered office within the national territory.
Resolutions pertaining thereto and resulting therefrom.
2. Granting to the Board of Directors the authority to increase the equity capital, pursuant to Art.
2443 of the Italian Civil Code, in one or more tranches, on a gratuitous basis and/or against
payment, for a maximum amount not exceeding 25% of the nominal share capital of the Company
by issuing new shares to offer assignees as an option.
Resolutions pertaining thereto and resulting therefrom.
***
Participation in the Shareholders’ Meeting
Entitlement to attend the Shareholders’ Meeting and to exercise the voting right is certified in a
notice sent to the Company, pursuant to relevant law and to Art. 9 of the Articles of Association, by

authorised intermediaries in favour of the interested parties, which must be received by the Company
by the end of the third trading day prior to the date scheduled for the Shareholders’ Meeting (namely,
9 April 2018), or, at the latest, before the start of discussion of items on the agenda indicated in
the notice of call. Note that the certification from the authorised intermediaries is provided on the
basis of records relating to the end of the seventh trading day prior to the date scheduled for the
Shareholders’ Meeting, i.e. by the end of the business day of 3 April 2018 (the “record date”). The
credit and debt recordings carried out on the accounts after such a term are not significant as far as
concerning the right to vote in the Shareholder’ Meeting: therefore those who are holders of shares
only after that date shall not have the right to attend or vote at the Shareholders’ Meeting.
Every Shareholder may be represented by a third party, who does not need to be a Shareholder,
by written proxy in accordance with the means and terms specified by law. To this purpose, a
form to be used for granting the proxy and be represented at the Shareholders’ Meeting can be
obtained from the authorised intermediaries or from the Company’s website www.benistabili.it
as Shareholders’ representatives must submit the relevant documentation at the time of their
accreditation at the Shareholders’ Meeting, or by sending the documentation via the certified email
address benistabilispasiiq@legalmail.it. In accordance with the Articles of Association, the Company
does not make use of the option to appoint a representative to which Shareholders may grant a
proxy to exercise their voting right.
Note that attendance to the Shareholders’ Meeting via electronic means is not envisaged, nor the
option to exercise voting rights by correspondence or electronically.
Additions to the Agenda and presentation of new proposed resolutions
Shareholders who, individually or collectively, represent at least one fortieth of the share capital,
may, within ten days of the publication of this notice of call (namely, within 12 March 2018),
request to make additions to the list of the items to be discussed, indicating the additional items
proposed in their application, or may submit resolution proposals on items already on the agenda.
The requests, together with the certificate attesting ownership of the share, must be submitted
in writing, via recorded delivery letter, to the registered office of the Company, addressed for
the attention of the Corporate Office, or sent to the certified email address benistabilispasiiq@
legalmail.it. Otherwise, each Shareholder with voting rights may individually submit resolution
proposals during the Shareholders’ Meeting, within the same term and with the same methods
provided above. The additions to the agenda, or the request for further resolution proposals on
items already on the agenda, are communicated by the Company to the public through the same
ways prescribed for the publication of the notice of call, at least fifteen days prior to the date
scheduled for the Shareholders’ Meeting. The additional resolution proposals on items already
on the agenda are made available to the public in the same ways of the documentation related to
the Shareholders’ Meeting and when the communication to the public of the submission of such
proposals is made. Addition to the list of items to be discussed by the Shareholders’ Meeting is
not permitted for topics on which, in accordance with the law, the Shareholders’ Meeting resolves
upon proposal of the administrative body or on the basis of a project or report prepared by it, except
for those provided for by Art. 125-ter, paragraph 1 of Law Decree no. 58 of 24 February 1998 and
subsequent amendments (the “Consolidated Financial Act” or “CFA”). Shareholders requesting
addition to the agenda shall prepare a report indicating the reason for the proposed resolutions
on the new items which they propose to be discussed or the reason relating to additional proposed
resolutions presented on items already on the agenda. The report must be delivered to the Board
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section Governance / Shareholders’ Meeting. Those wishing to attend the Shareholders’ Meeting

of Directors through the methods indicated above and by the final deadline for the submission of the
relevant request (namely within 12 April 2018). The Board of Directors will then disclose to the public
the report accompanied by any assessments eventually made by the Board of Directors itself, when
the disclosure of the additional items on the agenda or the request for further resolution proposals
on items already on the agenda is made public, in the same ways envisaged for the documentation
relating to the Shareholders’ Meeting.
Right to ask questions
Every Shareholder has the right to ask questions on matters indicated in the agenda even before
the Shareholders’ Meeting, by submitting a written notice, which must be received no later than
three days before the Shareholders’ Meeting, namely 9 April 2018, to the registered office of the
Company, addressed for the attention of the Corporate Office, or via the certified email address
CALL of the Shareholders’ Meeting
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benistabilispasiiq@legalmail.it; the questions will be answered during the Shareholders’ Meeting
and the Company reserves the right to provide a single reply to questions with the same content.
Information for Shareholders
Note that the share capital is divided into 2,269,592,803 ordinary shares with a nominal value of 0.10
Euros each, and each ordinary share gives the right to one vote at the Shareholders’ Meeting. At
the time of issue of this notice of call, the Company directly holds 961,000 treasury shares, equal to
0.04% of the share capital, on which the right to vote and right to receive profits are suspended in
accordance with the law.
Appointment of the Board of Statury Auditors
The Board of Statutory Auditors will be appointed on the basis of list of candidates presented by the
Shareholders, pursuant to Art. 148 of CFA and Art. 20 of the Articles of Association, with particular
reference to the so called Full Quotas and Reduced Quotas. In addition, please note that:
- lists may be filed at the Company’s registered office to the attention of the Corporate Office or sent
to the certified email address benistabilispasiiq@legalmail.it, at least 25 calendar days before
the call of the Shareholders’ Meeting on single call (namely within 18 March 2018), pursuant
to and as per the terms and conditions required by the Articles of Association (available on the
Company’s website www.benistabili.it in section Governance), and to the applicable law;
- lists may be submitted by Shareholders accounting, either individually or jointly with others,
for at least 1% of the Company share capital, as provided by Consob’s Resolution n. 20273 of 24
January 2018;
- lists may must include at least one candidate for Standing Auditor and one candidate for Alternate
Auditor. Candidates must be listed in sequential order. Moreover the composition of each list
must respect the balance of each gender pursuant to applicable law. No shareholder may, either
individually or jointly, submit more than one list, including by proxy or through a trust, and each
candidate may be present on one list only, on pain of ineligibility.
Lists must be filed accompanied by the required documentation indicated in Art. 20 of the Articles
of Associations.
For any further information related to the filing, publication and election of the new board of Statutory
Auditors and to the compositional requirement of the board of Statutory Auditor, please refer to Art.
20 of the Articles of Association and the pertaining illustrative report of the Board of Directors.

Available Documentation
Documentation relating to items on the agenda will be disclosed to the public by the deadlines
envisaged under related applicable regulations, at the Company’s registered office at Via Piemonte 38,
Rome, at the authorized central dissemination and storage mechanism “1Info” (www.1info.it) and
also at the Company’s website www.benistabili.it in section Governance / Documentation, where are
also available the current Articles of Association and any other documents required by law.
Rome, 2 March 2018
Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ
for the Board of Directors
The Chairman
(Ariberto Fassati)
39
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Group
Consolidated
Financial
Statements
for the year ended 31 December 2017

Management Report

MAIN REAL ESTATE AND FINANCIAL INDICATORS
Main real estate indicators1
Accounting rental revenues
+2.6% compared to 2016 [+0.9% on
a like-for-like basis - LfL] (in millions of Euro)

199.7

204.8

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

Average duration of leases calculated
topped-up rents (years)
(excluding the Development portfolio)

8.3

8.3

184.3

7.2

Management Report
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31.12.2017
Group Share

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

31.12.2017
Group Share

The 2016 figure compared to what was published in the
2016 Financial Statements (equal to 9.0 years), has been
restated taking as a reference the dates starting from
tenants can exercize eventual break options.

Financial occupancy rate
(excluding the Development portfolio)
95.5%

97.2%

Market value of the real estate portfolio
(in millions of Euro)

96.6%
4,093.8

4,233.5
3,611.2

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

31.12.2017
Group Share

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

31.12.2017
Group Share

For more details on real estate portfolio please refer to the contents of the following section “Real
Estate Portfolio”.

	The Like-for-like rental growth rate is calculated on rental income relative to the stabilised property portfolio, which is the
adjusted property portfolio for sales and changes in clusters.
	The growth rate derives from the effectof: 1) inflation indexation, 2) the increase or decrease in property vacancy rate, 3) the
renegotiation of maturing leases or new leases, excluding the impacts related to releases (and subsequent re-letting) of
properties that have been recently developed. If these impacts are included, the growth rate stands at + 0.9% (+ 1.2% excluding
the rents of the Telecom Italia property portfolio).

1

Main economic, financial and equity indicators
Group Net result for the year
(in millions of Euro)

Group recurring net result (in millions of Euro)
106.0

101.7

158.8

85.6

31.12.2016

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

31.12.2017
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NNNAV per share (in millions of Euro)

0.809 Euro as at 31.12.2016
0.825 Euro as at 31.12.2017

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

INTEREST COVER RATIO

2.60

LTV
Net financial debt/value of the real estate
portfolio
2.74

2.58

51.6%

54.5%
46.2%

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

31.12.2017
Group Share

31.12.2016

48.1%

31.12.2017

46.1%

48.0%

31.12.2017
Group Share

Net accounting borrowings/book value of the real estate portfolio
(including preliminary and other transfer tax).(*)
Net accounting borrowing/book value of the real estate portfolio.

For more details on the above data (in millions of Euro), please refer to the following sections “Economic results
for the year” and “Financial review”.
(*) here below the reconciliation between the data used to calculate this ratio and accounting data:
(Data in million Euro)
Net accounting debt
Effect on debt di sale preliminaries and related abwn payments

Consolidated data

Group share data

2,033.1

1,730.9

25.6

20.8

Adjusted Net Debt (A)

2,007.5

1,710.0

Carrying amount of real estate portfolio

4,230.5

3,608.2

Effect of sale preliminaries and transfer tax
Adjusted Carrying amount of real estate portfolio (B)
LTV ratio (A)/(B)

110.4

102.8

4,340.8

3,711.0

46.2%

46.1%

GROUP Consolidated Financial Statements

1,871.3

1,834.8

SHAREHOLDERS AND MARKET PERFORMANCE

52.4% Foncière des Régions

5.7% Crédit Agricole S.A.
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41.9% Market

Source: Beni Stabili Spa SIIQ - http://www.benistabili.it/Azienda.aspx?prd=1474&lng=0

The Company’s shareholders structure is made up of Foncière des Régions with a 52.4% interest and
Crédit Agricole S.A. with a 5.7% interest, while the free float stands at 41.9%.
150
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Beni Stabili
FTSE MIB INDEX
EPRA INDEX

Source: Bloomberg; data as of 31 December 2017.

In 2017, the Beni Stabili share recorded an extremely positive performance equal to +38.7%, compared
to +11.7% of the FTSE MIB index and 7.6% of the EPRA index. As at 31 December 2017, the share
price was equal to 0.771 Euro.

RELEVANT EVENTS OF THE YEAR
Finalisation of the strategic agreement with Crédit Agricole Assurances and EDF Invest
on the portfolio leased to Telecom Italia S.p.A.
In June and September 2017, following the agreements signed in the previous year, the sale to
Crédit Agricole Assurances and EDF Invest (investment division of the EDF Group) of 40% (20%
each) of the share capital of Central Sicaf S.p.A. (hereinafter “Central”) was finalised.
Beni Stabili will maintain control of Central as well as provide real estate management services.
Central, which is now the main Italian real estate Sicaf, was established on 30 January 2017,
subject to authorisation by the Bank of Italy (issued under prot. 27831/2017 of 24 January 2017).
Subsequently, Beni Stabili transferred to Central the entire property portfolio of the Group leased to
Telecom Italia S.p.A. (with a market value of approximately 1.5 billion Euro), excluding the properties
billion Euro).
The properties transfered to the SICAF have a gross yield of 6.4% (5.8% net). Following the
renegotiation of the contracts signed with Telecom Italia in 2015, which envisaged the extension of
the relatedaverage maturity of 9 years, the leases of this real estate portfolio have, on average, a
residual duration of 12.9 years.
This important transaction confirms the interest of international investors, also those with a longterm profile, for the Italian real estate sector, as well as being an essential stage of the strategy
adopted by Beni Stabili, with effect from the end of 2015, of diversification of tenants, strengthening
of the capital structure and of the increase in properties located in Milan.
In February 2018 a further 9% of the shareholding of Central Sicaf was sold to companies belonging
to the reference Groups of the current minority shareholders, for a sales price in line with the
company’s NAV.

Acquisition of a core portfolio of banking offices from the Credito Valtellinese
In June 2017, Beni Stabili Group finalised the purchase of a core portfolio of offices and bank
branches owned by the Group Credito Valtellinese, consisting of 15 buildings and 2 long-term
surface rights, which have been re-leased to companies belonging to Group Credito Valtellinese,
by virtue of “double net” leases with a minimum duration of between 9 and 12 years (in addition to
an extension option for another 6 years granted to the lessee), for around 7 million Euro of gross
annual rent and an initial yield of 6%.
The purchase price amounted to 115,403 thousand Euro, plus transfer taxes and ancillary charges.
The acquired portfolio (which includes some central and iconic buildings in Milan such as Piazza
San Fedele 4 - next to the building in Piazza San Fedele 2 already owned by Beni Stabili - and Corso
Magenta 59-63), has approximately a gross area (GLA) of 21,700 sq. m. and is concentrated on
three main properties located in the centre of Milan, which account for more than 71% of the total
purchase price. The other properties are mostly branches of the bank (retail and offices), which are
expected to offer good liquidity on the market, due to their position and intrinsic characteristics.
The above transaction is perfectly in line with the Group’s already mentioned strategy of increasing
exposure in Milan, tenants diversification, cash flow improvements and asset rotation.
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already subject to preliminary sale agreements, together with the relevant bank debt (around 0.8

Important sale of a mature asset
On 3 July 2017 Beni Stabili sold to Luxottica S.p.A. an 11,705 sq. m. office building, located in via San
Nicolao, Milan, at a price of 114,550 thousand Euro. The price of the property was higher than the
appraisal value as of 31 December 2016.
The building, purchased in 2002 by a leading Italian bank in a sale and lease back context, was released
in 2011 and subsequently completely redeveloped by Beni Stabili in accordance with to the highest
market standards, to be leased immediately to Luxottica. The sale of the property represents the last
phase of the asset management cycle and has made it possible to benefit from the particularly strong
trend that Milan’s real estate market is experiencing.
This transaction, together with the purchase of the real estate portfolio from Group Credito Valtellinese,
confirms the pro-active nature of the asset rotation strategy of Beni Stabili, based on the sale of mature
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or non-strategic properties and on the consequent reinvestment of the income in new properties
located in Milan, in strategic positions and with interesting returns and prospects for value creation.
The transaction has been set up as a transaction with related parties, as Luxottica Group S.p.A. is a
company controlled by a Director of Beni Stabili SIIQ. Considering the value of the transaction, the latter
must be understood as a “transaction of greater significance”, pursuant to the Procedure adopted by
the Company and the relevant regulations applicable to related party matters.
At the same time, considering the nature of “ordinary transaction” (pursuant to the aforementioned
Procedure and regulation), the Company made use of the relevant exclusion case envisaged by the
regulation itself. The proposal of the transaction was submitted to the Board of Directors on 3 May
2017, which considered it to be in line with the market.

Real estate leasing activities
In 2017, 40 new leases were signed, covering approximately 19,300 square metres and corresponding
to 4,083 thousand Euro of new annual topped-up rental revenues.
Of these contracts, 3 will be effective after the end of the year, for a surface area of 625 square
metres and 221 thousand Euro of topped-up annual rents.
Besides the above, a further 12 leases were signed on properties currently under development
(Development), for a surface area of approximately 23,200 square metres and 7,232 thousand Euro
of new topped-up annual rental revenues.
In addition to the new leases, 32 renewals were signed for a surface area of approximately 87,100
square metres and 15,782 thousand Euro of topped-up annual rental revenues.
Furthermore, during the year, 7 lease agreements signed in previous years for a surface area of
about 2,900 square metres, corresponding to 1,026 thousand Euro in total of annual rental revenues,
were activated.

Real estate purchase and sale activities
In addition to the purchase of the core portfolio of banking offices from the Group Credito Valtellinese,
already described, the following must be noted.
In March, the purchase from CDP Immobiliare of the building located in Milan, in via Principe Amedeo
5, was finalised. The purchase price amounted to 41,000 thousand Euro, to which were added transfer
taxes and brokerage costs for a total of 936 thousand Euro, for an initial book value of the property
in the financial statements totalling 41,936 thousand Euro that (net of the deposit of 5,000 thousand
Euro already paid in 2015) was regulated at the date of the deed.

The building for office use and total gross area of about 7,000 square metres has been accounted for
in the category of “properties under development” as it is the subject of a redevelopment of a value
of about 10 million Euro.
During the same month of March, Beni Stabili acquired some additional units of a property already
partially owned (accounting for classification among the “trading properties”), located in Gorizia in
via XX Settembre. The purchase took place at the price of 10 thousand Euro.
In May, moreover, the property located in Milan, in via Marostica 1 was bought from So.GE. Società
Generale Euroimmobiliare S.r.l..
The above-mentioned property is a separate building of about 10,500 square metres, consisting of
nine floors above ground (with spaces for offices and archives) and a car park in the basement and
is located near one of the main streets leading to the city centre, in the immediate vicinity of the
The purchase price was of 24,000 thousand Euro, fully paid up to the deed, to which were added
transfer taxes and ancillary charges for 708 thousand Euro, for an initial book value of the property
in the financial statements for a total of 24,708 thousand Euro.
Lastly, it must be noted that on 31 July 2017, the Group purchased an area (in addition to the one
already owned) located in Milan, in the Ripamonti area (Symbiosis Project). The purchase price
amounted to 8,500 thousand Euro, fully paid up to the deed, to which transfer taxes and ancillary
charges were added for 805 thousand Euro.
On the other hand, sales concerned 10 properties (of which 4 belonged to the portfolio leased to
Telecom Italia S.p.A., including the previously described sale of the building in Milan, via San Nicolao),
as well as some units of the building located in via Galliera in Bologna and one property located in
Gorizia in via XX Settembre.
Sales took place at a total price equal to 205,598 thousand Euro, (of which 7,520 thousand Euro relate
to the two buildings in the Telecom portfolio), against a book value of properties on the date of the
sale equal to 202,097 thousand Euro (of which 7,582 thousand Euro relate to two properties in the
Telecom portfolio) and marketing costs and other expenses related to sales for an amount equal to
3,736 thousand Euro.
Finally, it must be noted that as at 31 December 2017, preliminary sales agreements existed for
properties with a carrying amount equal to 26,908 thousand Euro. The sale of these properties
will take place at a price of 27,181 thousand Euro (gross of marketing expenses and other costs
connected with the sale for 273 thousand Euro), already collected as a deposit or down payment for
1,350 thousand Euro.

Financing and refinancing activities for the year
On 28 February 2017 Beni Stabili initiated the procedure for the buy-back of the convertible bond
issued in October 2013 and named “270,000,000 thousand Euro 2.625 per cent. Convertible Bonds due
17 April 2019“, which was completed in March with the repurchase of the 98.78% of the outstanding
bonds, for a total principal amount of 266,700 thousand Euro.
The repurchase price was equal to 111 thousand Euro for every 100 thousand Euro of nominal value
of each bond, resulting in a total amount of 296,037 thousand Euro (in addition to the interest coupon
accrued up to the repurchase date).
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underground.

The repurchased bonds have been cancelled in compliance with the relevant terms and conditions.
The total carrying amount of liabilities associated with the repurchased bonds (at the repurchase
date) was equal to: i) 254,922 thousand Euro for the debt component; ii) 25,124 thousand Euro for
the associated conversion option.
Following the above repurchase, in accordance with the provisions of the Bond Regulations, Beni
Stabili exercised the option to repay, at a nominal value, the residual outstanding bonds (1.22% of
the original issue) with a nominal value of 3,300 thousand Euro. The book value of the above residual
bonds at the repayment date (15 May 2017) amounted to 3,167 thousand Euro.
Considering also the costs sustained for completing the aforementioned transactions, the overall
effect on Profit and Loss account amounted to 17,103 thousand Euro, of which 11,911 thousand Euro
referred to the issue costs of the loan that had not yet been depreciated.
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The success of this transaction represents a further step for Beni Stabili in pursuing its “liability
management” strategy allowing the Group to further reduce the cost of debt.
The aforementioned buy-back of the convertible bond with maturity 2019 was financed through a
corporate loan and the use of short-term and available cash lines.
In particular, in February, Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ signed a two-year corporate loan with a French
bank, with a nominal amount of 250,000 thousand Euro.
This loan was early repaid in October 2017.
On 9 March 2017, following the sale of a property located in Pisa in Corso Italia 149, the corresponding
mortgage loan with initial maturity in December 2019 was repaid in advance, for a nominal amount
of 4,320 thousand Euro (4,289 thousand Euro at book value). The effect recorded in the profit and
loss account for this early repayment was equal to 42 thousand Euro (of which 31 thousand Euro
corresponding to the costs of opening the loan not yet depreciated).
With the aim of refinancing the expiring debt in January 2018, on 6 July 2017 and 2 August 2017,
respectively, Beni Stabili signed the following two mortgage loans:
(1) a loan (signed with a foreign bank) for a nominal amount of 87,023 thousand Euro and a duration
of 10 years which, for 75% of its face value, accrues interest at a fixed rate, while for the remaining
25% of the its nominal value, accrues interest at a variable rate (equal to the 3-month Euribor
plus a spread). The above loan includes a repayment schedule structured as follows: 0% in the
first five years, 1% annual in the period between the sixth and the eighth year, 1.5% annual in the
period between the ninth and tenth year and the residual amount entirely at maturity. The loan
was disbursed on 30 November 2017.
(2) a loan (signed with a pool of five banks) for a maximum nominal amount of 248,551 thousand
Euro, with maturity in February 2026, which accrues interest at a variable rate (equal to the
3-month Euribor plus a spread). The above loan is structured on two long-term credit lines for
a maximum amount of 98,551 thousand Euro and on two revolving credit lines for a maximum
amount of 150,000 thousand Euro. The repayment plan of the aforementioned credit lines is as
follow: 1% annual in the period between 31 March 2018 and 30 June 2021, 1.50% annual in the
following period, with repayment of the residual entirely at maturity. The loan was disbursed
on 11 January 2018 for the two long-term lines, while the revolving portion is currently not
disbursed and available.

On 15 September 2017, a mortgage loan with a nominal value of 12,500 thousand Euro (with a
carrying amount of 12,497 thousand Euro) and maturity in December 2017, was repaid early.
On 17 October 2017, Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ issued a senior unsecured bonds for a total nominal
value of 300,000 thousand Euro (corresponding to 297,324 thousand Euro of initial carrying amount)
and a unit value of 100 thousand Euro.
The bond loan has a duration of 7 years (expiring on 17 October 2024), an annual coupon of 1.625%
and was issued at a price of 99.470 with respect to the nominal amount.
The bonds was listed on the Luxembourg Stock Exchange and was admitted to trading on the
regulated market of the Luxembourg Stock Exchange.
A large and diversified pool of high quality investors participated in the transaction, confirming the
interest in the Beni Stabili’s profile of the international financial community. The bonds were rated
BBB- by S & P Global, in line with the rating given to Beni Stabili.
funding, the Company has further extended the average maturity of the debt, reducing at the same
time the cost.
Banca IMI S.p.A., BNP Paribas, Crédit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank, Société Générale
Corporate & Investment Banking and UniCredit Bank AG acted as Joint Lead Managers.
It must be noted that during the year, “committed” short-term credit lines were renewed for a
further 18 months, in the total amount of 203,500 thousand Euro. As a result, the “committed” lines
available to the Group, on the total amount of 240,000 thousand Euro, had an average duration of
19.4 months.
Lastly, in December, an agreement was reached with the bank counterparties in order to further
extend the “committed” lines from 18 months to 36 months, with the exception of a line in the amount
of 20,000 thousand Euro that goes from 18 months to 24 months. As a result, the “committed” lines
currently available to the Group have an average duration of approximately 33 months.

Litigation with the Comit Pension Fund in liquidation
On 12 April 2017 Beni Stabili was informed that the “Comit Pension Fund in liquidation” filed
with the Milan Chamber of Arbitration an application for arbitration against Beni Stabili for the
reimbursement of the amount paid by the Fund itself (for a sum equal to 55,163 thousand Euro) as
part of the transaction reached, in December 2016, with the Agenzia delle Entrate (Italian Inland
Revenue) to define the well-known tax dispute generated by the purchase – in 2006 – by Beni Stabili
of the company “Immobiliare Fortezza S.r.l.“.
Beni Stabili, considering the request for arbitration filed by the “Comit Pension Fund in liquidation” as
unfounded, appeared at said arbitration proceedings to defend its rights, submitting a counterclaim
for the repayment by the Pension Fund of the amount paid by Beni Stabili to Agenzia delle Entrate
(Italian Inland Revenue).
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With this transaction, which falls within the diversification strategy of the Beni Stabili’s sources of

Merger of the entities Sviluppo Ripamonti S.r.l., B.S. Immobiliare 5 S.r.l., Beni Stabili
Development Milan Greenway S.p.A. into Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. and subsequent
entry of the integrated company to the SIINQ regime
In April 2017, in the context of the process of simplification and rationalisation of the Group structure
established in recent years and in particular, in order to concentrate investments in development
areas in Milan in the Ripamonti area (Symbiosis) and via Schievano in a single company vehicle, the
deed of merger by incorporation into Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. of its subsidiaries Sviluppo
Ripamonti S.r.l., BS Immobiliare 5 S.r.l. and Beni Stabili Development Milano Greenway S.p.A. was
signed.
Following the merger, meeting legal requirements and with the aim of maximising the efficiency of
the Group’s tax profile, Beni Stabili Development joined the special regime of non-listed Italian real
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estate investment companies – SIINQ, with effect from 1st January 2018.

Appointment of a new COO of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ
With effect from 6 December 2017, Ms. Marion Pignol took over the role of Chief Corporate Officer
(COO), replacing Mr. Stefano Vittori who decided to leave the Company to seize new professional
opportunities abroad.

REAL ESTATE PORTFOLIO
As at 31 December 2017, the Group’s portfolio comprised no. 253 properties, of which no. 6 were
under development, with a total market value of 4,233,456 thousand Euro (carrying amount of
4,230,468 thousand Euro), compared with 4,093,883 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016 (carrying
amount 4,091,015 thousand Euro).
The market value of the Group’s portfolio at 31 December 2017 is of 3,611,199 thousand Euro
(3,608,211 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016) if the properties rented to Telecom Italia are taken
into account at 60% (share of the Group).
The following table summarises the main information relating to the properties, distinctly by category
of intended use (consolidated data):

Office
Telecom
Italia

Number of Gross
Carrying % carrying Market
Annual % gross Topped-up
% gross
Physical
EPRA
properties leasable
amount
amount
value
rental
yield
annual
yield over
occupancy financial
area
(Euro
over total
(Euro
income
over
rental
market value rate (%) occupancy
(sq. m.) thousands) portfolio thousands)
(Euro
market
income with toppedup
rate (%)
(excl.
thousands) value
(Euro
rental
land)
thousands)
income

143 1,063,251

1,555,643

36.8%

1,555,643

98,901

6.4%

98,901

6.4%

100.0%

100.0%

Office not
Telecom
Italia

72

516,443

1,949,560

46.1%

1,952,355

90,109

4.6%

98,022

5.0%

90.4%

95.2%

Retail and
Others

32

97,254

296,365

7.0%

296,558

16,643

5.6%

18,050

6.1%

91.6%

93.8%

247 1,676,949

3,801,568

89.9%

3,804,556

205,653

5.4%

214,973

5.7%

96.6%

97.3%

226,018

428,900

10.1%

428,900

83

1,353

253 1,902,967

4,230,468

100.0%

4,233,456

205,736

216,326

Total
portfolio
escluding
Develop.
Develop.
Portfolio (*)
Total

6

(*) 	The gross leasable area of the Development Portfolio refers to the de facto state of existing buildings before the start of the
redevelopment works.
NB: the EPRA physical occupancy and financial occupancy ratio is calculated excluding the impact of vacant buildings for
which a preliminary sales contract has been signed.
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31.12.2017

The following table provides an overview of 2017 movements in the carrying amount of the property
portfolio (excluding development properties that are provided below) broken down by intended use:
Telecom
portfolio

Offices
portfolio

Retail and
Others
portfolio

Total portfolio
(excluding
Development)

1,550,931

1,801,843

382,871

3,735,645

-

142,481

-

142,481

Capex

4,148

13,016

1,072

18,236

Reclassifications

(280)

68,470

(4,490)

63,700

(7,506)

(126,265)

(68,326)

(202,097)

-

(678)

-

(678)

1,547,293

1,898,867

311,127

3,757,287

8,350

50,694

(14,763)

44,281

1,555,643

1,949,561

296,364

3,801,568

(Euro thousand)

Balance as at 31 December 2016
Acquisitions/Price adjustments

Sales
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Depreciation
Balance at 31 December 2017
prior to the valuation of real
estate assets
Write-ups/(Write-downs)
Balance as at 31 December 2017

The EPRA financial occupancy ratio at 31 December 2017 of the real estate portfolio (excluding
the Development portfolio), with a GLA of 1,676,949 square metres, is 97.3%, while the physical
occupancy ratio is of 96.6%.
Annual rental revenues amounts to 205,653 thousand Euro (equal to 214,973 thousand Euro of
topped up rents –) and correspond to a gross yield on the market value of 5.4% (5.7% topped-up, i.e.
with topped-up rental revenues, when incentives granted to lessees on the first years of some leases
no longer apply ). Including the Development portfolio, leasing fees amounted to 205,736 thousand
Euro (equal to 216,326 thousand Euro of topped up rents).
The total rent calculated using the 60% of the Group’s ownership for the portfolio leased to Telecom
Italia amounted to 166,176 thousand Euro (equal to 176,766 thousand Euro of topped up rents).
The average residual duration of the aforementioned contracts is of 8.3 years (7.2 years if calculated
taking as a reference, for the portfolio leased to Telecom Italia S.p.A., only 60% owned by the Group –
the so-called Group share –), while for the Telecom portfolio alone it is of 12.9 years.

The main tenants as at 31 December 2017 (calculated on topped-up rents) are the following:

Tenant
46% Telecom Italia
1% Aviva
1% Itedi
1% Amundi
2% Coin Group
3% Creval Group
3% Auchan
4% Public Administration
25% Others

6% Tecnimont
7% Intesa San Paolo

Topped up
rent e/M

Telecom Italia

98.9

Others

54.0

Intesa San Paolo

15.7

Tecnimont

13.0

Public Administration

8.1

Auchan

7.3

Creval Group

6.9

Coin Group

4.2

Amundi

3.1

Itedi

2.7

Aviva

2.4

34% Telecom Italia

1% Aviva
2% Itedi
2% Amundi
2% Coin Group

31% Others

4% Creval Group
4% Auchan
5% Public Administration
7% Tecnimont
9% Intesa San Paolo

Tenant
Telecom Italia

59.3

Others

54.0

Intesa San Paolo

15.7

Tecnimont

13.0

Public Administration

8.1

Auchan

7.3

Creval Group

6.9

Coin Group

4.2

Amundi

3.1

Itedi

2.7

Aviva

2.4

Regarding the geographical location, it must be noted that about 62% of the value of these properties
is concentrated in Milan and Rozzano (56%) and Rome (6%).
6% Rome
6% Turin

12% Other cities

56% Milan

21% Other North Italy

Topped up
rent e/M
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The main tenants as at 31 December 2017 (calculated on Group share basis) are as follows:
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Specifically, in Milan, 60% of the portfolio is concentraded in the Central Business District (CBD).

10% Centre & semi-centre

Market value
2.4 billion Euro

30% Periphery

60% CBD & Porta Nuova
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Considering the portfolio on a Group Share basis, it is noted that approximately 67% of the value of
these properties is concentrated in Milan and Rozzano (62%) and Rome (5%).
5% Rome
6% Turin
9% Other cities

62% Milan

18% Other North Italy

Specifically, on a Group Share basis, it must be noted that in Milan, 61% of the portfolio is concentrated
in the Central Management District.

10% Centre & semi-centre

29% Periphery

Market value
2.2 billion Euro

61% CBD & Porta Nuova

The 10 main properties in the portfolio are listed below (except those classified as Development
properties):
Location
(Municipality and
address)

Gross
leasable
area
(s.q. m.)
(GLA)

Portfolio

Legal % owned
form of
by the
possession
Group

Year of
purchase

Year of
completion of
redevelopment
/refurbishment
activities

EPRA
Financial
Vacancy
(per ERV)

Milan, piazza Freud
(Garibaldi complex)

Property

44,618

Non TI office in ownership

100%

2004

2013

0.0%

Milan,
via Montebello 18

Property

18,471

Non TI office in ownership

100%

2002

na

0.0%

Naples, Snc
Management centre

Property

63,477

Offices
Telecom Italia in ownership

100%

2000

na

0.0%

Milan, via Marco
Aurelio 24-26

Property

61,400

Offices
Telecom Italia in ownership

100%

2000

na

0.0%

Milan,
Galleria del Corso 4

Property

5,015

Retail in ownership

100%

2006

na

0.0%

Milan, via Dante 7

Property

6,199

Non TI office in ownership

100%

2006

na

0.0%

Milan,
via dell’Unione 1

Property

7,157

Non TI office in ownership

100%

2006

na

0.0%

Milan,
piazza San Fedele

Property

5,119

Non TI office in ownership

100%

1999

na

0.0%

Milan,
via Lorenteggio 266

Property

31,942

Non TI office in ownership

100%

2002

na

0.0%

Milan,
via Messina 36
(complex)

Property

24,166

Non TI office in ownership

100%

2016
(last towers)

na

2.4%
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Asset
type

Development portfolio: this portfolio includes properties and/or areas to be renovated, transformed
and developed. The strategy for this portfolio envisages the development of properties and/or
portfolios of properties mainly for tertiary and commercial use, primarily for rental activity. The
main activity relating to the aforementioned properties is construction/transformation, within a
well-defined enhancement strategy.
At 31 December 2017, this portfolio includes no. 6 development projects, with a carrying amount of
428,900 thousand Euro, representing 10% of the Group’s entire real estate portfolio.
Changes in the carrying amount of the Development portfolio in the year 2017 are summarised in
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(Euro thousands)
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the following table:

Balance as at 31 December 2016

355,370

Acquisition/Price adjustments

51,241

Capex

72,899

Reclassifications

(63,700)

Sales

-

Depreciation

-

Balance at 31 December 2017 prior to the valuation of real estate assets
Net write-up/(Write-downs)
Balance as at 31 December 2017

415,810
13,090
428,900

The current development projects are as follows:
• Symbiosis Project (Milan area, viale Ortles - via Adamello - via Orobia). The project consists
of the development of a 74,100 sq.m. disused industrial area, through the construction of an
office district spread over several land lots, totalling a gross floor area (SLP) of approximately
89,000 sq. m., as well as large underground car parks.
	The first phase of the project, started with the preliminary lease agreement signed in 2016
with Fastweb on approximately the 80% of the areas of the so-called Edificio Sforza (Building
AB) and consists of the construction of a 6-storey building with more than 20,000 sq.m. of
office spaces and expected delivery by the end of 2018.
	The building, that counts on a highly efficient internal layout, will be rated as “A Energy Class”,
will not emit C02 and will cover 50% of its energy needs through internal renewable sources
and the remaining 50% using only 100% certified “Green” electricity. All this will guarantee the
achievement of the Leed Platinum - Core & Shell certification.
In 2017, the construction of the building AB continued, culminating with the completion of all
the structures, the façades and the achievement of an overall progress of work equal to 62.5%.
During the first half of the year an additional preliminary lease contract for the commercial
areas at the block B ground floor was signed with CIR Food. In addition, in December 2017, a
further binding agreement with CIR Food was reached for the lease of approximately 1,000 sq. m.
offices above the restaurant areas, as well as some parking lots and warehouses. Following
the above lease, the asset occupancy reached 88%.
Finally, activities regarding urbanisation works kept going in the areas around the works site,
marking the completion and delivery of via Orobia and via Condino.

In July 2017, the acquisition of the area located via Adamello 9, behind building AB was
completed. The lot, about 3,600 sq. m. of area, and site of a disused carpentry, will be developed
starting from 2018 and completed by 2020.
Marketing activities on the remaining Symbiosis areas continued throughout the year 2017.
• Milan area, via Schievano. The project consists in the development of a former industrial and
cleared site of 17,000 sq. m..
	The real estate development involves the construction of an office complex consisting of 3
buildings, for a gross floor area (SLP) of approximately 20,400 sq. m., and a large underground
car park serving the buildings. This is accompanied by substantial urbanisation works, which
will allow for a relevant substantial improvement of the viability of the area and the opening of
new public spaces.
Consistent with the corporate sustainability policy, all new buildings will have the “A Energy
class” and their energy needs will be covered both by self-produced energy and external 100%
	The beginning of the works for the construction of the 3 buildings, together with the
urbanisation works concerning the surrounding areas, are envisaged to take place, upon
release of authorisations by the municipal authorities, within the first half of 2018.
• Turin, c.so Ferrucci. The project refers to the redevelopment of an existing building complex
with a surface area (Gross Lettable Area) of approximately 46,000 sq. m., of which 36,000
sq. m. are intended primarily for offices and partly for commercial activities.
	The building, built in 1982 as Fiat’s headquarters, was in a good state of preservation:
architectural composition, structures and systems were in fact built according to the best
quality standards of the time. However, the office complex has required refurbishment works
to make marketing activities easier and profitable. Therefore, the selected technical solution
was designed to allow the lease of the areas to multiple tenants and to improve the whole airconditioning system. The works, begun in April 2016 and aimed at the complete reconstruction
of the common areas of access to the building, the external layout, the entire ground floor and
the sixth floor, have been completed in December 2017. In addition, the first areas rented on
the ground floor, first floor and basement, were handed over to the tenants in the months of
August and December 2017.
	The refurbishment of the remaining areas of the building, currently underway in some parts
linked to new leases, will be the subject of successive steps of activity, and refers to systems
and internal finishing works. The timing for the implementation of the above activities will also
be planned in line with the trend in the marketing of the spaces, which are expected to be fully
let by 2019.
Marketing activity for the year concerned the signing of 3 new lease agreements for an area
of approximately 5,000 square metres, increasing the occupancy of the asset including pre-let
to 36%.
• Milan, via Colonna. The redevelopment strategy of the building, located near CityLife, consists
of the complete renovation of the existing facade, systems and internal finishes, as well as the
construction of a new attic floor of about 200 sq. m., for a total GLA of approximately 3,500
sq. m.. In line with the company’s sustainability policy, the renovations are aimed at achieving
the Leed Gold certification and the “A Energy Class” certification. The renovations began in
January 2017 and the delivery of the completely finished building is scheduled for April 2018.
During the year, rental activities determined the achievement of full occupancy of the asset,
thanks to the sign of 4 rental agreements with primary service companies. In addition, it is
reported that the spaces at the basement and mezzanine floor were handed over to the first
tenant in December 2017.
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“Green” certified sources.

• Milan, p.zza Monte Titano. The project consists in the conversion of the building from office use
to hotel. The transformation includes the complete renovation and adaptation of the interior
finishes to the needs of the new use, the replacement of existing systems and the enhancement
of the façade’s thermal efficiency. In line with the corporate sustainability policy, the completed
building will have the Leed Gold certification and a “B Energy Class” certification. The asset,
subject to a pre-let contract, signed between Beni Stabili and Meininger Hotel Gruppe in 2016,
will be delivered completely finished during the first half of 2018.
• Milan, via Principe Amedeo. The property was acquired in March 2017. The development
strategy involves the complete renovation of the interiors, the façade and the construction of a
new attic floor resulting from the restoration of the sub roof. The works, began in April 2017,
will be performed according to the highest quality standards and are expected to be completed
by the end of 2018. In addition, it is reported that in December 2017, an important binding
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lease agreement was signed with a leading law firm for the lease of approximately 57% of the
building’s areas.

A table is provided below that summarises the expenditure forecasts (on the date of publication of
this Report) for the completion of each initiative, with the distinction between what has been achieved
and the commitment to future expenditure.
Portion
corresponding to
what has already
been achieved

Portion
corresponding to
what must be
achieved in the
coming years

Expected
completion

279.1

56.7

222.4

2022

Area in Milan, via Schievano

65.2

5.9

59.3

2019-2020

Turin, c.so Ferrucci

29.5

19.2

10.3

2017-2019

Milan, via Colonna 4-6

5.0

3.9

1.1

2018

Milan, piazza Monte Titano 10

7.9

4.9

3.0

2018

12.4

2.6

9.8

2018

399.1

93.2

305.9

Project Symbiosis

Milan, via Principe Amedeo
Total cost of projects underway

(*) Includes charges of urbanization, reclamations, construction costs and technical expenses.

With regard to individual initiatives, the following costs are also capitalised: i) financial charges; ii)
costs of the Group’s recurring personnel and collaborators, directly involved in the implementation of
individual developments.
Please refer also to paragraph 6.1.2 of the notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements for the 2017
financial year.
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Total estimated
project
cost (*)

(Euro millions)

Finally, the table below summarises the main information relating to properties, divided by category
of intended use, in which the portfolio leased to Telecom Italia is weighted by the Group’s shareholding
(60%) - CD group share portfolio –:
Number of
properties

Gross
Carrying
% of
Market
Annual
leasable
amount
carrying
value
rent
area (sq. (Euro/000) amount on (Euro/000) (Euro/000)
m.) (excl.
the total
Land)
portfolio

Gross
yield % on
market
value

Topped up
annualised
rental
income
(Euro/000)

Gross
Physical
EPRA
yield % on occupancy
financial
market
rate (%) occupancy
value
rate (%)

Office Telecom
Italia

143

637,951

933,386

25.9%

933,386

59,341

6.4%

59,341

6.4%

100.0%

100.0%

Office not
Telecom Italia

72

516,443

1,949,560

54.0%

1,952,355

90,109

4.6%

98,022

5.0%

90.4%

95.2%

Retail and Others

32

97,254

296,365

8.2%

296,558

16,643

5.6%

18,050

6.1%

91.6%

93.8%

Total of the
portfolio
excluding
Development

247

1,251,648

3,179,311

88.1%

3,182,299

166,092

5.2%

175,413

5.5%

95.4%

96.7%

Development
portfolio (*)

6

226,018

428,900

11.9%

428,900

83

1,353

253

1,477,666

3,608,211

100%

3,611,199

166,176

176,766

Total

(*)	The gross leasable area of the Development Portfolio refers to the de facto state of existing buildings before the start of the
redevelopment works.
NB: the EPRA physical occupancy and financial occupancy ratio is calculated excluding the impact of vacant buildings for
which a preliminary sales contract has been signed.

Economic results for the year
(Euro thousands)
Net rental revenues
Profit/(Loss) on disposal of properties
Net service revenues
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31.12.2017

31.12.2016

172,802

164,100

(235)

(258)

4,882

597

Staff costs

(10,715)

(7,218)

Overheads

(20,796)

(11,691)

Total operating costs

(31,511)

(18,909)

Other revenues and income/(other costs and charges)

(10,903)

(9,270)

Operating income before write-ups/(write-downs) of properties

135,035

136,260

57,371

67,436

Operating income

192,406

203,696

Net Financial Income/(Charges)

(45,836)

(56,477)

Change in the valuation of the conversion option of bonds

(27,344)

57,748

Costs for early repayments (other than those related to sales) of loans
and derivatives

(15,738)

(38,259)

(65)

(298)

(88,983)

(37,286)

(1,246)

(1,059)

102,177

165,351

(664)

(6,067)

Net result for the year

101,513

159,284

Net result attributable to minority interests

(15,879)

(469)

Property write-ups/(write-downs)

Financial charges related to property sales
Total Net Financial Income/(Charges)
Income/(Expenses) from investments in associates and other
companies
Earnings before taxes
Taxes

Group Net result for the year

85,634

158,815

Basic earnings per share (*)

0.03775

0.07000

Diluted earnings per share (*)

0.03775

0.04279

(*) For more details on how to determine profit per share, please refer to the Notes to the Financial Statements in section 6.6.9.

The Group’s net profits for the 2017 financial year were positive for 85,634 thousand Euro, compared
to positive results for 2016 of 158,815 thousand Euro.
These above results include the effect of the appraisal of the properties at their fair value, which led
to the recognition in the financial year 2017 of net revaluations for 57,371 thousand Euro, against net
revaluations equal to 67,436 thousand Euro of 2016.
The results of the two periods compared, in addition to the effect of the aforementioned real estate
appraisals, also include the effects:
• the change in the fair value of conversion options for Equity Linked convertible bonds (negative
for 27,344 thousand Euro and positive for 57,748 thousand Euro respectively for 2017 and 2016);
• costs for early repayment of loans and derivatives, other than those related to property sales
(15,738 thousand Euro in 2017 and 38,259 thousand Euro in 2016);
• non-recurring costs (7,472 thousand Euro) recorded in the 2017 financial year for the finalisation
of the strategic agreement with Crèdit Agricole Assurances and EDF Invest on the portfolio leased
to Telecom Italia S.p.A., against non-recurring costs recorded in 2016 (4,863 thousand Euro) both
in relation to the aforementioned agreement and for the dissolution of collaborations related to
the areas in Milan under development.

By eliminating the two results of the aforementioned effects, changes in the Group profit for 2017,
compared to 2016, correspond to an increase of 2,064 thousand Euro, attributable to the reduction
in financial charges for 10,874 thousand Euro, an improvement in the operating margin of 1,384
thousand Euro (due to the increase in net income from leases and services of 12,688 thousand Euro
and an improvement in the sales margin of 23 thousand Euro, net of higher net operating costs of
11,327 thousand Euro) and the reduction in the tax burden of 5,403 thousand Euro (which in 2016
had been significantly influenced by the taxation of the proceeds for the change in the fair value of
the conversion options of convertible bonds), which were largely absorbed by the increase in the net
result attributable to minority interests (15,410 thousand Euro) as a result of the creation of Central
Sicaf S.p.A. for managing the portfolio leased to Telecom Italia S.p.A. and by the reduction of the
profit or loss from investments in subsidiaries and associates (187 thousand Euro).
Net rental revenues. Net rental revenues, amounting to 172,802 thousand Euro (164,100 thousand

Description (Euro thousands)
Rental revenues and guaranteed annuities
Revenues for early termination of lease contracts
(Depreciations/losses) and release of depreciations on receivable
from tenants and costs of recovering late payments

2017

2016

204,788

199,462

49

189

(788)

(1,804)

(Net property costs)

(31,247)

(33,747)

Net rental revenues

172,802

164,100

Gross rental revenues for 2017 (including guaranteed annuities and penalties for early termination
of lease contracts) amounted to 204,837 thousand Euro, compared to 199,651 thousand Euro in
2016.

The increase of 5,186 thousand Euro is due to:
• the purchase of properties for 7,931 thousand Euro;
• the net effect between the signing of new leases, contract renegotiations and termination of
contracts (natural due or early) for 956 thousand Euro;
• the sale of properties for -4,739 thousand Euro;
• other changes for 1,038 thousand Euro (of which ISTAT revaluation 834 thousand Euro).

On a Like-for-Like1 basis gross accounting rents increased by +0.9% (+1.3% excluding Telecom
Italia S.p.A. rents). If we consider only the rents generated by properties in Milan, the Like-for-Like
growth is equal to +2.4%.

	The Like-for-Like growth rate related to lease rentals is calculated on the rents relative to the stabilised portfolio, which is the
adjusted portfolio for sales and reclassifications in management clusters.
	The growth rate derives from: 1) the effect of inflation indexation, 2) the effect of the growth or reduction of the vacancy on
the portfolio, 3) the effect of renegotiation of maturing leases or new leases, excluding the impacts related to release (and
subsequent lease) of properties subject to recent major restructuring by the development division within the Company and
vacant properties subject to preliminary sale agreements. If these impacts are included, the growth rate stands at +0.9%
(+1.2% excluding the rents of the Telecom Italia portfolio).

1
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Euro for 2016), consists of:

Below is a detailed table of the separate rental income for each category of properties:
2017

2016

Change

% of change

Change in LfL

Offices Telecom Italia

98,623

98,781

(158)

-0.2%

0.5%

Offices not Telecom Italia

88,023

81,408

6,615

8.1%

1.9%

186,646

180,189

6,457

3.6%

1.1%

17,821

19,379

(1,558)

-8.0%

-1.2%

204,467

199,568

4,899

2.5%

0.9%

370

83

287

204,837

199,651

5,186

2.6%

0.9%

(Euro thousands)

Subtotal Offices
Retail
Subtotal Offices and Retail
Development Portfolio
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Total

The impact of net rental margin (net rental revenues) on rental (gross) revenues moved from 82.2%
in 2016 to 84.4% in 2017.
The 2.2% increase is mainly attributable to the elimination of the cost for the technical and
administrative management services of the properties due to the consolidation (since December
2016) of Revalo S.p.A. and to minor depreciations and losses on receivables from tenants.
Net service revenues. Net revenues for services amounted to 4,882 thousand Euro, compared to 597
thousand Euro in 2016. The increase is attributable to the consolidation (since December 2016) of
Revalo S.p.A., which is a company specialised in the provision of property, facility and advisory real
estate services, both to Group companies and to third parties.
Profit/(Loss) on disposal of properties. Sales for the 2017 financial year concerned 10 properties
(of which 4 belong to the portfolio leased to Telecom Italia S.p.A.) and some real estate units.
Sales were made at a total price of 205,598 thousand Euro, against a book value of properties on the
date of sale of 202,097 thousand Euro and marketing costs and other expenses related to sales for
3,736 thousand Euro.
In 2016, however, sales concerned 6 properties (of which 4 belong to the portfolio leased to Telecom
Italia S.p.A.) and a unit within a shopping centre. The above sales took place at a total price of 62,235
thousand Euro, against the carrying amount of the properties on the sale date of 61,843 thousand
Euro and marketing costs and other costs associated with sales for 632 thousand Euro.
Operating costs. Staff costs rose from 7,218 thousand Euro in 2016 to 10,715 thousand Euro in the
2017 financial year. The change is mainly due to the consolidation of Revalo S.p.A. (from December
2016).
Overheads, on the other hand, amount to 20,796 thousand Euro, against 11,691 thousand Euro in
2016. The change of 9,105 thousand Euro is mainly due to: i) costs for services and consultancy
connected to the finalisation of the strategic agreement with Crèdit Agricole Assurances and EDF
Invest on the portfolio leased to Telecom Italia S.p.A. and other non-recurring assets (6,240 thousand
Euro in 2017 and 1,863 thousand Euro in 2016); ii) the operating costs of Revalo S.p.A. consolidated
into the Group’s financial statements since December 2016 (2,548 thousand Euro).

Other revenues and income and other costs and charges. The item “Other revenues and income

and other costs and charges” increased from a negative balance of 9,270 thousand Euro in 2016 to
a negative balance of 10,903 thousand Euro in the 2017 financial year.
The above change is mainly attributable to the write-down of certain operating assets due to
impairment losses, greater provisions for risks and charges and the increase in the cost for nondeductible VAT (mostly related to the non-recurring costs mentioned above), partially offset by the
reduction of a cost recorded in 2016 for the winding up of agreements relating to the Beni Stabili
Development Milano Greenway joint venture.
Property write-ups/(write-downs). The net change in the value of the real estate portfolio, based
on preliminary sales and above all on the valuations at 31 December 2017 made by Jones Lang
LaSalle, Duff & Phelps REAG and CBRE on total assets at IAS values of 4,230,468 thousand Euro is
equal to +57,371 thousand Euro (+67,436 thousand Euro for 2016).
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was +1.5%.2.

Net financial income/(Charges)
Net financial charges are detailed as follows:
					
Description (Euro thousands)

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

33

142

Other financial income

121

156

Total financial income

154

298

(49,639)

(53,337)

Financial income on bank current accounts and time deposits

Medium/long-term financial charges - monetary portion
Financial charges for short-term debts - monetary portion

(729)

(856)

(10,381)

(11,597)

(1,518)

(798)

(65)

(298)

(626)

(3,188)

(40)

(25)

16,943

13,026

Total financial charges

(46,055)

(57,073)

Financial charges linked to the early repayment of loans and
derivatives instruments

(15,738)

(38,259)

Change in the fair value of the bonds conversion option

(27,344)

57,748

Total Net financial charges

(88,983)

(37,286)

Medium/long-term financial charges - non monetary portion
Fees for non-use of loans (related to medium/long and short-term
borrowings)
Financial charges related yo property sales
Ineffective portion of the change in the fair value of derivative instruments
Other financial charges
Capitalised borrowing costs

Net financial charges for 2017, determined on the basis of reference accounting standards and
excluding the valuation effect of the options for conversion of bonds and the costs associated with
early repayment of loans and derivatives, amount to 45,901 thousand Euro, compared to a balance of
56,775 thousand Euro for 2016.

2

Like-for-Like (Group standard). The LfL figure is equal to 1.7% if calculated by weighting the data of the real estate portfolio
leased to Telecom Italia for the Group’s percentage investment (60%) [LfL group share].
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On a Like-for-Like basis, compared to December 31, 2016, the percentage change to Market Value

In particular:
• the monetary portion of financial charges (both short and medium/long term) decreased by
3,825 thousand Euro, due to the reduction in the average cost of short, medium and long-term
debt, which from 2.44% in the 2016 financial year decreased to 2.13% for the 2017 financial
year. The decrease in the average cost of the debt is mainly due to the reduction in the base
rate, due to the refinancing transaction carried out in the last year;
• commissions for non-use of credit lines increased by 720 thousand Euro, mainly for medium/
long-term loans and lines of credit that have been contracted but not used by the end of the
year;
• other financial charges increase by 15 thousand Euro;
• charges related to property sales amounted to 65 thousand Euro, while they amounted to 298
thousand Euro in 2016;
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• the non-monetary portion of financial charges shows a decrease of 1,216 thousand Euro in
charges for depreciation of upfront costs of loans in application of the amortized cost model,
while non-cash items related to changes in the fair value of hedging instruments show an
improvement of 2,562 thousand Euro;
• financial income amounted to 154 thousand Euro for the year 2017, against 298 thousand Euro
for 2016;
• the capitalisation of financial charges on development projects rose from 13,026 thousand
Euro in 2016 to 16,943 thousand Euro in 2017.
Charges related to early repayments amounted to 15,738 thousand Euro, compared to charges,
amounting to 38,259 thousand Euro, for 2016. The figure for 2017 mainly includes the accounting effect
of the early closure of the convertible bond loan maturing in 2019.
Finally, with regard to conversion options included in convertible bond loans, the negative change,
amounting to 27,344 thousand Euro (compared to a positive change for 2016 of 57,848 thousand Euro),
is due to the change in the share price that Beni Stabili recorded during the period (from 0.543 Euro at
31 December 2016 to 0.771 Euro at 31 December 2017) and to the effect of the volatility of the underlying
security, which increased its value.
Income/(Expenses) from associates and other companies. The balance of the item as at 31
December 2017 includes: i) net write-downs of investments valued at equity for 680 thousand Euro;
ii) net write-downs on units held in real estate funds and minor investments for 566 thousand Euro.
The balance as at 31 December 2016, on the other hand, referred to: i) the net revaluations of equity
investments valued with the equity method for 1,665 thousand Euro; ii) write-downs of the units held
in real estate funds and minor investments for 2,724 thousand Euro.
Taxes. In accordance with the provisions of SIIQ/SIINQ regulations (listed and non-listed real estate
investment companies) and the provisions of Real Estate Sicaf regulations, taxes for the period
refer essentially to the results of activities other than those exempts. In fact, current and deferred
taxes include only the taxation of service activities, sales of properties carried out by 31 December,
2013 (due to the application of the deferral of taxation for IRES purposes in 5 years) and of activities
related to trading properties. To the above, for the year 2017, taxes due for the entry of the Beni
Stabili Development vehicle in the SIINQ regime, effective from 1st January 2018 must be added.

Taxes for the year are detailed as follows:
31.12.2017

31.12.2016

Current taxes

(2,504)

(3,348)

Deferred tax liabilities

10,821

448

Deferred tax assets

(2,736)

(3,436)

Total taxes for the year (current and deferred)

5,581

(6,336)

Recalculation of current taxes for previous years

(1,389)

62

Reassessment income and expenses for recalculation of taxes of previous
years

(4,856)

207

Total income and expenses for recalculation of taxes of previous
years

(6,245)

269

(664)

(6,067)

(Euro thousands)

Total tax

and refer to IRES for 511 thousand Euro and IRAP for 1,993 thousand Euro. Taxes for 2016 referred
to IRES for 2,956 thousand Euro and IRAP for 392 thousand Euro.
It must be noted that 2017 taxes include the cost of 1,967 thousand Euro for the entry of the Beni
Stabili Development vehicle into the SIINQ regime from 2018 (corresponding to the entry tax in the
scheme for 10,415 thousand Euro, partially offset by fiscal losses for the period and of previous
years).
The cost of 2016 (quota IRES), on the other hand, was essentially attributable to the IRES tax on the
income corresponding to the changes in fair value of conversion options of existing bonds (for the
portion that, on the basis of current regulations, was not possible to offset with previous tax losses).
The cost for restatement of the current taxes of previous years mainly refers to the amount recognised
to the tax authorities in the judicial conciliation of some disputes relating to the deductibility of
interest expense.
Income and charges for deferred taxes (assets and liabilities) for the year relate to: i) the release
of deferred taxes on the fifth of capital gains on property sales completed in previous years; ii) the
adjustment of deferred taxes relating to properties excluded from the SIIQ/SIINQ scope as a result
of the adjustments to market value as at 31 December 2017 and the adherence of Beni Stabili
Development to the SIINQ regime; iii) the release of prepaid tax assets on the temporary nondeductibility of interest expense of a Group company excluded from the SIIQ/SIINQ regime; iv) the
recalculation of prepaid tax assets on previous tax losses, as a result of the revision of the forecast
of future taxable income (mainly as a result of the adherence of Beni Stabili Development to the
SIINQ regime).
Net result attributable to minority interests. Profit or loss attributable to minority interests for the
2017 financial year is positive for 15,879 thousand Euro (negative for 469 thousand Euro for the 2016
financial year). The above change is mainly due to the attribution to the minority shareholders of
the net result of Central Sicaf S.p.A., realised after their entrance into this company shareholders.
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Current taxes for 2017 amount to 2,504 thousand Euro, compared to 3,348 thousand Euro in 2016,
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Recurring net result
Beni Stabili Group, in accordance with the policies of the Group Foncière des Régions and
international best practices uses the recurring net result as an alternative indicator of financial
performance. The indicator is calculated by adjusting the consolidated net result, from which the
following are excluded: i) the margin of contribution of sales (capital gains and relevant costs) and
financial costs deriving from the early repayment of loans and derivative financial instruments; ii) nonmonetary items (items of a valuation nature on properties and financial instruments, depreciation,
etc.); iii) the most significant extraordinary and non-recurring items.
The following table shows the adjustments made to the net result for the 2017 and 2016 financial
years, as shown in the Statement of profit/(loss) for the period drawn up in accordance with IAS/IFRS,
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for determining the Group’s recurring net result.

2017

2016

85,634

158,815

(57,371)

(67,436)

458

1,785

Changes in the fair value of financial instruments

33,110

(49,062)

Costs for early termination of financial instruments

15,738

38,259

8,018

2,751

(1,203)

5,685

1,430

407

EPRA Earnings

85,813

91,204

Epra Earnings per share (Euro)

0.0378

0.0402

2,672

6,041

13,175

8,727

101,660

105,972

(Euro thousands)
Group Net result for the year
Changes in the market value of the real estate portfolio
Profit/(Loss) of the sale of properties (including related financial charges)

Costs for share-deals and results of non-controlled investments and joint
ventures
Tax effect on EPRA adjustments
Effect of adjustments on net result attributable to minorities

Specific adjustments of Beni Stabili Group:
Adjustments for non-recurring operating costs/(income) and impacts of
discounting
Adjustments for the impact of depreciation (including the up-front costs on
loans) and provisions
Recurring net result for the Group

The table below shows, separately for each item od the Statement of profit/(Loss) for the year drawn
up in accordance with the IAS/IFRS principles, the adjustments made to the net result for the year for
calculating the Group’s recurring net result.
Adjustments

Recurring
net result at
31.12.2017

Recurring
net result at
31.12.2016

172,802

0

172,802

164,693

Profit/(Loss) from property sales

(235)

235

-

-

Net service revenues

4,882

-

4,882

597

Staff costs

(10,715)

214

(10,501)

(6,288)

Overheads

(20,796)

7,300

(13,496)

(9,625)

Total operating costs

(31,511)

7,514

(23,997)

(15,913)

Other revenues and income/(other costs and charges)

(10,903)

9,166

(1,737)

(743)

Operating income before write-ups/(Write-downs) of
properties

135,035

16,914

151,949

148,634

Write-ups/(Write-downs) of properties in the portfolio

57,371

(57,371)

0

0

Operating income

192,406

(40,457)

151,949

148,634

Net financial income/(charges)

(45,836)

11,007

(34,829)

(43,910)

Change in the valuation of the conversion option for bonds

(27,344)

27,344

-

-

Costs for early repayment of loans and related derivative
instruments closed during the year

(15,738)

15,738

-

-

(65)
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-

-

(88,983)

54,154

(34,829)

(43,910)

(1,246)

546

(700)

1,692

102,177

14,243

116,420

106,416

(664)

353

(311)

(382)

Net result for the year

101,513

14,596

116,110

106,034

Net result attributable to Minority interests

(15,879)

1,430

(14,449)

(62)

85,634

16,026

101,660

105,972

Net rental revenues

Financial charges related to property sales
Total net financial income/(charges)
Income/(Expenses) from investments in associates and
other companies (sale and valuation)
Earnings before taxes
Taxes

Group Net result for the year
Earnings per share in Euro
- Basic

0.0377

0.0448

0.0467

- Diluted

0.0377

0.0415

0.0390

The Group Net result amounted to 101,660 thousand Euro at December 31, 2017, compared to 105,972
thousand Euro in 2016.
The reduction of 4,312 thousand Euro is attributable to the recognition of the portion of the net result
for the year attributable to minority shareholders following the establishment of Central Sicaf S.p.A.
and 40% third party stake in the capital of this vehicle.
In fact, prior to the allocation of the net result to the minority shareholders, the recurring net result
for 2017 is equal to 116,110 thousand Euro, against 106,034 thousand Euro in 2016. The increase
between the two data items is mainly attributable to the reduction in financial charges and the increase
in recurring operating result, net of the reduction in the profit or loss from associate companies.
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Profit and Loss
account IAS/IFRS
31.12.2017

(Euro thousands)

Financial review
The following table shows the statement of financial position as at 31 December 2017, compared to
31 December 2016.
Reference must also be made to the description in the notes to the financial statements (paragraph
3) for an in-depth analysis of the risk factors to which the Group is exposed and the relevant hedging
policies.
(Euro thousands)
Investment properties, under development and operating properties

31.12.2016

4,185,455

3,986,949

45,013

104,066

2,082

2,141
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Intangible assets
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Trading properties and properties held for sale

31.12.2017

Other non-current tangible assets and non-current receivables

39,034

46,941

Securities and investments

25,470

27,417

(42,924)

(18,634)

4,254,130

4,148,880

23,609

50,953

454

3,684

- net financial debt

2,033,066

2,230,295

- minority interests

320,176

940

1,876,825

1,863,008

4,254,130

4,148,880

Net working capital
Net invested capital
Financed by:
- provisions and derivative instruments
- net deferred tax liabilities/(assets)

- Group equity
Total

Net invested capital. The increase of 105,250 thousand Euro of net invested capital is attributable to:
• 139,453 thousand Euro, the net increase in real estate assets.
The following table summarises change entries by category:
Properties
under
development

Operating
properties

Properties
included the
assets held for
sale

Trading
properties

General
total

3,612,231

355,370

19,348

76,601

27,465

4,091,015

142,469

51,241

-

-

12

193,722

Capex

17,190

72,899

130

-

916

91,135

Sales

(12,205)

-

-

(189,890)

(2)

(202,097)

Reclassifications (*)

(74,440)

(63,700)

(714)

138,854

-

-

-

-

(678)

-

-

(678)

3,685,245

415,810

18,086

25,565

28,391

4,173,097

53,224

13,090

-

(3,112)

(5,831)

57,371

3,738,469

428,900

18,086

22,453

22,560

4,230,468

Balance as at 31 December 2016
Acquisitions

Depreciation
Balance at 31 December 2017
prior to the valuation of real estate
assets
Net write-ups/(write-downs)
recognised in profit and loss
account
Balance as at 31 December 2017

(*)	The item “Reclassifications” refers: i) 138,854 thousand Euro to the transfer from the category “Investment properties”
to the category “Properties included in assets held for sale” of assets subject to advanced sale negotiations (in part
transferred later during the year); ii) 714 thousand Euro to the net value of the transfer to the “Investment properties”
category from the “Operating properties” category of some real estate units as a result of changes in their destination
from / to Group offices to / from leased spaces; iii) 63,700 thousand Euro to the reclassification of a property from the
“Properties under development” category to the “Investment properties” category as a result of the completion of
redevelopment activities of the latter.

In particular:
- acquisition during the year, better described in the previous section “Significant events
during the year”, concerned 17 properties, an area of development and some units of a
property already owned, and took place at a total price of 188,913 thousand Euro, plus
transfer taxes and other ancillary charges for 4,809 thousand Euro;
- capex, which amount to a total of 91,135 thousand Euro, include: i) 72,924 thousand Euro for
works on properties, technical consulting for progress of renovations, redevelopment and /
or development projects and other costs relating to properties suitable for increasing their
value; ii) 16,943 thousand Euro for capitalisation of financial charges; iii) 1,268 thousand
Euro of remuneration paid to Group employees and recurrent consultants employed directly
on construction sites;
- the decrease in sales corresponds to the carrying amount (at the time of sale) of properties
sold during the year;
- depreciation refers entirely to the offices of the Group in Milan in via Cornaggia and via degli
Amedei;
- net write-ups/(write-downs) of the real estate portfolio totalled a net revaluation of 57,371
thousand Euro.
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Investment
properties

(Euro thousands)

The above positive changes in invested capital were partially offset:
• by 24,290 thousand Euro, from changes in the net working capital referring to:
- an increase of 20,339 thousand Euro in payables to suppliers, mainly linked to the progress of
ongoing property development initiatives;
- the reduction in receivables and payables for deposits/advances on purchases and sales of
properties for 3,850 thousand Euro, as a result of the purchase and sale of properties for the
year;
- an increase of 2,340 thousand Euro in guarantee deposits received from tenants, as a result of
several important rental contracts signed during the year;
- the increase in net tax credits (receivables net of payables) for 2,542 thousand Euro, mainly
due to some reclassifications from non-current receivables due to the expected recovery in the
next year;
Management Report
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- the positive net changes of other current asset and liability positions for 303 thousand Euro.
• by 7,966 thousand Euro, from the net decrease in other tangible and intangible assets and noncurrent receivables, mainly due to depreciation and impairment for the year, partially offset by
purchases and the reclassification of certain asset positions among current receivables;
• by 1,947 thousand Euro, from the decrease in the item “Securities and investments” for the
collection of dividends from investments valued using the equity method (642 thousand Euro),
from repayments of quotas in real estate funds (102 thousand Euro) and from net write-downs for
the period (1,258 thousand Euro), net of the contribution made to a subsidiary (55 thousand Euro).
Provisions and derivative instruments. The provisions (risks and charges and staff termination
benefits) present a total balance at 31 December 2017 of 9,154 thousand Euro, compared to a
total balance at 31 December 2016 of 5,910 thousand Euro. In particular, provisions for risks and
charges (8,380 thousand Euro and 5,265 thousand Euro at 31 December 2017 and 31 December 2016
respectively) increased by 3,115 thousand Euro against a provision related to presumed liabilities
for commitments linked to some lease agreements (4,039 thousand Euro), net of uses for expenses
incurred during the year (386 thousand Euro) and releases of previous provisions exceeding actual
needs (538 thousand Euro), while (TFR) Staff termination benefits (774 thousand Euro and 645
thousand Euro respectively at 31 December 2017 and 31 December 2016) increased by 129 thousand
Euro for the provisions for the year, net of settlements.
The net debt for derivative instruments at 31 December 2017 amounted to 14,455 thousand Euro,
against a payable of 45,043 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016.
The balance as at 31 December 2017 includes: i) 17,728 thousand Euro (15,508 thousand Euro as
at 31 December 2016) referring to the fair value of the conversion option of the existing convertible
bond, which is accounted for under liabilities in accordance with international accounting standards;
ii) 3,273 thousand Euro referring to the positive net fair value (negative for 29,535 thousand Euro at 31
December 2016) of derivative instruments subscribed to hedge the risk of fluctuating interest rates
on financial liabilities.

The table below shows changes in debt of derivative instruments for the period.
Derivative
hedging
instruments
(interest rate
swaps)

Other
derivative
instruments
(interest rate
swaps)

Total

15,508

29,535

-

45,043

Premiums paid for the opening of new instruments

-

-

(789)

(789)

Differentials (paid)/collected (net of accruals accrued)

-

(3,810)

-

(3,810)

(25,124)

(24,134)

-

(49,258)

Change in the fair value recorder with a counter-entry in
the Shareholders’ Equity

-

(4,701)

-

(4,701)

Change in the fair value recorder with a counter-entry in
the Profit and Loss Account

27,344

360

266

27,970

-

125

(125)

-

17,728

(2,625)

(648)

14,455

Balance as at 31 December 2016

Early terminations

Reclassifications
Balance as at 31 December 2017

Net deferred tax liabilities (assets). Net deferred taxe liabilities item shows a negative balance of
455 thousand Euro, against a negative balance at 31 December 2016 of 3,684 thousand Euro.
Information on the net changes for 3,229 thousand Euro is provided in the following table:
Tax losses

Difference
between
real estate
carrying
amount/tax
value

Nondeducted
costs/
untaxed
revenues

Total

(8,586)

13,433

(1,163)

3,684

7,337

(10,823)

257

(3,229)

Net changes not charged to the profit and loss account

-

-

-

-

Change in the scope of consolidation

-

-

-

-

Reclassifications

-

-

-

-

(1,249)

2,610

(906)

455

(Euro thousands)

Balance as at 31 December 2016
Net changes charged to the profit and loss account

Balance as at 31 December 2017

Changes for the year relate to: i) the release of deferred taxes on the fifth of capital gains on property
sales completed in previous years; ii) the adjustment of deferred taxes relating to properties excluded
from the SIIQ/SIINQ scope as a result of the adjustments to market value as at 31 December 2017
and the adherence of Beni Stabili Development to the SIINQ regime; iii) the release of prepaid tax
assets on the temporary non-deductibility of interest expense of a Group company excluded from the
SIIQ/SIINQ regime; iv) the recalculation of prepaid tax assets on previous tax losses, in relation to the
revision of the forecasts of future taxable income (mainly as a result of the Beni Stabili Development
adherence to the SIINQ regime).
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Conversion
options relating
to bonds

(Euro thousands)

Net financial position
Information on the net financial position as at 31 December 2017 is as follows:
31 December 2017

(Euro thousands)
Borrowings from banks and financial institutions

31 December 2016

1,108,496

1,068,248

of which:
- short-term portions
- long/medium-term portions

11,862

77,276

1,096,634

990,972

Bonds in issue

1,046,599

747,666

of which:
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- short-term portions

377,100

26,171

- long/medium-term portions

669,499

721,495

Convertible bonds

188,375

443,166

of which:
- short-term portions
- long/medium-term portions
Total borrowings
Cash and cash equivalents
Net debt

734

2,186

187,641

440,980
2,343,470

2,259,080

(310,404)

(28,785)

2,033,066

2,230,295

The net financial position at 31 December 2017 shows a negative balance of 2,033,066 thousand Euro,
compared to the negative balance of 2,230,295 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016, with a positive
change of 197,229 thousand Euro.
More specifically, the carrying value of financial debts increased by 84,390 thousand Euro to 2,343,470
thousand Euro (compared to 2,259,080 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016), while their nominal
values increased by 70,210 thousand Euro amounting to 2,375,205 thousand Euro (compared to
2,304,995 thousand Euro as at 31 December 2016).

Changes are shown in the following table:
Nominal
amount

2,259,080

2,304,995

New loans/funding

382,956

387,023

Repayment of maturing payables and repayment of ordinary instalments
(including nominal acrued coupon changes)

(74,750)

(77,764)

(267,958)

(268,571)

40,248

40,688

2,716

974

Issuance of new bonds

296,217

300,000

Change non-convertible bonds

298,933

300,974

3,298

(1,452)

Early repayment of convertible bonds

(258,089)

(270,000)

Change in convertible bonds

(254,791)

(271,452)

Total borrowings as at 31 December 2017

2,343,470

2,375,205

Total borrowings as at 31 December 2016

Early repayment of funding
Change borrowings from banks and financial institutions (including
short-term lines)
Interest accrued during the period at the effective interest rate (net of
coupons paid)

Interest accrued during the period at the effective interest rate (net of
coupons paid)

• Borrowings from banks and financial institutions at carrying values rose from 1,068,248
thousand Euro at 31 December 2016 to 1,108,496 thousand Euro at 31 December 2017, with a
variation of 40,248 thousand Euro. The above increase is attributable to:
- new loans (382,956 thousand Euro);
- the payment of instalments due on medium/long-term loans as provided by the amortisation
and repayment schedules and the repayment of short-term credit lines, net of interest
accrued during the period and not yet paid and of depreciation of up-front costs according to
the amortised cost method (74,750 thousand Euro);
- to early repayments (267,958 thousand Euro).
	The actual cost of floating-rate borrowings in 2017, calculated using the amortised cost method
and without taking into account interest rate hedging transactions, was equal to:
- 1.59% (1.67% for the year 2016) for medium and long-term mortgage loans with variable
interest rates;
- 2.00% (1.01% for the year 2016) for other short-term and medium-term loans at variable
rates.
• Bonds debt increased from 747,666 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016 to 1,046,599 thousand
Euro at 31 December 2017. The increase of 298,933 thousand Euro is attributable to the issue of
a new bond (296,217 thousand Euro) and to accrued interests at the effective interest rate and
not paid (2,716 thousand Euro).
	The effective annual interest rate of the four outstanding Bond loans is equal to 4.35% (4.125%
annual nominal interest rate) for the loan with maturity 2018, to 3.79% (3.50% annual nominal
interest rate) for the loan with maturity 2019, to 2.32% (2.125% annual nominal interest rate)
for the loan with maturity 2022; 1.82% (1.625% nominal annual interest rate) for the loan with
maturity 2024.
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Carrying
value

(Euro thousands)

• Convertible Bonds debt decreased from 443,166 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016 to 188,375
thousand Euro at 31 December 2017. The change of 254,791 thousand Euro is attributable to:
-

the early repayment of the bond with maturity 2019 (258,089 thousand Euro);

-

the increase of interests accrued during the year at the effective interest rate, net of coupons
paid (3,298 thousand Euro).

	The effective annual interest rate for the convertible bond with maturity 2021, outstanding at 31
December 2017, is 3.01% (0.875% annual nominal interest rate).
Cash and cash equivalents at December 31, 2017 amounted to 310,404 thousand Euro (compared to
28,785 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016).
Changes in cash and cash equivalents recorded for the year are provided below.
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(Euro thousands)
Group Net recurring result

101,660

Monetary items excluded from the Group net recurring result (*)

(17,328)

Third-party excluded from the Group net recurring result

14,449

Cash flow from operating activities net of taxes

98,781

Changes in payables and receivables

26,307

Investing/divesting activity

218,735

Financing activity

(61,764)

Distributed dividends
Change in cash and cash equivalents

(441)
281,619

(*) For details of these items, referring to non-recurring items, please refer to the comments on the economic results for 2017,
as part of the analysis of the Group recurring net result.

For more information on changes in receivables and payables, investing/devesting and financial
activity, refer to the Statement of Cash flows.
It must be noted that the pro-rata indebtedness of the companies valued in the financial statements
of the Group with the Equity method is not significant.
Group Equity and Minority interest. Group Equity at 31 December 2017 amounted to 1,876,825
thousand Euro (compared to 1,863,008 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016). The net increase of
13,817 thousand Euro compared to 31 December 2016 is due to:
• the net result for the year (85,634 thousand Euro);
• the positive change in the reserve related to the fair value measurement of derivative instruments
in accordance with hedge accounting rules (3,960 thousand Euro);
• to minor positive changes (10 thousand Euro);
partially offset
• by the distribution of dividends (74,865 thousand Euro);
• by the reduction related to the sale of 40% of the shareholding in Central Sicaf S.p.A. (922 thousand
Euro).
For more information, please refer to the Statement of changes in equity.
Minority interests increased from 940 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016 to 320,176 thousand Euro
at 31 December 2017. The increase of 319,236 thousand Euro is mainly due to the sale to third parties
of 40% of the shareholding in Central Sicaf S.p.A..

The Epra Net Asset Value (EPRA NAV) of the Group at 31 December 2017, calculated on the basis of
EPRA guidelines, amounted to 1,896.9 million Euro (0.836 Euro per share), compared to the NAV of
31 December 2016 of 1,924.3 million Euro (0.848 Euro per share).
The Epra NNNAV – (triple EPRA NAV) – (NAV net of both deferred taxes on the real estate portfolio
and the mark-to-market of derivatives and fixed-rate financial debts net of the relevant tax effect)
calculated on the basis of EPRA guidelines, amounted to 1,871.3 million Euro (0.825 Euro per share)
compared to the NNNAV at 31 December 2016 of 1,834.8 million Euro (0.809 Euro per share).

(Euro millions)

Shares

Market value of properties under development

3,759.4
428.9
22.8

Market value of assets held for sale

22.5

Net debts
Gross EPRA NAV
Deferred taxes on the portfolio
NNAV
MtM of derivatives

(303.5)
(2,033.1)
1,896.9

1,893.4

0.835

(14.5)
(5.2)

Differential MtM of convertible bonds

(2.7)

EPRA NNNAV

0.836

(3.4)

Differential MtM of financial liabilities (mortages and non-convertible
bonds)

Taxes on adjustement of liabilities and derivatives to MtM
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2,268,631,803

Market value of trading properties

Other assets and liabilities

NAV per
share

0.2
1,871.3

0.825

P.S.: For the purposes of the calculation, the Group equity is mainly adjusted to express at fair value the entire real estate portfolio
(including the head offices and trading properties), as well as fixed rate financial borrowings. In this regard, it must be noted
that the above calculations were made taking into account the change in the fair value of fixed rate borrowings and derivative
instruments.
Gross NAV represents the difference between the value of assets and liabilities of the Group before the taxation of properties
and the “mark to market” of financial items.
Considering also the latent taxation recorded in the balance sheet on properties (limited to properties excluded from the
SIIQ / SIINQ scope), we go from the Gross NAV to NNAV. Finally, the NNNAV also considers the “mark to market” of financial
instruments.
As in previous years, the NNNAV the fair value of borrowings has been calculated by taking into account only the variability
of interest rates and not also that of the spreads on outstanding debts.

At December 31, 2017, the conversion option of the convertible bond outstanding at that date was
“out of the money” and, therefore, the diluted NAV and NNNAV correspond to the undiluted ones
(equal to 0.836 and 0.825 Euro per share respectively).
It must be noted that the NNNAV is instead equal to 0.847 Euro per share if the assumption of
conversion (at 31 December 2017) of the bond, fully settled in cash, instead of partially in cash and
partially in shares, is assumed.
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Market value of investment properties (including head offices)

31.12.2017

COMPANY INFORMATION
Staff
At 31 December 2017, Beni Stabili Group had a workforce of 148 employees (compared to a workforce
at 31 December 2016 of 136 employees), divided as follows by professional category:
Managers

No. of
employees
% on the total
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Executives

Employees

Congierges

Total

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

11

14

36

31

101

91

-

-

148

136

7.4%

10.3%

24.3%

22.8%

68.2%

66.9%

0.0%

0.0%

100.0%

100.0%

During 2017, the following events took place:
• the exit from the Group of 15 people, of which:
- 5 managers;
- 10 employees.
• the entry into the Group of 27 people, of which:
- 1 executive officer;
- 4 managers;
- 20 employees;
- 20 apprentices.
• 1 promotion from Manager to Executive Officer.
• 2 employees were promoted to Managers.
As shown in the following table, as at 31 December 2017, 91.2% of employees (94.1% at 31 December 2016) were hired
with permanent contracts:
Permanent
contracts
31.12.2017
No. of
employees
% on the total

Temporary
contracts

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

Traineeships

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

Total

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

135

128

11

7

2

1

148

136

91.2%

94.1%

7.4%

5.1%

1.4%

0.7%

100.0%

100.0%

Employees are thus divided over the three work sites, of which two in Rome and one in Milan:

31.76% Milan (47 employees)
68.24% Rome (101 employees)
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2017 equal to 48% of the total (compared to 44.9% at 31 December 2016).

48% Women (71 employees)
52% Men (77 employees)

The number of women at 31 December 2017 is of 71 women.
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The breakdown between men and women shows a percentage of female employees at 31 December

The distribution of women among the various professional categories is provided below.
Managers
31.12.2017
No. of women
per category
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31.12.2016

31.12.2017

Employees

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

Total

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

5

4

11

11

55

46

71

61

7.0%

6.6%

15.5%

18.0%

77.5%

75.4%

100.0%

100.0%

45.5%

28.6%

30.6%

35.5%

54.5%

50.5%

48.0%

44.9%

Percentage
distribution per
category
Presence of
women in
respect of the
category total

Executives

Breakdown of staff by position/gender 2017
55

46

25

Women
Men

11
5

6

Managers

Executives

Employees

With regard to the distribution by age bracket of the workforce as at 31 December 2017, as shown in
the table below, the highest concentration is found in the age group between 40 and 49 years of age.

Breakdown of staff by age group 2017
55 years 5%

50-54 years 12%

32

31

25-29 years 6%

30

30-34 years 21%

21
18
45-49 years 22%
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9

25-29 years 30-34 years 35-39 years 40-44 years 45-49 years 50-54 years

55 years

35-39 years 14%

40-44 years 20%

On the other hand, with regard to education, 78% of employees have a degree, 20% have an upper
secondary education diploma, 2% of employees have a lower secondary education diploma.
Breakdown of staff by level of education 2017

20% Upper diploma

2% Lower secondary school diploma

78% Degree
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In relation to employees’ seniority service levels, it is noted that about 63% of employees (101) have
a seniority of less than 5 years.
Breakdown of staff by seniority 2017
101

26-30 years 2%
16-20 years 8%
11-15 years 3%

28
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6-10 years 19%
12
4

3

0-5 years 68%
0-5 years 6-10 years 11-15 years 16-20 years 26-30 years

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
Beni Stabili Group follows environmental sustainability policies. Since the establishment of the
Internal Sustainability Committee in 2013, the Sustainability Report has been published annually.
The Report has always obtained the maximum score (Gold) from the EPRA (European Public Real
Estate Association), regarding its compliance with the Sustainability Best Practices Recommendation.
Beni Stabili is exempted from the information required by Italian Legislative Decree no. 254/2016 as
it does not exceed the quantitative limits in terms of the number of employees.
The aim of the Report is to provide stakeholders with a detailed account of the main activities
undertaken annually to improve the socio-environmental performance of assets owned, through
the commitment, setting out and monitoring of specific targets (relative time of achievement), with
a contextual focus on the creation of “value”.
The last Sustainability Report relating to the financial statements for the year 2016 describes the
main targets reached, including:
- the achievement of all targets set for the 2013/2016 period;
- the increase in the percentage of green certified buildings reached 33%;
- the use of certified green energy throughout the managed portfolio;
- the deletion of indirect emissions of greenhouse gases from the managed portfolio;
- the LEED Shell & Core pre-certification or BREEAM Refurbishment & Fit-Out of all assets under
development;
- adherence to the 10 principles of the UN Global Compact Foundation.
In addition, new and challenging targets were announced for the 2017/2020 period, including:
- the increase of 50% for the green certificate portfolio by 2020;
- the reduction of carbon dioxide emissions (intensity compared to data declared in 2016) by 15%;
- the reduction of energy consumption (intensity compared to data reported in 2016) of 15%;
- the reduction of waste production, promoting recycling on the entire managed portfolio and in all
developments and renovations.

The new Sustainability Report for the year 2017 budget will shortly be drawn up.
In 2017 Beni Stabili was one of the 4 European companies (the only Italian company) that took part
in the innovative certification project BREEAM In-Use Volume Sampling Pilot Project, in partnership
with the BRE Global certification body.

At the end of 2017, the Sustainability Committee of Beni Stabili formalised a Memorandum of
Understanding, which will be attached to the leases, as the basis of future green agreements
between Beni Stabili and its tenants, for collaboration activities to improve energy aspects, waste
collection and water consumption of assets.

ORGANISATION MODEL AND CODE OF ETHICS
Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ has adopted, since 2003, its own “Organisation, management and control
model” pursuant to Italian Legislative Decree no. 231/2001 (hereafter referred to as the “Model
or Model 231”), constantly updated and integrated in light of the changes in legislation that have
occurred. The last update is dated 20 July, 2016.
The above Model provides for rules, measures and preventive and disciplinary procedures deemed
appropriate to reduce the risk of offences being committed within the company, thus exempting the
company from administrative liability (criminal).
Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ also adopted its own Code of Ethics, updated in September 2016, aimed at
identifying and underlining the principles and values which the Company and the other companies
of Beni Stabili Group are inspired by in carrying out their activities.
The Code of Ethics aims to recommend, promote, suggest or prohibit certain behaviours, even
beyond and regardless of what is provided for in the law.
The adoption of the 231 Model and the Code of Ethics is one of the main prerequisites for the
effective functioning of the internal audit and risk management system.
The General Part of the Model and the Code of Ethics are published on the company’s website at
www.benistabili.it.
Compliance with the Model and its effective implementation are guaranteed by a collegial body,
specifically established pursuant to the relevant legislation, with independent powers of initiative
and control, called the “Supervisory Body”.
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Please note that as of 31 December, 2017, the percentage of green certified properties in the Beni
Stabili portfolio rose to 52%, with the early achievement of the main target among the aforementioned,
compared to the final deadline of 2020. To contribute to this result are properties with BREEAM
In-Use certifications and all the new developments and renovations with sustainability ratings.
Furthermore, between the end of 2016 and the beginning of 2017, Beni Stabili reached a green
agreement with one of the main tenants: Intesa Sanpaolo. The agreement provides for investments
aimed at increasing the sustainability performance of the building in via Montebello 18 in Milan,
historically occupied by Banca Intesa San Paolo.
The renovations will be conducted in a series of steps without emptying out the property. The
common goal of the restructuring is to obtain the LEED Core & Shell minimum Gold certification.

Among its functions, the Supervisory Body has the task of ensuring the adequacy of the Model and
its constant implementation, monitoring the effective application of the rules contained therein and
ensuring its effective implementation.

REPORT ON CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE AND
PROCEDURE FOR GOVERNING TRANSACTIONS WITH RELATED PARTIES
The Report on corporate governance and ownership structure of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ, for the
2017 financial year, drawn up in compliance with the Arts. 123-bis, paragraph 3, (Italian Legislative
Decree no. 58/98 and subsequent amendments and additions) is published on the Company’s
websitewww.benistabili.it.
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It must also be noted that the Company, in compliance with the provisions of Art. 2391-bis of the
Italian Civil Code as well as by implementing the Consob Regulation containing provisions on
transactions with related parties (adopted with Resolution n. 17221 of 12 March 2010 and subsequent
amendments and additions), has adopted its own “Procedure for governing transactions with related
parties”. The above mentioned procedure was published, pursuant to the law, on the Company’s
website (www.benistabili.it) with effect from 1 December, 2010 and is effective from 1th January 2011.

STOCK OPTIONS
Currently, no Stock Option plans have been launched by the Parent Company Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ
(nor by other Group companies).

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ and the other Group companies do not carry out research.

TREASURY SHARES AND PARENT COMPANIES SHARES OR UNITS
On 31 December 2017, Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ holds 961,000 treasury shares for a value equal to the
purchase cost of 655 thousand Euro.

TRANSACTIONS WITH SUBSIDIARIES, ASSOCIATES AND PARENT COMPANIES
With reference to the type of transactions between Group companies and the parent company,
reference must be made to the information provided in the notes to the financial statements (par. 9).

SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
In January 2018, Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ repaid on maturity the convertible bond called “350,000,000
Euro 4.125% senior unsecured” issued in 2014 and listed on the official list of the Luxembourg Stock
Exchange.

Outstanding bonds were repaid at their nominal value for a total amount of 350,000 thousand Euro,
through the use of the financial resources already held by the Company and collected through the
new long-term loans signed during 2017.
With this transaction, which falls within the strategy of diversifying the sources of Beni Stabili’s
funding, the Company has further extended the average maturity of the debt, reducing at the same
time the cost.
Also, in the month of January, preliminary agreements were reached with the Pension Fund for staff
of the companies of Unicredit Group, for the purchase of two office buildings in Milan, Piazza Duca
D’Aosta n. 8 and in Piazza San Pietro in Gessate n. 2 for a GLA respectively of 2,594 square metres
and 3,450 square metres.
The purchase price of the two properties is agreed at 25,000 thousand Euro (in addition to 2,000
thousand Euro of transfer taxes and other ancillary charges), already paid for 500 thousand Euro as

On 31 January 2017, the sale of a property located in Milan (belonging to the portfolio leased to
Telecom Italia subject to a preliminary sales agreement as at 31 December, 2017) was completed.
The sale took place at a price of 10,700 thousand Euro against a balance sheet value of 10,593
thousand Euro and brokerage costs of 107 thousand Euro.
In February 2018 a further 9% of the shareholding of Central Sicaf was sold to companies belonging
to the reference Groups of the current minority shareholders, for a sales price in line with the
Company’s NAV.
On 20 February 2018 Beni Stabili issued senior unsecured notes (Notes) for an aggregate principal
amount of 300,000 thousand Euro. The Notes have a 10 years maturity and accrue a 2.375% fixed
annual coupon.
The Notes have been issued below par value (re-offer price 99.063%) with a minimum denomination
of 100 thousand Euro. Furthermore, the Notes have been listed on the official list of the Luxembourg
Stock Exchange and have been admitted to trading on the regulated market of the Luxembourg
Stock Exchange.
The Notes have been assigned a rating of BBB- by S&P Global, which is in line with Beni Stabili’s
rating.
The net proceeds of the issue of the Notes will be used to refinance existing indebtedness and/or
for general corporate purposes. In this perspective, Beni Stabili has exercised the early redemption
option on the outstanding bond loan for 250,000 thousand Euro due 2019.
With this transaction Beni Stabili furtherly extended the average maturity of its indebtedness also
reducing the related cost.

FORESEEABLE PERFORMANCE TREND
The first signs of recovery in 2016 were strengthened in 2017 in a Macroeconomic scenario which,
despite moments of volatility during the first half, consolidated its substantial stability in the second
half of the year.
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a deposit. The deed of purchase will be signed in 2018 on meeting certain conditions.

The accommodative stance of ECB’s monetary policy has continued to be transmitted to the economy.
Loans to the private sector continued to accelerate, driven by low interest rates and favourable
credit terms. The Central Banks have therefore announced a “normalisation” of monetary policy
that will lead to a slow reduction of policies to support liquidity, given the perception of a more solid
economic recovery.
In the medium term, growth still seems to be supported by favourable financing conditions, the
improvement in employment markets and the continued recovery of the world economy. In this
context, however, the expectation of an increase in interest rates, even if still relatively low,
constitutes an element of uncertainty and significantly influences the activity of all operators on the
market, including financial ones.
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In Italy, despite government instability, the priorities of the political agenda remain unchanged on
the medium-long term objectives focused on structural reforms. Specific situations related to the
banking system are also managed due to government support. GDP growth forecasts are confirmed
and improved.
Overall, therefore, currently all the elements necessary to maintain the current expansionary cycle
continue to exist even in the Italian real estate sector. An important sign of this is represented by the
increase in transaction volumes and the gradual reduction in the returns requested by investors in
recent transactions involving high quality office and commercial properties, and favourable location.
Beni Stabili Group, which in 2016, profoundly redesigned its real estate and financial profile,
inaugurating a new stage in its strategy, has also continued the race to achieve its strategic
objectives in 2017. In addition to the ordinary asset management business, which has been very
active and has achieved excellent results, the finalisation of the strategic agreement relating to
the creation of a new real estate SICAF together with two primary international investors such
as EDF Invest and Credit Agricole Assurance, has completely transformed Beni Stabili Group,
accelerating the achievement of the strategic objectives notified, such as the concentration on the
Milan market, the diversification of tenants and the strengthening of the financial structure. As
a result of redesigning the business profile while refocusing on Milan and the acceleration asset
rotation, as well as the improvement of financial metrics such as in particular the Loan-to-Value,
Beni Stabili has successfully obtained the Investment Grade rating BBB - with a stable outlook by
S&P and successfully issued the first non-convertible bond subject to rating, inaugurating access
to new sources of financing.
The Company, therefore, strengthened both in terms of the quality of its assets and its capital
structure, and assuming that favourable market conditions remain, must continue to work
successfully towards the achievement of its strategic objectives, consolidating the market position
reached over the last few years and also relying on the possibility of maintaining an optimal mix
of finance sources, having a broader and more regular access to debt capital markets and further
optimising its debt cost.
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1 Statement of Financial Position
2 Statement of Profit/(Loss) for the year
3 Statement of Comprehensive Income
4 Statement of changes in Equity
5 Statement of Cash Flows

1 Statement of Financial Position
Notes

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

Investment properties

6.1.1

3,738,469

3,612,231

Properties under development

6.1.2

428,900

355,370

Operating properties and other assets

6.1.3

19,594

22,536

Intangible assets

6.1.4

2,082

2,141

6.1.5

18,392

19,671

(Euro thousands)
Assets

Investments
- in associates

6.1.5

842

703

6.1.6

6,236

7,043
43,753

86

Trade receivables and other receivables

6.1.7

37,526

Consolidated financial statement of beni stabili group

- in other companies
Securities
Derivatives - assets

6.1.8

8,306

4,060

Deferred tax assets

6.1.9

2,215

9,807

4,262,562

4,077,315

22,560

27,465

Total non-current assets
Trading properties

6.2.1

Trade receivables and other receivables

6.2.2

27,865

29,977

Cash and cash equivalents

6.2.3

310,404

28,785

Total current assets
Assets held for sale

6.2.4

Total assets

360,829

86,227

22,453

76,601

4,645,844

4,240,143

Equity
Share capital

226,959

226,959

Share premium reserve

279,042

279,042

1,282,076

1,198,449

88,748

158,558

1,876,825

1,863,008

320,176

940

6.3

2,197,001

1,863,948

6.4.1

1,953,774

2,153,447

Other reserves
Retained earnings
Group Equity
Minority interests
Total Consolidated Equity
Liabilities
Borrowings
Trade payables and other payables
Derivatives - liabilities

6.4.2

-

-

22,761

49,103

Staff termination benefits

6.4.3

774

645

Deferred tax liabilities

6.4.4

2,669

13,491

Total non-current liabilities

1,979,978

2,216,686

6.5.1

389,696

105,633

Trade payables and other payables

6.5.2

70,789

48,611

Provisions for risks and charges

6.5.3

8,380

5,265

468,865

159,509

-

-

Borrowings

Total current liabilities
Liabilities connected to assets held for sale
Total liabilities

2,448,843

2,376,195

Total Consolidated Equity and total liabilities

4,645,844

4,240,143

With reference to the provisions of Consob Resolution no. 15519 dated 27 July 2006 concerning
transactions with related parties and non-recurring transactions reference must be made to
paragraph 9 of the Notes to the financial statements and to the information provided in the
Management Report in the section “Economic results for the year”.

2 Statement of Profit/(Loss) for the year
31.12.2017

31.12.2016

Rental revenues

204,837

199,651

Property costs

(32,035)

(35,551)

(Euro thousands)

Notes

Net rental revenues

6.6.1

172,802

164,100

Net service revenues

6.6.2

4,882

597

Staff costs

(10,715)

(7,218)

Overheads

(20,796)

(11,691)

6.6.3

(31,511)

(18,909)

Other revenues and income

6.6.4

1,161

651

Other costs and charges

6.6.4

(12,064)

(9,921)

(10,903)

(9,270)

Total other revenues and income/(other costs and
charges)
Trading property sales revenues

2

0

(2)

0

0

0

11,970

1,265

(12,376)

(1,324)

(406)

(59)

193,626

60,970

(193,455)

(61,169)

171

(199)

Property write-ups

143,840

110,377

Property write-downs

(86,469)

(42,941)

57,371

67,436

192,406

203,696

Cost of sales
Profit/(Loss) from the sale of trading properties

6.6.5

Investment properties and properties development sales
revenues
Cost of sales
Profits/(Loss) from the sale of investment properties and
of properties under development

6.6.5

Held for sale properties sales revenues
Cost of sales
Profit/(loss) from the sale of held for sale properties

Properties Write-ups/(Write-downs)

6.6.5

6.1.1/6.1.2
6.2.1/6.2.4

Operating income
Net financial income/(Charges)

6.6.6

(88,983)

(37,286)

Income/(Charges) from associates

6.6.7

(680)

1,665

Income/(Charges) from other companies

6.6.7

(566)

(2,724)

102,177

165,351

(664)

(6,067)

101,513

159,284

(15,879)

(469)

85,634

158,815

Earnings before taxes
Taxes

6.6.8

Net result for the year
Net result attributable to Minority Interests

6.3

Group Net result for the year
Earnings (Loss) per share in Euro
- Basic

6.6.9

0.03775

0.07000

- Diluted

6.6.9

0.03775

0.04279

With reference to the provisions of Consob Resolution no. 15519 dated 27 July 2006 concerning
transactions with related parties and non-recurring transactions reference must be made to
paragraph 9 of the Notes to the financial statements and to the information provided in the
Management Report in the section “Economic results for the year”.
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Total operating costs

3 Statement of Comprehensive Income
31.12.2017

31.12.2016

101,513

159,284

Gross changes in the Cash Flow Hedge reserve

7,125

12,098

Other components of Comprehensive Income (which will
subsequently be reclassified to the Statement of Profit/(loss))

7,125

12,098

TFR assessment: actuarial differences

10

5

Other components of Comprehensive Income (which will not
subsequently be reclassified to the Statement of Profit/(loss))

10

5

(Euro thousands)

88

Total Comprehensive Result for the year

108,648

171,387

Consolidated financial statement of beni stabili group

Net result for the year

Comprehensive net result attributable to Minority Interests

(19,044)

(469)

89,604

170,918

Group Comprehensive Result
		

4 Statement of changes in Equity
Group Shareholders’ Equity

(Euro thousands)

Balance as at 1 January 2015
Costs incurred for the increase in
share capital completed in 2014

Group
Equity

Minority
interests

Total
Consolidated
Equity

10,889

1,868,895

Share
capital

Share
premium
reserve

Other
reserves

Retained
earnings

226,943

341,403

562,562

727,098

1,858,006

(64)

-

-

(64)

-

(64)

110

-

-

126

-

126

Valuation of free shares plans

-

-

18

-

18

-

18

Distribution of dividends and
reserves

-

-

(37,248)

(12,658)

(49,906)

-

(49,906)

Internal changes in Equity for
reallocation of reserves

-

-

722,933

722,933

-

-

-

Deconsolidation of Beni Stabili
Gestioni S.p.A. - SGR

-

-

-

-

-

(4,980)

(4,980)

Comprehensive result for the
year 2015

-

-

6,057

(66,282)

(60,225)

(344)

(60,569)

(74,775)

1,747,955

5,565

1,753,520

(54,447)

-

(54,447)

Balance as at 31 December 2015

226,959

341,449

1,254,322

Distribution of dividends and
reserves

-

(54,447)

-

Internal changes in Equity for
reallocation of reserves

-

(7,960)

(67,971)

75,931

-

-

-

Purchase of minority interests in
Beni Stabili Development Milano
Greenway S.p.A.

-

-

-

(1,418)

(1,418)

(5,094)

(6,512)

Comprehensive result for the
year 2016

-

-

12,098

158,820

170,918

469

171,387

226,959

279,042

1,198,449

158,558

1,863,008

940

1,863,948

Distribution of dividends and
reserves

-

-

-

(74,865)

(74,865)

(441)

(75,306)

Internal changes in Equity for
reallocation of reserves

-

-

79,667

(79,667)

-

-

-

Effects related to the sale of 40%
stake in Central Sicaf S.p.A.

-

-

-

(922)

(922)

300,632

299,710

Comprehensive result for the
year 2017

-

-

3,960

85,644

89,604

19,044

108,648

226,959

279,042

1,282,076

88,748

1,876,825

320,175

2,197,000

Balance as at 31 December 2016

Balance as at 31 December 2017
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Conversion of bonds into shares

5 Statement of Cash Flows
(Euro thousands)
Earnings before taxes
Depreciation of intangible assets
Depreciation of operating properties and other assets
Properties (Write-ups)/write-downs
(Write-ups)/write-downs of investments and securities
Non-monetary financial charges/(income) for derivative instruments and
amortised cost

90

Release of provisions for doubtful debts and risks and charges

Consolidated financial statement of beni stabili group

Provisions for doubtful debts and risks and charges

Cash flow from operating activities

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

102,177

165,351

144

83

2,489

853

(57,371)

(67,605)

1,246

1,059

48,687

(31,631)

6,049

4,408

(747)

(498)

102,674

72,020

Taxes (net of deferred taxes)

(3,893)

(3,286)

Cash flow from operating activities net of taxes

98,781

68,734

22,457

18,673

3,850

4,000

-

(55,163)

125,088

36,244

Purchases of intangible assets

(85)

(77)

Purchases of operating assets

(276)

(1,229)

(284,727)

(183,223)

(55)

-

202,112

61,843

Sale/redemption of securities

102

132

Dividends collected from investments accounted for using the equity
method

642

1,111

-

(8,604)

301,022

-

(74,865)

(54,447)

Changes in items of assets and liabilities
Other assets/other liabilities
Receivables/payables for sale/purchase of properties and investments
Payment for the settlement of the COMIT tax dispute
Cash flow before investing and financing activities

Investing and divesting activities

Purchases and incremental costs of properties
Increase in investments
Sale of properties and other assets

Purchase of minority interests in Revalo S.p.A. and Beni Stabili
Development Milan Greenway S.p.A.
Sale of 40% stake in Central Sicaf S.p.A.

Financing activity
Dividends distribution
Contributions/redemptions and allocation of reserves from/to minority
shareholders

(441)

-

(24,134)

-

37,235

96,265

Cash generated during the year

281,619

(51,985)

Initial cash and cash equivalents

28,785

80,770

Final cash and cash equivalents

310,404

28,785

Early closing of derivative instruments
Increase/(decrease) of borrowings

Notes to the
Consolidated Financial
Statements

1 GENERAL INFORMATION
Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ (hereinafter also the “Company” or the “Parent Company”) and its subsidiaries
(hereinafter referred to as “Beni Stabili” or “the Group”) represent one of the leading Italian investment
and property management groups. The Group:
i)		invests in properties mainly for office use, leased to leading industrial and financial operators
with medium and long-term rental contracts;
ii)			operates in the field of real estate development, mainly in the office sector and with the aim of
developing properties for subsequent income generation;
iii) carries out the purchase and sale of properties.
The Group also operates in the field of real estate services mainly through Revalo S.p.A. and through
92

The Parent Company is a public limited company incorporated and domiciled in Italy, with registered
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the significant interest in the capital of the associate company Investire S.p.A. SGR.
office in Rome, via Piemonte n. 38 and a secondary office in Milan, via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 10
and is listed on the Italian Stock Exchange and on the Euronext market in Paris.
In 2011, Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ joined the especial regime of Italian Listed Real Estate Investment
Companies – SIIQ (from its Italian initials). The subsidiary B.S. Immobiliare 9 S.p.A. SIINQ joined the
special regime of Non-listed Real Estate Investment Companies – SIINQ (from its Italian initials) in 2013,
while the subsidiary Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. SIINQ joined with effect from 1st January 2018.
Furthermore, during the year 2018, the real estate portfolio leased to Telecom Italia has been
transferred to the vehicle Central Sicaf S.p.A. and so, it continues to benefit of the tax exemption
regime, as provided for this type of company.
These Consolidated Financial Statements as of 31 December 2017 have been approved for publication
by the Board of Directors of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ on 06 February 2018.

2 BASIS OF PREPARATION AND ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES
2.1 Basis of preparation
The Consolidated Financial Statements as of December 31 2017, have been prepared in compliance
with international accounting standards (International Accounting Standards – IAS and International

Financial Reporting Standards – IFRS), integrated by the relevant interpretations (Standing
Interpretations Committee – SIC and International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee –
IFRIC) issued by the International Accounting Standards Boards (IASB) and adopted by the European
Commission according to the procedure set out in Art. 6 of Regulation (EC) no. 1606/2002.
Cost represents the general criterion adopted for all assets and liabilities, except for investment
properties, properties held for sale, properties under development and certain financial assets and
liabilities, which are recognised at fair value in the Income Statement and/or in Equity.
The Consolidated Financial Statements has been prepared on the same basis as Consolidated
Financial Statements as at 31 December 2016.
The drafting of the consolidated Financial Statements requires the use of estimates and assumptions
that are reflected in the value of assets and liabilities. Critical estimates, judgements and accounting
policies used by the Group are described in Note 4.

The classification adopted for the Statement of financial position divides assets and liabilities between
“current” and “non-current”, while that adopted for the statement of profit/(loss) for the period
classifies costs and revenues by their nature. In fact, it is considered that the above classifications,
compared to that for the degree of liquidity with reference to the Statement of financial position and
by allocation in relation to the Statement of profit/(loss) for the period, allow a better representation
of financial position and of profit/(loss) of the Group.
The Statement of cash flows adopted shows a separate disclosure of cash flows generated by
operations, from those generated by investment activities and financial assets. Note that, as
permitted under paragraph 18(b) of IAS 7 “Statement of Cash Flows”, the Statement of Cash Flows is
prepared according to the “indirect method”.
The financial statements are presented with comparative data as required by the aforementioned
reference standards.
applicable, also the additional disclosures envisaged in relation to financial statements and
disclosures by Consob Resolution no. 15519 of 27 July 2006 and the Consob Notice no. 6064293 of 28
July 2006.
All figures shown in the above Consolidated Financial Statements are expressed, unless otherwise
stated, in thousands of Euro.
Please note that the following Approval Regulations of new IAS/IFRS standards have been issued.
They will be applied after 31 December 2017:
• Regulation (EU) 2016/1905 which adopts IFRS 15 “Revenues from contracts with customers”
(which will be applicable from 1st January, 2018), aimed at improving the accounting reporting of
revenue and therefore the overall comparability of revenue in balance sheets;
• Regulation (EU) 2016/2067 which adopts IFRS 9 “Financial Instruments” (which will be applicable
from 1st January, 2018), aimed at improving financial reporting on financial instruments by
addressing problems arising in this area during the financial crisis. In particular, IFRS 9 responds
to the G20 invitation to make the transition to a more forward-looking model for recording expected
losses on financial assets;
• Regulation (EU) 2017/1986 which adopts IFRS 16 “Leases” (which will be applicable from
1 st January 2019), aimed at improving the accounting reporting of leasing contracts.
Finally, it must be pointed out that the IASB issued the following principles or changes to the existing
principles which had not yet been approved by 31 December 2017:
• Amendments to IFRS 10 and to IAS 28 “Sale or Contribution of assets between an investor and its

associate or joint venture” (issued by the IASB in September 2014);
• Amendments to IFRS 2: “Classification and measurement of share-based payment transactions”
(issued by the IASB in June 2016):
• “Annual Improvement to IFRS Standards 2014-2016 Cycle”, with which changes were introduced
to IFRS 1, IFRS 12 and IAS 28 (issued by the IASB in December 2016);
• “IFRIC Interpretation 22: Foreign Currency Transaction and Advance Consideration” (issued by
the IASB in December 2016);
• Amendments to IAS 40 “Investment Property: transfer of Investment Property” (issued by the
IASB in December 2016);
• IFRS 17 “Insurance Contracts”, which replaces IFRS 4 (issued by the IAS in May 2017);
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The consolidated financial statements and the notes to the financial statements include, where

•	The interpretation of IFRIC 23 “Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatments”, (issued by the IASB in
June 2017);
• Amendments to IFRS 9 “Financial Instruments” and to IAS 28 “Investments in Associates and

Joint Ventures” in order to facilitate their implementation (issued by the IASB in October 2017);
• “Annual Improvements to IFRSs 2015-2017 Cycle”, which include amendments to IAS 12, IAS 23,
IFRS 3 and IFRS 11 (issued by the IASB in December 2017).
In compliance with the requirements of Consob Notice no. 0031948 of 10 March, 2017, information is
provided below on the foreseeable impacts arising from the application of new accounting standards
IFRS 19, IFRS 15 and IFRS 16 on the financial statements of the Group.
IFRS 15 “Revenue from contracts with customers”
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With the Regulation (EU) 2016/1905, the approval process of international accounting standard IFRS 15
was completed, mandatory for the financial statements of the financial years starting from 1st January
2018.
The standard dictates the rules for measuring and accounting revenue from contracts for the sale
of goods and services, which replace and/or clarify those defined by pre-existing standard and
interpretations.
In particular, the standard introduces a new model in five phases that will be applied to revenues
from contract with customers and provides the recognition of revenues for an amount which reflect
the consideration to which the entity believes it is entitled in change of the transfer of goods or
services to the client.
The application of this new standard does not foresee any significant effects on the Group’s financial
statements, as the current rules for measuring and recording customer revenues, as specified
below, are already aligned with the provisions of the new standard.
The Group’s revenues from the sale of goods and services are attributable to the following three types:
(1) leasing of the real estate portfolio;
(2) sale of properties (or minor assets);
(3) provision of services.
The measurement and recording of rental revenues, are outside the scope of application of IFRS 15
and are instead governed by IAS 17 “Leasing”, replaced by 1st January 2019 by IFRS 16 “Leases”.
Furthermore, lease agreements entered into by the Group do not provide for the provision to the
tenants of additional services to the base rent that may fall within the scope of IFRS 15. Costs may be
charged to tenants who do not qualify for the provision of services (the Group acts as “agent”, rather
than as “principal” in the administration of the related dealings).
The sale of real estate takes place by means of notarial deed and, as a rule, the only obligation
assumed by the Group relates to the sale of the asset, with no additional obligations or special
guarantees. The price of the transaction is fixed and clearly defined in the deed of sale and the
Group requires the settlement with the deed without granting payment extensions There are also no
provision for additional non-monetary payments, nor, usually, fees to be paid to the buyer.
It is possible for potential buyers to make deposits or advance payments when signing preliminary
sales contracts. However, the period between the definition of preliminary agreements and
the signing of the definitive transfer deed is usually short (generally less than one year), without
significant implicit financial components being configured in the price. In fact, these deposits or
advance payments are not paid to grant a loan, but as confirmation of the commitment undertaken by
the client or as protection for the Group in case of failure (by the client) to fulfil its obligations (IFRS
15 par. 62C).

The identification of the moment in which the sale is recorded is already carried out in compliance
with the rules established by IFRS 15. In fact, sales are recorded by complying with the obligation of
assignment assumed, at the time of transferring the properties to buyers. The transfer is considered
to have taken place when the buyer acquires control of the property purchased, this understood as
the capacity to decide on its use and to substantially reap all its benefits.
This criterion is applied both in case of sale of buildings held for trading and in case of sale of
building held for the rental activity. In fact, this last case the recovery of the investment is generally
obtained through the sale. The date of the derecognition of the investment is the date from which the
buyer acquire the control of the asset, that pursuant to the IFRS 15 correspond to the time in which
the “obligation to do” is fulfilled. There aren’t hypothesis of recovery of the real estate investment
through financial leases of through sale and lease-back transaction, for which the valuation of the
time in which the transfer of control is realized should be valuated under IFRS 16.
Finally, usually, property real estate sales are not accompanied by repurchase agreements or by
On the base of the analysis described, no impacts are expected on the revenues and for the profit and
loss for the Group.
These considerations are applied, mutatis mutandis, to any residual disposals of other minor assets
(in any case for non-significant amounts).
Revenues for services relate to corporate (administrative, accounting and financial) and property
management (administrative and technical property) services and are governed by written contracts,
which explicitly identify the services promised and, therefore, the contractual obligations assumed
(performance obligations). There are no implicit promises that can create in customers the
expectation of additional services compared to those explicitly stated in the contracts.
Contractual fees are in some cases fixed, in other cases variable. Variable fees are always referable
to well-identified parameters (e.g. rental revenue obtained by the customer in a given year, cost of the
works managed in project management services, etc.), without any difficulties or limitations on their
quantification. However, the contracts are worded in such a way as to allow the clear identification of
the “unit of account” of the transaction (separate services or combinations of services).
For repetitive service contracts that are progressively fulfilled over time, the reference time base
of fees is generally per year. For services other than repetitive services, the fee is defined for the
specific service rendered.
Revenues for services rendered are accounted for on the basis of the services actually provided to
the customer. For contracts between two or more financial years, revenue is recorded progressively
in the financial statements based on the services already provided to the customer, with respect to
the overall obligation (e.g. based on the progress of work managed on behalf of customers in cases
of project management).
Fees are settled by customers in cash. There are no non-monetary fees or payments to be paid to
customers. Payment terms are usually short, compared to issuing invoices. Contracts may envisage
invoicing customers a portion of the fees (e.g. quarterly or half-yearly payments for repeating
contracts with an annual basis), with annual adjustments. However, there are no advances from
customers that can contribute significant financial benefits.
On the base of these considerations, no impacts are expected for this type of income on the revenues
and for the profit and loss for the Group.
IFRS 9 “Financial instruments”
With the Regulation (EU) 2016/2067, the approval process of international accounting standard IFRS 9
was completed, mandatory for the financial statements of the financial years starting from 1st January
2018. Compared to IAS 39, the standard defines rules for the best financial disclosure relating to
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obligations for guarantees.

financial assets and liabilities. The application of this new standard does not foresee any significant
effects on the Group’s financial statements, as the current rules for accounting financial assets and
liabilities in the balance sheet, as specified below, are already aligned with the provisions of the new
standard.
First of all, it must be noted that the new standard does not apply to: i) initial recognition and subsequent
valuation of investments in subsidiaries, associates or joint ventures, which instead fall within the
scope of application of IFRS 10, IAS 27 and IAS 28; ii) plans for employee benefits subsequent to
employment, such as TFR (staff termination benefits), which are governed by IAS 19; iii) the rights and
obligations deriving from the lease contracts that fall within the scope of application of IFRS 16 (with
the exception of receivables from tenants to which the derecognition and impairment rules defined by
IFRS 9 apply); iv) financial instruments that qualify under IAS 32 as equity instruments.
In view of the above, the assets (other than deposits with banks available on demand) and the Group’s
Notes to the consolidated financial statements
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financial liabilities to which the new standard applies are attributable to the following categories:
(a) shares of real estate funds and minor holdings;
(b) short, medium and long-term bank loans and the issue of bonds;
(c) derivative instruments for hedging the risk of changes in interest rates (referring to financial
liabilities);
(d) trade receivables and payables (from letting, real estate sales and services), tax and other payables
and receivables.
The valuation of the units held in real estate funds (currently classified as “available for sale”
instruments) is already aligned with their fair value (assuming it is equal to the NAV of the Funds
themselves). Furthermore, in the past (and for the 2017 financial year), all the shares of Funds
held by the Group have been subject to write-downs recorded in the Profit and Loss Account. The
valuation forecast at fair value with a counter-entry to the Profit and Loss Account, envisaged by the
new standard, will therefore not entail adjustments to the figure in the financial statements at the
end of 2017.
The same applies to minor investments, valued at their stock exchange price, if listed, or at the net
asset value, taken for operational simplicity as representative of the fair value, taking into account
both the nature of the activity carried out by the investee company and the lack of significance of
the investment.
Financial liabilities represented by bank debts and bonds are accounted for using the depreciated
cost method, following the effective interest rate criterion. The valuation method adopted therefore
complies with the provisions of IFRS 9, without the need for adjustments.
Furthermore, current loans have not been subject to changes or renegotiations in the past, the
effect of which, unlike the provisions of IAS 39 (absorption in the remaining period with the revision
of the effective interest rate), must be recorded in the Profit and Loss Account (with an expected
change of the depreciated cost value, due to discounting new cash flows to the original IRR).
Furthermore, it must be noted that in the case of convertible bonds, the optional component was
accounted for and valued separately from the debt component and, where qualified as a financial
liability (and not as an equity instrument) in accordance with IAS 32, it is already valued at fair value
with a counter-entry to the Profit and Loss Account.
There are no other cases of financial liabilities that incorporate implicit derivatives.
Derivatives for hedging the risk of fluctuating interest rates are measured at fair value. The counterentry is the Profit and Loss Account, for cases in which these instruments are not formally used
in hedging relationships that can be represented pursuant to cash flow hedge rules. In the latter
case, however, the above rules are applied with the recognition against OCI of the fair value change
corresponding to the effectiveness of the hedge and against the Profit and Loss Account for any

portion of the change corresponding to the ineffectiveness of the hedge. Accounting rules for the
above types of instruments defined by IFRS 9 are largely aligned with those set out in IAS 39 and in
this specific case, adjustments to the values already expressed in the 2017 financial statements are
not necessary (in addition to the possibility of opting to continue applying hedge accounting rules
required by IAS 39, without applying the new principle).
The Group does not hold financial assets and/or liabilities held for trading.
Trade receivables, with the exception of some impaired old positions, which have already been
written down entirely (also in line with the impairment provisions envisaged by IFRS9), consist of
receivables from tenants of properties in the portfolio and customers for services and advances
for purchases and sales of real estate. All receivables have a short-term maturity, do not accrue
interest and do not contain significant financial components and, with regard to the assessment of
their recoverability (“impairment”), they are subject to the simplified assessment approach provided
same rule applies to the measurement of expected losses according to the so-called “lifetime ECL”
methodology, estimating them on the basis of all available information and taking into account
existing guarantees.
For the valuation of receivables from tenants, the Group has adopted a write-down rule based on
a default rate, on past due dates, based on historical data, while taking account of the specific
circumstances on a case-by-case basis. During the course of 2018 the above standard rule will be
subject to revision and then confirmed or changed based on the new evidence that will be collected.
However, significant impacts are not expected from any adjustments to the default rate used for the
closing of the 2017 financial statements.
Trade payables for goods and services purchased by the Group and payables to employees for
unpaid skills are all short-term payables and do not accrue interest. It is possible that for some
suppliers of works withholdings may be applied as collateral while waiting for the inspection of the
works carried out on behalf of the Group. Balances of the above withholdings are not generically
significant and the withholding times are generally short or in any case not inclusive of significant
financial components.
Tax receivables and payables are classified among current accounts, except in cases of claims
for credit repayment (for which recovery times are not estimated to be short) or receivables for
amounts paid to the Agenzia delle Entrate (Inland Revenue) pending an opinion (following the
outcome of assessments), which however are interest-bearing pursuant to the law. Receivables
are immediately cancelled from the financial statements if there is evidence of total or partial nonrecoverability.
Receivables and payables other than those mentioned above are not significant, generally they are
non-interest bearing and are assessed on a case-by-case basis, in accordance with methodologies
that are substantially in line with the provisions of IFRS 9.
IFRS 16 “Leases”
With the Regulation (EU) 2017/1986, the approval process of international accounting standard
IFRS 16 was completed, mandatory for the financial statements of the financial years starting
from 1st January 2019. This principle, replacing IAS 17 and IFRIC 4, establishes new rules for the
accounting of contracts (leases) which provides for the transfer, from a contractual party to another,
of the right to use a given asset, for a given period of time, in exchange for a fee.
It must be noted that the rules defined by the new standard leave the accounting model set out in IAS
17 for the “lessor” substantially unchanged. This means that the introduction of IFRS 16 will have
no significant impact on the accounting of all the active leases of the Group’s real estate portfolio
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for in section 5.5.15 of IFRS 9, without the need to track changes in counterparty credit risk. The

and therefore on the presentation of the balance sheet and profit and loss account items relating to
its core business.
On the “lessee” side, on the other hand, overcoming the distinction between operating leases
and finance leases, IFRS 16 provides for all types of leases, the initial recognition in the financial
statements of the right to use the asset, with a counter-entry to a financial payable corresponding
to the current value of contractual fees. The discount rate of contractual rents is the implicit
interest rate of the lease or, when this cannot be promptly determined and therefore for reasons of
operational simplification, the incremental leverage rate of the lessee.
Subsequent to initial recognition, the right to use the asset is depreciated according to the rules
established by IAS 16, while financial liability will be set to zero as lease payments are paid. In the
Profit and Loss Account, the cost for the rent is no longer recorded, but rather the above depreciation
and accrued interest on the debt are recorded.
Notes to the consolidated financial statements
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In view of the foregoing, for the Group, impacts will be limited to the few leases and rentals that are
substantiated:
• in the leasing of some real estate units;
• in car rentals;
• in the rental of computers and electronic equipment.
It is highlighted that the principle provides for exemptions from the general rule for all leases with
a duration of less than 12 months (the so-called short-term lease) and for all leasing contracts of
lower value assets.
The above exemptions make it possible to exclude the application of the new rules, essentially for the
majority of rentals entered into by the Group for computers and other electronic equipment.
It must be noted that the new standard provides for specific rules for accounting sub-leases, providing
for their classification as operating or financial leases depending on the circumstances, having
regard not to the asset being leased, but to the right of use from the head lease. In cases where the
sub-lease is qualified as a financial lease, the right of use from the head lease must be derecognised
in the sub-tenant’s balance sheet (as it is presumed transferred to the sub-lessee), while the entry in
the financial statements of payments due to the owner of the asset is maintained.
The new standard will be applied by the Group from 2019. In 2018, in-depth studies will be carried out
to assess the impacts on time.
From the preliminary analyses, compared to the data represented in the 2017 financial statements
based on the current rules, the application of IFRS 16 would have entailed the following equity
adjustments:
(Euro millions)

Balance sheet
figures as at
31.12.2017

2017 figures
revised
pursuant to
IFRS 16

Changes

Assets
Assets from financial leasing

0.04

Assets deriving from the right to use leased goods

(0.04)
6.90

Total effect on assets (A)

6.90
6.86

Liabilities
Liabilities from financial leasing

0.04

Payables deriving from the right to use leased goods
Other payables

(0.04)
6.39

4.03

6.39
(4.03)

Total effect on liabilities (B)

2.31

Total effect on Equity (A) - (B)

4.55

From the economic point of view, from the analyses carried out, the application of IFRS 16 already in
2017 would have led to an improvement in the profit or loss of Euro 0.1 million.

2.2 Investments and Consolidation
(a) Basis of consolidation
The Consolidated Financial Statements comprise the financial statements of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ
and its subsidiaries as at 31 December 2017.
Profit or loss and each component of OCI are attributed to the equity holders of the parent of the
Group and to the non-controlling interests, even if this results in the non-controlling interests having
a deficit balance. When necessary, adjustments are made to the financial statements of subsidiaries
to bring their accounting policies in line with the Group’s accounting policies. All intra-group assets
the Group are eliminated in full on consolidation.
(b) Investments in subsidiaries and scope of consolidation
According to the provisions of IFRS 10, there is control over an entity (subsidiary) if and only if, at the
same time:
• there is power over the investee entity, qualifying as having valid rights for addressing its relevant
activities, i.e. those activities impacting significantly on its profitability;
• we have the effective ability to exercise this power over the investee entity so as to affect its
profitability;
• the profitability (positive and negative) of our investment varies depending on the profitability of
the investee entity.
The Consolidated Financial Statements as at 31 December 2017 of Beni Stabili Group include for the
same date the financial statements of the parent company and all companies controlled by it, both
directly and indirectly.
The interim financial statements of subsidiaries, where necessary, have been adjusted to make them
compliant with IAS/IFRS principles.
In consideration of the requirements of Consob notice DEM/6064293 of 28 July 2006, Annex no. 1 of
the Consolidated Financial Statements lists the companies included in the scope of consolidation
providing information on the consolidation method applied.
The companies: i) Beni Stabili Development Milano Greenway S.p.A., ii) Sviluppo Ripamonti S.r.l.; and
iii) B.S. Immobiliare 5 S.r.l. as of 1st January 2017, were merged by incorporation into the company
Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. (now known as Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. SIINQ) that is fully
consolidated. Furthermore, during the year Central Sicaf S.p.A. was established, in respect of which
the Group holds a 60% stake of its capital as at 31 December 2017. Due to the above mentioned
controlling interest, this company is consolidated on a line-by-line basis in the Group’s financial
statements.
While the aforementioned merger did not produce any effects on the financial statements, since
these companies are already wholly owned and consolidated by the Group, the establishment of
Central Sicaf and the subsequent transfer of 40% of its capital to third parties, although not having
effects on the Group’s financial statements in terms of valuing its assets and liabilities, led to the
allocation of a share of their net value (40%) to minority interests.
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and liabilities, equity, income, expenses and cash flows relating to transactions between members of

The companies over which the Group exercises joint control are valued with the Equity method.
(c) Investments in companies subject to joint control and in associates
In compliance with the provisions of IFRS 11 a jointly controlled entity (joint venture) is a company
over which the Group exercises control jointly with third parties. Joint control of a company can be
qualified as a contractually agreed share of control over it and exists when the relevant decisions are
taken through the unanimous consent of the parties involved (joint venturers).
According to IAS 28, an associate is an entity over which the investor has a significant influence, that
means the power to participate in the financial and operating policy decision of this entity even there
is not a control over it.
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Investments in companies subject to joint control and in associates are accounted for in the Group
financial statements using the equity method. A method of accounting whereby the investment is
initially recognised at cost and adjusted thereafter up or down for the post-acquisition change in the
investee’s equity. For the purposes of this measurement, the Financial Statements of the investee
companies used as a reference are prepared with time intervals that correspond to that of the Group
and prepared in accordance with IAS/IFRS. The adjustments made to the value of the investment are
recognised in the Income Statement in proportion to the share of the Income Statement result of the
investee attributable to the Group, whereas they are recorded in the Statement of Comprehensive
Income if they express the share attributable to the Group of “other comprehensive income
components” of the investee.

2.3 Segment reporting
An operating segment is a group of business activities that generate costs and revenues, for which
separate accounting information is available and whose results are periodically reviewed by the
operations department for the purpose of making decisions regarding the resources to be allocated
to the sector and evaluating the relevant results.
Information provided by operating segment submitted by the Group is defined according to the
representation scheme by business area, distinguishing between real estate and the provision of
services (currently substantially exercised through Revalo S.p.A. and indirectly through the investment
in Investire S.p.A. SGR). Property-related activities are then further broken down on the basis of the
accounting categories into which the property assets are divided. Information by geographical area is
also provided on a secondary basis, defined according to the location of the property.

2.4 Functional currency and transactions in foreign currency
(a) Functional currency
The amounts included in the financial statements of each Group company are measured using the
currency of the primary economic environment in which Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ operates (“functional
currency”). The Consolidated Financial Statements are presented in thousands of Euro. The Euro is
the Parent Company’s functional and presentation currency.
(b) Transactions and balances in foreign currency
Transactions in foreign currency are converted into the functional currency at the exchange rate
prevailing on the transaction date. Foreign exchange gains and losses resulting from the settlement
of such transactions and from the translation at reporting date exchange rates of cash assets and

liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are recognised in the Income Statement.
The differences deriving from the conversion of non-monetary assets or liabilities are recorded in
Equity, in the year in which they arise, if the gains or losses relating to the valuation of these elements
are accounted for directly in Equity. If, on the other hand, gains and losses relating to the valuation
of non-monetary items are recorded under the Statement of profit/(loss), exchange differences
also follow the same method of recognition, with the exception of gains or losses deriving from the
application of the fair value criterion. In this case exchange differences are recognised in Equity.

2.5 Investment properties
Investment properties are those held to earn rental revenues and for capital appreciation.
Investment properties are initially recorded at cost, including ancillary charges for the purchase, and
are subsequently measured at their fair value, recording any changes in fair value in the Statement
The Group evaluates its real estate portfolio semi-annually, on 30 June and 31 December, supported
by external independent valuation companies, duly recognised and qualified and in possession of
up-to-date knowledge of the locations and features of the properties being valued. The assessment
process is entrusted to several independent experts, providing for every five years the replacement of
the latter within the scope of real estate assets, but without prejudice to the possibility of postponing
(for a further year) the replacement where deemed operationally appropriate.
The fair value of the properties is based on the market value, represented (in accordance with the
provisions of IFRS 13 “Fair value measurement”) from the estimate of the price at which the property
would be traded on the valuation date and current market conditions, within the framework of an
ordinary transaction between market operators who act to best suit their economic interest (refer to
paragraph 4.1 for the description of fair value measurement methods).
When a property classified in the instrumental real estate is transferred to the investment property
segment, following a change in its destination, any differences on the transfer date between the book
value and the fair value on the same date are accounted for directly in equity, if there is a profit. Where
instead the difference represents a loss, this is recognised immediately in the Income Statement.

2.6 Properties under development
This category includes properties undergoing renovations, transformation, construction and
development (hereinafter generically referred to as “development activities”) for which future use is
envisaged as investment properties.
These properties are accounted for using the cost criterion (initially corresponding to the purchase
cost or to the last carrying amount in the case of reclassification in this category from other categories
of properties) applied, for each property, until the relevant fair value cannot be reliably determined
on an ongoing basis. From that moment on, the fair value measurement criterion is adopted (refer to
paragraph 4.1 for the description of fair value measurement methods). At the balance sheet date, all
properties classified in this category are eligible for valuation at current value.
The carrying amount of the property is incremented by all costs incurred for development activities,
financial charges and costs for staff directly employed in such activities.
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of profit/(loss), in accordance with IAS 40.

The capitalisation of financial charges is made for the period between the start of development
activities and the moment in which the properties are substantially ready for their intended use,
considering in addition to the charges related to loans specifically assumed for the purchase or
development of properties, including charges relating to loans not directly guaranteed by them
(within the terms and according to the procedures set out in IAS 23 “Financial charges”), assuming
that the development initiative (for the part not covered by said specific loans) is however, financed
at a weighted average Group rate.

2.7 Leases
Leases are classified as finance leases or operating leases. Under the terms of a finance lease, the
majority of risks and rewards of ownership of an asset is substantially transferred to the lessee,
Notes to the consolidated financial statements
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whilst under the terms of an operating lease the risks and rewards of ownership substantially pertain
to the lessor.
(a) Finance leases

(i) Group companies that are lessees in finance lease contracts
At the date of initial recognition, the lessee company records the assets in fixed assets and, in return,
recognises a financial debt for an amount equal to the lower of the fair value of the asset subject to
the lease and the current value of the minimum payments due at the start date of the contract, using
the implicit interest rate of the contract. At each reporting date, the financial charges for the period
are recorded in the Statement of profit/(loss), calculated by separating them from the instalments on
the basis of the aforementioned implicit interest rate. The principal amount of the fee paid is instead
recorded as a reduction of the financial debt.

(ii) Group companies that are lessors in finance lease contracts
On the date of initial recognition, regardless of legal title, the value of the asset is derecognised
from assets and a receivable is recognised corresponding to the present value of the sum of the
minimum payments expected at the start date of the contract and of the unsecured residual value.
The discount rate used is the implicit interest rate of the leasing contract. At each reporting date, the
financial income for the period is recognised in the Statement of profit/(loss), calculated on the basis
of the implicit rate of return of the lease applied on a straight-line basis throughout the term of the
same lease. The estimate of the non-guaranteed residual value is periodically reviewed to detect the
existence of any loss in value.
(b) Operating leases
Lease payments under operating leases are recognised as revenues or costs in the Income
Statement on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
Lease contracts for properties are classified and accounted for on the same basis as operating
leases. Please refer also to what is reported in the following paragraph 2.20 (i).

2.8 Operating properties and other assets
Operating properties and other assets are accounted for at purchase or construction cost, based on
the fair value of the consideration paid in order to acquire the asset and any other directly attributable
costs of making the asset ready for its intended use.
Subsequent costs are included in the assets’ carrying amount or recognised as a separate asset,
as appropriate, only when it is probable that the future economic benefits associated with the item

will flow to the Group and the cost of such benefits can be reliably measured. All other repair and
maintenance costs are recognised as costs in the Income Statement in the period in which they are
incurred.
After initial recognition, properties used for operating purposes and other assets are valued at cost,
net of accumulated depreciation and any loss in value.
Depreciation of the assets is calculated using the straight-line method over the estimated useful life
of the asset. Assets with unlimited useful lives are not depreciated.
The useful lives of the various asset classes are shown below:
• Operating properties

33.33 years

• Land

unlimited

• Other assets

3 - 6 years
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An asset’s remaining useful life is reviewed and adjusted, if appropriate, at each reporting date.
An asset’s carrying amount is written down if lower than the asset’s estimated recoverable amount.
Profit and loss on disposals are determined by comparing the proceeds with the carrying amount and
are recognised in the Income Statement.

2.9 Intangible assets
Intangible assets consist of non-monetary elements, identifiable even if they lack physical consistency
and are capable of generating future economic benefits for the Group.
Intangible assets are recognised at their purchase cost. After initial recognition, intangible assets are
valued at cost, net of accumulated depreciation and any loss in value.
Intangible assets of the Group include costs related to software and goodwill. Costs relating to the
provision of medium / long-term loans are considered in calculating the relevant financial payables,
in application of the depreciated cost method.
The nature of the individual classes of intangible assets and the relevant depreciation criteria are
described below:
(a) Costs related to software
This refers to the cost of licences purchased from third parties and of proprietary software (limited
to costs incurred in the actual development stage). These costs are depreciated on the basis of the
estimated economic-technical useful life of the software, equal to a maximum of 5 years.
(b) Goodwill
It is initially recorded as being equal to the cost incurred for this purpose in the context of a business
combination. The above value is subsequently subjected to an annual “impairment test” to verify that
there are no losses in value.

2.10 Financial assets
Financial assets are recognised in current and non-current assets based on their maturity and the
projected date of conversion into cash assets.
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Major renovations are depreciated over the remaining useful life of the related asset.

Financial assets include investments in other companies (other than subsidiaries and associates),
securities (other than equity investments), and receivables and loans.
For the purposes of the valuation, financial assets are divided into the following categories: financial
assets measured at fair value in the Statement of profit/(loss), receivables and loans, financial assets
held to maturity and financial assets available for sale. Directors decide the classification of the
individual financial assets at the time of their initial accounting and verify, at each balance sheet date,
that the initial destination is still valid.
(a) Financial assets measured at fair value through Profit and Loss
This category includes financial assets held for trading. Investments in this category are classified
as current assets if their disposal is expected in the twelve months after the end of the reporting
Notes to the consolidated financial statements
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period.
(b) Loans and receivables
Loans and receivables consist of non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable maturities
that are not traded on active markets. They are included in current assets, except for maturities of
more than twelve months after the reporting date, which are instead classified as non-current assets.
(c) Held-to-maturity financial assets
Held-to-maturity financial assets are non-derivative financial assets for which the Group has
declared its intention and ability to hold to maturity. Their classification as current or non-current
assets depends on whether their projected realisation is within or after twelve months of the
reporting date.
(d) Financial assets available for sale
Available-for-sale financial assets are a residual category consisting of non-derivative financial
instruments that are either designated to this category by Management or cannot be attributed
to any of the other financial investment categories described above. They are included in noncurrent assets, unless Management intends to dispose of the investment within twelve months of
the reporting date.
Regardless of their classification, financial assets are initially recognised at fair value plus
transaction costs.
Sales are recorded when the rights to receive cash flows associated with financial assets have
expired or have been transferred to third parties and the Group has substantially transferred all the
risks and benefits associated with owning these assets.
Subsequent to initial recognition, financial assets measured at fair value recorded in the Profit and
Loss Account and financial assets available for sale are accounted for at fair value. In the first
case, changes in fair value are recognised in the Income Statement in the period in which they
arise, whilst in the second case changes are recognised in Equity (the reserve for available-for-sale
financial assets). This reserve is reversed to the profit and loss account only when the financial asset
is actually sold or, in the case of negative changes, when it becomes evident that the reduction in
value suspended in equity cannot be recovered.
The fair value of financial assets traded on active markets is based on current bid prices. If there
is no active market for a financial asset (and for securities not traded on an organised market),
the Group calculates the fair value using valuation techniques, including the use of recent

transactions at market conditions, the reference to other financial instruments with essentially
the same characteristics and the analysis of discounted cash flows adjusted to reflect the specific
characteristics and circumstances of the issuer. Financial assets for which fair value cannot be
reliably determined are valued at cost, possibly reduced for impairment.
Information on the treatment of derivative instruments is provided in the following section 2.19.
After the initial recognition, loans, financing and financial assets held to maturity are accounted for
with the depreciated cost method, using the effective rate method. Any impairment is recognised in
the Income Statement as a balancing entry to the value of the asset. Impairment recognised for an
asset in prior years is reversed if the circumstances that resulted in the impairment no longer apply.

2.11 Trading properties
Trading properties even when subject to preliminary renovation and development activities, are
cost and the net realisable value (IAS 2). The purchase cost is the fair value of the price paid,
including any directly attributable transaction costs. The cost of production is represented by the
fair value of all costs directly attributable to the property, as well as the costs incurred for financing
the construction and costs of personnel directly employed in such activities. Financial charges are
accounted for only for the period between the start of the loan and the moment when the property
is substantially ready for use (within the terms and according to the procedures set out in IAS23
“Borrowing costs”).
The net realisable value is calculated on the basis of the fair value, net of the estimated costs
necessary to carry out the sale.

2.12 Trade receivables and other receivables
Trade receivables and other receivables are initially recognised at fair value and subsequently
valued with the depreciated cost method, using the effective interest rate method, net of provisions
for losses in value.
Provisions for impairment of trade receivables or other receivables are made when there is objective
evidence that the Group will not be able to collect the entire amount of the receivable originally due.
The amount of the provision is equal to the difference between the book value of the receivable
and the present value of expected future cash flows, calculated using the effective interest rate.
Provisions are recognised in the Profit and Loss Account.

2.13 Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash in hand and cash assets, current account balances and
bank deposits, and other highly liquid short-term financial investments.

2.14 Assets and liabilities held for sale
This item is comprised, respectively, of assets (other than trading properties) or groups of discontinued
assets, together with the related liabilities, the carrying amount of which will be recovered mainly
through a sale transaction rather than through its continuous use. Such reclassification occurs
only when the assets are available for immediate sale, in their current condition and the likelihood
of their sale is high. This circumstance is generally considered to exist only at the time of signing
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classified under current assets and accounted for at the lower between purchase or construction

preliminary sales agreements. In order for the sale to be highly probable, the assets must be
included in a disposal program, activities must be carried out to identify a buyer and complete the
disposal program, the sale must take place at a reasonable price with respect to the fair value of the
assets sold and it must be scheduled within one year or beyond one year, provided that the delay is
caused by events or circumstances outside the control of the Group and there is sufficient evidence
to attest that the Group remains committed to implement the planned divestment.
Assets or groups of discontinued assets that are different from the properties previously classified as
“Investment properties” and “Properties under development” measured at fair value, are recognised
at the lower of their carrying amount and their fair value net of any sales cost at the time of their
initial recognition as held for sale. When a newly-acquired asset or group is disposed of, meets the
criteria for classification in this category and its purchase is part of a business combination, their
initial recognition is at fair value less sales costs.
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After the initial recognition, any losses due to fair value reductions, net of selling costs, are recorded
in the Statement of profit/(loss), while write-ups arising from any subsequent increases in fair value,
net of costs of sale, are recognised in the Statement of profit/(loss) to the extent that do not exceed
write-downs that have been previously recognised.
On the other hand, properties previously classified as “Investment Properties” and “Properties
under development” valued using the fair value method, as required by the reference standards
(IFRS 5, par. 5d), continue to be valued at their fair value (see section 4.1 for the description of fair
value measurement methods).
Assets coming under this category are not depreciated.
Properties for which a preliminary sale contract was signed, the fair value is equal to the sale price,
less selling charges.

2.15 Borrowings
Borrowings are initially recognised at fair value, less transaction costs incurred. Subsequently, they
are recognised at their amortised cost. Transaction costs are taken into account when determining
the relevant financial payables in application of the depreciated cost method. Any difference between
the proceeds (net of transaction costs) and the aggregate redemption value is recognised in the
Income Statement based on the duration of the borrowing, using the effective interest rate method.
Financial payables are classified as current liabilities, unless the Group has the unconditional right
to repay the liability beyond twelve months following the reporting date; in this case only the portion
of debt falling within the twelve months following that date is classified as a current liability.

2.16 Current and deferred taxation
The Parent Company benefits from the SIIQ tax regime, while two subsidiaries benefit from the
SIINQ regime, in addition to a subsidiary that benefits from the SICAF scheme.
The special regime of Listed and non-listed Real Estate Investment Companies (“SIIQ and SIINQ”)
introduced and governed by Italian Law no. 296/2006 and subsequent amendments, as well as by
Italian Ministerial Decree no. 174/2007 (the “Special Scheme”), involves the exemption from the
taxation for IRES and IRAP purposes of income deriving from real estate leasing (the so-called
“exempt management”). For the purposes of applying the Special Scheme, income deriving from
exempt management is destined to be taxed by the shareholders, as a consequence of its distribution.

The distribution must compulsorily be resolved upon approval of the financial statements for the year
during which the exempt profit was formed. The persistence in the Special Scheme is subordinated
to the respect of certain requirements.
The law related to Real Estate SICAF involves that the net result of the period is not subject to direct
taxes.
The requirements for admission to these special schemes, the application of which may have complex
interpretations that are verified with the support of specialists, are subject to specific monitoring by
the beneficiary companies, as they are significant for the Group’s financial statements and for the
individual financial statements of the companies in question.
(a) Current taxes
Current taxes for the year are valued at the amount expected to be paid to the tax authorities and
are determined on the basis of the rates and tax regulations in force, or substantially in force, at
Current taxes relating to items recorded directly in equity are also recorded in equity and not in
the profit / (loss) for the year.
Management periodically assesses the position taken in tax returns in cases where tax rules are
subject to interpretation and, where appropriate, allocates provisions.
(b) Deferred tax assets and liabilities
Deferred taxes are calculated by applying the so-called “liability method” to temporary differences
at the balance sheet date between the tax values of assets and liabilities and the corresponding
book values.
Deferred tax liabilities are recorded on all taxable temporary differences, with the following
exceptions:
• deferred taxes derive from the initial recognition of the goodwill or an asset or liability in a
transaction that does not represent a business combination and, at the time of the transaction
itself, does not influence either the profit or loss of the financial statements or the tax results;
• the reversal of taxable temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries,
associates and joint ventures can be controlled and it is probable that this will not occur in
the foreseeable future.
Deferred tax assets are recorded against all deductible temporary differences and unused tax
losses that can be carried forward, to the extent where it is probable that sufficient future taxable
income will be available to allow the use of temporary deductible differences and of receivables
and tax losses carried forward, except in cases where:
•		prepaid tax linked to the temporary deductible differences derives from the initial recognition
of an asset or liability in a transaction that does not represent a business combination and,
at the time of the transaction itself, does not affect either profit or loss of the financial
statements or the tax results;
• in the case of deductible temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries,
associates and joint ventures, deferred tax assets are recorded only to the extent where
they are likely to be reversed in the foreseeable future and that sufficient taxable income
will be available to allow the recovery of these temporary differences.
The carrying value of prepaid tax assets is reviewed at each balance sheet date and reduced to the
extent where it is no longer probable that sufficient taxable income will be available in the future
to allow all or part of the use of this credit.
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the reporting date.

Prepaid tax assets not recorded are reviewed at each balance sheet date and are recognised
to the extent where it is probable that the expected taxable income will be sufficient to allow
recovery.
Deferred taxes and prepaid tax assets are measured based on the tax rates that are expected
to be applied in the year in which these liabilities will be extinguished or these assets will be
realised, considering the rates in force and those already issued, or substantially in force, on the
balance sheet date.
Deferred taxes and prepaid tax assets relating to elements recorded outside the Profit and
Loss Account are also recognised outside the Profit and Loss Account and, therefore, in the
shareholders’ equity or in the comprehensive income statement, in line with the element to which
they refer.
Prepaid taxes and deferred taxes are offset where there is a legal right to compensation.
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The tax benefits acquired as a result of a business combination, but which do not meet the criteria
for separate recognition on the purchase date, are subsequently recognised when the conditions
are met. The adjustment is recorded as a reduction in goodwill (up to the amount of goodwill), if it
is recognised during the measurement period, or in the profit and loss account, if it is subsequently
recognised.

2.17 Staff termination benefits
(a) Post-employment benefits
The only form of benefits subsequent to the employment relationship guaranteed by Group
companies to their employees is the Staff termination benefit (TFR, from its Italian Initials).
Following the amendments made to the relevant regulation by the “2007 Budget Law” (Law n. 296
of 27 December 2006), for Group companies required to pay into the Fund set up with the INPS,
the accounting for severance pay is carried out according to the rules:
i) of “defined benefit plans” for the portion of the provision accrued as at 31 December 2006,
through actuarial statements that exclude the component relating to future salary increases;
ii) of “defined contribution plans” for the portions of staff termination benefits accrued from
1st January 2007, both in the event of a supplementary pension option and in the event of
allocation to the treasury fund at the INPS.
Accounting for employee severance indemnities for Group companies that are not obliged to pay into
the Fund set up at INPS, is carried out according to the rules of “defined benefit plans”.
(b) Termination benefits and incentive plans
Benefits due to employees for termination of employment are recorded in the Profit and Loss Account
and recorded under liabilities when a Group company is demonstrably committed to terminate the
employment relationship with an employee or group of employees before the natural expiry date of
the relationship itself and at the same time granting a benefit to the employee or group of employees
in order to encourage voluntary resignation. The Group company considers itself committed at the
time of signing with the employee an agreement governing the termination of the employment
relationship and the recognition of incentives.
The above benefits are recognised immediately in the Income Statement, as they are not capable of
generating future economic benefits for the Group.

(c) Share-based plans
The Group also remunerates its employees through stock option and free share plans. The estimated
benefits attributed to the beneficiaries of these plans are charged to the Profit and Loss Account
for the financial years of the plan, crediting the Equity reserves or a debit item to the beneficiaries
depending on whether the plans are settled with instruments representing capital or for cash. The
above benefits are calculated by determining the fair value of the options assigned, through the use
of financial valuation techniques, also taking into account market conditions. The number of options
assigned is updated at each reporting date if necessary.

2.18 Provisions for risks and charges
Provisions for risks and charges are recognised when:
• the Group is subject to a present obligation (legal or implicit) as a result of a past event;
resources to satisfy the obligation;
• the amount necessary for the performance of the obligation can be reliably estimated.
Provisions are measured on the basis of management’s best estimate of the expenditure required to
settle the present obligation at the reporting date. The discount rate used to determine the present
value reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the
type of liability concerned.
With reference to tax assessment risks, the Group recognises as receivables the amounts paid while
awaiting judgement, for the part of their amount that exceeds the amount of liabilities considered
probable.

2.19 Derivative and hedge accounting
Derivatives are initially recognized and subsequently measured at their fair value. Derivatives
opened by the Group are mainly classified as hedges of highly probable cash flows.
As at the contract execution date, the Group documents the hedge relationship and its related
risk management objectives and strategy. The Group also documents its ongoing assessment of
whether the derivatives used in hedging transactions are highly effective in offsetting fluctuations
in cash flows of the hedged items.
The effective portion of the change in the fair value of derivatives, classified or qualified as cash flow
hedging derivatives, is recorded in Equity. Profits or losses relating to the ineffective portion are
instead recorded in the Statement of profit/(loss).
Amounts accumulated in Equity are reversed to the Income Statement in periods when the hedged
item will affect profit or loss.
When a hedging instrument expires or is sold, or when a hedge no longer meets the criteria for
hedge accounting, any cumulative gains or losses existing in Equity at that time will be recorded
in the Income Statement when the expected transaction is definitively recognized in the Income
Statement. If it is assumed, instead, that the covered transaction will not take place, profits or
losses suspended in equity are immediately transferred to the Statement of profit/(loss).
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• it is highly probable that in order to fulfil this obligation it will be necessary to use economic

2.20 Revenues
Revenues are recorded as follows:

(i) Rental revenues
Rental revenues generated by lease contracts similar to operating leases are recognised over the
lease term on a straight-line basis, unless there is another systematic criterion to better reflect the
time-frames over which the rewards arising from the use of the leased asset are reduced.
Rental revenues also include amounts paid by the sellers of properties by way of guaranteed income.
Rents deriving from the leasing of properties, in accordance with rental contracts similar to financial
leasing contracts, are recorded according to methods that reflect a constant return on the net
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investment made, by dividing their amount between the repayment of the receivable from the tenants,
initially recorded, and relevant financial income.

(ii) Revenues from property sales
Revenues from the sale of properties are recorded under the Profit and Loss Account upon transfer to
the buyer of the relevant risks and rewards connected to ownership, which are normally transferred
on the date of signing of the notarial deed.

(iii) Revenues from services
Service revenues are recognised in the accounting period in which the services are provided. The
recognition of revenues from the provision of services between two different periods is carried out in
proportion to the services rendered, compared to the total contractual services.

(iv) Dividends
Dividend revenues are recognised when the right to receive payment arises.

2.21 Financial income and charges
Financial income and charges are recognised for on an accruals basis, using, where applicable, the
effective interest rate method.
Financial income and charges include the effects of discounting receivables and payables and from
the measurement of derivatives in accordance with IAS 39.

2.22 Seasonal nature of the business
The Group’s business is not generally seasonal in nature.

3 FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT
3.1 Financial risk factors
The Group’s activities expose it to a variety of financial risks: market risks, credit risks and liquidity
risks. The Group’s operating and financial policies seek, among other things, to minimise the potential
adverse effects of such risks on the Group’s financial performance. As a hedge against exposure to
certain risks, the Group uses derivative financial instruments.
(a) Market risks

(i) Property value risk
The Group adopts the fair value criterion in the valuation following the purchase of its real estate
investment portfolio and real estate development projects. The fair value is estimated with the
in the Profit and Loss Account. Valuation at fair value involves the use of the estimation process
described in paragraph 4.1 below and implies a forecast estimate of costs and revenues associated
with each vesting and the formulation of assumptions on the occupancy rate of the assets, related
to the performance of the real estate and financial markets, as well as the general economic
conditions that affect rent levels and the reliability of tenants. The above estimates and assumptions,
in consideration of the uncertainty connected to the occurrence of any future event, both with regards
to the materialisation of the event itself, and with regard to the extent and timing of its manifestation,
are able to determine changes, even significant in the short term, of the conclusions of the experts
and therefore of the results of the financial statements, with constant evaluation models.
The fluctuations of the real estate market, therefore, can also significantly affect the Group’s
economic results. A part of the Group’s economic results is also generated by the sale and purchase
of properties, which is also significantly influenced by the trend in real estate values and the volume
of possible transactions over time.
The property market is affected by the cyclical nature of rents and property prices; the duration of
cycles is variable, but is generally long-term. The different national markets are characterised by
different cyclical trends and often not in synchronized with each other, depending on the specific
economic situations and the sector. Within each national market, moreover, price trends track the
cycle in differing ways and with different degrees of intensity, depending on the location and features
of the properties.
The macroeconomic factors that have most influence on property values and therefore determine the
various cyclical trends are the following:
• interest rate trend;
• market liquidity and presence of alternative profitable investments;
• economic growth.
Low interest rates, high market liquidity and a lack of profitable alternative investments generally
accompany an increase in property values.
Economic growth generally drives demand for rented space and pushes up rents, above all, in the office
segment that is the Group’s primarily area of operation. This in turn has a positive effect on property
prices. It is necessary to observe, however, that in the medium term, economic growth normally
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support of valuations drawn up by independent experts, with measurements of changes in the latter

generates an increase in inflation and therefore in interest rates, also favouring the identification of
profitable investment alternatives; factors that contribute to reducing the price listings of properties.
The Group’s investment policy is aimed to minimise the effects of the various stages of the cycle,
selecting investments:
•		with long-term contracts entered into with high-standing tenants, which mitigate the effects of
a reduction in market rents and the consequent reduction in property prices;
• mainly located in the city centre of the main Italian cities (in particular Milan and Rome);
• with a low “vacancy rate”, in order to avoid the risk of re-renting during periods of limited
demand for lease space.

(ii) Interest rate risk
Notes to the consolidated financial statements
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Bank loans signed by the Group are normally settled at a variable rate increased by a spread. The
Group’s economic results can therefore be significantly influenced by the trend in interest rates.
The Group’s policy is to minimise the risk linked to interest rates as much as possible, so as to remain
substantially exposed only to risks associated with real estate activities. In any case, it must be noted
that the Group does not carry out purely speculative transactions or transactions that are not directly
linked to its debt exposure.
The Group manages the risk associated with interest rates using derivative contracts, mainly interest
rate swaps that have the effect to converte the floating rate into a fixed rate for a period or for the
entire duration of the loan, for a portion or for the whole amount financed.
The Group constantly monitors rate risk through the quarterly assessment of hedging derivatives
effectiveness, together with the drafting of a summary document.
Considering fixed rate loans and hedging transactions in place on floating rate loans, the Group’s
nominal long and medium term financial exposure is settled at a fixed rate for the 87.74% (88.27%
as at 31 December 2016).
The table below shows the effects on nominal interest flows, net of the corresponding effects on the
relevant hedges, related to the financial liabilities outstanding as at 31 December 2017 and referred
to the 12 months following the reporting date, as resulting from a sensitivity analysis, conducted
assuming a possible change in interest rates, of plus or minus 50 basis points, compared to those
recorded on the reference date.
(Euro thousands)

+ 50 bp

- 50 bp

(3,899)

3,899

2,825

(2,825)

-

-

(1,074)

1,074

(3,773)

3,773

2,575

(2,575)

-

-

(1,198)

1,198

31 December 2017
Change in nominal interest on loans
Change in spreads connected to derivatives
Tax effect connected to the aforementioned changes
Total net income effect
31 December 2016
Change in nominal interest on loans
Change in spreads connected to derivatives
Tax effect connected to the aforementioned changes
Total net income effect

The following table instead summarises the aggregate effects that would have impacted the fair
values of derivatives open at the relevant reference dates, including the creditworthiness effect, had
the interest rates at the end of each period been higher or lower, compared to actual interest rates,
by 50 basis points. The same table also shows the portion of the effects that would be recognised
directly to Equity. 			
		
(Euro thousands)
31 December 2017

Change in fair value

Net effect on equity of fair
value changes

+ 50 bp

- 50 bp

+ 50 bp

- 50 bp

Derivatives (assets and liabilities)

34,697

(28,723)

34,697

(28,723)

Total

34,697

(28,723)

34,697

(28,723)
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31 December 2016

Change in fair value

Net effect on equity of fair
value changes

+ 50 bp

- 50 bp

+ 50 bp

- 50 bp

Derivatives (assets and liabilities)

4,266

(67,997)

4,266

(67,997)

Total

4,266

(67,997)

4,266

(67,997)

(iii) Foreign exchange risk
As at 31 December 2017, the Group was operating in the Euro Area only, and therefore it was not
exposed to foreign exchange risk.

(iv) Inflation risk
Under most lease contracts, rentals are inflation-linked. The indexation mechanism envisages an
increase in fees equal to a certain percentage of the growth in price levels, without however providing
for a reduction in fees in the event of a fall in price levels.
The performance of rental revenues is thus linked to the inflation rate. Risks linked to inflation,
however, refer only to the growth rate of fees of existing contracts, as they cannot be reduced as a
result of deflation.
All this being stated, in general, the Group does not enter into transactions designed to hedge this
type of risk. The predetermination of the future inflation trend through the signing of specific swap
contracts was only implemented for those cases in which the loan payments plan for the purchase of
the properties required in the past to determine with absolute certainty the growth future cash flows
deriving from the fees.
As at 31 December 2017, there are no existing contracts to hedge inflation risks.
(b) Risk of concentration on a limited number of tenants for rental revenues
The 63% of the rental income of the Group is concentrated on the four main tenants (55% on a Group
share basis).
Among these four main tenants (Telecom Italia S.p.A., Intesa San Paolo S.p.A., Maire Technimont
S.p.A. and Italian public administration), Telecom Italia alone accounted approximately the 46% of
the Group’s total rental income (34% on a Group share basis). The Group constantly monitors the
creditworthiness of these main tenants. Nonetheless, an extended period of economic downturn
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(Euro thousands)

could result in a material breach of contract by one or more of these or other tenants or a worsening
of their creditworthiness or their capacity to fulfill their rental obligations. This could have an adverse
effect on the Group’s financial condition and results of operations.
(c) Credit risk
The following table summarises the Group’s maximum exposure to credit risk.
Description
(Euro thousands)

Balance as at
31.12.2017

Balance as at
31.12.2016

65,391

73,730

8,306

4,060

Cash and cash equivalents (net of cash on hand)

310,338

28,738

Total

384,035

106,528

Trade and other receivables (current and non-current)
Derivatives - assets
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The carrying amount of the aforementioned financial assets corresponds to the relevant fair values.
The assets listed are broken down by geographical area as follows:
Description
(Euro thousands)
Italy
Other countries of the Euro zone
Total

Balance as at
31.12.2017

Balance as at
31.12.2016

384,035

106,528

-

-

384,035

106,528

With reference to trade receivables and other receivables, information is provided below which
shows the gross amount, the portion past, the relative write-downs and the portion not yet due, with
indication of the due date within or beyond twelve months.
Description
(Euro thousands)

Gross
receivables
31.12.2017

Gross
receivables
past due

Write-downs
of receivables
past due

Receivables
not yet due

4,961

4,961

(4,961)

45,998

20,165

2,978

659

Property sales and investment
disposals
Receivables from tenants
Receivables from customers
for services

Receivables due
within 12
months

beyond 12
months

-

-

-

(19,096)

25,833

10,659

15,174

(214)

2,319

2,319

-
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-

-

-

-

-

-

8,972

8,972

(2,222)

-

-

-

117

17

(17)

100

59

41

Tax receivables

18,883

18

(18)

18,865

3,304

15,561

Other receivables (including
accrued income and prepaid
expense)

10,892

1,089

(882)

9,803

9,791

12

Total

92,801

35,881

(27,410)

56,920

26,132

30,788

Receivables from the
Municipality of Rome
Bail and guarantee deposits

Below is a table showing the breakdown of gross receivables due by maturity bands:
				

Description
(Euro thousands)

Gross
outstanding
receivables
31.12.2017

Past due

Total

by less
than 6
months

from 6
months to a
year

by more
than one
year

4,961

91

1,745

3,125

4,961

20,165

1,957

686

17,522

20,165

659

383

-

276

659

8,972

-

-

8,972

8,972

Bail and guarantee deposits

17

-

-

17

17

Tax receivables

18

-

-

18

18

1,324

116

102

1,106

1,324

36,116

2,547

2,533

31,036

36,116

Property sales and investment disposals
Receivables from tenants
Receivables from customers for services
Receivables from the Municipality of Rome

Other receivables (including accrued income
and prepaid expense)
Total

The prospects of recoverability of receivables are valued on a position-by-position basis, taking into
account the existing validly exchangeable guarantees and indications from external legal advisers
that follow their recovery practice. As at 31 December 2017, all receivables for which a loss is probable
were written down accordingly. With reference to changes in the provision for doubtful debts, please
refer to sections 6.1.7 and 6.2.2 below.
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Down-payments for property
purchases

As shown in the tables above, receivables as at 31 December 2017 (gross) mainly include:
• ”tenants”, “customers from services” and “other receivables”: these categories of receivables
are constantly monitored. With regard to receivables from tenants, it must be noted that
existing leases have a high degree of concentration on tenants of primary standing and that
the main tenant Telecom Italia S.p.A. guarantees about 48% of the Group’s total rents. The
Group believes that it is not subject to significant credit risks, as the tenants are selected on the
basis of their creditworthiness and the economic prospects linked to their activity. Moreover,
the operating and financial performances of the most important tenants are monitored on an
ongoing basis.
Investments in properties rented to tenants, whose creditworthiness may be subject to risks or
high variability, are only carried out if the quality of the properties offers adequate guarantees
of being able to lease the property again to third parties in a short time, in the event of a tenant’s
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insolvency. Furthermore, as at 31 December 2017, the Group holds guarantees, consisting
of bank guarantees and guarantee deposits, which cover more than one quarter of the total
annual instalments at that date.
It must be noted that gross receivables from tenants expired as of 31 December 2017 include an
amount of 10,024 thousand Euro, relating to the position with the former tenant of the “Darsena
City” shopping centre in Ferrara, whose recoverability was assessed when calculating the
provision for doubtful accounts. To this regard, please refer to the contents of the following
section 7;
• “receivable for property sales and investment disposals” relating to: i) for 3,354 thousand Euro,
to the oan due from Investire S.p.A. SGR accrued in the context of the merger by incorporation
of Beni Stabili Gestioni S.p.A. – SGR and linked to the realisable value of some of the latter’s
activities, which for the agreements signed must be downgraded to its shareholders. The above
receivable was entirely written down; ii) for 1,607 thousand Euro, to other receivables (see the
following section 6.2.2);
• “receivables from the Municipality of Rome”: these are positions that were the subject of legal
proceedings that were completed in previous years, with the recognition in favour of Beni Stabili
S.p.A. SIIQ of the gross balances recorded in the balance sheet. Appropriate actions are in place
for the collection of the above mentioned receivables;
• “tax receivables” relating mainly to: i) payments made pending rulings of existing tax disputes,
for information please see section 7 below; ii) VAT and IRES receivables requested as
reimbursements in previous years and inclusive of interest income accrued at 31 December
2017 (shown in the table above as non-expired receivables); iii) VAT, IRES and IRAP credits,
arising in the current financial year, to be used for offsetting in the coming months.
With reference to bank deposits and asset for derivatives, it should be noted that the Group operates
on a continuing and permanent basis with primary counterparties with an acceptable credit rating,
thus limiting the related credit risk.

The following table summarises the Group’s exposure as regards bank deposits and derivatives,
with a breakdown by counterparty rating (according to Fitch Ratings and, if not available, according
Standard & Poor’s).
Bank accounts and post office deposits
(Euro thousands)

Balance as at
31.12.2016

81,537

525

733

15

BBB

83,225

-

BBB-

119,185

8,787

BB

20,456

13,353

A-

1,084

143

B+

-

333

B-

238

3,835

3,880

1,747

310,338

28,738

Balance as at
31.12.2017

Balance as at
31.12.2016

A

4,188

2,357

BBB

4,118

-

BBB-

-

1,703

Total

8,306

4,060

A
A+

NR (*)
Total
(*) Banks that do not have a public rating.

Derivatives - asset
(Euro thousands)

The majority of deposits are made in banks with an “Investment Grade” rating at the very least and
equal to the rating of the Italian Republic.
Unrated deposit banks are local banks with a sound balance sheet structure that has been verified
and is monitored on an ongoing basis.
(d) Liquidity risks
Borrowings used to finance the purchase of investment properties are structured on the basis of
cash flows generated by the lease contracts, taking account of the operating costs to be borne by the
owner under the terms of the contract.
The Group’s objective is not to expand the use of leverage over 60% of the total value of real estate
assets. Liquidity risk is thus considered to be low.
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Balance as at
31.12.2017

The tables below show the breakdown by maturity of the nominal value – including interest accrued
– of financial liabilities other than hedging instruments.
Balance as at 31 December 2017

(Euro thousands)
Carrying
amount

Nominal
value

within 1
year

from
1 to 2
years

from 2 to
5 years

more
than 5
years

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,108,496

1,122,325

13,531

30,099

157,385

921,311

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,046,599

1,052,146

377,146

250,000

125,000

300,000

188,375

200,734

734

-

200,000

-

2,343,470

2,375,205

391,410

280,099

482,385

1,221,311

Borrowings other than
hedging instruments (current
and non-current portions)
Loans and other short-term
borrowings
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Mortgage loans
Other loans
Bonds
Convertible bonds
Total

Balance as at 31 December 2016

(Euro thousands)
Carrying
amount

Nominal
value

within 1
year

from
1 to 2
years

from 2 to
5 years

more
than 5
years

50,000

50,000

50,000

-

-

-

1,018,248

1,031,638

28,136

11,037

176,149

816,316

-

-

-

-

-

-

Bonds

747,666

751,171

26,171

350,000

250,000

125,000

Convertible bonds

443,166

472,186

2,186

-

470,000

-

2,259,080

2,304,995

106,493

361,037

896,149

941,316

Borrowings other than
hedging instruments (current
and non-current portions)
Loans and other short-term
borrowings
Mortgage loans
Other loans

Total

The tables below report the breakdown of the fair value of financial assets and liabilities for derivatives
(excluding liabilities connected with conversion options of bond loans 2018 and 2019) by the periods
when the hedged cash flows are expected to affect the Statement of profit/(loss).
(Euro
thousands)

Fair value (*)

within 1 year
31.12.2017

from 1 to 2 years

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

from 2 to 5 years

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

more than 5 years

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

IRS

5,032

35,551

2,035

3,706

2,446

8,697

2,592

20,707

(2,041)

2,441

Total

5,032

35,551

2,035

3,706

2,446

8,697

2,592

20,707

(2,041)

2,441

Derivatives Liabilities

(*) Since this concerns the time-scale of expected cash flows, the fair value presented here does not include the positive effect
(+0.1 thousand Euro at 31 December 2017 and +1,956 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016) deriving from the inclusion in the
valuation of the variable “credit rating” as required by IFRS 13.

Fair value (*)

within 1 year
31.12.2017

from 1 to 2 years

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

from 2 to 5 years

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

more than 5 years

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

8,035

4,244

(2,942)

(1,161)

(2,599)

(953)

3,659

(350)

9,917

6,708

651

-

-

-

14

-

262

-

375

-

15

126

1

1

14

39

-

86

-

-

8,701

4,370

(2,941)

(1,160)

(2,571)

(914)

3,921

(264)

10,292

6,708

Derivatives Assets
IRS
Collar
Swaption
Cap
Total

(*) Since this concerns the time-scale of expected cash flows, the fair value presented here does not include the negative effect
(- 395 thousand Euro at 31 December 2017 and - 310 thousand Euro or 31 December 2016) deriving from the inclusion in the
valuation of the variable “credit rating” as required by IFRS 13.

On the other, it is presented below a table that shows the breakdown by maturity of non-discounted
cash flows of derivative instruments as at 31 December 2017.
Balance as at 31.12.2017 (*)

(Euro thousands)
Total
undiscounted
cash flows

within
1 year

from 1 year
up to 2 years

from 3 years
up to 5 years

more than
5 years

IRS

60,287

4,007

6,488

24,078

25,713

Total

60,287

4,007

6,488

24,078

25,713

Derivatives - assets
and liabilities

(*) It does not include the positive effect of “creditworthiness”.

At 31 December 2017, the average financial term of financial payables other than hedging instruments
is of 4.55 years (4.55 years as of 31 December 2016), while the average financial duration as at 31
December 2017 of derivative instruments for hedging of interest rates is equal to 4.76 years (4.48
years as of 31 December, 2016).
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As at 31 December 2017 there were short-term hot money lines not used for 85,000 thousand Euro.
In addition, unused credit lines for committed short-term credit lines for 240,000 thousand Euro are
reported.
All of the short-term committed credit lines as at 31 December 2017 have a residual average life of
19.4 months (6.4 months at the end of 2016).
The average cost of the 2017 short-term debt was equal to 0.40% (0.47% for 2016).
(e) Risk from disputes
At the date of the present Financial Statements the Group entities take part to a number of legal and
tax disputes arising in the ordinary course of their activities (see the section 7 for a brief description
of the main disputes).
The Group monitors the development of these proceedings with the help of external advisers and,
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where necessary, has recorded provisions for risks and charges, considering the circumstances and
following a prudent analysis of each dispute and the risk concerned.
The evaluation of risks is, however, subjective and necessarily involves estimations of potential
liabilities.
There can be no assurance that the ultimate outcome of these disputes will not have a material
adverse impact on the Group’s financial conditions and results of operations and there can be no
assurance that further disputes, not currently known, will not be commenced in the future.

3.2 Capital management
The policy of the Group, aimed to safeguard an optimal capital structure, is achieved by maintaining:
• a ratio between the net financial debt and the Group Shareholders’ Equity not exceeding 1.5;
• a ratio between the net financial debt and the value of the real estate portfolio less than 60%.
Please refer to the Report on Operations on the values assumed by the aforementioned indices at the
reference date of these Consolidated Financial Statements.

4 VALUATIONS, ESTIMATES AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES
4.1 Valuation of the real estate portfolio
The Group evaluates its properties on a semi-annual basis, on 30 June and 31 December, with the
support of by independent experts, endowed with recognized professionalism and integrity.
The assignments for the property appraisals, in fact, are only conferred to experts who commit to
operate independently, with integrity and objectivity.
Subject to compliance with such requirement, the selection of the experts is made by weighing the
offers for services received also in terms of cost-effectiveness.
In December 2017, in particular, Duff & Phelps REAG was assigned the valuation of the properties
belonging to the portfolio leased to Telecom, while Jones Lang LaSalle (hereinafter also referred to
as “JLL”) and CBRE were entrusted the valuation of all other properties of the Group.
to 582 thousand Euro (630 thousand Euro for the 2016 financial year). The above fees are flat-rate
and fixed for the entire duration of the assignment (as a lump sum on the total assets appraised or,
for each asset).
In addition to following the recommendations of the supervisory authorities and the various best
practices of the sector, the Group has adopted a specific company procedure which, on the basis of
current legislation, defines, inter alia, the rules for selecting and appointing independent experts,
providing (as specified above) that only those persons who meet pre-established professional,
independence and integrity requirements can be appointed. The assignments given to such appraisal
companies have a term of 5 years (the Group will have the ability to withdraw every year, starting on
renewal of the first).
Valuations are carried out for each property, using various valuation criteria for each (compatible
with the provisions of IFRS 13):
• comparative or market method, based on the comparison between the asset in question and
other similar assets recently sold or currently offered on the same market or on competitive
markets;
• income method, which takes into consideration two different methodological approaches:
- direct capitalisation, based on the current value of a property’s future income, obtained by
capitalising income at an appropriate market rate;
- DCF – discounted cash-flow method, based on discounting (for a variable period with
reference to the duration of existing contracts) future net income deriving from the rental
of the building. At the end of this period it is assumed that the property is sold at a value
obtained by capitalising the income of the last year at a market rate for investments similar
to those estimated;
• transformation method, developed through a forecast of economic feasibility of both revenues
and development costs necessary to complete the real estate transaction. The market value
obtained is the difference between the market value of the optimised property, including
the value of the area on which it is located, and its production cost (restructuring and
transformation).
Each property is valued using one of the above methods or combined, depending on the specific
nature of each property. The assessments are carried out on the basis of the maximum and best
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The cost for the year 2017 of fees paid to independent experts for the valuation of properties is equal

use of the assessed properties, taking into account, among all the technically possible, legally
permissible and financially feasible uses only those potentially capable of conferring the maximum
value on the properties themselves. The maximum and best use is determined on the basis of specific
considerations according to the type/location/urban characteristics of the valued property and the
reference real estate market.
In determining capitalisation and discount rates used in the valuation of individual properties,
account is taken of:
•		the type of tenant currently occupying the building or responsible for compliance with the
leasing obligations and possible future occupants of vacant properties, as well as the general
perception by the market of their creditworthiness;
•		the division of insurance and maintenance responsibilities between landlord and tenant;
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•		the residual economic life of the building, and
•		for project under development, of risks related to their completion and the subsequent
commercialization.
Operating procedures for the periodic assessment of buildings are governed by a specific internal
procedure that regulates all activities of the process: from the selection and appointment of experts,
documentation that is sent to them, assessment methods, survey of the properties assessed,
operating rules and coordination with the experts, to monitoring the whole process.
The information and data used for the valuations include:
•			information supplied to the experts by the Group, such as current lease payments, terms and
conditions of existing leases, property taxes, costs related to property management, including
any anticipated incremental costs (capital expenditure). This information is drawn from the
management systems used by the Group, under the monitoring of the internal control system;
•		assumptions made directly by the experts (typically linked to the reference market, such as
the discount rate, the capitalisation rate, the inflation curve, etc.). The definition of the above
evaluation elements is based on their professional opinion, taking into account a careful
observation of the reference market.
The information transmitted to the experts, the assumptions and the evaluation models used by
them are reviewed by the asset managers and the General Manager, who is responsible for the
organisation, coordination of evaluation activities, as well as their monitoring and verification.

A table is provided below which (separately for the accounting category of real estate) classifies the
values resulting from the appraisals drawn up by the independent experts as at 31 December 2017
(and therefore excluding properties not appraised because they are subject to preliminary sales
agreements) depending on the valuation technique used.
Evaluation method

(Euro thousands)
Comparative
or market
method

Income
method (direct
capitalisation dcf: discounted
cash flow)

Conversion
method

Total

7,870

3,730,599

-

3,738,469

Properties under development

-

165,200

263,700

428,900

Operating properties

-

20,881

-

20,881

5,698

1,400

11,200

18,298

-

-

-

-

13,568

3,918,080

274,900

4,206,548

Property category
Investment properties

Properties held for sale
Total fair value resulting from appraisals drawn up by
independent expert (*)

(*) For reconciliation between the market value of the properties resulting from the appraisals of independent experts and the
market value of the consolidated real estate portfolio, please refer to section 5.3. It should be noted that in the above table
the market value of the Shopping Centre in Ferrara is already 50% owned by the Group.

The following table, on the other hand, presents the classification of real estate appraisals as at 31
December 2017 (distinctly by category of property accounting), according to the three levels of fair
value hierarchy required by IFRS 13 “Fair value measurement”:
(Euro thousands)

Fair value hierarchy levels (*)
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Total

Investment properties

-

-

3,738,469

3,738,469

Properties under development

-

-

428,900

428,900

Operating properties

-

-

20,881

20,881

Trading properties

-

-

18,298

18,298

Properties held for sale

-

-

-

-

Total fair value resulting from appraisals drawn up by
independent expert (**)

-

-

4,206,548

4,206,548

Property category

(*) 	The hierarchical levels to which the fair value of properties are assigned, are defined on the basis of the input data used in the
valuation, in accordance with the provisions of paragraphs 72-90 of IFRS 13 “Fair value measurement”.
(**) For reconciliation between the market value of the properties resulting from the appraisals of independent experts and the
market value of the consolidated real estate portfolio, please refer to section 5.3. It should be noted that in the above table
the market value of the Shopping Mall in Ferrara is already 50% owned by the Group.
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For property valuations falling under Level 3 of the hierarchical levels of fair value, quantitative
information on unobservable inputs deemed most significant are shown below:
Property category
(Euro thousands)
Investment
properties

Fair value
(Level 3)
as at 31.12.2017

Evaluation method

Income
3,730,599 method

Comparative
7,870 or market method
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Properties under
development

Transformation
263,700 method

165,200 Income method

Trading
properties

Income
1,400 method

Transformation
11,200 method

Comparative
5,698 or market method
Operating properties

Total Level 3
“fair value”

Income
20,881 method

Unobservable inputs

Range
(weighted average) (*)

Annual rent per s.q. m.

€0-€1,077 (€151.90)

Discount rate

0%-10.44% (5.06%)

Capitalization rate for the terminal value

0%-9.14% (6.29%)

Annual rent per s.q. m.

43

Discount rate

5.00%

Costs for the completion of initiatives

approximately € 282
million overall (**)

Annual fees to complete initiatives

from 7,120 to €/000 34,439

Capitalization rate for the terminal value

5.49-6.18%

Costs for the completion of initiatives

approximately 24 € million
overall

Discount rate on completion of initiatives

5.5%

Capitalization rate for the terminal value

4.41% - 6.03% (5.30%)

Annual rent per s.q. m.

147

Discount rate

4.5%

Capitalization rate for the terminal value

6.0%

Costs to complete the initiative

approximately €/000 24,208
(**)

Discount rate on completion of initiatives

13.8%

Annual rent per s.q. m.

19

Discount rate on completion of initiatives

4.8% - 14% (7%)

Annual rent per s.q. m.

€257-€350

Discount rate

5.00%

Capitalization rate for the terminal value

3.21% - 4.06% (3.71%)

4,206,548

(*) 	The average annual fee per square metre was obtained by weighting the data of the individual properties for their GLA. The weighted average of the
Discount rate and of the Capitalisation rate was obtained by weighting the figure of each property by the rent by sq. m..
(**) 	The Cost for the completion of the initiatives measured with the conversion method was defined on the basis of the estimates of the expenses contained
in the business plan of each initiative.

With reference to the sensitivity of fair value measurements to the changes in the main unobservable
inputs, note that there would be fair value reductions in the following cases:
• decreases in current rents and/or in the estimate of annual rents by sq.m.;
• an increase in discount rates and/or capitalisation rate;
• the occurrence of capex on properties not contemplated;
• for properties on which future incremental expenses are expected (capex), an increase in the
estimate of such expenses, and/or an extension of the timing thereof;
• problems related to the collection of rents from the current tenants.
Opposite changes in the aforesaid phenomena would imply an increase in fair value.

4.2 Valuation of derivative financial instruments
Derivative financial instruments are valued (with the clarifications indicated in the following
paragraphs) using the present value method of cash flows (Discounted Cash Flow). According to this
method, the fair value of a derivative is calculated by determining the expected cash flows and then
discounting them. This measurement is carried out on a quarterly basis.
The valuation methods are in compliance with the provisions of IFRS 13 “Fair value measurement”.
4.2.1 Derivative financial instruments on interest rates
Expected variable flows relating to derivative financial instruments on interest rates without optional
components are determined on the basis of the Euribor forward curve. For the purpose of calculating
the fair value, these expected flows are discounted using the implicit spot rates in the Euribor curve,
determined using Euribor rates fixing and listed prices for swaps as at the measurement date.
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As regards interest rate derivatives with optionals, the fair value is instead determined using the
Black standard market model, or by adapting the Black-Scholes model to the interest rates. The
Euribor curve used to calculate the forward rates to be included in the model is similar to that used
for derivatives without optional components. The volatilities used are, instead, the implicit volatilities
quoted at the time of measurement.
4.2.2 Conversion options relating to convertible bonds
The measurement model used is the one developed by Tsiveriotis and Fernandes (Tsiveriotis –
Fernandes – “Valuing convertible bonds with credit risk” – The Journal of fixed income – 1998)
which is mainly based on the Black-Scholes model for what concerns the “share component” and
introduces the credit risk in the measurement of the “bond component”. The input parameters of
the model are calibrated so as to align the valuation of the convertible bond at market prices at the
measurement date.
4.2.3 Hierarchy level of valuations at fair value of derivative instruments
The following table classifies the fair value measurement of derivative instruments, separately by
type of derivative instrument, in the three levels of hierarchy of the fair value contemplated by IFRS
13 “Fair value measurement”:
(Euro thousands)
Assets from financial derivatives

Fair value hierarchy levels (*)
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Total

Derivatives on interest rates

-

8,306

-

8,306

Total assets from financial derivatives

-

8,306

-

8,306

-

5,032

-

5,032

Liabilities from financial derivatives
Derivatives on interest rates
Conversion option for convertible bonds

-

17,729

-

17,729

Total liabilities from financial derivatives

-

22,761

-

22,761

(*) 	The hierarchical values to which the fair value measurements of the derivative instruments are assigned, are defined on the
basis of input data used in the measurement, in compliance with what is defined in paragraphs 72-90 of IFRS 13 “Fair value
measurement”.

As shown in the table above, fair value measurements of derivative instruments, carried out
according to the valuation models referred to in the preceding paragraphs, fall within the “Level 2” of
the hierarchical scale for the evaluation of the fair value identified by IFRS 7 “Financial instruments:
additional information “and from IFRS 13” Fair value measurement “. In fact, for measuring fair value,
input data directly or indirectly observable on the market is used (other than non-adjusted listed
prices), adjusted, where necessary, according to specific factors linked to the assessed instrument.

5 SEGMENT REPORTING
5.1 Breakdown by operating segment
Statement of financial position as at 31 December 2017
Description
(Euro thousands)

Real Estate assets

Investment properties

Investment
properties
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Properties under
development

Services
Properties
under
develop.

Assets held for sale

Offices

Retail/
Hotel

Total Offices

3,445,419

293,050

3,738,469

-

-

-

Retail/
Hotel

Other

Total

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total

Other
Assets/
Liabilities not
specifically
attributable

Trading properties
Offices

Retail/
Hotel

Other

Total

-

-

-

-

-

-

0 3,738,469

428,900

-

-

-

-

-

-

428,900

Operating properties
and other assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

398

19,196

19,594

Intangible assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

159

1,923

2,082

Investments and
securities

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

25,470

25,470

12,932

1,879

14,811

-

-

-

-

284

68

-

11

79

-

22,352

37,526

Derivatives - assets

7,552

39

7,591

-

-

-

-

-

67

-

-

67

-

647

8,306

Deferred tax assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

494

1,721

2,215

Total non-current
assets

3,465,903

294,969

3,760,872

-

-

-

-

429,184

135

-

11

146

1,051

Trading properties

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

19,245

-

3,315

22,560

-

0

22,560

12,304

4,159

16,462

12

-

-

12

947

3,815

-

7

3,822

2,635

3,988

27,865

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,773

308,631

310,404

12,304

4,159

16,462

12

-

-

12

947

23,060

-

3,322

26,381

4,407

312,619

360,729

0

22,453

Trade receivables and
other receivables

Trade receivables and
other receivables
Cash and cash
equivalents
Total current assets
Assets held for sale

71,309 4,262,562

-

-

-

22,453

-

-

22,453

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total assets

3,478,207

299,128

3,777,334

22,465

-

-

22,465

430,131

23,195

-

3,333

26,527

5,459

383,928 4,645,844

Borrowings

1,059,496

30,108

1,089,604

7,030

-

-

7,030

-

-

-

-

-

-

857,140 1,953,774

4,960

72

5,032

1

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

17,728

22,761

Staff termination
benefits

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

516

258

774

Trade payables and
other payables

-

-

-

-

94

-

94

-

-

4

-

4

-

98

-

173

2,437

2,610

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

59

2,669

Derivatives - liabilities

Deferred tax liabilities
Total non-current
liabilities

1,064,629

32,617

1,097,246

7,031

94

-

7,125

-

-

4

-

4

516

Borrowings

11,479

296

11,775

87

-

-

87

-

-

-

-

-

-

377,834

389,696

Trade payables and
other payables

30,661

5,108

35,769

1,054

94

-

1,148

23,011

1,669

4

212

1,884

1,169

7,807

70,789

210

3,391

3,601

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4,779

8,380

390,421

468,865

Provisions for risks and
charges
Total current liabilities
Total liabilities

42,350

8,796

51,145

1,140

94

-

1,234

23,011

1,669

4

212

1,884

1,169

1,106,979

41,413

1,148,391

8,171

188

-

8,359

23,011

1,669

8

212

1,888

1,686

875,087 1,979,978

1,265,508 2,448,843

Statement of financial position as at 31 December 2016
Description
(Euro thousands)

Real Estate assets

Investment properties

Investment
properties

Services
Properties
under
develop.

Assets held for sale

Offices

Retail/
Hotel

Total

Offices

Retail/
Hotel

Other

Total

Assets/
Liabilities not
specifically
attributable

Trading properties
Offices

Retail/
Hotel

Other

Total

Total

Other

3,305,751

306,480

3,612,231

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- 3,612,231

Properties under
development

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

355,370

-

-

-

-

-

-

355,370

Operating properties
and other assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

463

22,073

22,536

Intangible assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

159

1,982

2,141

Investments and
securities

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

27,417

27,417

17,312

551

17,863

-

-

-

-

-

78

-

2

80

-

25,810

43,753

Derivatives - assets

4,045

15

4,060

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4,060

Deferred tax assets

9,271

9,807

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

536

Total non-current
assets

3,327,107

307,046

3,634,153

-

-

-

-

355,370

78

-

2

80

1,158

Trading properties

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

19,400

-

8,065

27,465

-

-

27,465

21,730

2,377

24,107

-

51

-

51

-

658

0

4

662

3,470

1,687

29,977

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2,378

26,407

28,785

21,730

2,377

24,107

-

51

-

51

-

20,058

0

8,069

28,127

5,848

28,094

86,227

0

76,601

Trade receivables and
other receivables
Cash and cash
equivalents
Total current assets
Assets held for sale

86,553 4,077,315

-

-

-

8,275

68,326

-

76,601

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total assets

3,348,838

309,423

3,658,261

8,275

68,376

-

76,652

355,370

20,137

0

8,071

28,207

7,006

114,647 4,240,143

Borrowings

956,452

30,401

986,853

-

4,118

-

4,118

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,162,475 2,153,447

Derivatives - liabilities

8,303

859

9,161

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

39,942

49,103

Staff termination
benefits

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

420

225

645

Trade payables and
other payables

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

423

2,591

3,014

168

18

-

186

10,233

-

-

-

-

-

58

13,491

Deferred tax liabilities
Total non-current
liabilities

965,178

33,851

999,029

168

4,136

-

4,304

10,233

-

-

-

-

420

Borrowings

26,811

296

27,107

-

169

-

169

-

-

-

-

-

-

78,357

105,633

Trade payables and
other payables

23,557

4,609

28,166

348

2,623

-

2,970

8,870

377

4

163

543

1,419

6,642

48,611

210

361

571

-

3,200

-

3,200

433

117

-

-

117

-

944

5,265

85,943

159,509

Provisions for risks and
charges
Total current liabilities
Total liabilities

50,578

5,266

55,844

348

5,992

-

6,339

9,303

494

4

163

660

1,419

1,015,756

39,117

1,054,873

516

10,128

-

10,644

19,537

494

4

163

660

1,839

1,202,700 2,216,686

1,288,643 2,376,195
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Trade receivables and
other receivables
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Statement of profit/(loss) for the year 2017
Description
(Euro thousands)

Rental revenues
Property sales
revenues
Service revenues

Notes to the consolidated financial statements
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Investment properties

Assets held for sale

Offices

Retail/
Hotel

Total

182,412

16,850

199,262

11,970

-

11,970

Offices

Properties
under
develop.

Retail/
Hotel

Other

Total

4,140

924

-

5,064

125,026

68,600

-

193,626

Trading properties

Services

Other

Total

Revenues/Costs
not specifically
attributable

Offices

Retail/
Hotel

Other

Total

370

82

0

59

141

-

(0)

204,837

-

2

0

0

2

-

0

205,598

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

4,848

36

4,884

Total revenues

194,382

16,850

211,232

129,166

69,524

-

198,690

370

84

0

59

143

4,848

36

415,319

Net property
costs

(24,989)

(3,317)

(28,306)

(523)

(134)

0

(657)

(2,489)

(487)

0

(96)

(583)

0

0

(32,035)

of which costs

(31,801)

(4,246)

(36,047)

(549)

(148)

-

(697)

(2,476)

(350)

0

(107)

(457)

-

-

(39,676)

7,069

1,290

8,359

30

18

-

48

2

10

0

11

21

-

-

8,429

of which
recoveries
of which writedowns/losses
from receivables
of tenants

(256)

(361)

(618)

(5)

(4)

-

(9)

(15)

(147)

0

0

(147)

-

-

(788)

Cost of sales

(12,377)

0

(12,377)

(124,698)

(68,757)

-

(193,455)

-

(2)

0

0

(2)

-

0

(205,833)

Service costs

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(2)

(2)

Gross Operating
Margin

157,017

13,533

170,550

3,945

633

-

4,579

(2,118)

(404)

0

(37)

(442)

4,848

34

177,449

Staff costs

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(4,329)

(6,386)

(10,715)

Overheads

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(2,478)

(18,318)

(20,796)

Operating income
before rev./writedowns net of real
estate and other
revenues and
income/items
and charges

157,017

13,533

170,550

3,945

633

-

4,579

(2,118)

(404)

0

(37)

(442)

(1,959)

(24,670)

145,938

Property write-ups
/write-downs

67,718

(14,494)

53,224

(3,112)

0

-

(3,112)

13,090

(5,527)

0

(304)

(5,831)

0

(0)

57,371

78

83

161

0

0

-

0

0

0

0

0

0

24

976

1,161

(429)

(90)

(519)

(1)

(3)

-

(4)

0

(1)

0

(0)

(1)

(215)

(11,325)

(12,064)

Operating income

224,385

(968)

223,417

832

630

-

1,462

10,972

(5,932)

0

(342)

(6,274)

(2,150)

(35,020)

192,406

Net financial
income/(charges)

(21,040)

(668)

(21,708)

(167)

(0)

-

(167)

1

0

0

-

0

9

(67,118)

(88,983)

Income/(charges)
from associates

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(680)

(680)

Income/(charges)
from other
companies

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(566)

(566)

203,345

(1,636)

201,709

666

630

-

1,296

10,972

(5,932)

0

(342)

(6,274)

(2,141)

(103,384)

102,177

Other revenues
and income
Other costs and
charges

Earnings before
taxes

(173)

153

(20)

168

439

-

607

10,234

0

0

0

-

(583)

(10,903)

(664)

Net result for the
year

203,172

(1,483)

201,689

834

1,069

0

1,903

21,206

(5,932)

0

(342)

(6,274)

(2,724)

(114,287)

101,513

Net result
attributable to
Minority Interests

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(15,879)

(15,879)

Group Net result
for the year

203,172

(1,483)

201,689

834

1,069

-

1,903

21,206

(5,932)

0

(342)

(6,274)

(2,724)

(130,166)

85,634

Taxes

Statement of profit/(loss) for the year 2016
Description
(Euro thousands)

Rental revenues
Property sales
revenues
Service revenues

Investment properties

Assets held for sale

Offices

Retail/
Hotel

Total

Offices

Retail/
Hotel

Other

Total

178,953

17,080

196,033

1,140

2,298

-

3,439

1,060

205

1,265

60,970

0

-

60,970

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total revenues

180,013

17,285

197,298

62,110

2,298

Net property
costs

(27,727)

(3,958)

(31,684)

(164)

(344)

of which costs

(33,125)

(4,242)

(37,368)

(276)

5,934

1,365

7,299

of which
recoveries

Trading properties

Services

Other

Total

Revenues/Costs
not specifically
attributable

Offices

Retail/
Hotel

Other

Total

83

96

0

1

97

-

(0)

199,651

-

-

0

0

0

-

(0)

62,235

-

-

-

-

-

0

571

26

597

64,409

83

96

0

1

97

571

26

262,483

0

(508)

(2,845)

(309)

(4)

(201)

(513)

0

0

(35,551)

(235)

-

(511)

(2,845)

(281)

(4)

(204)

(490)

-

-

(41,214)

102

51

-

153

0

10

0

(0)

10

-

-

7,462

(536)

(1,080)

(1,616)

10

(160)

-

(150)

0

(38)

0

4

(33)

-

-

(1,799)

(1,112)

(212)

(1,324)

(61,170)

0

-

(61,170)

-

-

0

0

0

-

0

(62,493)

151,174

13,116

164,290

777

1,954

-

2,731

(2,763)

(213)

(4)

(200)

(416)

571

27

164,439

Staff costs

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(266)

(6,952)

(7,218)

Overheads

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(133)

(11,558)

(11,691)

Operating income
before rev./writedowns net of real
estate and other
revenues and
income/items
and charges

151,174

13,116

164,290

777

1,954

-

2,731

(2,763)

(213)

(4)

(200)

(416)

171

(18,483)

145,530

Property write-ups
/write-downs

51,104

8,120

59,224

(6,661)

16,348

-

9,686

5,362

(5,906)

0

(930)

(6,836)

0

0

67,436

Cost of sales
Gross Operating
Margin

Other revenues
and income

29

116

145

2

9

-

10

0

0

0

1

1

2

493

651

(430)

(166)

(596)

(1)

0

-

(1)

0

(1)

0

0

(1)

(18)

(9,304)

(9,921)

Operating income

201,876

21,186

223,062

(5,884)

18,310

-

12,426

2,599

(6,120)

(4)

(1,129)

(7,253)

155

(27,294)

203,696

Net financial
income/(charges)

(21,833)

(1,815)

(23,648)

(449)

(440)

-

(889)

(18)

(510)

0

-

(510)

(2)

(12,219)

(37,286)

Income/(charges)
from associates

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,665

1,665

Income/(charges)
from other
companies

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(2,724)

(2,724)

180,044

19,370

199,414

(6,333)

17,870

-

11,537

2,581

(6,630)

(4)

(1,129)

(7,762)

152

(40,572)

165,351

Other costs and
charges

Earnings before
taxes

590

452

1,042

395

619

-

1,014

(1,594)

0

0

0

-

(93)

(6,436)

(6,067)

Net result for the
year

180,634

19,822

200,456

(5,937)

18,489

0

12,552

988

(6,630)

(4)

(1,129)

(7,762)

59

(47,008)

159,284

Net result
attributable to
Minority Interests

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(469)

(469)

Group Net result
for the year

180,634

19,822

200,456

(5,937)

18,489

-

12,552

988

(6,630)

(4)

(1,129)

(7,762)

59

(47,477)

158,815

Taxes
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of which writedowns/losses
from receivables
of tenants

Properties
under
develop.

5.2 Breakdown by geographic area
Rental and sales revenues
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Description
(Euro
thousands)

North

Center

South

Islands

Total

Dec-17

Dec-16

Dec-17

Dec-16

Dec-17

Dec-16

Dec-17

Dec-16

Dec-17

Dec-16

Rental
revenues

156,626

151,475

21,288

21,473

19,819

19,808

7,103

6,895

204,837

199,651

Property sales
revenues

193,448

6,115

7,300

50,200

4,850

-

-

5,920

205,598

62,235

Total revenues

350,074

157,590

28,588

71,673

24,669

19,808

7,103

12,815

410,435

261,886

Real estate portfolio
				
Description
(Euro
thousands)

Dec-17

Dec-16

Dec-17

Dec-16

Dec-17

Dec-16

Dec-17

Dec-16

Dec-17

Dec-16

Investment
properties

2,991,334

2,879,681

366,050

352,510

276,390

282,290

104,695

97,750

3,738,469

3,612,231

428,900

355,370

-

-

-

-

-

-

428,900

355,370

Assets held for
sale

18,657

64,499

-

7,300

1,440

4,802

2,356

-

22,453

76,601

Trading
properties

16,245

20,895

6,315

6,570

-

-

-

-

22,560

27,465

Operating
properties

18,086

19,348

-

-

-

-

-

-

18,086

19,348

3,473,222

3,339,793

372,365

366,380

277,830

287,092

107,051

97,750

4,230,468

4,091,015

Properties
under
development

Total real estate

North

Center

South

Islands

Total

5.3 Information on the real estate assets as at 31 December 2017
The following table shows the real estate data as at 31 December 2017, with the relevant accounting
criteria, compared with the market values at that date.
Description (Euro thousands)

Carrying
amount as at
31.12.2017

Investment properties

3,738,469

Offices

3,445,419

Retail

Accounting principle

Market Value as
at 31.12.2017

3,738,469
IAS 40 - (fair value)

3,445,419
293,050

Assets held for sale

22,453

22,453

Offices

22,453

IFRS 5 - (fair value)

-

-

-

Properties under development

428,900

428,900

Areas under development

263,700

Offices subject to development/
redevelopment

165,200

Trading properties

22,560

Offices

19,245

Other

3,315

Operating properties

18,086

IAS 40 - (cost or fair value)

263,700

31.12.2017
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31.12.2017

31.12.2017

165,200

IAS 2 - Lower between
purchase cost and net
realizable value

IAS 16 - Purchase cost
net of any amortization or
impairment

22,753
19,245

31.12.2017
20,881

Total Real Estate portfolio

4,230,468

4,233,456

Totale Real Estate Portfolio Group
share (*)

3,608,211

3,611,199

(*) 	The total Group share real estate portfolio is calculated considering only the fraction of the real estate portfolio leased to
Telecom Italia referable to Beni Stabili Group (60%).

The book value of the consolidated real estate portfolio at 31 December 2017 amounted to 4,230,468
thousand Euro, against a market value of 4,233,456 thousand Euro.

31.12.2017

3,508
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293,050

Retail

Date of last
appraisal

The table below shows the reconciliation between the market value resulting from independent
expert appraisals and the market value of the consolidated real estate portfolio.
Market value as
at 31.12.2017

Market value as
at 30.06.2017

Market value as
at 31.12.2016

308,165

390,705

1,546,130

2,369,888

-

-

-

2,160,935

2,164,622

REAG Real Estate Advisory Group S.p.A.

1,555,750

1,484,935

323,380

Total resulting from appraisals by
independent experts

4,233,803

4,036,575

4,034,132

(15,115)

(15,325)

(16,900)

4,218,688

4,021,250

4,017,232

-

123,253

-

14,768

159,724

76,601

4,233,456

4,304,227

4,093,833

(Euro thousands)
Jones Lang LaSalle S.p.A.
CBRE Valuation S.p.A.
Yard Valtech S.r.l.

Notes to the consolidated financial statements
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Adjustment of the appraisal value of the
shopping centre located in Ferrara owned
at 50% with third parties
Total from appraisals by independent
experts pertaining to the Group
Properties not appraised because recently
purchased
Properties not appraised because subject
to preliminary sales agreements (*)
Total consolidated real estate portfolio at
market values

(*) 	This amount does not include the value of two buildings owned by Central Sicaf S.p.A. which are subject to preliminary sales
agreements that have been however appraised.

Changes in the real estate portfolio for the year 2017 are shown in the following table:
Real Estate portfolio as at 31 December 2016 (Euro thousands)

4,093,833

Acquisition and capex

203,208

Sales

(39,104)

Net write-ups/(write-downs)

46,290

Real Estate portfolio as at 30 June 2017

4,304,227

Acquisition and capex

81,649

Sales

(162,993)

Net write-ups/(write-downs)

10,573

Real Estate portfolio as at 31 December 2017

4,233,456

Instead, a table is presented below summarising the changes in the real estate portfolio in 2017 (at
appraisal value and including the preliminary agreements), broken down by “fair value hierarchy”
level.
(Euro thousands)

Change in real estate portfolio by hierarchy levels of
fair value
Level 2

Balance as at 31 December 2016

Level 3

Total

617,441

3,476,392

4,093,833

Acquisitions

-

193,723

193,723

Capex

-

91,134

91,134

Sales

(75,839)

(126,258)

(202,097)

1,690

55,173

56,863

(516,384)

516,384

-

26,908

4,206,548

4,233,456

Write-ups/(write-downs) and depreciation
Reclassifications between Level 2 and Level 3
Balance as at 31 December 2017

It must be noted that the transfer of fair value hierarchy levels takes place in the event of
signing preliminary sales agreements and when in the valuation of properties, based on specific
circumstances, independent external evaluators assume different inputs from those adopted in the
previous assessments and that according to IFRS 13 (paragraphs 76 to 90) qualify at different levels.
On the occurrence of the latter case, an adequate description of the circumstances that justified the
adoption of the new and diverse input by the valuers is provided.
Reclassifications between the Levels of the fair value hierarchy recorded during the year are
attributable to the transition from Level 3 to Level 2 of the valuations for properties for which
preliminary sales agreements have been signed. Please refer to the “Real Estate Portfolio” section of
the Management Report, which forms an integral part of these Consolidated Financial Statements,
for detailed information on the Group’s real estate portfolio.

5.4 Information on the medium/long-term debt situation of the Group
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(in thousand Euro), is shown below.
Type of loan
(Euro thousands)

Transaction

Mortgage loans

Directional real
estate portfolio in
Milan, Turin and
Rome

246,785

Mortgage loans

Milan real estate
portfolio

Mortgage loans

Telecom real estate
portfolio

Total loans
with properties
pledged as
collateral

Carrying Number of
amount properties
31.12.2017 pledged as
collateral

Market value
31.12.2017
of properties
pledged to
guarantee
financing

Last
repayment
date

Repayment

Financial covenants

8

486,420

9-Jun-25

Annual depreciation of 2.7
million Euro (1.08%) and
final balloon of
229.5 million Euro

LTV ‹= 60%
LTV Cons. ‹= 60%
ICR Cons.›=150%
DSCR ›=130%

86,030

5

170,000

30-Nov-27

1% from 6th to 8th year,
1.5% for 9th and 10th year
and residual at maturity

LTV ‹= 65%
LTV Group Share
‹= 60%
ICR Cons. Group
Share›=125%
DSCR ›=130%

775,681
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1,555,643

14-Sep-24

Annual depreciation of
1.08% for the fitst 3 years,
1.5% for the fourth and fifth
year, 1.75% for the sixth,
seventh and eighth years
and residual at maturity

LTV ‹= 65%
LTV Cons. ‹= 60%
ICR›=120%
ICR Cons.›150%

1,018,496

2,212,063
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A summary table of the main information regarding medium/long-term debt exposure of the Group

Type of loan
(Euro thousands)

Transaction

Convertible bond

BOND 0.875% 2021

Total convertible
bonds
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Carrying Number of
amount properties
31.12.2017 pledged as
collateral

Market value
31.12.2017
of properties
pledged to
guarantee
financing

188,375

188,375

Last
repayment
date

Repayment

Financial covenants

31-Jan-21

Bullet

N/A

-

Bond

Pillar

363,550

22-Jan-18

Bullet

1) Secured Debt ‹=
40% Tot Assets
2) Unencumbered
Tot Assets ›=
Unsecured Debt

Bond

Temple

255,703

1-Apr-19

Bullet

1) Secured Debt ‹=
40% Tot Assets
2) Unencumbered
Tot Assets ›=
Unsecured Debt

Bond

Babylon

126,045

30-Mar-22

Bullet

1) Secured Debt ‹=
40% Tot Assets
2) Unencumbered
Tot Assets ›=
Unsecured Debt

Bond

King

297,324

17-Oct-24

Bullet

1) Unencumbered
Tot Assets ›=
Unsecured Debt

Total bonds
1,042,622
Fixed rate
Total financial
debts 31.12.2017

Note C

3,978

-

2,343,470

2,212,063

(*)

Key with definitions and notes:							
- DSCR ratio between EBITDA and debt service;
- LTV value ratio or “loan to value”: ratio of loan (nominal) not reimbursed and the commercial value of the
properties granted as collateral;							
- DSA Debt Service Ability: ratio between lease payments and residual loan capital;				
- ICR Interest Coverage Ratio: ratio between EBITDA and the amount of interest relating to the reference period;
- Fixed Debt Ratio: fixed and hedged ML debt to total ML debt.
(*) The mortgage that was recorded on a property in the real estate portfolio leased to Telecom Italia to protect the guarantors
of the Imser securitisation (closed in September 2014) from any liabilities that may arise in relation to this financing
transaction, has been replaced with a bank guarantee of 30 million Euro, issued in the interest of Beni Stabili and in favour
of the securitisation vehicle Imser Securitisation Srl (wholly-owned subsidiary).

It is worth noting that during the year, all “financial covenants” as required by loan agreements and
summarised in the table shown above were respected.

The following graphs show the distribution of the debt (at nominal values) as at 31 December 2017,
separately for the type of loan (both on a consolidated basis and on a Group share basis):
Consolidated Data
14% Mortgage loans

Group share Data

9% Convertible
bond loans

33% Central
Sicaf
mortgage
loans

16% Mortgage loans

10% Convertible
bond loans

23% Central
Sicaf
mortgage
loans
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51% Bonds

The graphs that follow, on the other hand, show the distribution of the debt (at nominal values) at 31
December 2017 between the mortgage guaranteed share of properties owned and the portion of the
debt without guarantee (either on a consolidated basis or on a Group share basis):
Consolidated Data

48% Debt with real estate
pledged as collateral
(of which 33%
related to
Central Sicaf)

Group share Data

40% Debt with real estate
pledged as collateral
(of 23% related
to Central Sicaf)

52% Unsecured debt

60% Unsecured debt

At 31 December 2017, unsecured financial debts amounted to 1,234,974 thousand Euro at book values
and 1,252,880 thousand Euro at nominal values.
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44% Bonds

Lastly, the following charts show the maturity of the (nominal) financial debt outstanding as at 31
December 2017 (both on a consolidated basis and on a Group share basis):
Consolidated Data (Euro millions)
888

365
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280

136

231
142
83

55

2018

2019

2020

18
2021

2022

2023

1
2024

2025

2026

2027

Repayment of maturing mortgages
Repayment of convertible bond
Repayment of bonds
Accruals of ordinary depreciation
Central Sicaf

Group share Data (Euro millions)
654

362
269

252

231
136
83

34
2018

2019

2020

12
2021

Repayment of maturing mortgages
Repayment of convertible bond
Repayment of bonds
Accruals of ordinary depreciation
Central Sicaf

2022

2023

1
2024

2025

2026

2027

5.5 Information relating to the sale of properties in the 2017 financial year and on preliminary
sale agreements as at 31 December 2017
With reference to sales completed in 2017, the financial information related to the collection of the
sales price and repayment of the relevant loans is shown below.
(Euro thousands)
Assets held for sale
Investment properties
Trading properties
Total real estate sold as at 31 December 2017

Sales price
(nominal values)

Amount collected
as at 31.12.2017

Nominal amount
of the loan repaid

193,626

193,626

4,320

11,970

11,970

1,751

2

2

-

205,598

205,598

6,071

and to sales agreements that are deemed to have been turned into deeds with sufficient security,
the following information is provided below regarding the price, the down-payments received and
the nominal amount at 31 December 2017 of loans related to the properties subject to preliminary
agreements, to be repaid at the date of sale.
Preliminary sale
price

Down-payment
collected at
31.12.2017

Nominal amount
of the loan as at
31.12.2017

Assets held for sale

22,681

350

7,931

Trading properties

4,500

1,000

-

27,181

1,350

7,931

(Euro thousands)

Total properties under preliminary sale
agreements as at 31 December 2017
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On the other hand, with reference to preliminary sales contracts in place as at 31 December 2017
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6 COMMENT ON THE ITEMS OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
6.1 Non-current fixed assets
6.1.1 Investment properties
(Euro thousands)
Balance as at 31 December 2016
Acquisitions

Notes to the consolidated financial statements
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Land and buildings (*)
3,612,231
142,469

Capex

17,190

Sales

(12,205)

Net write-ups
Reclassifications
Balance as at 31 December 2017

53,224
(74,440)
3,738,469

(*) Properties with a carrying amount as at 31 December 2017 of 2,198,383 thousand Euro are encumbered by mortgages for a
total of 2,289,569 thousand Euro, as guarantee for loans obtained.

The item “Acquisitions” refers to purchases:
• from Credito Valtellinese Group, of a core portfolio of bank offices consisting of 15 properties, to
which were added 2 long-term surface rights, at a price of 115,403 thousand Euro, plus transfer
taxes and ancillary charges for 2,358 thousand Euro;
• from So.GE. General Company Euroimmobiliare S.r.l., of the property located in Milan, via
Marostica n. 1 at a price of 24,000 thousand Euro, plus transfer taxes and other ancillary costs for
708 thousand Euro.
The item “Capex” refer to the expenses incurred for renovations and system replacements on various
buildings.

The main cases are listed below:
City

Address

Milan

viale Certosa

3,521

Naples

Management Centre

2,300

Milan

via Montebello

2,115

Rome

via degli Estensi

1,579

Milan

via Scarsellini

952

Milan

via Messina Torre C

902

Montenero

SS 16 Adriatica

821

Milan

via Jenner

678

Milan

Piazza Freud

613

139

Milan

corso Sempione

584

Milan

via Boscovich

488

Milan

via Cornaggia

458

Rozzano

Strada 7

245

Cinisello Balsamo

via Lombardia

228

Milan

via Rombon

194

Bologna

via delle Lame

186

Milan

via Messina Torre B

139

Milan

Piazza S. Fedele

139
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Beinasco

via Falcone

127

Palermo

via Pacinotti

125

Bologna

Galleria II agosto

122

Ferrara

via Darsena

118

Venice

Piazza Donatori di Sangue

101

Milan

via Dante

100

Forlì

viale della Libertà

96

Milan

via Amedei

87

Total

Capex Euro/000

17,018

The item “Sales”, for a total carrying amount of 12,205 thousand Euro, refers to the sale of no. 3
properties, of which 2 belong to the portfolio leased to Telecom Italia S.p.A..
The item “Net write-ups” refers to the adjustments made during the year to the value of properties to
adjust them to their fair value (in accordance with the provisions of the relevant accounting standards).
The item “Reclassifications” refers: i) for 138,854 thousand Euro to the transfer from the category
“Investment properties” to the category “Properties included in assets held for sale” of assets
subject to advanced sale negotiations (in part transferred later during the year); ii) for 714 thousand
Euro to the net value of the transfer to the “investment properties” category from the “instrumental
properties” category of some real estate properties as a result of changes in their destination from/to
Group offices to/from leased spaces; iii) for 63,700 thousand Euro to the reclassification of a property
from the “Properties under development” category to the “Investment properties” category following
the completion of restoration activity.

6.1.2 Properties under development
The changes for the period are shown below:
Land and buildings

(Euro thousands)
Balance as at 31 December 2016

Notes to the consolidated financial statements
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355,370

Acquisitions

51,241

Capex

72,899

Net write-ups

13,090

Reclassifications

(63,700)

Balance as at 31 December 2017

428,900

The item “Acquisitions” refers to: i) the purchase from CDP Immobiliare, of the property located in
Milan, via Principe Amedeo n. 5 at a price of 41,000 thousand Euro, in addition to taxes and other
ancillary costs for the purchase of 936 thousand Euro; ii) the purchase of an area (in addition to the
one already owned) located in Milan, Zona Ripamonti (Symbiosis Project) at a price of 8,500 thousand
Euro, in addition to taxes and other ancillary costs for the purchase of 805 thousand Euro.
The item “Capex” refers to development activities carried out on various properties and in particular:
i) on the development area (Symbiosis) located in Milan, via Ortles/via Adamello - Ripamonti area - (for
31,960 thousand Euro); ii) on the building located in Turin, Corso Ferrucci (for 15,777 thousand Euro);
iii) on the building located in Milan, via Cernaia (for 10,292 thousand Euro); iv) on the building located
in Milan, Piazza Monte Titano (for 5,634 thousand Euro); v) on the building located in Milan, via Principe
Amedeo (for 3,757 thousand Euro); vi) on the building located in Milan, via Colonna (for 3,566 thousand
Euro); vii) on the development area located in Milan, via Schievano (for 1,913 thousand Euro).
The above costs include: a) expenses incurred for construction works, technical activities and other
consultancy services for 54,688 thousand Euro; b) financial expenses for 16,943 thousand Euro; c)
remuneration paid to Group employees and recurring consultants employed directly on individual
development initiatives for 1,268 thousand Euro.
The item “Net write-ups” refers to the adjustments made during the year to the value of properties to
adjust them to their fair value (in accordance with the provisions of the relevant accounting standards).
With regard to “Reclassifications” please refer to the previous section 6.1.1.
6.1.3 Operating properties and other assets
Description
(Euro thousands)

Balance as at 31.12.2016

Reclassification
under the
“Investment
properties”
category

Histor.
cost

Acc.
Deprec.

Total

Histor.
cost

Acc.
Deprec.

Histor.
cost

Acc.
Deprec.

Histor.
cost

Acc.
Deprec.

Operating properties

22,371

(3,023)

19,348

(747)

33

-

-

-

-

130

(678)

Sub-total operating
properties

22,371

(3,023)

19,348

(747)

33

-

-

-

-

130

Furniture/office
equipment

Closing of fully
depreciated assets

2017 Sales

Increases
2017

Deprec.
2017

Writedowns
2017

Balance as at 31.12.2017

Histor.
cost

Acc.
Deprec.

Total

-

21,754

(3,668)

18,086

(678)

-

21,754

(3,668)

18,086

2,141

(1,108)

1,033

-

-

(771)

771

-

-

18

(92)

-

1,388

(429)

959

Electronic equipment

590

(292)

298

-

-

(140)

140

(2)

-

70

(88)

-

518

(240)

278

Vehicles

240

(159)

81

-

-

-

-

(20)

7

-

(33)

-

220

(185)

35

2,360

(584)

1,776

-

-

(828)

828

-

-

58

(354)

(1,244)

346

(110)

236

5,331

(2,143)

3,188

-

-

(1,739)

1,739

(22)

7

146

(567)

(1,244)

2,472

(964)

1,508

27,702

(5,166)

22,536

(747)

33

(1,739)

1,739

(44)

14

276

(1,245)

(1,244)

24,226

(4,632)

19,594

Other assets
Sub-total other assets
General total

The balance of the item “Operating properties” includes the carrying amount of the buildings located
in Milan, via Cornaggia n. 10 (16,650 thousand Euro) and of the building located in Milan, via Amedei
(1,436 thousand Euro), for the parts used as Group offices.
For information on “Reclassifications”, see Note 6.1.1 above.
Please note that on the portion of the building located in Milan, via Amedei, a mortgage is registered
for an amount of 1,764 thousand Euro to guarantee a loan.
Write-downs, amounting to 1,244 thousand Euro, recorded under the item “Other assets”, refer to
losses recorded on some assets, due to the irrecoverability of their value through use.
6.1.4 Intangible assets
Description
(Euro thousands)

Balance as at 31.12.2016
Acc.
Deprec.

Software

1,141

Goodwill

1,842

Total

2,983

Closing fully
depreciated assets

2017
Increases

Balance
as at
31.12.2016

Histor.
cos

Acc.
Deprec.

Histor.
cos

Acc.
Deprec.

(842)

299

-

-

(72)

72

85

-

1,842

-

-

-

-

-

(842)

2,141

-

-

(72)

72

85

2017
Deprec.

Histor.
cos

Acc.
Deprec.

(144)

1,154

(914)

240

-

1,842

-

1,842

(144)

2,996

(914)

2,082

6.1.5 Investments
(Euro thousands)
Balance as at 31 December 2016
Write-ups
Write-downs
Capital contributions
Dividends
Balance as at 31 December 2017

Joint ventures
and associates

Other companies

Total

19,671

703

20,374

8

139

147

(700)

-

(700)

55

-

55

(642)

-

(642)

18,392

842

19,234

Joint ventures and associates
The balance as at 31 December 2017 relates to: i) the value of the equity investment (17.9%) in
Investire S.p.A. SGR, amounting to 18,288 thousand Euro (19,631 thousand Euro as at 31 December
2016). During the year, dividends were collected from the investee company for 643 thousand Euro
and a decrease was recorded in the value of the investment for 700 thousand Euro); ii) the value
of the 30% stake in the capital of Real Estate Solution & Technology S.r.l. for 34 thousand Euro (31
thousand Euro as of 31 December 2016), operating in the Information Technology services segment
for companies operating in the real estate sector. During the year, the value of this investment was
increased, in application of the equity method, by 3 thousand Euro; iii) the value of the 50% stake
in the capital of RGD Ferrara S.r.l., equal to 69 thousand Euro (9 thousand Euro as of 31 December
2016), a joint venture with IGD Group, for managing the Shopping Centre (held under common
ownership by the two Groups) located in Ferrara and called “Darsena City Shopping Mall”. During the
year a Shareholders’ Equity contribution for 55 thousand Euro (each) was made and in addition the
investment recognised a write-up, in application of the equity method, for 5 thousand Euro (in fact,
the aforesaid investment is valued using the Equity Method according to the provisions of IFRS11

“Joint Arrangements”).
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Balance as at 31.12.2017
Balance
as at
31.12.2017
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Histor.
cos

Changes in scope of
consolidation

Moreover, the Group holds 20% of the share capital of Beni Stabili Hotel S.A.. Already from the previous
financial years, due to the losses suffered by the investee company, the value of this investment was
reset to zero and a provision for risks on equity investments was set up as at 31 December 2017 is
equal to 33.0 thousand Euro, after a release in the year for 11.4 thousand Euro. In the Statement of
profit/(loss), the above adjustment was recognised among write-ups of investments in associates.
As shown above, the only company subject to joint control with third parties (joint ventures) held by
the Group is RGD Ferrara S.r.l., which 50% stake is held by IGD Group.
This investment is accounted for at Equity.
Below is a summary of the principal economic and financial data of the above-mentioned entity,
arranged according to the IAS/IFRS.
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(Euro thousands)

31.12.2017

Assets, liabilities and Equity
Non-current assets

175

Current assets

892

Non-current liabilities
Current liabilities
Equity
Book value of the investment held by the Group

(Euro thousands)

(930)
137
69

31.12.2017

Income statement for the period
Net rental income
Operating costs

1,450
(1,433)

Net financial income/(charges)

(6)

Taxes

(2)

Net Profit/(Loss)

9

Portion of the period’s result relating to the to Group’s investment

5

There are no potential liabilities excluded from the accounts of RGD Ferrara S.r.l. or other significant
commitments to be reported.
With reference, on the other hand, to investment in associates, the most significant is the 17.9% stake
in Investire S.p.A. SGR.
This investment is accounted for using the equity method.

Other companies
The balance of investments in other companies (investments included in the category of assets
available for sale) as at 31 December 2017 includes the value: i) of the 0.41% investment in the
share capital of Mittel S.p.A. for 626 thousand Euro (504 thousand Euro as at 31 December 2016).
The above investment was revalued during the year (as a reinstatement of previous write-downs) for
122 thousand Euro; ii) of the 4.09% stake in the share capital of Nomisma S.p.A. for 213 thousand
Euro (196 thousand Euro as of 31 December 2016). During the year, the investment was revalued
for 17 thousand Euro (as a reinstatement of previous write-downs); iii) of the 17.18% stake in the
consortium Le Fornaci a r.l., for managing real estate units of the shopping centre in Beinasco
(3 thousand Euro as at 31 December 2017 and 31 December 2016).

In addition, the Company holds a 10% investment in the share capital of RSE Projekt Management AG
and a 2.981% investment in Consorzio Census, the carrying amounts of which equal zero.
6.1.6 Securities
31.12.2017

No. of quotas
at 31.12.2017

31.12.2016

No. of quotas
at 31.12.2016

44

80

121

80

268

20

740

20

Securis Real Estate

5,924

99

6,182

99

Total

6,236

(Euro thousands)
Securfondo
HB

7,043

		

the category of assets available for sale.
The change for the period recorded under the item relates to: i) write-downs of the units held in
the funds HB (472 thousand Euro), Securis (208 thousand Euro) and Securfondo (25 thousand Euro)
resulting from a reduction in their value considered to be permanent; ii) partial redemption of the
nominal value of the units held in Securfondo (52 thousand Euro) and Securis (50 thousand Euro).
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As shown in the table above, securities, entirely represented by units of real estate funds, fall within
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6.1.7 Trade receivables and other receivables
(Euro thousands)

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

Trade receivables
3,354

3,354

Receivables from tentants

Property sales and investment disposals

15,174

17,943

Provision for write-down of trade receivables

(3,354)

(1,518)

Total trade receivables

15,174

19,779

8,972

8,972

15,579

17,143

(18)

(18)

Other receivables
Receivables from the Municipality of Rome for “reverse accession” and
expropriation
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Tax receivables
Provisions for write-down of tax receivables
Bail deposits

58

116

0

858

Provisions for write-down of other receivables

(2,239)

(3,097)

Total other receivables

22,352

23,974

Total trade receivables and other non-current receivables

37,526

43,753

Sundry receivables

The item “Property sales and investments disposals” as at 31 December, 2017 (and also at 31 December
2016), refers entirely to a receivable from Investire S.p.A. SGR, the gross value of which amounts to 3,354
thousand Euro. The above receivable was recognised as result of the merger (finalised in 2015) of Beni
Stabili Gestioni S.p.A. – SGR into Investire SGR S.p.A., due to the merger agreements which provide for
the retrocession to shareholders of the merged company of the realisable value of some of its assets, for
the part that was considered in the context of the transaction. Given the prospect of effective realisation
of the above assets, the receivable was entirely written down (of which 1,836 thousand Euro in the
period).
The item “Receivables from tenants”, for both financial years, fully accepts receivables for invoices to be
issued to tenants that were recognised in compliance with the provisions of IAS 17 “Leases”, linearising
the total contractual rents over the duration of the lease and which will be payable only after 12 months
compared to the reference date.
The item “Receivables from the Municipality of Rome for “reverse accession” and expropriations”
refers to: i) the indemnity, of residuals 7,432 thousand Euro, payable by the Municipality of Rome
in respect of a land subject to “reverse accession” without a legitimate administrative provision. In
previous years, legal actions were filed against the Municipality of Rome, aimed at recognising an
indemnity proportionate to the damage suffered by Beni Stabili, which was definitively settled in
2014. The receivable granted to the Group in Court, partly already collected in previous years, was
prudentially written down by 1,858 thousand Euro, to take account of the actual prospects of recovery;
ii) the receivable of 1,455 thousand Euro, written down by 364 thousand Euro and corresponding to the
portion of the indemnity yet to be collected for a plot of land located in the Pietralata district in Rome,
which was the subject of expropriation; iii) to a receivable of 85 thousand Euro, relating to an indemnity
for the expropriation of a plot of land located in Rome, on via di Tor Pagnotta that took place in 2015.
The preparatory activities for the payment of the aforementioned receivables by the Municipality are
ongoing. In view of the expected recovery times, the aforementioned receivables are classified among
non-current assets.

The item “Tax receivables” mainly includes: i) the VAT tax receivable of 3,339 thousand Euro, inclusive
of interest income accrued as of 31 December 2017, requested to be reimbursed in previous years
(3,257 thousand Euro as at 31 December 2016); ii) the IRES tax receivable of 539 thousand Euro deriving
from the partial deductibility, for IRES purposes, of IRAP tax paid in previous years, as required by
Italian Law no. 2/2009 and Italian Law no. 214/2011 (544 thousand Euro as at 31 December 2016); iii)
receivables, totalling 7,692 thousand Euro (9,105 thousand Euro as at 31 December 2016), arising as
a result of payments made pursuant to the law pending the ongoing tax disputes. For information
please see the following paragraph 7; iv) the IRES tax credit of the Group tax consolidation unit which
arose in the 2014 tax period and in respect of which a reimbursement was requested in September
2015 for 3,993 thousand Euro, including interest income accrued in the 2017 financial year (3,954
thousand Euro as at 31 December 2016).
The decrease in the item, compared to December 31, 2016, derives mainly from the reclassification
among current assets of receivables (which must be collected shortly) relating to tax disputes on
detail in the following section 7).
The item “Sundry receivables”, as of 31 December 2016, referred entirely to the receivable from the
original companies owning the area in Milan, known as the Ripamonti area (now merged into Beni
Stabili Development S.p.A. SIINQ) for the contractually agreed reimbursement of the costs incurred
for the early repayment of mortgage financing on the aforementioned area at the time of purchase.
The above receivable was cancelled during the year.

“Provision for doubtful debts”: with reference to the provision for doubtful debts of non-current
receivables, the changes for the period are shown below:
Provision for
write-down
of trade
receivables

Provision for
doubtful debts
to the tax
authorities

Provision for
write-down
of other
receivables

Balance as at 31 December 2016

1,518

18

3,097

Provisions

1,836

-

-

-

-

(858)

3,354

18

2,239

(Euro thousands)

Use
Balance as at 31 December 2017

6.1.8 Derivatives - asset
The balance of the item as at 31 December 2017 refers to derivative instruments to hedge the risk of
fluctuations in the floating interest rate of outstanding bank loans, and in particular: i) IRS (Interest
Rate Swap) instruments, whose fair value is positive is equal to 7,659 thousand Euro; ii) two Collar
Swaptions whose positive fair value is equal to 633 thousand Euro and iii) to a CAP whose fair positive
value is equal to 14 thousand Euro.
The balance of the item as at 31 December 2016 referred, instead: i) to IRS (Interest Rate Swap)
instruments, whose fair value was equal to 3,935 thousand Euro and ii) to a CAP whose fair positive
value was equal to 125 thousand Euro.
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interest expense relating to the 2008, 2009 and 2010 tax periods, defined in 2017 (as described in

“Derivatives instruments on interest rates”: the fair value of these transactions is shown in the
following table:
(Euro thousands)

31.12.2017
Fair value

31.12.2016
Fair value

7,659

3,935

IRS
Collar Swaption
Cap
Total

633

-

14

125

8,306

4,060

“Interest Rate Swap”: these are contracts that convert the variable rate into a fixed rate; the fixed rate
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of these contracts is shown in the following table:
Description

Euribor

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

Min

Max

Min

Max

0.07%

0.71%

0.06%

0.06%

“Collar Swaption”: these are financial products that involve the purchase of an option to enter into an
interest rate swap and at the same time the transfer to the counterparty itself of an option to enter
into an interest rate swap. In particular, the contract signed by the Group involves the purchase of a
payer swaption and the sale of a receiver swaption. The fixed IRS rate underlying the payer swaption
is higher than the fixed rate of the IRS underlying the receiver swaption. This product ensures a
minimum level and a maximum level of a fixed rate at which to convert the interest flows of a variable
rate debt that is expected to be entered into at a future date. In fact, on the exercise date of the
options, if the reference fixed rate is higher than the maximum fixed rate defined contractually, the
Group will exercise the right to subscribe an IRS in which it will pay said fixed rate (in the event of the
Group’s exercise of the payer swaption) and will receive the variable reference rate. If, on the other
hand, the fixed reference rate is lower than the minimum contractually defined rate, the Group will
be obliged to underwrite an IRS in which it will pay the fixed rate (in the event the receiver swaption
is exercised by the bank counterparty) and receive the variable reference rate.

“Cap”: is an optional derivative financial instrument. For the payment of a premium, the Company is
entitled to receive, in the periods in which the Euribor rate is higher than a maximum level (known as
the strike-rate), equal, for the existing instrument, to 0.50%, the differential between the Euribor rate
and the aforementioned strike rate. However, nothing is due to the Company for the period in which
the Euribor is lower than the strike-rate.

The change in the recorded period of the item “Derivative instruments assets” is summarised in the
following table:
(Euro thousands)
Balance as at 31 December 2016

4,060

Differentials paid/(collected)

1,224

Change in fair value recognised in Income Statement (*)

997

Change in fair value recognised against Cash Flow Hedge Reserve

1,236

New derivatives

789

Balance as at 31 December 2017

8,306

(*)	This change is attributable for 394 thousand Euro to changes in the assumptions on creditworthiness (DVA/CVA) of the
contractual parties.
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Tax losses

Difference in the
real carrying
amount/tax value

Costs not
deducted

Total

8,586

-

1,221

9,807

Increases recognised in the Income Statement

-

-

-

-

Deferred tax assets

-

-

-

-

Reassessment of deferred tax assets recognised in
prior years

-

-

-

-

Decreases recognised in Income Statement

(7,337)

-

(254)

(7,591)

Deferred tax assets

(2,549)

-

(195)

(2,744)

Reassessment of deferred tax assets recognised in
prior years

(4,788)

-

(59)

(4,847)

Decreases not recognised in Income Statement

-

-

(1)

(1)

Tax payables

-

-

(1)

(1)

Change in the scope of consolidation

-

-

-

-

Reclassifications

-

-

-

-

1,249

-

966

2,215

(Euro thousands)

Balance as at 31 December 2016

Balance as at 31 December 2017

The balance of the item mainly refers to prepaid tax assets set aside for tax losses on the basis of
the prospects for future taxable income (for which deferred tax liabilities have been recognised) of
Group companies.
Changes for the period derive, in fact, from the recalculation of prepaid tax assets on previous tax
losses released both for the use of the period and for the adjustment due to prospects for future
taxable income, classified in the Statement of profit/(loss) under the item “reassessment of deferred
taxes recognised in priori years“.
It must be noted that the tax consolidation of Beni Stabili Group, as at 31 December 2017, accumulates
tax losses totalling 82,954 thousand Euro, committed for a limit of 5,204 thousand Euro to apply the
aforementioned prepaid tax assets, calculated at a rate of 24%. Consequently, there is a balance of
77,750 thousand Euro of tax losses in respect of which prepaid tax assets have not been recorded.
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6.1.9 Deferred tax assets

6.2 Current assets
6.2.1 Trading properties
Lands and buildings

(Euro thousands)
Balance as at 31 December 2016

27,465

Acquisitions

12

Capex

916

Sales

(2)

Net write-downs

(5,831)

Balance as at 31 December 2017

22,560
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The item “Acquisitions” refer to some units of a building already partially owned, located in Gorizia
in via XX Settembre. The acquisition took place at a price of 10 thousand Euro plus taxes and other
ancillary charges for 2 thousand Euro.
The item “Capex” mainly refers to the expenses incurred for renovating the property located in Padua,
via degli Zabarella (847 thousand Euro).
On the other hand, the item “Sales“ refers to the sale of a unit of the same Gorizia property.
The item “Net write-downs” refers to the adjustments that became necessary to adjust the book
value of the properties to their estimated realisable value.
6.2.2 Trade receivables and other receivables
Description (Euro thousands)

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

1,607

1,607

30,824

31,450

0

5,000

2,978

2,621

(20,917)

(20,955)

14,492

19,723

3,304

550

10,892

10,590

59

54

(882)

(940)

Total other receivables

13,373

10,254

Total trade and other receivables

27,865

29,977

Trade receivables
Property sales and investment disposals
Receivables from tenants
Down payments for property purchases
Receivables from customers for services
Provision for write-downs of trade receivables
Total trade receivables
Other receivables
Tax receivables
Sundry receivables
Bail and guarantee deposits
Provision for write-downs of other receivables

“Property sales and investment disposals”: item as at 31 December 2017, as well as at 31 December
2016, refers to: i) the remaining balance of the sale (completed in 2008) of 40% of the share capital
of Risorse e Sviluppo Napoli S.p.A. (1,400 thousand Euro, including accrued interest); ii) a price

adjustment for the sales (completed in 2005) of the investment in S. Clemente Resort S.r.l. (207
thousand Euro). The above receivables have been fully written down.
The item “Receivable from tenants” includes the following receivables: i) from tenants for leases
equal to 29,392 thousand Euro (30,018 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016); ii) relating to the
guaranteed return recognised by the sellers of the property located in Bologna, via Nanni Costa,
amounting to 1,432 thousand Euro (equal amount as of 31 December 2016). These receivables are
written down by 19,095 thousand Euro (19,134 thousand Euro as at 31 December 2016).
It must be noted that receivables from tenants include: i) receivables for invoices to be issued
recognised in accordance with IAS 17 “Leases”, linearising the total contractual consideration over
the duration of the lease (4,463 thousand Euro as at 31 December 2017); 4,328 thousand Euro as at
December 31, 2016); ii) a position of 10,024 thousand Euro (same amount as of 31 December 2016)
towards the bankruptcy of the former tenant of the Shopping Centre of Ferrara, for which reference

“Down-payments for property purchases”: the balance of the item as at 31 December 2016 (5,000
thousand Euro) referred to the deposit paid in 2015 for the purchase from CDP Immobiliare of the
property located in Milan, via Principe Amedeo, which took place during the year.
For both periods compared, the item “Receivables from customers for services” mainly refers to
receivables for real estate services rendered to third parties by Revalo S.p.A.. These receivables are
written down by 214 thousand Euro (same amount as at 31 December 2016).
The item “Tax receivables” includes: i) the VAT tax receivable for the period for 763 thousand Euro
(10 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016) and relating to Central Sicaf; ii) IRAP tax receivables of
Group companies for 210 thousand Euro, equal to receivables for tax advances paid in the period for
462 thousand Euro, shown net of the tax for the year of 252 thousand Euro (21 thousand Euro as at
31 December, 2016); iii) IRES tax receivables for 12 thousand Euro of Group companies, accrued in
previous years (306 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016); iv) the receivable for IMU of 490 thousand
Euro arising as a result of higher tax payments (213 thousand Euro as at 31 December 2016); v) the
receivable of 1,823 thousand Euro relating to payments made pending the tax dispute relating to the
2008, 2009 and 2010 tax periods, defined in the current year, as detailed in the following paragraph 7
to which reference must be made.
The increase in this item, compared to 31 December, 2016, derives mainly from the reclassification of
current tax receivables from payments made for tax disputes in the 2008, 2009 and 2010 tax periods
and from the VAT tax credit accrued by Central Sicaf.

“Sundry receivables”: this item mainly includes: i) accrued income and prepaid expenses for 9,568
thousand Euro (8,696 thousand Euro as at 31 December 2016) relating mainly to intermediation
and other costs of new lease contracts for 5,654 thousand Euro (6,204 thousand Euro as at 31
December, 2016), the registration tax for lease contracts for 1,032 thousand Euro (1,090 thousand
Euro at 31 December 2016), commissions on loans not yet paid, sureties and advance commissions
on “Committed” and “Revolving” credit lines for 2,640 thousand Euro (926 thousand Euro as at 31
December 2016); ii) interest on credit positions of 650 thousand Euro entirely written-down (same
amount as of 31 December, 2016); iii) miscellaneous advances for 545 thousand Euro, written-down
by 274 thousand Euro (596 thousand Euro and 274 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016, respectively);
iv) receivables for loans granted to the investee company RGD Ferrara 2013 S.r.l. for 96 thousand
Euro (151 thousand Euro as of 31 December 2016).
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must be made to section 7 below.

“Provision for doubtful debts”: with reference to the provision for doubtful debts of current receivables,
the changes for the period are shown below:
(Euro thousands)

Provision for
write-downs of
trade receivables

Provision for
write-downs of
other receivables

20,955

940

Provisions

1,550

10

Use

(311)

-

Releases

(1,277)

(68)

Balance as at 31 December 2017

20,917

882

Balance as at 31 December 2016
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6.2.3 Cash and cash equivalents
This item amounted to 310,404 thousand Euro (28,785 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016) and is
represented by bank deposits for 310,338 thousand Euro and cash in hand for 66 thousand Euro.
For more information on changes in the year in cash and cash equivalents, please refer to the
“Statement of Cash Flows”.
6.2.4 Asset held for sale
The balance of the item refers to the value of assets whose value will reasonably be recovered through
sales. In particular, the balance of the item as at 31 December 2017 refers entirely to the value of
the Group’s properties (other than trading properties), whose disposal is considered probable in the
short term.
Below is a table that summarises the changes recorded for the period in the value of properties (real
estate portfolio held for sale) classified under this heading:
(Euro thousands)

Land and buildings (*)

Balance as at 31 December 2016

76,601

Sales

(189,890)

Capex

-

Net write-downs

(3,112)

Reclassifications

138,854

Balance as at 31 December 2017

22,453

(*) Properties with a carrying amount as at 31 December 2017 of 12,033 thousand Euro are encumbered by mortgages for a
total of 12,713 thousand Euro, as guarantee for loans obtained.

The item “Sales” for the period, for a total carrying amount of 189,890 thousand Euro refers to the
sale of no.8 properties, of which 4 belong to the portfolio leased to Telecom Italia.
The item “Net write-downs” refers to the adjustments made during the year to the value of properties
to adjust them to their fair value (in accordance with the provisions of the relevant accounting
standards).
With regard to “Reclassifications” please refer to the previous section 6.1.1.

6.3 Equity
Consolidated Equity comprises:
(Euro thousands)

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

Share capital (*)

226,959

226,959

Share premium reserve

279,042

279,042

Legal reserve

45,392

911,943

911,943

Revaluation reserve pursuant to Law 72/83

191

191

Revaluation reserve pursuant to Law 413/91

53

53

Revaluation reserve pursuant to Law 2/2009

24,130

24,130

12

12

309,828

230,161

(8,818)

(12,778)

(655)

(655)

Reserve pursuant to Law 266/05

Reserve pursuant to Art. 89 of Presidential
Decree 917/86
Unavailable reserve pursuant to Leg. Decree 38/2005
Cash Flow Hedge reserve
Reserve for the purchase of treasury shares
Total other reserves
Retained earnings
Profit/(Loss) for the year

1,282,076

1,198,449

3,114

(257)

85,634

158,815

Total retained earnings
Equity of the Group
Share capital and reserves attributable to minorities
Profit/(loss) of third parties
Minority interests
Consolidated Net Equity
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88,748

158,558

1,876,825

1,863,008

304,297

471

15,879

469

320,176

940

2,197,001

1,863,948

(*) At 31 December 2017, the authorised share capital amounted to 246,957,280.40 thousand Euro and is subscribed and paid in
for 226,959,280.30 thousand Euro. The subscribed and paid-up share capital is represented by 2,269,592,803 ordinary shares
with a nominal value of 0.10 thousand Euro each (same number as at 31 December 2016). It must be stated that Beni Stabili
S.p.A. SIIQ holds 961,000 treasury shares.

With regards to the analysis of changes in the Consolidated Equity from 1st January 2015 to 31
December 2017, please refer to the accounting statement “Statement of changes in Equity”.
Furthermore, Annex no. 2 shows the reconciliation statement of the Group Consolidated Equity with
the Net Equity of the Parent Company Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ.
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45,392

It must be noted that the Shareholders’ Meeting of 06 April 2017, which approved the separate
financial statements of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ as at 31 December, 2016, among other things, resolved
to allocate the profits for 2016 (164,550 thousand Euro) as follows:
i)

79,667 thousand Euro, to supplement the reserve connected to the unavailability constraint
provided for by Art. 6 of Italian Legislative Decree no. 38/2005;

ii) 74,865 thousand Euro for distribution to shareholders (0.033 per share, excluding treasury shares
in portfolio);
iii) 10,018 thousand Euro, to supplement the reserve of retained earnings.
In addition to the above, the Group’s Equity decreased by 922 thousand Euro, as a result of the sale of
40% of Central Sicaf S.p.A., to third parties, following some conventional valuations of the assigned
pro-quota net assets, divergent from the consolidated value.
Lastly, an increase of 10 thousand Euro was recorded following the revision of the actuarial
Notes to the consolidated financial statements
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assumptions in the valuation of the staff termination benefits pursuant to IAS 19.
It must be noted that the following reserves are subject to the tax deferral regime, for a total of 936,328
thousand Euro: i) revaluation reserve Law no. 266/05, for 911,942 thousand Euro; ii) revaluation
reserve Law 78/83, for 191 thousand Euro; iii) revaluation reserve Law 413/91, for 53 thousand Euro;
iv) reserve for contributions pursuant to Art. 55 (now 89) of Italian Presidential Decree no. 917/86 for
12 thousand Euro; v) revaluation reserve pursuant to Law 2/2009 for 24,130 thousand Euro.
It must also be noted that, in 2015, in relation to the obligations of non-distribution of dividends
pursuant to Art. 6 of Italian Legislative Decree 38/2005, was subject to this constraint for 24,226
thousand Euro, the free amount of the revaluation reserve pursuant to Law 266/05, which is
consequently therefore burdened, in addition to the constraint of the “tax suspension” and limited to
this amount, also by a constraint of non-distribution.
Minority interests as at 31 December 2017, equal to 320,176 thousand Euro (940 thousand Euro as at
31 December 2016) refer to the portion of the consolidated Equity attributable to minorities for the
interests they held in Central Sicaf S.p.A. (40% owned by minority shareholders) and in B.S. Retail
S.r.l. (held by minority shareholders at 45%).
The substantial increase of the year in minority interests is attributable to the sale to third parties
(in June 2017) of 40% of Central Sicaf S.p.A., net of the distributions of profits and reserves made in
favour of the minority shareholders of B.S. Retail S.r.l.. Please refer to the Management Report as
at 31 December 31 2017 for a more detailed description of the aforementioned sale of the shares of
Central Sicaf S.p.A..
Below is a breakdown of the balance sheet data, cash flows and economic data of Central Sicaf S.p.A.
and of BS Retail S.r.l. at 31 December 2017, with an indication of the quota of the equity and of the net
result 2017 attributable to minority shareholders:
Central
Sicaf S.p.A.

B.S. Retail S.r.l.
in liquidation

Total

1,562,984

-

1,562,984

20,118

1,282

21,400

(766,345)

-

(766,345)

Current liabilities

(17,344)

(252)

(17,596)

Equity

799,413

1,030

800,443

Equity attributable to minority interests

319,712

464

320,176

Assets, liabilities and equity (Euro thousands)
Non-current assets
Current assets
Non-current liabilities

During 2017, B.S. Retail S.r.l. in liquidation, made distributions of profits and reserves in favour of
shareholders for 980 thousand Euro (441 thousand Euro of which in favour of minority shareholders),
while Central Sicaf S.p.A. distributed in favour of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ reserves for 21,409 thousand
Euro.
Summary of changes in cash flows
(Euro thousands)

B.S. Retail S.r.l.
in liquidation

59,557

(529)

2,705

7,300

Flows from financial activities (*)

(22,126)

(4,677)

Distributions of incomes and reserves

(21,409)

(980)

18,727

1,114

Central Sicaf
S.p.A.

B.S. Retail S.r.l.
in liquidation

Total

66,462

20

66,482

8,280

-

8,280

(14,175)

(46)

( 14,221)

-

( 52)

( 52)

Net result for the year 2017

60,567

(78)

60,489

Net result attributable to the Group

44,653

(43)

44,610

Net result attributable to minority interests

15,914

(35)

15,879

Flows from operating activities
Flows from investment activities/(divestment activities)

Increase/(Decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
(*) Including loans received from companies of the Beni Stabili Group.

Profit/(loss) for the year
(Euro thousands)
Operating margin gross of write-ups/(write-downs) of
properties
Write-ups/(write-downs) of property
Net financial income/(charges)
Taxes

Please refer to Annex 1 to these Notes, for further information on the aforementioned companies.
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Central Sicaf
S.p.A.

At 31 December 2017, the consolidated reserve relating to the application of hedge accounting
to hedging derivatives (Cash Flow Hedge reserve) was negative for the group and equal to 5,653
thousand Euro (the negative balance was equal to 12,778 thousand Euro as at 31 December 2016).
The above value corresponds to a negative Group reserve of 8,818 thousand Euro and to a positive
reserve attributable to the minority shareholders of Central Sicaf S.p.A. of 3,165 thousand Euro.
The table below shows changes in this reserve (for the consolidated value) for the year 2017 and
for 2016:
2017 FY

2016 FY

Opening balance Cash Flow Hedge Reserve

(12,778)

(24,875)

4,612

4,479

(2,188)

31,294

4,701

(23,676)

(5,653)

(12,778)

Release related to the recognition in the Income Statement of the
hedged cash flows
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Description (Euro thousands)

Reserval for early repayments of hedging instruments and/or
hedging interruptions
(Increases)/decreases due to changes in fair value instruments
(effective changes)
Closing balance Cash Flow Hedge Reserve

The following table, instead, shows the time interval with which the Cash Flow Hedge reserve will
flow into the Statement of profit/(loss), on the assumption that the underlying cash flows remain
unchanged.
Balance at 31.12.2017

(Euro
thousands)

Balance at 31.12.2016

Book
value

up to 6
months

from 6
months
to 12
months

for over 1
year up to
2 years

for over
2 years
up to 5
years

more the
5 years

Book
value

up to 6
months

from 6
months
to 12
months

for over 1
year up to
2 years

for over
2 years
up to 5
years

more
the 5
years

Cash Flow
Hedge
Reserve
(consolidated)

(8,818)

(2,096)

(1,947)

(3,856)

(2,899)

1,980

(12,778)

(1,577)

(2,256)

(6,337)

(11,704)

9,096

of which
the Group’s
reserved
share

(5,653)

(2,395)

(2,494)

(4,632)

(1,175)

5,043

(12,778)

(1,577)

(2,256)

(6,337)

(11,704)

9,096

6.4 Non-current liabilities
6.4.1 Borrowings
Description (Euro thousands)

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

1,096,634

990,972

Bonds

669,499

721,495

Convertible bonds

187,641

440,980

1,953,774

2,153,447

Mortgage loans

Total non-current borrowings

With reference to the changes in the year which involved the various types of borrowings, please
refer to the section “Financial Review” of the Management Report, which is an integral part of these

“Mortgage loans”
This item comprises loans, with a maturity “beyond 12 months”, for medium and long-term loans
secured by a mortgage. The portions of mortgages with maturity within 12 months are shown as part
of current liabilities (see paragraph 6.5.1).
The subdivision of the non-current portion of these payables by due date is shown below:
(Euro thousands)

Non-current payables
31.12.2017

31.12.2016

28,099

9,006

More than 24 months, but within 5 years

151,717

170,338

More than 5 years

916,818

811,628

1,096,634

990,972

More than 12 months, but within 24 months

Total

Mortgage loans outstanding as at 31 December 2017 are all regulated at a variable rate. The following
table shows the relative average effective interest rate that was calculated without taking into account
hedging transactions against the risk of fluctuating interest rates:
Average effective interest rate on an annual basis

Euribor

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

1.59%

1.67%
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Considering that, in relation to mortgage loans, there are some hedging transactions against the risk
of fluctuating interest rates, the following table shows the portion of nominal debt subject to hedging
at 31 December 2017, compared with data at 31 December 2016:
Description (Euro thousands)

31.12.2016

31.12.2016

Nominal outstanding of variable rate loans (excluding
interest accrued)

(a)

1,054,366

1,029,063

Oustanding hedging instruments (IRS/CAP)

(b)

767,000

768,090

72.75%

74.64%

% of hedged variable-rate loans (IRS) - (b)/(a)

“Bonds”
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At 31 December, 2017, this item refers to the non-current portion of the bonds issued by Beni Stabili
S.p.A. SIIQ, in particular:
1) the unsecured bond issued in 2014 for a total nominal amount of 250,000 thousand Euro, with a
duration of 5 years and with a fixed coupon of 3.5% on an annual basis;
2) the unsecured bond issued in 2015 for a total nominal amount of 125,000 thousand Euro, with a
duration of 7 years and with a fixed coupon of 2.125% on an annual basis;
3) the unsecured bond issued in 2017 for a total nominal amount of 300,000 thousand Euro, with a
duration of 7 years and with a fixed coupon of 1.625% on an annual basis.
At 31 December 2016, also the bond issued in 2014 with a nominal value of 350,000 thousand Euro
was classified among non-current financial debts. This bond was reclassified during the year among
current financial payables due to its maturity in January 2018.
The tables below show the changes of the year 2017 in the non-current portions of the aforementioned bonds in the following year.

“Bond with a nominal value of 250 million Euro”
(Euro thousands)

Nominal
amount

Issue costs

Carrying
amount

Balance as at 31 December 2016

250,000

(1,523)

248,477

-

658

658

250,000

(865)

249,135

Interest accrued in the period
Balance as at 31 December 2017

It must be noted that against a nominal rate of 3.50%, the effective interest rate, calculated for
accounting purposes, was instead equal to 3.79%. The nominal interest coupon accrued as of 31
December 2017 (2,165 thousand Euro) is classified among current financial payables.

“Bond with a nominal value of 125 million Euro”
(Euro thousands)
Balance as at 31 December 2016
Interest accrued in the period
Balance as at 31 December 2017

Nominal
amount

Issue
costs

Carrying
amount

125,000

(1,169)

123,831

-

211

211

125,000

(958)

124,042

It must be noted that against a nominal rate of 2.125%, the effective interest rate, calculated for
accounting purposes, was instead equal to 2.32%. The nominal interest coupon accrued as of 31
December 2017 (658 thousand Euro) is classified among current financial payables.
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(Euro thousands)
Issue date
Interest accrued in the period
Balance as at 31 December 2017

Nominal
amount

Issue
costs

Carrying
amount

300,000

(3,783)

296,217

-

105

105

300,000

(3,678)

296,322

It must be noted that against a nominal rate of 1.625%, the effective interest rate, calculated for
accounting purposes, was instead equal to 1.817%. The nominal interest coupon accrued as of 31
December 2017 (1,022 thousand Euro) is classified among current financial payables.

“Convertible bonds”
The item refers to the non-current portion of the payable relating to the nominal 200,000 thousand
Euro convertible bond loan issued to Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ during 2015 and maturing in 2021.
The table below shows changes recorded in 2017 of the non-current portion of the convertible loan
maturing in 2021:
Nominal
amount

Option
amount

Issue
costs

Carrying
amount

Balance as at 31 December 2016

200,000

(14,987)

(1,152)

183,861

Interest accrued in the period portion related to the conversion
option value and issue cost

-

3,519

261

3,780

Balance as at 31 December 2017

200,000

(11,468)

(891)

187,641

(Euro thousands)
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“Bond with a nominal value of 300 million Euro”

The portion relating to nominal interest accrued from the ex-coupon detachment date (July 2017)
to 31 December 2017 for the aforementioned loan is equal to 734 thousand Euro. This amount is
recorded under current financial debts. It must be noted that against a nominal rate of 0.875%, the
effective interest rate calculated for accounting purposes (also considering the separation of the he
optional component from the debt at inception), instead, equal to 2.85%.
It must be noted that the balance of the item as at 31 December 2016 included, for 257,119 thousand
Euro, also the payable relating to the convertible bond maturing in 2019, which was repaid early
during the year.
Changes recorded during the year of the aforementioned repaid convertible loan are shown below:
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(Euro thousands)

Nominal
amount

Option
amount

Issue costs

Carrying
amount

Balance as at 31 December 2016

270,000

(11,299)

(1,582)

257,119

Interest accrued in the period portion related to the conversion
option value and issue cost

-

852

118

970

(270,000)

10,447

1,464

(258,089)

-

-

-

-

Repurchases
Balance as at 31 December 2017

“Net financial position and fair value of borrowings”
The following table shows the net financial position at 31 December 2017 and 31 December 2016 of
the various categories of current and non-current financial payables, both in terms of book value,
nominal value and fair value.
31.12.2017

(Euro thousands)

31.12.2016

Carrying
amount

Nominal
amount

Fair
value (*)

Carrying
amount

Nominal
amount

Fair
value (*)

-

-

-

50,000

50,000

50,000

1,108,496

1,122,325

1,122,325

1,018,248

1,031,638

1,031,638

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,046,599

1,052,146

1,039,760

747,666

751,171

746,487

188,375

200,734

191,939

443,166

472,186

465,956

2,343,470

2,375,205

2,354,025

2,259,080

2,304,995

2,294,081

(310,404)

(310,404)

(310,404)

(28,785)

(28,785)

(28,785)

Net financial position

2,033,066

2,064,801

2,043,621

2,230,295

2,276,210

2,265,296

Net financial position,
Group share (**)

1,730,861

1,758,556

1,737,376

2,228,441

2,274,341

2,263,427

Variable rate loans
Loans and other shortterm borrowings
Mortgage loans

Fixed rate loans
Bond
Convertible bond
Total loans
Cash available

(*)	The fair value of floating-rate financial debts was calculated considering the market value coinciding with the nominal value
of the latter. The fair value of fixed rate financial payables is valued using the Discounted Cash Flow method. Based on this
method, the fair value of these loans is calculated by determining the expected cash flows. The above flows are discounted at
the spot rates implicit in the Euribor curve, increased by the credit spread.
(**)	The “Group share” Net Financial Position compared to the consolidated one, considers the debt and liquidity of Central Sicaf
S.p.A. and of Beni Stabili Retail S.r.l. only for the fraction referable to Beni Stabili Group (respectively 60% and 55%).

6.4.2 Derivatives - liability
The balance as at 31 December 2017 refers to: i) derivatives on interest rates, whose negative fair
value amounted to a total of 5,032 thousand Euro (33,595 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016); ii)
the fair value of the conversion option relating to the current convertible bond amounting to 17,729
thousand Euro (15,508 thousand Euro as at 31 December 2016 relating to the conversion options of
the two loans existing at that date). The value of this option has been recorded under liabilities as
there are no conditions to qualify it as a component of equity (in accordance with the provisions of IAS
32 “Financial Instruments: Exposure and Supplementary Information”).
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Other loans

“Interest rate derivatives”: the fair value of these transactions is shown in the following table:
Description (Euro thousands)

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

Fair value

Fair value

Interest Rate Swaps

5,032

33,595

Total

5,032

33,595

“Interest Rate Swap”: these are contracts that convert the variable rate into a fixed rate; the fixed rate
of these contracts is shown in the following table:
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Description

Euribor

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

Min

Max

Min

Max

0.81%

1.44%

0.22%

1.76%

The table below provides a breakdown of the change recorded in 2017 in interest rate derivatives:
“Hedge
accounting”
derivative
instruments

Total

Balance as at 31 December 2016

33,595

33,595

Spreads (paid)/collected

(2,587)

(2,587)

(24,134)

(24,134)

Change in the fair value recorded against the Cash Flow Hedge
reserve

(3,467)

(3,467)

Change in the fair value recorded in the profit and loss account

1,625

1,625

Balance as at 31 December 2017

5,032

5,032

(Euro thousands)

Decrease for early repayments

Please refer to the previous section 6.1.8 with reference to derivative instruments which at the date
of 31 December 2017 present a positive fair value.
Below is a table that summarises changes in debt due to the conversion options connected to
convertible bonds.
Bond with
maturity 2019
(early repaid in
2017)

Bond with
maturity 2021

Balance as at 31 December 2016

12,408

3,100

Change in the fair value recorded in the profit and loss account

12,868

14,629

(25,276)

-

-

17,729

(Euro thousands)

Early repayment
Balance as at 31 December 2017

6.4.3 Staff termination benefits
(Euro thousands)
Balance as at 31 December 2016

645

Cost of the service rendered

- recognised in the profit and loss account

534

- recognised as an increase in the value of “Properties under development” as it
refers to personnel directly involved in development activities

42

Actuarial differences recognised in Equity

(10)

Liquidations and payments to pension fund

(437)

Balance as at 31 December 2017

774

(136 employees at 31 December 2016), represented as follows:
31.12.2017

31.12.2016

Managers

11

14

Executives

36

31

Employees

101

91

Total

148

136

(units)

The average number of staff employed during the year was consequently equal to 142 employees (98
employees in 2016).
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It must be noted that the number of Group employees at 31 December 2017 is equal to 148 employees
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6.4.4 Deferred tax liabilities
Difference
in the carrying
amount/tax
value

Untaxed
revenues and
costs deducted
in advance

Total

13,434

57

13,491

Increases recognised in Income Statement

181

5

186

Deferred tax liabilities

181

5

186

Decreases recognised in Income Statement

(11,005)

(3)

(11,008)

Deferred tax liabilities

(11,005)

(3)

(11,008)

Reassessment of def. tax liabilities recognised in
prior years

-

-

-

Decreases not recognised in Income Statement

-

-

-

Tax payables

-

-

-

2,610

59

2,669

(Euro thousands)

Balance as at 31 December 2016
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Balance as at 31 December 2017

The change in the period is mainly attributable to the release of deferred taxes resulting from
the entrance, starting from 2018, in the SIINQ regime by the subsidiary Beni Stabili Development
S.p.A., which owns the development area called Symbiosis. In fact, access to the special SIINQ
regime involves the realisation and subsequent taxation of the difference between the tax value and
the fair value of the aforementioned properties. Consequently, deferred taxes, previously recorded
on the difference between the accounting and tax value of the Symbiosis area, were released for
10,233 thousand Euro.

6.5 Current liabilities
6.5.1 Borrowings
(Euro thousands)
Loans and other short-term borrowings
Mortgage loans
Bonds
Convertible bonds
Total current borrowings

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

-

50,000

11,862

27,276

377,100

26,171

734

2,186

389,696

105,633

“Loans and other short-term borrowings”: at 31 December, 2016, the item included short-term bank
loans (50,000 thousand Euro), which were repaid during the year.

“Mortgage loans”: include the portion of medium- and long-term loans secured by a mortgage
maturing “within 12 months” (9,171 thousand Euro) and the relevant payable for accrued and unpaid
accrued interest (2,691 thousand Euro).

“Bonds”: the balance at 31 December, 2017 refers: i) for 349,955 thousand Euro, to the bonde loan
issued in 2014 for a total nominal amount of 350,000 thousand Euro, expiring in January 2018; ii)
for 23,167 thousand Euro, to the payable for nominal coupons of interest accrued and not yet paid

on other bonds (non-convertible bonds) issued by Beni Stabili; iii) for 3,978 thousand Euro, to the
balance of bonds issued in the context of the Imser securitisation and not yet repaid. The repayment
of the above ebt is expected shortly.
Changes recorded in the period in book values of the bond issued in 2014 with maturity in January
2018 are shown below, bearing in mind that at 31 December 2016, this debt (except for the interest
coupon currently being accrued for 13,599 thousand Euro) was classified among non-current
financial debts:
Issue
costs

Nominal
interests

Total
value

350,000

(813)

13,599

362,786

Interest accrued in the period

-

768

14,438

15,206

Coupons paid in the period

-

-

(14,442)

(14,442)

350,000

(45)

13,595

363,550

Balance as at 31 December 2016

Balance as at 31 December 2017

It must be noted that against a nominal rate of 4.125%, the effective interest rate, calculated solely
for accounting purposes, was instead equal to 4.354%.

“Convertible bonds”: the balance of the item as at 31 December 2017 is 734 and refers to the nominal
interest coupon currently being accrued on the convertible bond loan expiring in 2021.
For the fair value of financial payables, refer to the table in the previous section 6.4.1.
6.5.2 Trade payables and other payables
(Euro thousands)

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

Trade and other payables
Suppliers

48,621

28,852

Advance payments

1,350

2,500

Payables to the parent company FdR

1,482

912

51,453

32,264

1,759

2,112

VAT payables

135

202

IMU payables

1

1

Other tax payables

1,423

791

Total tax payables

3,318

3,106

458

441

1,166

1,361

Lease payables

10,779

7,920

Sundry payables

3,615

3,519

Total other payables

16,018

13,241

Trade and other payables

70,789

48,611

Total trade and other payables
Tax payables
Current taxes for the period

Other payables
Social security contributions
Employees
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Nominal
amount

(Euro thousands)

“Suppliers”: the balance of the item as at 31 December 2017 includes payables for invoices to be
received for 24,319 thousand Euro (21,741 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016) and payables
retained to suppliers as guarantee of the good realization of works to they committed of 6,829
thousand Euro (2,711 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016). The increase in payables to suppliers,
compared to the balance sheet as at 31 December 2016, is mainly linked to the progress of the real
estate development initiatives under way.

“Advance payments”: the balance of the item refers entirely to deposits paid by promissory buyers of
properties subject to preliminary sales agreements.

“Payables due to the parent company FdR”: the balance refers to the amount due to the parent
company for services rendered to Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ, please refer to the contents of the following
Notes to the consolidated financial statements
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section 9.
The balance of the item “Current taxes for the period” refers to: i) the IRES tax payable of the Beni
Stabili Group tax consolidation of 321 thousand Euro, equal to the tax for the period (511 thousand
Euro) stated net of withholding taxes incurred in the period and of the IRES credit arisen in the
previous year (a total of 190 thousand Euro); ii) the IRAP debt of Group companies for 1,438 thousand
Euro, equal to the tax for the period of 1,742 thousand Euro, shown net of receivables for the previous
year and of the advances paid during the year (304 thousand Euro).

“VAT payables”: the balance of the item, equal to 135 thousand Euro (202 thousand Euro as of 31
December 2016), refers to the current VAT payable.

“Other tax payables”: this item includes payables for withholding taxes withheld as a withholding
agent. In addition, for 31 December 2017 it also includes the debt arising for the definition, through
judicial settlement, of the dispute arising with Agenzia delle Entrate (Italian Inland Revenue), with
regard to the deductibility of interest expense for the 2008, 2009 and 2010 tax periods. Please refer to
the comments provided in the following section 7.

“Employees”: this item includes payables to employees for holidays accrued but not taken and
additional monthly payments.

“Lease payables”: the balance relates to lease payments and ancillary charges invoiced in advance,
but of future accrual (6,710 thousand Euro at 31 December 2017 and 5,732 thousand Euro at 31
December 2016) and to guarantee deposits and advances received from tenants (4,069 thousand
Euro at 31 December 2017 and 2,188 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016).
The item “Sundry payables” mainly: i) for 2,148 thousand Euro (2,171 thousand Euro as at 31
December 2016), the share of the contribution received from Ferrovie dello Stato S.p.A. and not yet
used, for urbanisation charges of the Garibaldi Complex. Please refer to the contents of the following
section 8; ii) for 521 thousand Euro (329 thousand Euro as at 31 December 2016), payables to
directors and statutory auditors of the Group; iii) 233 thousand Euro for condominium charges (same
amount as at 31 December 2016); iv) for 107 thousand Euro, payables for disputes to be settled (same
amount as of 31 December 2016); v) for 73 thousand Euro (138 thousand Euro as of 31 December
2016), other accruals and deferrals.

6.5.3 Provision for risks and charges
31.12.2016

Provisions

Releases

Uses of
provisions

31.12.2017

Tax provisions

1,210

-

(526)

(176)

508

Other provisions for
risks and charges

4,055

4,039

(12)

(210)

7,872

Total

5,265

4,039

(538)

(386)

8,380

(Euro thousands)

“Tax provisions”: includes provisions made to cover charges that may arise in relation to tax
assessments and other tax liabilities. The releases for the year refer to provisions made in previous
years resulted exceeding the actual needs. The uses, on the other hand, refer to payments made

“Other provisions for risks and charges”: includes provisions for risks connected to outstanding
disputes and provisions for probable future charges related to the properties in the portfolio.
The increase for the year relates, for the most part, to a provision linked to presumed liabilities for
commitments related to certain rental agreements.
The uses refer to expenses that became certain and incurred during the year, while the releases
relate entirely to the recovery in value of the investment in Beni Stabili Hotel S.A., which is valued
using the equity method.
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during the year for liabilities related to indirect taxes.

6.6 Statement of profit (loss) for the year (Income Statement)
A breakdown of the main profit and loss items for the period is shown below. For comments on the
changes compared to the values of the corresponding period of the previous year, please refer to the
section of the Management Report - “Economic results for the year”, which forms an integral part of
these Consolidated Annual Financial Report.
6.6.1 Net rental revenues
			

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

204,788

199,462

49

189

204,837

199,651

(1,772)

(2,342)

Legal fees for litigations with tenants

(140)

(146)

Reversal of the provision for write-downs of receivables from tenants

1,124

684

Total write-downs/losses and release of provisions for receivables from
tenants

(788)

(1,804)

Costs for termination of lease contracts

(289)

(10)

(2,327)

(2,263)

Municipal Property Tax - IMU/TASI

(21,750)

(21,347)

Property maintenance and management costs

(13,133)

(15,189)

(1,356)

(1,669)

8,429

7,463

0

0

(821)

(732)

Total costs

(31,247)

(33,747)

Total property costs

(32,035)

(35,551)

Total net rental revenues

172,802

164,100

(Euro thousands)
Rental income
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Revenue from termination of lease contracts
Total rental revenues
Write-down/losses on receivables from tenants

Lease contracts registration tax

Costs from the lease of properties sub-leased by the Group
Recovery of costs from tenants
Recovery of costs for insurance indemnities
Lease contract brokerage costs

6.6.2 Net service revenues
31.12.2017

31.12.2016

Revenue from services

4,884

597

Total revenue from services

4,884

597

(2)

-

(Euro thousands)

Expenses linked to the service activity
Total costs for services
Total net service revenues

(2)

0

4,882

597

6.6.3 Operating costs
31.12.2017

31.12.2016

Wages and salaries

(7,116)

(4,338)

Social security contributions

(1,977)

(1,301)

Staff termination benefits

(534)

(264)

Charges for free share plans (*)

(482)

(422)

(Euro thousands)

Early resignation incentives

(606)

(893)

Total staff costs

(10,715)

(7,218)

Legal, administrative and technical consulting and other service
costs

(7,245)

(2,008)

(1,722)

Leases costs

(1,746)

(1,229)

Legal consulting for property disputes

(235)

(207)

Other legal advice

(185)

(475)

Services from FdR

(881)

(490)

Security management and listing costs

(404)

(321)

(4)

(2)

Total overheads

(20,796)

(11,691)

Total operating costs

(31,511)

(18,909)

Bond loans management expenses

(*)	This cost was recorded for the entire amount of 482 thousand Euro against payables to the parent company FdR, due to the
method used to settle the underlying plans. In particular, for all the plans assigned, the Group makes to FdR a payment equal
to the fair value (at the grant date) of the options assigned to its employees. For this reason, the cost was recorded against a
corresponding debt item, rather than an increase in Equity.

6.6.4 Other revenues and income and other costs and charges
(Euro thousands)
Contingent assets for various taxes and duties from previous years
Release of provisions for risks and release of write-downs on
receivables
Capital gains on the sale of operating assets and other assets

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

51

-

747

498

-

-

363

153

1,161

651

Amortization/depreciation of tangible and intangible assets, writedowns of receivables and provisions for risks

(8,681)

(5,344)

Sundry taxes and other levies

(3,212)

(1,363)

(10)

(11)

Other costs and charges

(161)

(3,203)

Other costs and charges

(12,064)

(9,921)

Total

(10,903)

(9,270)

Other revenues and income included various contingent assets
Other revenues and income

Contingent liabilities for various taxes and duties from previous
years
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(15,333)

Compensation to members of the BoD. and supervisory bodies

6.6.5 Property sales
31.12.2017

(Euro thousands)
Trading
properties
Sales revenues (*)

Investment
properties

31.12.2016
Properties
held for
sale

Trading
properties

Investment
properties

Properties
held for
sale

2

11,970

193,626

-

1,265

60,970

(2)

(12,205)

(189,890)

-

(1,285)

(60,557)

-

(171)

(3,565)

-

(39)

(612)

Total cost of sales and sales charges

(2)

(12,376)

(193,455)

-

(1,324)

(61,169)

Profit/(loss) on properties disposals

0

(406)

171

-

(59)

(199)

Book value of properties sold
Brokerage costs and transaction costs (*)

(*)	This item for 2016 includes 18 thousand Euro of costs for sales made in previous years.
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6.6.6 Financial income and charges
Description (Euro thousands)
Financial income on bank current accounts and time deposits

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

33

142

Other financial income

121

156

Total financial income

154

298

(14,641)

(11,818)

(1,273)

(835)

Financial charges on mortgage loans
Financial charges on other loans
Financial charges of bonds

(26,833)

(25,859)

Financial charges of convertible bonds

(3,049)

(8,846)

Spreads paid for interest rate derivatives

(3,843)

(5,979)

Medium/long-term financial charges - monetary portion

(49,639)

(53,337)

Financial charges on mortgage loans

(3,120)

(1,979)

Financial charges of bonds

(1,742)

(1,619)

Financial charges of convertible bonds

(4,750)

(8,895)

(769)

878

(10,381)

(11,615)

Charges for reversing to the Profit and Loss Account the Cash Flow Hedge Reserve exceeding spreads
paid

Long-term financial charges - non-monetary portion
Financial charges for short-term borrowings - monetary portion
Fees for non-use of loans (related to medium-long and short-term borrowings)
Ineffective portion of the changes in the fair value of derivative instruments
Change in the fair value of the bond conversion options
Costs of new derivative instruments

Change in the fair value of derivative instruments immediately recognised to the profit and loss
account
Financial charges corresponding to the reversal of "Cash Flow Hedge" reserves for derivatives early
closed and related costs
Financial charges for the early repayment of loans
Financial charges related to property sales

Financial charges related to property sales and for the early closing of loans and derivatives
Other financial charges

(729)

(856)

(1,518)

(798)

(626)

(3,188)

(27,344)

57,748

-

-

(27,970)

54,560

2,188

(31,743)

(17,926)

(6,516)

(65)

(298)

(15,803)

(38,557)

(40)

(25)

16,943

13,044

Total financial expenses

(89,137)

(37,584)

Total

(88,983)

(37,286)

Capitalised borrowing costs

6.6.7 Income and charges from associates and other companies
31.12.2017

31.12.2016

20

1,700

-

-

Write-downs of investments in associates

(700)

(35)

Total income/(charges) from investments in associates

(680)

1,665

Write-downs of investments in other companies

(705)

(2,410)

-

(314)

139

-

(566)

(2,724)

(Euro thousands)
Write-ups of investments in associates
Capital gains on sale of investment in associates

Capital Loss from the liquidation of Real Estate Funds
Write-ups of investment in other companies
Total income / (charges) from investments in other companies
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6.6.8 Taxes
31.12.2016

Current taxes

(2,504)

(3,348)

Deferred tax liabilities

10,821

448

Deferred tax assets

(2,736)

(3,436)

Total taxes for the year (current and deferred)

5,581

(6,336)

Recalculation of current taxes for previous years

(1,389)

62

Reassessment deferred taxes (assets and liabilities) recognised in
previous years

(4,856)

207

Total income and expenses for recalculation of taxes of previous
years

(6,245)

269

(664)

(6,067)

Total taxes
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31.12.2017

(Euro thousands)

Current taxes and deferred taxes for the year are detailed in the following table.
(Euro thousands)

Taxes (net of the portion related to the deferred tax)

Balance as at 31.12.2017

Balance as at 31.12.2016

IRES

IRAP

Total

IRES

(511)

(1,993)

(2,504)

(2,956)

IRAP

Total

(392)

(3,348)

Pre-paid taxes for:
- tax losses

(2,540)

-

(2,540)

(3,363)

-

(3,363)

- costs not deducted

(183)

(13)

(196)

(65)

(8)

(73)

Total pre-paid taxes

(2,723)

(13)

(2,736)

(3,428)

(8)

(3,436)

9,335

1,486

10,821

714

(253)

461

-

-

-

(11)

(2)

(13)

Total deferred taxes

9,335

1,486

10,821

703

(255)

448

General total

6,101

(520)

5,581

(5,681)

(655)

(6,336)

Deferred taxes for:
- differences between accounting and tax value of properties
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- untaxed income

The following table shows the reconciliation between the IRES theoretical rate and the effective tax
rate, calculated taking into account also the deferred taxation and considering an IRES tax burden
totalling 6,101 thousand Euro:
2017

(Euro thousands)
Result from tax-exempt operations before taxes deriving from SIIQ/SIINQ
regimes
Result from tax-exempt operations before taxes deriving from SICAF regime

Rate %

82,954

2016

Rate %

129,006

60,567

0

Result from taxable operations before taxes

(41,343)

36,346

Aggregate accounting result before taxes

102,178

24.00%

165,352

27.50%

24,523

24.00%

45,472

27.50%

(34,445)

(33.71%)

(35,477)

(21.46%)

224

0.22%

255

0.15%

(1,125)

(1.10%)

(140)

(0.08%)

Theoretical IRES
Income from tax-exempt operations
IMU
Interest non-deducted in previous years which became deductible in 2017
Write-downs and losses of receivables
Write-downs/write-ups of trading properties
Capital gains taxed for entering the special regime SIINQ
Income and charges from subsidiaries/associates

509

0.50%

201

0.12%

1,232

1.21%

1,922

1.16%

157

0.15%

0

0.00%

(125)

(0.12%)

(1,409)

(0.85%)

IRAP/ACE deduction

(24)

(0.02%)

(182)

(0.11%)

Tax loss carried forward (for which non prepaid taxes were recognised)

162

0.16%

(7,579)

(4.58%)

Consolidation adjustments and other non-deductible costs
Total effective taxes

2,811

2.75%

2,617

1.58%

(6,101)

(5.97%)

5,681

3.44%

6.6.9 Earnings (loss) per share
For both years under comparison, as required by IAS 33 “Earnings per share”, the Statement of profit/
(loss) indicates the basic and diluted earnings/ (losses) per share in relation to the Group’s net profit/
(loss) for the year, attributable to holders of ordinary Parent Company equities.
For the above purpose, the basic profit (loss) per share was calculated by comparing the net result for
the period attributable to the Group, with the weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding
during the year.
The average of shares, for the purposes of calculating diluted earnings per share, is calculated by
adding to the weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding during the year, used to

calculate the basic earnings per share, the weighted average of any potential additional ordinary
shares, with dilution effects, considered as converted into ordinary shares from the beginning of the
year or from their subsequent issue date.
The net profit (loss) for the period used for calculating diluted earnings per share is, consequently,
adjusted for the charges (net of the relevant tax effect) pertaining to the year relating to financial
instruments to which the potential additional ordinary shares (with dilutive effect) correspond, since
these charges would not have occurred in the assumption of conversion of these potential shares.
It is specified that potential ordinary shares outstanding are considered as having a dilutive effect
only when their conversion into ordinary shares has the effect of reducing earnings per share or
increasing the loss per share.
As shown in the table below, potential ordinary shares outstanding in the two financial years
compared, while they did not generate dilutive effects for 2017, led to a dilutive effect of the profit
(loss) for 2016.
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2016 FY

85,634

158,815

Group Net result for the year adjusted fro the purpose of calculating the diluted earnings per
share (Euro thousand)

85,634

123,168

Weighted average of ordinary shares outstanding during the year

2,268,631,803

2,268,523,421

Weighted average of ordinary shares during the year for the purposes of diluted earnings
per share

2,268,631,803

2,878,261,327

Basic earnings (loss) per share

0.03775

0.07000

Dilutes earnings (loss) per share

0.03775

0.04279

7 DISPUTES AND POTENTIAL LIABILITIES
Civil litigations
Litigations against Bankrupt of Magazzini Darsena S.p.A., the Bankrupt Darsena F.M. S.r.l.
and Partxco S.p.A.
As of 2010, Beni Stabili initiated numerous litigations with the competent trial courts in order to
be acknowledged as having the right to obtain payment of the rental income not paid by the tenant
Magazzini Darsena S.p.A., and by its sub-tenant Darsena FM S.r.l., in relation to the shopping mall
called Darsena City located in Ferrara.
Moreover, a claim for arbitration was filed by Beni Stabili with the Milan Arbitration Chamber, for
ascertainment of the legitimacy to obtain an adjustment reducing the sale price paid to the seller
Magazzini Darsena S.p.A. for the purchase of the aforementioned Shopping Mall, together with
ascertainment of the obligation of Magazzini Darsena S.p.A., Darsena F.M. S.r.l. and the parent
company Partxco S.p.A. (the latter two as jointly liable) to pay future rental income and the penalty
already accrued due to failure to deliver a further part of the Shopping Mall. On 8 July 2013, this
arbitration ended with the lodging of the award by the Arbitration Court, which primarily ordered
(i) Partxco S.p.A. to pay 12.5 million Euro by way of compensation due to non-payment of rent, (ii)
Magazzini Darsena S.p.A. and Partxco S.p.A. to pay 16 million Euro by way of penalty due to the delay
in delivering property “B” and (iii) Magazzini Darsena S.p.A., Darsena FM S.r.l. and Partxco S.p.A.
to pay 2.5 million Euro by way of a price adjustment to property “A” (an amount that Beni Stabili
had already collected through by enforcing the bank guarantee issued by the counterparties for this
purpose and mentioned below).
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2017 FY
Group Net result for the year (Euro thousand)

Beni Stabili, together with the co-owner of the shopping mall IGD S.p.A. SIIQ, had also presented
the claims of declaration of bankruptcy of the companies involved in order to obtain, as soon as
possible, the availability of the business conducted in the shopping mall. These proceedings were
then concluded, following the release of the arbitration award, with the declaration of bankruptcy
(in July 2013) of Magazzini Darsena S.p.A. and Darsena FM S.r.l..
Following the aforementioned declaration of bankruptcy, in October 2013, Beni Stabili reached an
agreement with the bankruptcy receiver of Magazzini Darsena S.p.A. and Darsena FM S.r.l. - in
which the parent company Partxco did not participate, at the time not being subject to bankruptcy
proceedings - as a partial settlement, under which it obtained the return of the property from
Magazzini Darsena, purchased the firm (with the relating commercial licenses) from Darsena
FM S.r.l. and resolved the preliminary agreement for the purchase of the adjacent building called
“property B” and its related contracts: it also obtained the final acceptance by Magazzini Darsena
Notes to the consolidated financial statements
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S.p.A. of the price reduction of 2.5 million Euro for the sale of the “property A”.
As part of the mentioned transaction, Beni Stabili did not waive all the receivables accrued until the
declaration of bankruptcy and recognised by the judgements passed as a result of the judgements
undertaken with regard to the bankrupt companies that therefore were almost entirely admitted to
bankruptcy proceedings.
In June 2014, Partxco S.p.A. appealed the arbitration award issued in 2013 to the Court of Appeals
of Milan. In October 2015, the Milan Court of Appeals issued the appeal proceedings by accepting
the objection raised by Beni Stabili. Subsequently, in February 2016, Partxco S.p.A. (meanwhile
bankrupt) notified an appeal to the Court of Cassation. Beni Stabili has served and filed its statement
of defence.
The next hearing has been scheduled in the Council Chamber for 14 February 2018.
It must also be remembered that Beni Stabili collected the sum of 1,194 thousand Euro in 2015 and
a further sum of 335 thousand Euro in February 2016 from the Bankruptcy of FM Darsena.

Arbitration Procedure against the Pension Fund for Employees of the Banca Commerciale
Italiana in liquidation - Comit Fund
In April 2017, the Pension Fund of the Banca Commerciale Italiana in liquidation (Comit Fund) notified
Beni Stabili S.p.A. of an Arbitration Application (at the Milan Arbitration Chamber) whereby it was
required to repay the sum of 55,163 thousand Euro, that is the amount paid by the Fund itself (and in
the same amount also by Beni Stabili) for the transaction reached by Beni Stabili and the Comit Fund
with the Revenue Agency regarding the tax dispute generated by the sale (in 2006) of the shares of
the company “Immobiliare Fortezza S.r.l.”, into which all the real estate portfolio of the Comit Fund
was transferred.
Beni Stabili entered in the procedure by filing a response wit cross-complaint in which, in addition to
challenging the opposing claims (on the assumption, in synthesis, that in this case are not applicable
the provisions of Art. 1475 of the Italian Civil Code which govern the cost of sale), also claimed, in
turn, the repayment by the Comit Fund of the portion paid by the Beni Stabili of the same amount.
The above considering (again briefly) that in the case under review, what is envisaged by Art. 1298
of the Italian Civil Code (internal relations between debtors or solidary creditors) which, for various
reasons discussed in the deed of incorporation, would lead to identify the Fund as party subjecting
to all liabilities in order to safeguard the economic balance agreed between the Parties at the time
of the conclusion of the transaction and to avoid an unfair enrichment of the Fund to the detriment
of Beni Stabili.
Subsequently, the Court of Arbitration was established and at the first hearing of 23 November 2017
a postponement was made to the hearing of 26 February 2018 for the filing of additional briefs.

Because of this and taking into account the opinion of the solicitor assisting the Company, it is
believed that although from the outcome of the Arbitration a liability could arise for Beni Stabili, and
so it is considered possible, it is to be considered as not probable and therefore no provision for risks
was set aside in the financial statements.

Tax litigations and assessments
The main tax disputes in which companies of the Group are involved are summarised below. It must
be noted that during this period no Company has undergone tax audits.

Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ - IRES assessment notices related to interest expense on mortgages
loans for alleged violation of Art. 96 TUIR - 2008, 2009 and 2010 tax periods
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dispute brought forth following receipt of the assessment notices with which the Tax Authority
(Agenzia delle Entrate) had deemed as non-deductible, pursuant to Art. 96 of the TUIR (Income Tax
Consolidation Act), interest payable for the 2008, 2009 and 2010 tax periods.
The agreement was finalised with the request for a total IRES of 1,145 thousand Euro, plus penalties
and interest and the consequent right to reimbursement of 1,823 thousand Euro (registered as
tax receivables in these Financial Statements), equal to the amount paid while proceedings are in
progress, net of the sums due as a result of the judicial conciliation.
The above dispute is therefore definitively closed.

Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ - Notice of assessment concerning to the sale of the investment in
Telemaco Immobiliare S.p.A.
In 2007, Sviluppi Immobiliari S.p.A. (merged by incorporation into Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ) received
a notice of assessment requesting a higher IRAP tax of 2,710 thousand Euro, plus penalties and
interest, for the alleged non-taxation of the capital gain realised, in the tax period 2002, from the
disposal of its interest in Telemaco Immobiliare S.p.A.. An appeal was filed against this notice of
assessment with the Provincial Tax Commission and the Regional Tax Commission of Lazio, both of
which confirmed the claims of the Tax Authority. Against the ruling issued by the judges of second
instance, supported by motivations with profiles of illegitimacy and groundlessness, the Company
filed an appeal with the Supreme Court of Cassation, which will be discussed in the hearing set for
next 27 February 2018.
In light of the particular and specific consistency of the legal arguments in support of the Company’s
reasons before the judges on the legitimacy and the consequent possibility that the current negative
position be radically revised following the outcome of the third instance appeal, and also considering
the tax advice received, it is believed that the emergence of a definitive liability may be considered
in any case not probable, with the consequent right to reimbursement of the amount paid pending
judgemet (equal to 6,178 thousand Euro and recorded under tax receivables).

Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ - Notice of settlement in relation to the acquisition of the investment
in Montenero S.r.l.
In 2009, the Milan Tax Authority served Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ, with a notice of settlement for the
purposes of registration tax, related to the acquisition of the investment in Montenero S.r.l.. The
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In December, Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ established, through a judicial settlement agreement, the

Tax Authority (Agenzia delle Entrate) saw fit to requalified the transaction as a single contract
concerning the direct sale of the business unit operating in the Montenero di Bisaccia shopping
centre, with the consequent request for payment as a “complementary tax” of about 400 thousand
Euro, plus interest and penalties.
The Company’s appeal was upheld by the Provincial Tax Commission of Milan, with a ruling
confirmed at the appellate level. The appeal before the Court of Cassation is still pending; we are
awaiting to be notified the date for the hearing.
The claims of the Tax Authority, also on the basis of the fiscal opinions acquired, are considered
illegitimate and the occurrence of a definitive liability following the outcome of the proceedings,
although possible, is considered unlikely.

Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ - IRES tax notice of assessment - 2005 tax period
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Following a tax audit relating to the 2005 tax period, the Tax Authority (Agenzia delle Entrate) issued
two notices of assessment, with which it challenged the use of previous tax losses, (as part of the
Tax Consolidation of Beni Stabili Group) requiring a higher tax of 341 thousand Euro, plus penalties
and interest. Against the above mentioned notices of assessment, proceedings are still in progress
at the Court of Cassation.
In light of the objective anomaly represented by the contradictory nature of the rulings issued on
an identical case, as well as the reasons given by the Company in the trials, it seems reasonable to
assume that the occurrence of a liability is not probable.

Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ - Notice of assessment IRES and VAT - 2011 tax periods
Following a tax audit of a general nature for the 2011 tax period, immediately in 2015, on 29 November
2016, the Tax Authority (Agenzia delle Entrate) notified two tax assessments with which it required
the payment of higher IRES and VAT taxes for 3,378 thousand Euro, plus penalties and interest.
The total of disputes for taxes and pecuniary penalties therefore amounts to approximately 6,743
thousand Euro (to which interest accrued in the meantime must be added).
The checks mainly concern the contingent assets that, in the opinion of the Tax Authority (Agenzia
delle Entrate), the Company should have taxed following the definitive non-conversion into capital
of part of the Convertible Bond issued in 2006 and expired in 2011. In particular, the presumed
contingent assets would consist of the portion of interest expense recorded in the Statement of
profit/(loss) in the years 2009 and 2010 in application of the so-called amortized cost method, which
relate to the equity component attributable to the option implicit to each of the bonds redeemed on
maturity of the loan, which were not therefore converted into shares of the Company. These interest
expenses have never been deducted by the Company, as exceeding the maximum threshold set by
Art. 96 of the TUIR.
On 27 January 2017, the Company appealed to the Provincial Tax Commission of Rome; the date for
the hearing is pending.
The claims of the Tax Authorities, also on the basis of the fiscal opinions acquired, are considered
illegitimate and the occurrence of a definitive liability following the outcome of the proceedings,
although possible, is considered unlikely, with the consequent right to reimbursement of the sums
paid pending judgment (totalling 1,334 thousand Euro and recorded under tax receivables).

8 COMMITMENTS
Except for the matters described below, as at 31 December 2017, there were no significant
contractual risks and commitments other than those covered by standard guarantees given by the
Group in relation to property sales and investment disposals.
In particular, note the commitment undertaken by Beni Stabili Group in the context of the agreement
signed with Telecom Italia S.p.A. in 2015, to perform, within a period of 3/5 years, redevelopment
works for 37.8 million Euro on properties leased to the Telecom itself (of which 7.4 million Euro were
already executed at 31 December 2017).
It must also be noted that in the context of the merger of Beni Stabili Gestioni S.p.A. SGR into
Investire S.p.A. SGR, shareholders of the merged companies have signed agreements of mutual
guarantees on some elements taken as a reference for the assessment of the economic capital of
and with reference to guaranteeing commissions flows from a Real Estate Fund managed by Beni
Stabili Gestioni S.p.A. SGR, Beni Stabili Group has issued a guarantee of maximum 5.3 million Euro
which, from information received, has now been reduced to 2.1 million Euro. The agreement actually
has maturity at 31 December 2018.
With reference, instead, to the Group’s investment in a Development Fund managed by Investire SGR,
it is worth mentioning the commitment made to the Fund to acquire from the latter properties for a
maximum amount of approximately 7.9 million Euro, to be accomplished only if certain conditions
do not occur related to the achievement of the objectives set in the initiative’s business plan.
With reference to urbanisation costs related to the development of the Garibaldi complex, it must
be noted that at the end of 2011, for purposes of issuing the building permit, the Municipality of
Milan quantified as a total 24.3 million Euro charges for primary and secondary urbanisation and
standard monetisation. The agreements between the Municipality and the ownership have provided
that this commitment was to be fulfilled by Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ, in addition to cash payments,
also by disposal (completed in 2014) of the area in Via Elio Vittorini, Milan, after the demolition of the
building standing on that area and the construction of a public park on the same area. In this context,
it is recalled the agreement reached with Ferrovie dello Stato Italiane S.p.A. (seller of the Garibaldi
real estate complex), according to which this company contributed, for an amount of 6 million Euro,
to the costs incurred. Following the sale of the aforementioned areas, obligations in respect of the
Municipality have been substantially discharged, only the verification of any final adjustments (in
respect of which contacts are underway) with the Municipality are currently pending.
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the business complexes that were integrated. In particular, in the context of the above agreement

With reference, instead, to development initiatives in progress (for which reference must be made
to the matters explained in the Management Report), a table summarising the estimated projects
cost to complete each initiatives (updated on the date of publication of this Financial Statements) is
presented below, making a distinction between what has been already achieved and the commitment
to future expenditure.
Total estimated
project cost (*)

Portion
corresponding
to what has
already been
achieved

Portion
corresponding
to what must be
achieved in the
coming years

Expected
completion

279.1

56.7

222.4

2022

Area in Milan, via Schievano

65.2

5.9

59.3

2019-2020

Turin, c.so Ferrucci

(Euro millions)

Project Symbiosis
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29.5

19.2

10.3

2017-2019

Milan, via Colonna 4-6

5.0

3.9

1.1

2018

Milan, Piazza Monte Titano 10

7.9

4.9

3.0

2018

12.4

2.6

9.8

2018

399.1

93.2

305.9

Milan, via Principe Amedeo
Total cost of projects underway

(*) Includes charges of urbanization, reclamations, construction costs and technical expenses.

9 TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN BENI STABILI GROUP COMPANIES, WITH THE
PARENT COMPANY AND WITH RELATED PARTIES
Relations between Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ and its subsidiaries, directly or indirectly, are mainly of a
financial nature and consist of correspondent current account or issue of guarantees, in the interest
of subsidiaries and in favour of their counterparties, in the context of financial transactions in which
they have entered into.
In addition to the aforementioned transactions, Beni Stabili S.p.A SIIQ has granted some loans to
subsidiaries, interest bearing at a rate currently defined on a half-yearly basis to take into account
changes in the cost of funding for the financing company. Information on intercompany loans
outstanding at 31 December 2017 is as follows:
•		to Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. (as incorporating of Sviluppo Ripamonti S.r.l.) for the financing
of the development initiative of Milan - Ripamonti (Symbiosis), a loan (of the original maximum
amount of 150,000 thousand Euro), with an annual capitalisation of interest and settlement
in a single payment at the expiry date. At 31 December 2017, the financed amount(including
accrued interest) amounted to 130,516 thousand Euro (of which 4,912 thousand Euro is for
interest accrued in 2017);
• to Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. (as incorporating of B.S. Immobiliare 5 S.r.l.) for the financing
of the development initiative of Milan - via Schievano/Santander: i) a loan (of the original
amount of 21,000 thousand Euro), with an annual capitalisation of interest and settlement in
a single payment at the expiry date. At 31 December 2017, the financed amount (including
accrued interest) amounted to 26,409 thousand Euro (of which 1,067 thousand Euro for interest
accrued in 2017); ii) a loan (of the original amount of 30,000 thousand Euro), with an annual

capitalisation of interest and settlement in a single payment upon expiry of the latter. At 31
December, 2017, the amount financed (including accrued interest) to 5,367 thousand Euro of
Euro (of which 200 thousand Euro for interest accrued in 2017);
• to Beni Stabili Development S.p.A., a loan (of the original amount of 16,500 thousand Euro),
with an annual capitalisation of interest and settlement in a single payment at the expiry date.
At 31 December, 2017, the amount financed (including accrued interest) amounted to 17,667
thousand Euro (of which 659 thousand Euro is for interest accrued in 2017).
To complete the above description, it must be noted that in the month of March 2017 the subsidiary Beni
Stabili Retail S.r.l. repaid in advance, the loan to it granted by Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ, which was interestbearing (which can be capitalised on 31 December of each year) at a fixed rate. The amount of this loan
at the settlement date, including accrued interest, was 542 thousand Euro.
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amounting to 3,978 thousand Euro, bearing interest at the three-month Euribor rate, plus a spread,
to be settled in arrears (interest accrued at 31 December 2017 equal to 27 thousand Euro).
Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ and some of its subsidiaries are also engaged in trade relations referred
to property leases and property, legal, administrative and financial services, as well as staff
secondment. The aforementioned transactions are settled at market conditions.
Specifically, with reference to property leases, note that as at 31 December 2017 the following
contracts were in place between Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ and a number of its subsidiaries and
associates:
•		with R.G.D. Gestioni S.r.l.: i) a contract for the lease of real estate units of the “Il Ducale”
shopping centre in Beinasco (TO), expiring on 31 December, 2017 (automatically renewable
for another 6 years unless cancelled); ii) a contract for the lease of real estate units of the
“Le Fornaci” shopping centre in Vigevano (PV), expiring on 31 December, 2018 (renewable
for another 6 years unless cancelled); iii) a contract for the lease of commercial units of the
property located in Milan, via Dante n. 7, expiring in December 2022 (automatically renewable
for a further six years unless terminated). The aforementioned three contracts provide for a
variable rent based on the turnover achieved by sub-leasing the property units and the related
businesses to third parties (which for the year 2017 amounted to 2,956 thousand Euro);
•		with B.S. Attività Commerciali 1 S.r.l., a contract for the lease of some real estate units
located in Milan, Galleria del Corso with a duration of 8 years, starting from January 2016
(automatically renewable for a further 6 years unless cancelled) and a variable rent in of the
turnover realised by sub-leasing the property units and the related businesses to third parties
(for the year 2017 the fee was equal to 617 thousand Euro);
•		with B.S. Attività Commerciali 2 S.r.l., a contract for the lease of some real estate units
located in Milan, Galleria del Corso with a duration of 8 years, starting from January 2016
(automatically renewable for a further 6 years unless cancelled) and a variable rent in of the
turnover realised by sub-leasing the property units and the related businesses to third parties
(for the year 2017 the fee was equal to 3,052 thousand Euro);
•		with Real Estate Solution & Tecnology S.r.l. (a company 20% owned by Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ)
a sub-lease contract for some real estate units located in Rome, via Piemonte n. 38, expiring
on 31 October, 2023 (renewable for 6 years unless cancelled) and a rent for 2017, amounting
to 19 thousand Euro (which can be revalued from year to year);
• with Revalo S.p.A. (a company 100% owned by Beni Stabili): a lease agreement of some real
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It must also be noted that Imser Securitisation 2 S.r.l. has granted to Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ a loan

estate units located in Milan, via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 10. During the year, following the
change in rented units, the previously existing contract was terminated and replaced by a new
7-year contract, starting from July 2017 (automatically renewable for a further 6 years unless
cancelled), with an initial six month free-rent period. The rent for the year 2017 amounted to 82
thousand Euro (plus ancillary costs);
It must be noted that in January 2017, a free-use agreement of some additional real estate units
in the same location was signed;
•		with B.S. Engineering S.r.l. a lease agreement of some real estate units located in Milan,
via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 10. During the year, following the change in rented units, the
previously existing contract was terminated and replaced by a new 7-year contract, starting
from July 2017 (renewable for 6 years unless terminated). The rent for the year 2017 amounted
to 133 thousand Euro (plus ancillary costs);
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•		with Central Sicaf S.p.A. property lease agreement of some real estate units located in Milan,
via Amedei n. 8, effective from 1st April 2017 to 31 March 2024 (renewable for 6 years unless
cancelled) with an initial six-month free rent period. The rent for the year 2017 amounted to
41 thousand Euro (plus ancillary costs).
In addition to the above, it must be noted that:
•		Revalo S.p.A. provides property management services in favour of some Group companies,
whose consideration for the year 2017 amounted to 2,692 thousand Euro (3,054 thousand Euro
for 2016);
•		as a result of the merger by incorporation of Sviluppo Ripamonti S.r.l. into Beni Stabili
Development S.p.A. (now named as Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. SIINQ) and of the change in
strategy adopted by the latter with respect to its investment policy, with the exercise of the entry
option into the SIINQ regime, the preliminary sales and purchase agreement for future assets
that had been signed in previous years between Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ and Sviluppo Ripamonti
S.r.l., with regard to a building and a portion of the attached garage, under construction as part
of the development project called “Progetto Symbiosis”, has been resolved.
It must be pointed out that Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ exercised, together with the majority of its
subsidiaries directly or indirectly, the Group taxation option.
With respect to relations between Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ and the parent company Foncière des
Régions S.A., it must be noted that:
• Foncière des Régions S.A. provides Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ consulting services whose cost for
the year 2017 amounted to 881 thousand Euro (490 thousand Euro for the whole of 2016);
• a contract is in place to regulate a centralised treasury relationship with the parent (cash
pooling), which however has not yet been implemented at 31 December 2017;
• Foncière des Régions S.A. has approved the assignment of free shares in favour of some
employees of Beni Stabili Group. In particular, as at 31 December, Foncière des Régions
S.A. free shares assigned to the Group employees (in service on that date). These shares will
be made available, subject to the permanence of the employment relationship, in various
tranches over the years 2016-2019. It is specified that for above assignments the Group will
pay Foncière des Régions S.A. (in annual tranches) a payment equal to the fair value, of the
assigned instruments on the date of attribution to the beneficiaries. The total cost recorded in
the Statement of profit/(loss) in 2017 for the free share plans assigned by Foncière des Régions
S.A. to employees of Beni Stabili Group, amounted to 482 thousand Euro.

It must be pointed out that Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ is subject to management and coordination by the
parent company Foncière des Régions S.A., based in Metz (France). For an adequate and complete
understanding of the equity and financial position of Foncière des Régions S.A. and of the Foncière des
Régions Group as at 31 December 2017, as well as the economic result achieved by the company and
the Group in the financial year ended on that date, please refer to the separate financial statements
and consolidated financial statements of Foncière des Régions S.A. and the reports of the relevant
governing bodies, as available on the parent company web site.
With reference to related-party transactions, note that:
i. on 3 July 2017 Beni Stabili sold to Luxottica S.p.A. a 11,705 sq. m. office building, located in via San
Nicolao, Milan, at a price of 114,550 thousand Euro. The price of the property is higher than the
appraisal value at 31 December 2016, with an exit yield of 4.2% against a residual duration of the
lease of approximately 4 years.
controlled by a Director of Beni Stabili SIIQ. Considering the value of the transaction, the latter
must be understood as a “transaction of greater significance”, pursuant to the Procedure adopted
by the Company and the relevant regulations applicable to related party matters. At the same
time, considering the nature of “ordinary transaction” (pursuant to the aforementioned Procedure
and regulation), the Company made use of the relevant exclusion case envisaged by the regulation
itself. The proposal of the transaction was submitted to the Board of Directors on 3 May 2017,
which considered it to be in line with the market;
ii. between Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ and the Luxottica S.p.A. Group there was a lease contract for the
Milan - Piazza S. Nicolao property, which, as mentioned above, was sold to the same group on 3
July 2017. The aforesaid contract was signed in 2014 and had a duration of 7 years and 5 months
(renewable for a further 6 years) and an annual rent of 5,400 thousand Euro. The transaction was
a “related-party transaction” and “of greater significance” pursuant to the Procedure adopted by
the Company and the relevant regulations applicable to related parties, although it was an ordinary
transaction and, as such, was not subject to the application of the relevant procedural rules. On 15
April 2014, the proposed transaction was submitted to the Board of Directors, which considered it
to be in line with the market;
iii. between Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ and Partimmo S.r.l. (a company indirectly controlled by Mr.
Leonardo Del Vecchio) there are two lease contracts concerning some real estate portions of
the property located in Milan - Piazza San Fedele, signed in 2014 and with a duration of 4 and 6
years respectively and currently with an annual fee of 55 thousand Euro and 91 thousand Euro,
respectively, in line with market rents. The subscription of the above contracts, by virtue of their
value, has been classified as a “minor” but “ordinary” transaction pursuant to the Procedure
adopted by the Company and the relevant regulations applicable to related parties and, as such,
not subject to the application of the relevant procedural rules.
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	The transaction is configured as a related-party transaction, as Luxottica Group S.p.A. is a company

10 REMUNERATION PAID TO THE AUDIT FIRM
The Consolidated Financial Statements of the Beni Stabili Group were audited by Mazars S.p.A.
(assignment conferred upon them by the Shareholders’ Meeting of Beni Stabili on 10 December
2015).
The table below summarises the cost for the audit of the 2017 Financial Statements of both the
Parent Company and the subsidiaries.

Notes to the consolidated financial statements
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Type of services
(Euro thousands)

Entity providing the
service

Recipient

Audit

EY S.p.A.

Parent Company

220

Audit

EY S.p.A.

Subsidaries

173

Total

31.12.2017

393

In addition to the above, it must be noted that during 2017, other tasks relating to additional activities
with respect to the statutory accounting audit were transferred to EY S.p.A. and in particular: i) some
agreed procedures to support the verification of specific accounting data for the correct fulfilments
of certain legal requirements; ii) some checks on the accounting data of Central Sicaf S.p.A.
which became necessary in the context of the sale of 40% of the shareholding of this company;
iii) activities related to the issue of Comfort letters in the context of the issuance of a new bond.
The total consideration attributable to these assets amounted to 181 thousand Euro (of which 116
thousand Euro were recorded as a reduction of financial payables in application of the “depreciated
cost” method).

Annexes

Certification pursuant to the provisions of Art. 154-bis of Italian Legislative Decree
no. 58 of 24 February 1998 and of Art. 81-ter of Consob Regulation no. 11971 of 14 May,
1999 and subsequent amendments and additions
Annexe no. 1 to the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements as
at 31.12.2017

The undersigned Christophe Kullmann and Barbara Pivetta, respectively as managing director
and manager in charge of drafting the corporate accounting documents of Beni Stabili S.p.A.
SIIQ (REIT), hereby certify, also taking into account the provisions of Art. 154-bis, paragraphs
3 and 4, of Italian Legislative Decree no. 58 of 24 February 1998:
Annexes
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- the adequacy, in relation to the characteristics of the Beni Stabili Group and
- the effective application of the administrative and accounting procedures for drafting the
Consolidated Financial Statements for the 2017 financial year.
It is also certified that:
(1) the Consolidated Financial Statements:
a) have been prepared in compliance with the applicable international accounting standards
recognised in the European Community pursuant to Regulation (EC) no. 1606/2002 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 19 July 2002;
b) corresponds to the results of the books and accounting records;
c) are suitable to provide a truthful and correct representation of the economic, and financial
standing of Gruppo Beni Stabili;
(2) the report on operations includes a reliable analysis of the performance and results of
operations, as well as the situation of the Beni Stabili Group, together with a description of the
main risks and uncertainties to which the Group is exposed.
06 February 2018
The Managing Director

The manager in charge of drafting

(Christophe Kullmann)

the corporate accounting documents
(Barbara Pivetta)

List of Companies included in the scope of consolidation
Annexe no. 2 to the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements as at 31.12.2017
Name

% of
shares
held

Registered office

Share
capital (in
Euro)

Consolidation

Activities carried out

Notes

Subsidiaries:
From Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ
100

Rome - via Piemonte n. 38

520,000

Line-by-line

Intragroup financial
investments

Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. SIINQ

100

Milan - via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 10

120,000

Line-by-line

Real Estate

B.S. Attività Commerciali 1 S.r.l.

100

Milan - via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 10

10,000

Line-by-line

Real Estate

B.S. Attività Commerciali 2 S.r.l.

100

Milan - via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 10

10,000

Line-by-line

Real Estate

B.S. Attività Commerciali 3 S.r.l.

100

Milan - via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 10

10,000

Line-by-line

Real Estate

B.S. Immobiliare 9 S.p.A. SIINQ

100

Milan - via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 10

120,000

Line-by-line

Real Estate

R.G.D. Gestioni S.r.l.

100

Milan - via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 10

10,000

Line-by-line

Real Estate

RDG Ferrara 2013 S.r.l.

50

Rome - via Piemonte n. 38

100,000

Equity method

Real Estate

Central Sicaf S.p.A.

60

Milan - via Amedei n. 8

50,006,728

Line-by-line

Real Estate

Beni Stabili Retail S.r.l. in liquidation

55

Milan - via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 10

10,000

Line-by-line

Real Estate

Beni Stabili Real Estate Advisory S.r.l.

100

Rome - via Piemonte n. 38

10,000

Line-by-line

Real Estate Services

B.S. Engineering S.r.l.

100

Milan - via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 10

110,000

Line-by-line

Real Estate Services

Imser Securitisation S.r.l.

100

Milan - via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 10

10,000

Line-by-line

Law 130/99

Imser Securitisation 2 S.r.l.

100

Milan - via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 10

10,000

Line-by-line

Law 130/99

Revalo S.p.A.

100

Rome - via di Santa Teresa n. 35

1,800,000

Line-by-line

Real Estate Services

From B.S. 7 S.p.A.

(1)

During the 2017 financial year Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. (now named Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. SIINQ) merged by
incorporation the companies Beni Stabili Development Milano Greenway S.p.A., Sviluppo Ripamonti S.r.l. e B.S. Immobiliare 5
S.r.l.. These companies were consolidated on a line-by-line basis as at 31 December 2016.

(1)
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B.S.7 S.p.A.

Statement of reconciliation between the Shareholders’ Equity and the Profit (loss) for the
year of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ and Shareholder’s Equity and Consolidated Profit (loss) of
the Group
Annexe no. 3 to the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements as at 31.12.2017
Capital and
Reserves

Results

Equity

1,793,355

44,364

1,837,719

(15,330)

51,615

36,285

Effect of the sale to third parties of 40% Central
Sicaf S.p.A.

(922)

(7,337)

(8,259)

Valuation of associates with the equity method
(and related tax effect)

2,215

(1,339)

876

Consolidated adjustment of free share plans
(FdR shares)

(258)

60

(198)

Consolidated adjustment of the properties in
Milan, via Cornaggia and via Amedei (offices of
the Group companies)

2,230

(891)

1,339

Consolidated adjustment of the Symbiosis
project

3,960

373

4,333

Other consolidated adjustments of properties
(Vigevano, Beinasco, MI - Galleria del Corso and
via Dante)

5,334

(734)

4,600

607

(477)

130

1,791,191

85,634

1,876,825

(Euro thousands)
Financial statements of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ
as at 31 December 2017
Results of previous years and of the years of
subsidiaries

Annexes
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Other minor consolidation adjustments
Consolidated financial statements of the Group
as at 31 December 2017

Independent
Auditors’ Report

Independent Auditor’s Report

Independent Auditors’ Report
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Separate
Financial
Statements
at 31 December 2017
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SHAREHOLDERS AND MARKET PERFORMANCE

52.4% Foncière des Régions

5.7% Crédit Agricole S.A.
41.9% Market
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Source: Beni Stabili Spa SIIQ - http://www.benistabili.it/Azienda.aspx?prd=1474&lng=0

The Company’s shareholders structure is made up of Foncière des Régions with a 52.4% interest and
Crédit Agricole S.A. with a 5.7% interest, while the free float stands at 41.9%.
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Source: Bloomberg; data as of 31 December, 2017

In 2017, the Beni Stabili share recorded an extremely positive performance equal to +38.7%, compared
to +11.7% of the FTSE MIB index and 7.6% of the EPRA index. As at 31 December 2017, the share
price was equal to 0.771 Euro.

RELEVANT EVENTS OF THE YEAR
Finalisation of the strategic agreement with Crédit Agricole Assurances and EDF Invest on
the portfolio leased to Telecom Italia S.p.A.
In June and September 2017, following the agreements signed in the previous year, the sale to
Crédit Agricole Assurances and EDF Invest (investment division of the EDF Group) of 40% (20% each)
of the share capital of Central Sicaf S.p.A. a (hereinafter “Central”) was finalised.
Beni Stabili will maintain control of Central as well as provide real estate management services.
Central, which is now the main Italian real estate Sicaf, was established on 30 January 2017,
subject to authorisation by the Bank of Italy (issued under prot. no. 27831/2017 of 24 January, 2017).
Subsequently, Beni Stabili transferred to Central the entire property portfolio of the Group leased
to Telecom Italia (with a market value of approximately 1.5 billion Euro), excluding the properties
billion Euro).
The properties subject to transfer to the Sicaf have a gross yield of 6.4% (5.8% net). Following
the renegotiation of the contracts signed with Telecom Italia S.p.A. in 2015, which envisaged the
extension of the related average maturity of 9 years, the leases of this real estate portfolio have, on
average, a residual duration of 12.9 years.
This important transaction confirms the interest of international investors, also those with a longterm profile, for the Italian real estate sector, as well as being an essential stage of the strategy
adopted by Beni Stabili, with effect from the end of 2015, of diversification of tenants, strengthening
of the capital structure and of the increase in properties located in Milan.
In February 2018 a further 9% of the shareholding of Central Sicaf was sold to companies belonging
to the reference Groups of the current minority shareholders, for a sales price in line with the
company’s NAV.

Acquisition of a core portfolio of banking offices from the Credito Valtellinese
In June 2017, Beni Stabili Group finalised the purchase of a core portfolio of offices and bank
branches owned by Group Credito Valtellinese, consisting of no. 15 buildings and 2 long-term
surface rights, which have been re-leased to companies belonging to Group Credito Valtellinese, by
virtue of “double net” leases with a minimum duration of between 9 and 12 years (in addition to an
extension option for another 6 years granted to the lessee), for around 7 million Euro of gross annual
rent and an initial yield of 6%.
The purchase price amounted to 115,403 thousand Euro, plus transfer taxes and ancillary charges.
The purchase took place through the 100% controlled company B.S. Immobiliare 9 S.p.A. SIINQ,
without long-term surface rights on a property located in corso Magenta in Milan, purchased directly
by the Company (at cost, including ancillary charges, amounting to 2,685 thousand Euro).
The purchase of the portfolio made by B.S. Immobiliare 9 S.p.A. SIIQ was financed by the Company
through a contribution to the subsidiary (for 115,000 thousand Euro).
The acquired portfolio (which includes some central and iconic buildings in Milan such as piazza
San Fedele 4 - next to the building in piazza San Fedele 2 already owned by Beni Stabili - and
Corso Magenta 59-63), has approximately a gross area (GLA) of 21,700 sq. m. and is concentrated on
three main properties located in the centre of Milan, which account for more than 71% of the total
purchase price. The other properties are mostly branches of the bank (retail and offices), which are
expected to offer good liquidity on the market, due to their position and intrinsic characteristics.
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already subject to preliminary sale agreements, together with the relevant bank debt (around 0.8

The above transaction is perfectly in line with the Group’s already mentioned strategy of increasing
exposure in Milan, tenants diversification, cash flow improvement and asset rotation.

Important sale of a mature asset
On 3 July 2017 Beni Stabili sold to Luxottica S.p.A. an 11,705 sq. m. office building, located in via
San Nicolao, Milan, at a price of 114,550 thousand Euro. The price of the asset was higher than the
appraisal value as at 31 December 2016.
The building, purchased in 2002 by a leading Italian bank in a sale and lease back context, was released
in 2011 and subsequently completely redeveloped by Beni Stabili in accordance with to the highest
market standards, to be leased immediately to Luxottica. The sale of the property represents the last
phase of the asset management cycle and has made it possible to benefit from the particularly strong
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trend that Milan’s real estate market is experiencing.
This transaction, together with the purchase of the real estate portfolio from Group Credito
Valtellinese, confirms the pro-active nature of the asset rotation strategy of Beni Stabili, based on
the sale of mature and non-strategic properties and on the consequent reinvestment of the income
in new properties located in Milan, in strategic positions and with interesting returns and prospects
for value creation.
The transaction has been set-up as a transaction with related parties, as Luxottica Group S.p.A. is
a company controlled by a Director of Beni Stabili SIIQ. Considering the value of the transaction,
the latter must be understood as a “transaction of greater significance”, pursuant to the Procedure
adopted by the Company and the relevant regulations applicable to related party matters.
At the same time, considering the nature of “ordinary transaction” (pursuant to the aforementioned
Procedure and regulation), the Company made use of the relevant exclusion case envisaged by the
regulation itself. The proposal of the transaction was submitted to the Board of Directors on 3 May
2017, which considered it to be in line with the market.

Real estate leasing activities
In 2017, 38 new leases were signed, covering approximately 19,000 square metres and corresponding
to 4,041 thousand Euro of annual topped-up rental revenues.
Of these contracts, 3 will be effective after the end of the year, for a surface area of 625 square metres
and 221 thousand Euro of topped-up annual rents.
Besides the above, a further 9 leases were signed on properties currently under development
(Development), for a surface area of approximately 20,947 square metres and 6,292 thousand Euro of
topped-up annual rental revenues.
In addition to the new leases, 25 renewals were signed for a surface area of approximately 86,200
square metres and 15,426 thousand Euro of topped-up annual rental revenues.
Furthermore, during the year, 7 lease agreements signed in previous years for a surface area of
about 2,900 square metres, corresponding to 1,026 thousand Euro in total of annual annual rental
revenues, were activated.

Real estate purchase and sale activities
In addition to the purchase of the core portfolio of banking offices from the Group Credito Valtellinese,
already described, the following must be noted.
In March, the purchase from CDP immobiliare of the building located in Milan, in via Principe Amedeo
5, was finalised. The purchase price amounted to 41,000 thousand Euro, to which were added transfer
taxes and brokerage costs for a total of 936 thousand Euro, for an initial book value of the property

in the financial statements totalling 41,936 thousand Euro that (net of the deposit of 5,000 thousand
Euro already paid in 2015) was regulated at the date of the deed.
The building for office use and total gross area of about 7,000 square metres has been accounted for
in the category of “properties under development” as it is the subject of a redevelopment of a value
of about 10 million Euro.
During the same month of March, Beni Stabili acquired some additional units of a property already
partially owned (accounting for classification among the “trading properties”), located in Gorizia in via
XX Settembre. The purchase took place at the price of 12 thousand Euro.
In May, moreover, the property located in Milan, in via Marostica 1 was bought from So.GE. Società
Euroimmobiliare S.r.l..
The above mentioned property is a separate building of about 10,500 square metres, consisting of
is located near one of the main streets leading to the city centre, in the immediate vicinity of the
underground.
The purchase price was of 24,000 thousand Euro, fully paid up to the deed, to which were added
transfer taxes and ancillary charges for 708 thousand Euro, for an initial book value of the property in
the financial statements for a total of 24,708 thousand Euro.
On the other hand, sales concerned 7 properties (of which 2 belonged to the portfolio leased to
Telecom Italia S.p.A., including the previously described sale of the building in Milan, via San Nicolao),
as well as some units of the building located in via Galliera in Bologna and one property located in
Gorizia in via XX Settembre.
Sales took place at a total price equal to 195,628 thousand Euro, (of which 4,850 thousand Euro relate
to the two buildings in the Telecom portfolio), against a book value of properties on the date of the
sale in thousands of 192,091 thousand Euro (of which 4,802 thousand Euro relate to two properties in
the Telecom portfolio) and marketing costs and other expenses related to sales for an amount equal
to 3,717 thousand Euro.
Lastly, it must be noted that as at 31 December 2017, preliminary sales agreements existed for
properties with a carrying amount equal to 12,519 thousand Euro. The sale of the above mentioned
properties will take place at a price of 12,641 thousand Euro (gross of marketing expenses and other
costs connected with the sale for 122 thousand Euro), already collected as a deposit or down payment
for 1,150 thousand Euro.

Financing and refinancing activities for the year
On 28 February 2017 Beni Stabili initiated the procedure for the buy-back of the convertible bond
issued in October 2013 and named “270,000,000 thousand Euro 2.625 per cent. Convertible Bonds due
17 April 2019“, which was completed in March with the repurchase of the 98.78% of the outstanding
bonds, for a total principal amount of 266,700 thousand Euro.
The repurchase price was equal to 111 thousand Euro for every 100 thousand Euro of nominal value
for each bond, resulting in a total amount of 296,037 thousand Euro (in addition to the interest coupon
accrued at the repurchase date).
Repurchased bonds have been cancelled in compliance with the relevant terms and conditions.
The total carrying amount of liabilities associated with the repurchased bonds (at the repurchase
date) was equal to: i) 254,922 thousand Euro for the debt component; ii) 25,124 thousand Euro for the
associated conversion option.
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nine floors above ground (with spaces for offices and archives) and a car park in the basement and

Following the above repurchase, in accordance with the provisions of the Bond Regulations, Beni
Stabili exercised the option to repay, at a nominal value, the residual outstanding bonds (1.22% of
the original issue) with a nominal value of 3,300 thousand Euro. The book value of the above residual
bonds at the repayment date (15 May 2017) amounted to 3,167 thousand Euro.
Considering also the costs sustained for completing the aforementioned transactions, the overall
effect on Profit and Loss account amounted to 17,103 thousand Euro, of which 11,911 thousand Euro
referred to the issue costs of the loan that had not yet been depreciated.
The success of this transaction represents a further step for Beni Stabili in pursuing its “liability
management” strategy and has allowing the Company to further reduce the cost of debt.
The aforementioned buy-back of the convertible bond with maturity 2019 was financed through a
corporate loan and the use of short-term and available cash lines.
Management Report
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In particular, in February, Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ signed a two-year corporate loan with a French
bank, with a a nominal amount of 250,000 thousand Euro.
This loan was early repaid in October 2017.
With the aim of refinancing the expiring debt in January 2018, on 6 July 2017 and 2 August 2017,
respectively, Beni Stabili signed the following two mortgage loans:
(1) a loan (signed with a foreign bank) for a nominal amount of 87,023 thousand Euro and a duration
of 10 years which, for 75% of its face value, accrues interest at a fixed rate, while for the remaining
25% of the its nominal value, accrues interest at a variable rate (equal to the 3-month Euribor
plus a spread). The above loan includes a repayment schedule structured as follows: 0% in the
first five years, 1% annual in the period between the sixth and the eighth year, 1.5% annual in the
period between the ninth and tenth year and the residual amount entirely at maturity. The loan
was disbursed on 30 November 2017;
(2) a loan (signed with a pool of five banks) for a maximum nominal amount of 248,551 thousand
Euro, with maturity in February 2026, which accrues interest at a variable rate (equal to the
3-month Euribor plus a spread). The above loan is structured on two long-term credit lines for
a maximum amount of 98,551 thousand Euro and on two revolving credit lines for a maximum
amount of 150,000 thousand Euro. The repayment plan of the aforementioned credit lines is as
follow: 1% annual in the period between 31 March 2018 and 30 June 2021 and 1.50% annual in the
following period, with repayment of the residual entirely at maturity. The loan was disbursed on
11 January 2018 for the two long-term lines, while the revolving portion is currently not disbursed
and available.
On 15 September 2017, a mortgage loan with a nominal value of 12,500 thousand Euro (with a carrying
amount of 12,497 thousand Euro) and maturity in December 2017, was repaid early.
On 17 October 2017, Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ issued a senior unsecured bonds for a total nominal value
of 300,000 thousand Euro (corresponding to 297,324 thousand Euro of initial carrying amount) and a
unit value of 100 thousand Euro.
The bond has a duration of 7 years (expiring on 17 October 2024), an annual coupon of 1.625% and was
issued at a price of 99.470 with respect to the nominal amount.
The bond was listed on the Luxembourg Stock Exchange and was admitted to trading on the regulated
market of the Luxembourg Stock Exchange.
A large and diversified pool of high quality investors participated in the transaction, confirming the
interest in the Beni Stabili’s profile of the international financial community. The bond was rated
BBB- by S & P Global, in line with the rating given to Beni Stabili.

With this transaction, which falls within the diversification strategy of the Beni Stabile’s sources of
funding, the Company has further extended the average maturity of the debt, reducing at the same time
the cost.
Banca IMI S.p.A., BNP Paribas, Crédit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank, Société Générale
Corporate & Investment Banking and UniCredit Bank AG acted as Joint Lead Managers.
It must be noted that during the year, “committed” short-term credit lines were renewed for a further
18 months, in the total amount of 203,500 thousand Euro. As a result, the “committed” lines available
to the Company, in the total amount of 240,000 thousand Euro, had an average duration of 19.4
months.
Lastly, in December, an agreement was reached with the bank counterparties in order to further
extend the “committed” lines from 18 months to 36 months, with the exception of a line in the amount
of 20,000 thousand Euro that goes from 18 months to 24 months. As a result, the “committed” lines

Litigation with the Comit Pension Fund in liquidation
On 12 April 2017 Beni Stabili was informed that the “Comit Pension Fund in liquidation” filed
with the Milan Chamber of Arbitration an application for arbitration against Beni Stabili for the
reimbursement of the amount paid by the Fund itself (for a sum equal to 55,163 thousand Euro) as
part of the transaction reached, in December 2016, with the Agenzia delle Entrate (Italian Inland
Revenue) to define the well-known tax dispute generated by the purchase - in 2006 - by Beni Stabili
of the company “Immobiliare Fortezza S.r.l.“.
Beni Stabili, considering the request for arbitration filed by the “Comit Pension Fund in liquidation” as
unfounded, appeared at said arbitration proceedings to defend its rights, submitting a counterclaim
for the repayment by the Pension Fund of the amount paid by Beni Stabili to Agenzia delle Entrate
(Italian Inland Revenue).

Merger of the entities Sviluppo Ripamonti S.r.l., B.S. Immobiliare 5 S.r.l., Beni Stabili
Development Milan Greenway S.p.A. into Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. and subsequent
entry of the integrated company to the SIINQ regime
In April 2017, in the context of the process of simplification and rationalisation of the Group structure
established in recent years and in particular, in order to concentrate investments in development
areas in Milan in the Ripamonti area (Symbiosis) and via Schievano in a single company cehicle, the
deed of merger by incorporation into Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. (100% owned) of its subsidiaries
Sviluppo Ripamonti S.r.l., B.S. Immobiliare 5 S.r.l. and Beni Stabili Development Milano Greenway
S.p.A. was signed.
Following the merger, meeting legal requirements and with the aim of maximizing the efficiency of the
Group’s tax profile, Beni Stabili Development joined the special regime of non-listed Italian real estate
investment companies – SIINQ, with effect from 1st January 2018.

Appointment of a new COO of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ
With effect from 6 December 2017, Ms. Marion Pignol took over the role of Chief Corporate Officer
(COO), replacing Mr Stefano Vittori who decided to leave the company to seize new professional
opportunities abroad.
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currently available to the Company have an average duration of approximately 33 months.

FINANCIAL REVIEW
31.12.2017

31.12.2016

93,170

164,203

Profit/(Loss) on disposal of properties

(180)

(278)

Net service revenues

1,971

420

Staff costs

(5,968)

(6,590)

Overheads

(13,633)

(11,358)

Total operating costs

(19,602)

(17,948)

Other revenues and income/(other costs and charges)

(8,984)

(5,108)

Operating income before property write-ups/(write-downs)

66,375

141,289

Properties write-ups/(Write-downs)

47,325

62,019

Operating income

113,700

203,308

Net financial income/charges

(42,245)

(65,354)

Change in the valuation of the conversion option for convertible
bonds

(27,344)

57,748

Costs for early repayments of loans and derivatives

(15,738)

(38,259)

-

(298)

(Euro thousands)
Net rental revenues
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Financial charges related to property sales
Total net financial income/(charges)

(85,326)

(46,163)

Income/(charges) from investments in subsidiaries, associates
and other companies

14,852

11,868

Earnings before taxes

43,226

169,013

1,137

(4,463)

44,364

164,550

Basic earnings/(loss) per share (*)

0.01956

0.07253

Diluted earnings/(loss) per share (*)

0.01956

0.04471

Taxes
Net result for the year

(*) For more details on how to determine profit per share, please refer to the Notes to the financial statements in section 7.6.9.

The net profits for the 2017 financial year were positive for 44,364 thousand Euro, compared to a
positive result for 2016 of 164,550 thousand Euro.
These above results include the effect of the appraisal of the properties at their fair value, which led
to the recognition in the financial year 2017 of net revaluations for 47,325 thousand Euro, against net
revaluations equal to 62,019 thousand Euro of 2016.
The results of the two periods compared, in addition to the effect of the aforementioned real estate
appraisals, also include the effects:
• the change in the fair value of conversion options for Equity Linked convertible bonds (negative
for 27,344 thousand Euro and positive for 57,748 thousand Euro respectively for 2017 and
2016);
• costs for early repayment of loans and derivatives, other than those related to property sales
(15,738 thousand Euro in 2017 and 38,259 thousand Euro in 2016);
• non-recurring costs recognised for finalising the strategic agreement with Crèdit Agricole
Assurances and EDF Invest on the portfolio leased to Telecom Italia S.p.A., and non-recurring
costs recognised in 2016 (3,764 thousand Euro in 2017 and 1,863 thousand Euro in 2016).

Additional changes between the two results of 41,020 thousand Euro are largely attributable to the
transfer of the Telecom portfolio in Central Sicaf and the subsequent sale of 40% of the shareholding
of this company which led to a significant reduction in the real estate margin and the improvement
of net financial charges.
In compliance with the obligations envisaged by virtue of joining the special regime of listed real
estate investment companies (SIIQ), it must be noted that, for the year 2017, as detailed in the notes
to the financial statements in paragraph 6, the result of exempt operations correspond to a profit of
78,314 thousand Euro, against a loss of taxable operations for 33,951 thousand Euro.
It must also be noted that the margins achieved with the property sales completed in 2017 and
recognised in the 2017 profit and loss account or in the profit and loss accounts of previous years
(but subsequent to the entry into the SIIQ regime) in application of valuation criteria of the real
estate portfolio at fair value, were cumulatively negative for 77,684 thousand Euro, corresponding to
gains are subject to the distribution obligation for 19,509 thousand Euro, of which 3,807 thousand
Euro are included in the 2017 profit and loss account (and therefore included in the aforementioned
exempt profit for 78,314 thousand Euro), while 15,702 thousand Euro were accounted for in the profit
and loss account of previous years (following the entry into the SIIQ regime) and were suspended
and not available for distribution in the reserve pursuant to Art. 6 of Italian Legislative Decree no. 38
of 28 February, 2005 (which with the realisation has become available for distribution for the same
amount).
Below is a detailed analysis of the individual items in the Profit / (loss) for the year.
Net rental revenues
Description (Euro thousands)
Rental revenues
Revenue from early termination of lease contracts
Write-downs/losses and release of depreciations on receivables from
tenants and costs of recovering late payments
Net property costs
Net rental revenues

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

119,423

198,545

49

189

(750)

(1,581)

(25,551)

(32,950)

93,170

164,203

Gross rental revenues for 2017 amounted to 119,472 thousand Euro, compared to 198,734 thousand
Euro in 2016.
The above change is due to the reduction in rents for 80,793 thousand Euro on the portfolio leased
to Telecom Italia S.p.A., for the sales in the year and the contribution made to Central Sicaf S.p.A.,
partially offset by the positive effect for 1,531 thousand Euro of the other activities for the year, as
below:
• purchases of properties for +4,436 thousand Euro;
• net effect of property releases by tenants (at the natural expiry of the contract or in advance),
the renegotiation of lease contracts and the signing of new contracts, for 847 thousand Euro;
• the sale of properties for -4,387 thousand Euro;
• other minor changes (including inflation-linked indexation) for +635 thousand Euro.
The impact of the net rental margin (net rental revenues) on (gross) rental revenues (including income
from penalties to tenants) moved from 82.6% in 2016 to 78.0% in 2017.
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losses for 145,101 thousand Euro, net of capital gains for 67,417 thousand Euro. The above capital

The 4.6% reduction is mainly due to the transfer to Central Sicaf S.p.A. of the real estate portfolio
leased to Telecom Italia, whose maintenance costs have a lower impact on gross rental revenues,
compared to the average impact for the remaining real estate portfolio and are, however, entirely
borne by the tenant.
Profit/(loss) of disposal of properties
Sales activities concerned 7 properties (of which 2 belonging to the portfolio leased to Telecom Italia
S.p.A.), as well as some units of the building located in via Galliera in Bologna and a unit of the
property located in Gorizia in via XX Settembre.
Sales were made at a total price of 195,628 thousand Euro, against a book value of properties on the
date of the sale of 192,091 thousand Euro and marketing costs and other expenses related to sales
for 3,717 thousand Euro.
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In 2016, on the other hand, sales activities for the year concerned 5 properties (of which 4 belonged to
the portfolio leased to Telecom Italia S.p.A.) and a unit of the “Il Ducale” Shopping Centre in Vigevano
(in exchange with a similar area of the centre itself). In 2016, sales were made for a total price of
62,025 thousand Euro, against the carrying amount of the properties on the sale date of 61,653
thousand Euro and marketing costs and other costs related to sales for 631 thousand Euro.
Net service revenues
These amount to 1,971 thousand Euro (420 thousand Euro in 2016) and refer to revenues for real
estate, legal, administrative and financial services mainly carried out in favour of companies that are
directly or indirectly controlled or otherwise invested in. The increase for the year refers mainly to the
administrative and property management services provided by the Company to Central Sicaf S.p.A.
(established in 2017).
Operating costs
Staff costs moved from 6,590 thousand Euro in 2016 to 5,968 thousand Euro in the 2017 financial year.
The change is mainly due to the exit from the Company of top seniority staff.
Oveheads, on the other hand, amount to 13,633 thousand Euro, against 11,358 thousand Euro in 2016.
The change of 2,275 thousand Euro is mainly due to the aforementioned non-recurring costs related
to the realization of the new project for managing the real estate portfolio leased to Telecom Italia and
the creation of Central Sicaf S.p.A..
Other revenues and income and other costs and charges
The item “Other revenues and income and other costs and charges” increased from a negative
balance of 5,108 thousand Euro in 2016, to a negative balance of 8,984 thousand Euro during the 2017
financial year.
The change between the 2016 balance and the balance for the year 2017 is mainly attributable to
the write-down of some operating assets for impairment, a greater provisions for risks and charges
and to the increase in the cost for non-deductible VAT (mostly related to the non-recurring costs
mentioned above).
Property write-ups / Write-downs
The net change in the value of the real estate portfolio, based on preliminary sales and above all
on the valuations as at 31 December, 2017 made by independent experts on total assets under IAS
values of 2,285,950 thousand Euro, is equal to +47,325 thousand Euro (+62,019 thousand Euro for the
2016 financial year).
On a like-for-like basis, compared to 31 December, 2016, the percentage change to Market Value was
of + 2.4%.

Net financial income/(charges)
31.12.2017

31.12.2016

Financial income on bank current accounts and time deposits

24

144

Other financial income

92

95

Total financial income

115

239

(37,686)

(52,629)

(729)

(856)

Medium-long term financial charges - non-monetary portion

(7,758)

(12,208)

Fees for non-use (on medium-long and short-term debts)

(1,465)

(798)

(Euro thousands)

Medium-long term financial charges - monetary portion
Financial charges for short-term debts - monetary portion

Financial charges related to property sales

(298)
(3,188)

(71)

(25)

6,435

4,112

Total financial charges

(42,360)

(65,891)

Financial charges for early repayment of loans and derivative instruments

(15,738)

(38,259)

Change in the fair value of the bond conversion option

(27,344)

57,748

Total Net financial income/(charges)

(85,326)

(46,163)

Other financial charges
Capitalised borrowing costs

Net financial charges for 2017, determined on the basis of reference accounting standards and
excluding the valuation effect of the options for conversion of bonds and the costs associated with
early repayment of loans and derivatives, amount to 42,245 thousand Euro, compared to a balance of
65,652 thousand Euro for 2016.
In particular:
• the monetary portion of financial charges (both short and medium/long term) decreased by
15,070 thousand Euro, due to the reduction in the average debt (also as a result of the transfer
of debt on the Telecom portfolio to Central Sicaf S.p.A.) and reduction in the average cost of
short, medium and long-term debt, which decreased from 2.44% in 2016 to 2.26% in 2017. The
decrease in the average cost of debt is mainly due to the reduction in the base rate, as a result
of refinancing transactions carried out in the last year;
• commissions for non-use of credit lines increased by 667 thousand Euro, mainly for medium/
long-term loans and credit lines that have been contracted but not used by the end of the year;
• other financial charges increased by 46 thousand Euro;
• charges related to the sale of properties are zero, while they amounted to 298 thousand Euro
for the 2016 financial year;
• the non-monetary portion of financial charges shows a decrease of 4,450 thousand Euro in
charges for depreciation of upfront costs of loans in application of the amortiosed cost method,
while non-cash items related to changes in the fair value of hedging instruments, show an
improvement of 2,103 thousand Euro;
• financial income amounted to 115 thousand Euro for the financial year 2017, against 239
thousand Euro for 2016;
• the capitalisation of financial charges on development projects rose from 4,112 thousand Euro
in 2016 to 6,435 thousand Euro in 2017.
Charges related to early repayments amounted to 15,738 thousand Euro, compared to charges
amounting to 38,259 thousand Euro, for 2016. The figure for 2017 mainly includes the accounting
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(1,085)

Ineffective portion of the change in the fair value of derivative instruments

effect of the early closure of the convertible bond loan maturing in 2019.
Finally, with regard to conversion options included in convertible bond loans, the negative change,
amounting to 27,344 thousand Euro (compared to a positive change for 2016 of 57,748 thousand
Euro), is due to the change in the share price that Beni Stabili recorded during the period (from 0.543
Euro at 31 December 2016 to 0.771 Euro at 31 December 2017) and to the effect of the volatility of the
underlying security, which increased its value.
Income and charges from investments in subsidiaries, associates and other companies
Income/(expenses) from investments rose from a positive balance of 11,868 thousand Euro in 2016,
to a positive balance of 14,852 thousand Euro in 2017. The change, equal to 2,984 thousand Euro, is
attributable to the net capital gains on disposal during the year (7,337 thousand Euro), to the positive
change in the net balance between write-ups and write-downs of investments (1,173 thousand Euro),
Management Report
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net of the loss of dividend income (5,312 thousand Euro in 2016) and lower net interest income from
Group companies (214 thousand Euro).
Taxes
In accordance with the provisions of SIIQ/SIINQ regulations (listed and non-listed real estate
investment companies), taxes for the period refer essentially to the results of activities other than
those exempt. In fact, current and deferred taxes include only the taxation of service activities, sales
of properties carried out by 31 December, 2013 (due to the application of the deferral of taxation
for IRES purposes in 5 years) and of activities related to trading properties and are broken down as
follows:
			
31.12.2017

31.12.2016

8,829

(2,844)

186

2,335

(2,046)

(3,933)

Total taxes for the year (current and deferred)

6,969

(4,442)

Recalculation of current taxes for previous years

(1,346)

(21)

Recalculation of deferred taxes (assets and liabilities) recognised in
previous years

(4,486)

-

Total income and expenses for recalculation of taxes of previous
years

(5,832)

(21)

1,137

(4,463)

(Euro thousands)
Current taxes
Deferred tax liabilities
Deferred tax assets

Total taxes

Current taxes for 2017 are positive and equal to 8,829 thousand Euro, compared to a cost of 2,844
thousand Euro in 2016 and refer to IRES income of 8,915 thousand Euro (cost of 2,772 thousand Euro
in 2016) net of the cost for IRAP for 86 thousand Euro (cost of 72 thousand Euro in 2016).
IRES income corresponds to the remuneration for the transfer to the Group’s national tax consolidation
of the fiscal loss for the year and for the use by the tax consolidation of previous losses attributable to
the Company, offset with the taxable income for the year (of other companies who have joined the tax
consolidation, and mainly to offset the tax payable by Beni Stabili Development in the SIINQ regime
for entry into the SIINQ regime from 2018).
The cost of 2016 (quota IRES), on the other hand, was essentially attributable to the IRES tax on the
income corresponding to the changes in fair value of conversion options of existing bonds (for the
portion that, on the basis of current regulations, was not possible to offset with previous tax losses).

The cost for restatement of the current taxes of previous years mainly refers to the amount recognised
to the tax authorities in the judicial conciliation of some disputes relating to the deductibility of
interest expense.
Deferred taxes (assets and liabilities) for the year mainly relate to: i) the use of deferred tax assets
on previous tax losses, against their use to offset the taxable income for the period (at the tax
consolidation level); ii) the release of deferred taxes on the fifths of capital gains on property sales
completed in previous years; iii) adjustment of deferred tax related to properties excluded from the
SIIQ/SIINQ scope as a result of adjustments to market value at 31 December 2017.
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(Euro thousands)

31.12.2017

Borrowings from banks and financial
institutions

31.12.2016
332,815

1,063,960

of which:
- short-term portions
- long/medium-term portions

2,420

77,107

330,395

986,853

Bonds in issue

1,042,622

743,689

- short-term portions

373,123

22,194

- long/medium-term portions

669,499

721,495

Convertible bonds
- short-term portions
- long/medium-term portions
Total borrowings

188,375
734

2,186

187,641

440,980
1,563,812

2,250,815

(281,635)

(24,618)

1,282,178

2,226,197

Cash and cash equivalents (*)
Net debt

443,166

(*) Regarding the composition of cash and cash equivalents, reference must be made to paragraph 7.2.4 of the Notes to the
financial statements.

It must be noted that the net financial position does not include payables and receivables from
subsidiaries.
The net financial position as at 31 December 2017 shows a negative balance of 1,282,178 thousand
Euro, compared to the negative balance of 2,226,197 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016, with a
positive change of 944,019 thousand Euro.
More specifically, the carrying amount financial debts decreased by 687,003 thousand Euro to
1,563,812 thousand Euro (compared to 2,250,815 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016), while
their nominal values decreased by 711,250 thousand Euro amounting to 1,585,447 thousand Euro
(compared to 2,296,697 thousand Euro of 31 December 2016).
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The net financial position is as follows:

The above changes are shown in the following table:
(Euro thousands)
Total borrowings as at 31 December 2016
New loans/funding
Repayment of maturing payables and repayment of ordinary instalments
(including nominal acrued coupon changes)
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Carrying
value

Nominal
amount

2,250,815

2,296,697

382,956

387,023

(58,341)

(59,345)

Contibution of debt to Central Sicaf S.p.A.

(793,819)

(805,950)

Early repayment of funding

(261,941)

(262,500)

Change borrowings from banks and financial institutions
(including short-term lines)

(731,145)

(740,772)

Interest accrued during the period at the effective interest rate (net of coupons
paid)

2,716

974

Issuance of new bonds

296,217

300,000

Change non-convertible bonds

298,933

300,974

Interest accrued during the period at the effective interest rate (net of coupons
paid)
Early repayment of convertible bonds

3,298

(1,452)

(258,089)

(270,000)

Changes in convertible bonds

(254,791)

(271,452)

Total borrowings as at 31 December 2017

1,563,812

1,585,447

• Borrowings from banks and financial institutions at carrying values decreased from 1,063,960
thousand Euro at 31 December, 2016 to 332,815 thousand Euro at 31 December 2017, with a
variation of 731,145 thousand Euro. This decrease is attributable to:
- new loans (382,956 thousand Euro);
- the payment of instalments due on medium/long-term loans as provided by the amortization
and repayment schedules and the repayment of short-term credit lines, net of interests
accrued during the period and not yet paid and of the amortisation of upfront costs according
to the amortised cost method (58,341 thousand Euro);
- the transfer of the mortgage loan relating to the Telecom portfolio to Central Sicaf S.p.A.
(793,819 thousand Euro);
- early repayments (261,941 thousand Euro).
The actual cost of floating-rate borrowings in 2017, calculated using the amortised cost method
and without taking into account interest rate hedging transactions, was equal to:
- 1.30% (1.67% for the year 2016) for medium and long-term mortgage loans with variable
interest rates;
- 2.00% (1.01% for the year 2016) for other short-term and medium-term loans at variable
rates.
• Bonds debt increased from 743,689 thousand Euro at 31 December, 2016 to 1,042,622 thousand
Euro at 31 December, 2017. The increase of 298,933 thousand Euro is attributable to the issue
of a new bond (296,217 thousand Euro) and to accrued interests at the effective interest rate and
not paid (2,716 thousand Euro).
	The effective annual interest rate of the four outstanding Bond loans is equal to 4.35% (4.125%
annual nominal interest rate) for the loan with maturity 2018, to 3.79% (3.50% annual nominal
interest rate) for the loan with maturity 2019, to 2.32% (2.125% annual nominal interest rate)
for the loan with maturity 2022; 1.82% (1.625% nominal annual interest rate) for the loan with
maturity 2024.

• Convertible Bond debt decreased from 443,166 thousand Euro at 31 December, 2016 to 188,375
thousand Euro at 31 December 2017. The change of 254,791 thousand Euro is attributable to:
- the early repayment of the bond maturing in 2019 (258,089 thousand Euro);
- the increase of interests accrued during the year at the effective interest rate, net of coupons
paid (3,298 thousand Euro).
	The effective annual interest rate for the convertible bond with maturity 2021, outstanding at
31 December 2017, is 3.01% (0.875% annual nominal interest rate).
Cash and cash equivalents at 31 December 2017 amounted to 281,635 thousand Euro (compared to
24,618 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016). Changes in cash and cash equivalents recorded for the
year are provided below.
31.12.2016

48,625

78,702

Changes in payables and receivables

(30,519)

(110,279)

Investing / divesting activity

275,543

(62,611)

Financing activity and distribution of dividends

(36,632)

42,035

Changes in cash and cash equivalents

257,017

(52,153)

Cash flow from operating activities net of taxes

For more information on changes in cash and cash equivalents, refer to the Statement of Cash flows.

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
Beni Stabili Group follows environmental sustainability policies. Since the establishment of the
Internal Sustainability Committee in 2013, the Sustainability Report has been published annually.
The Report has always obtained the maximum score (Gold) from the (European Public Real Estate
Association), regarding its compliance with the Sustainability Best Practices Recommendation.
Beni Stabili is exempted from the information required by Italian Legislative Decree no. 254/2016 as
it does not exceed the quantitative limits in terms of the number of employees.
The aim of the Report is to provide stakeholders with a detailed account of the main activities
undertaken annually to improve the socio-environmental performance of assets owned, through the
commitment, setting out and monitoring of specific targets (relative time of achievement), with a
contextual focus on the creation of “value”.
The last Sustainability Report relating to the financial statements for the year 2016 describes the
main targets reached, including:
- the achievement of all targets set for the 2013/2016 period;
- the increase in the percentage of green certified buildings reached 33%;
- the use of certified green energy throughout the managed portfolio;
- the deletion of indirect emissions of greenhouse gases from the managed portfolio;
- the LEED Shell & Core pre-certification or BREEAM Refurbishment & Fit-Out of all assets
under development;
- adherence to the 10 principles of the UN Global Compact Foundation.
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31.12.2017

(Euro thousands)

In addition, new and challenging targets were announced for the 2017/2020 period, including:
- the increase of 50% for the green certificate portfolio by 2020;
- the reduction of carbon dioxide emissions (intensity compared to data declared in 2016) by 15%;
- the reduction of energy consumption (intensity compared to data reported in 2016) of 15%;
- the reduction of waste production, promoting recycling on the entire managed portfolio and in
all developments and renovations.
The new Sustainability Report for the year 2017 budget will shortly be drawn up.
In 2017 Beni Stabili was one of the 4 European companies (the only Italian company) that took part
in the innovative certification project BREEAM In-Use Volume Sampling Pilot Project, in partnership
with the BRE Global certification body.
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Please note that as of 31 December, 2017, the percentage of green certified properties in the Beni
Stabili portfolio rose to 52%, with the early achievement of the main target among the aforementioned,
compared to the final deadline of 2020. To contribute to this result are properties with BREEAM
In-Use certifications and all the new developments and renovations with sustainability ratings.
Furthermore, between the end of 2016 and the beginning of 2017, Beni Stabili reached a green
agreement with one of the main tenants: Intesa Sanpaolo. The agreement provides for investments
aimed at increasing the sustainability performance of the building in via Montebello 18 in Milan,
historically occupied by Banca Intesa San Paolo.
The renovations will be conducted in a series of steps without emptying out the property. The common
goal of the restructuring is to obtain the LEED Core & Shell minimum Gold certification.

ORGANISATION MODEL AND CODE OF ETHICS
Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ has adopted, since 2003, its own “Organisation, management and control
model” pursuant to Italian Legislative Decree no. 231/2001 (hereafter referred to as the “Model
or Model 231”), constantly updated and integrated in light of the changes in legislation that have
occurred. The last update is dated 20 July 2016.
The above Model provides for rules, measures and preventive and disciplinary procedures deemed
appropriate to reduce the risk of offences being committed within the company, thus exempting the
company from administrative liability (criminal).
Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ also adopted its own Code of Ethics, updated in September 2016, aimed at
identifying and underlining the principles and values which the Company and the other companies of
Gruppo Beni Stabili are inspired by in carrying out their activities.
The Code of Ethics aims to recommend, promote, suggest or prohibit certain behaviours, even beyond
and regardless of what is provided for in the law.
The adoption of the 231 Model and the Code of Ethics is one of the main prerequisites for the effective
functioning of the internal audit and risk management system.
The General Part of the Model and the Code of Ethics are published on the Company’s website
at www.benistabili.it.
Compliance with the Model and its effective implementation are guaranteed by a collegial body,
specifically established pursuant to the relevant legislation, with independent powers of initiative and
control, called the “Supervisory Body”.

Among its functions, the Supervisory Body has the task of ensuring the adequacy of the Model and
its constant implementation, monitoring the effective application of the rules contained therein and
ensuring its effective implementation.

STOCK OPTIONS
Currently, no Stock Option plans have been launched by the Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ (nor by other
Group companies).

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

TREASURY SHARES AND PARENT COMPANIES SHARES OR UNITS
On 31 December 2017, Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ holds 961,000 treasury shares for a value equal to the
purchase cost of 655 thousand Euro.

TRANSACTIONS WITH SUBSIDIARIES, ASSOCIATES AND PARENT COMPANIES
With reference to the type of transactions between Group companies and the parent company,
reference must be made to the information provided in the notes to the financial statements (par. 10).

REPORT ON CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE AND
PROCEDURE FOR GOVERNING TRANSACTIONS WITH RELATED PARTIES
The Report on corporate governance and ownership structure of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ, for the
2017 financial year, drawn up in compliance with the Arts. 123-bis, paragraph 3, (Italian Legislative
Decree no. 58/98 and subsequent amendments and additions) is published on the Company’s
website www.benistabili.it.
It must also be noted that the Company, in compliance with the provisions of Art. 2391-bis of
the Italian Civil Code as well as by implementing the Consob Regulation containing provisions
on transactions with related parties (adopted with Resolution no. 17221 of 12 March 2010 and
subsequent amendments and additions), has adopted its own “Procedure for governing transactions
with related parties”. The above mentioned procedure was published, pursuant to the law, on the
Company’s website (www.benistabili.it) with effect from 1st December 2010 and is effective from
1st January 2011.
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Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ does not perform research activities.
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SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
In January 2018, Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ repaid on maturity the convertible bond called “350,000,000
Euro 4.125% senior unsecured” issued in 2014 and listed on the official list of the Luxembourg Stock
Exchange.
Outstanding bonds were repaid at their nominal value for a total amount of 350,000 thousand Euro,
through the use of the financial resources already held by the Company and collected through the
new long-term loans signed during 2017.
With this transaction, which falls within the strategy of diversifying the sources of Beni Stabili’s
funding, the Company has further extended the average maturity of the debt, reducing at the same
time the cost.
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Also in the month of January, preliminary agreements were reached with the Pension Fund for staff
of the companies of Gruppo Unicredit, for the purchase of two office buildings in Milan, Piazza Duca
D’Aosta n. 8 and in Piazza San Pietro in Gessate n. 2 for a GLA respectively of 2,594 square metres
and 3,450 square metres.
The purchase price of the two properties is agreed at 25,000 thousand Euro (in addition to 2,000
thousand Euro of transfer taxes and other ancillary charges), already paid for 500 thousand Euro as
a deposit. The deed of purchase will be signed in 2018 on meeting certain conditions.
In February 2018 a further 9% of the shareholding of Central Sicaf was sold to companies belonging
to the reference Groups of the current minority shareholders, for a sales price in line with the
Company’s NAV.
On 20 February 2018 Beni Stabili issued senior unsecured notes (Notes) for an aggregate principal
amount of 300,000 thousand Euro. The Notes have a 10 years maturity and accrue a 2.375% fixed
annual coupon.
The Notes have been issued below par value (re-offer price 99.063%) with a minimum denomination
of 100 thousand Euro. Furthermore, the Notes have been listed on the official list of the Luxembourg
Stock Exchange and have been admitted to trading on the regulated market of the Luxembourg
Stock Exchange.
The Notes have been assigned a rating of BBB- by S&P Global, which is in line with Beni Stabili’s
rating.
The net proceeds of the issue of the Notes will be used to refinance existing indebtedness and/or
for general corporate purposes. In this perspective, Beni Stabili has exercised the early redemption
option on the outstanding bond loan for 250,000 thousand Euro due 2019.
With this transaction Beni Stabili furtherly extended the average maturity of its indebtedness also
reducing the related cost.

FORESEEABLE PERFORMANCE TREND
Please refer to the Management Report for the consolidated financial statements of Beni Stabili
Group at 31 December 2017.

PROPOSAL FOR APPROVING THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AT 31 DECEMBER
2017, ALLOCATION OF OPERATING INCOME AND DISTRIBUTION OF DIVIDENDS
Dear shareholders,
As shown in the financial statements for the year ended on 31 December 2017 and in the Board of
Directors’ Management Report, the 2017 financial year closed with a net profit of 44,363,790.64 Euro.
The above results, as reported in paragraph 6 of the notes to the financial statements at 31 December
2017, include, pursuant to the relevant legislation of listed real estate investment companies (SIIQ),
a profit of the tax-exempt operations equal to 78,314,962.46 Euro and a loss of taxable operations
amounting to 33,951,171.82 Euro.

ended on 31 December 2017:
• to reclassify for 42,842,119.93 Euro the Reserve subject to the unavailability system envisaged
by Art. 6 of Italian Legislative Decree no. 38 of 28 February 2005, increasing the Reserve for
retained earnings by the same amount. Consequently, the unavailable reserve pursuant to
Italian Legislative Decree no. 38, on the valuation of real estate assets at fair value, would
change from 309,828,314.49 Euro to 266,986,194.56 Euro, while the reserve for retained
earnings would change from 10,025,925.09 Euro to 52,868,045.02 Euro.
	The amount of 42,842,119.93 Euro corresponds to: i) the amount of revaluations made in
previous years on properties sold during the 2017 financial year; ii) the amount of 2017 writedowns of properties previously revalued. These amounts were reduced by the revaluations
made in the 2017 financial year in application of the fair value criterion on real estate assets.
Furthermore, the aforesaid amount refers to profits from the tax-exempt operations for
15,702,119.00 Euro and to profits from taxable operations for 27,140,000.93 Euro;
• to distribute to Shareholders dividends of 0.033 Euro for each of the ordinary shares outstanding
at the ex-dividend date, net of treasury shares in portfolio.
On the basis of outstanding shares (no. 2,269,592,803), net of treasury shares in portfolio
(961,000), total dividends would amount to 74,864,849.50 Euro. The total net income of the
financial statements for distributing dividends must be allocated for 44,363,790.64 Euro, while
the remaining 30,501,058.86 Euro would be taken from the Reserve of retained earnings, which
would consequently decrease to 22.366.986.16 Euro. In particular, 15,702,119.00 Euro would
be taken from the portion of the Reserve of undistributed earnings formed with profits from
the tax-exempt operations and 14,798,939.86 Euro from the share of the same reserve formed
with profits from taxable operations.
Dividends will be paid, against ex-coupon no. 22 on 7 May 2018, beginning on 9 May 2018. It
must be noted that, pursuant to current legislation, the entitlement to payment of profits is
determined on the basis of the accounting records relating to the end of the accounting day of
the first settlement day following the coupon detachment date (record date: May 8, 2018).
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The Board of Directors proposes, subject to the approval of the financial statements for the year
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If you agree with the above proposals, we therefore request that you adopt the following resolutions:
“The Shareholder’s Meeting”
• having examined the financial statements as at 31 December 2017 which include the Directors’
Report on Operations;
• having taken note of the Report of the Board of Statutory Auditors drafted pursuant to Art. 153
of Italian Legislative Decree no. 58 of 24 February 1998;
• having taken note of the Report of the Auditing Company EY S.p.A., drawn up pursuant to Art. 14
of Italian Legislative Decree no. 39 of 27 January, 2010, and 10 of Regulation (EU) no. 537/2014,
resolves
Management Report
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• to approve the Financial Statements at 31 December 2017 and the related Management
Report;
• to reclassify for 42,842,119.93 Euro the Reserve subject to the unavailability system envisaged
by Art. 6 of Italian Legislative Decree no. 38 of 28 February 2005, increasing the Reserve for
retained earnings by the same amount. Furthermore, the aforesaid amount refers to profits
from the exempt operations for 15,702,119.00 Euro and to profits from taxable operations for
27,140,000.93 Euro;
• to distribute to Shareholders a dividend of 0.033 Euro for each of the ordinary shares
outstanding at the ex-dividend date, net of treasury shares in portfolio.
On the basis of outstanding shares (no. 2,269,592,803), net of treasury shares in portfolio
(961,000), total dividends amounts to 74,864,849.50 Euro and will be taken: i) for 44,363,790.64
Euro from the whole amount of the net profit for the year; ii) for 30,501,058.86 Euro from
retained earnings and, in detail, for 15,702,119.00 Euro from the Reserve of retained earnings
formed with profits from the tax-exempt operations and for 14,798,939.86 Euro from the
Reserve of retained earnings formed with profits from taxable operations;
• dividends will be paid, against ex-coupon no. 22 on 7 May 2018, beginning on 9 May 2018. It
must be noted that, pursuant to current legislation, the entitlement to payment of profits is
determined on the basis of the accounting records relating to the end of the accounting day of
the first settlement day following the coupon detachment date (record date: 8 May 2018);
• to grant powers to the Board of Directors and, for it, to the Chairman and to the Chief Executive
Officer, separately, also through executive officers, with the broadest powers, with none being
excluded, so that they may comply with all the requirements and formalities connected to
the execution of this resolution, including the activities deemed as necessary for the fiscal
classification of distributed dividends.

Financial Statements
of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ

1 Statement of Financial Position
2 Statement of profit/(loss) for the year
3 Statement of comprehensive income
4 Statement of changes in Equity
5 Statement of Cash flows

1 Statement of Financial Position
Notes

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

Investment properties

7.1.1

2,081,121,795

3,609,658,310

Properties under development

7.1.2

165,200,000

135,720,000

Operating properties and other assets

7.1.3

10,116,178

14,402,428

Intangible assets

7.1.4

80,779

139,544

- in subsidiaries

7.1.5

555,449,264

65,865,180

- in associates

7.1.5

3,000

3,000

- in other companies

7.1.5

842,276

702,867

(Euro)
Assets

Investments
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Securities

7.1.6

5,923,986

6,181,986

Trade receivables and other receivables

7.1.7

31,582,317

35,957,790

Receivables from subsidiaries and associates

7.1.8

2,408,769

5,197,558

Derivatives - assets

7.1.8

967,497

4,060,006

Deferred tax assets

7.1.9

Total non-current assets

1,151,416

7,682,514

2,854,847,277

3,885,571,183

Trading properties

7.2.1

22,559,772

27,464,774

Trade receivables and other receivables

7.2.2

20,210,467

26,095,502

Receivables from subsidiaries and associates

7.2.3

236,012,776

192,046,319

Cash and cash equivalents

7.2.4

281,634,945

24,618,439

560,417,960

270,225,034

74,143,506

69,300,850

3,489,408,743

4,225,097,067

226,959,280

226,959,280

Total current assets
Assets held for sale

7.2.5

Total assets
Equity
Share capital
Share premium reserve
Other reserves
Retained earnings
Total Equity

279,041,460

279,041,460

1,277,328,202

1,198,448,744

54,389,716

164,553,594

7.3

1,837,718,658

1,869,003,078

7.4.1

1,187,535,418

2,149,328,686

Liabilities
Borrowings
Derivatives - liabilities

7.4.2

22,691,259

49,102,968

Staff termination benefits

7.4.3

152,857

163,418

Deferred tax liabilities

7.4.4

Total non-current liabilities

624,000

809,927

1,211,003,534

2,199,404,999

Borrowings

7.5.1

376,277,057

101,486,816

Payables from subsidiaries and associates

7.5.2

6,776,497

7,256,862

Trade payables and other payables

7.5.3

49,252,961

43,206,871

Provisions for risks and charges

7.5.4

8,380,036

4,738,441

440,686,551

156,688,990

Total liabilities

Total current liabilities

1,651,690,085

2,356,093,989

Total Equity and total liabilities

3,489,408,743

4,225,097,067

With reference to the provisions of Consob Resolution no. 15519 dated 27 July 2006 concerning
transactions with related parties and non-recurring transactions reference must be made to
paragraph 10 of the Notes to the financial statements and to the information provided in the
Management Report in the section “Financial review”.

2 Statement of profit/(loss) for the year
2017 FY

2016 FY

Rental revenues

119,471,951

198,734,155

Property costs

(26,301,651)

(34,531,438)

(Euro)

Notes

Net rental revenues

7.6.1

93,170,300

164,202,717

Net service revenues

7.6.2

1,970,501

420,180

Staff costs

(5,968,459)

(6,590,279)

Overheads

(13,633,202)

(11,358,376)

7.6.3

(19,601,661)

(17,948,655)

Other revenues and income

7.6.4

598,809

654,212

Other costs and charges

7.6.4

(9,582,524)

(5,762,496)

(8,983,715)

(5,108,284)

2,000

0

(2,000)

(465)

0

(465)

9,300,000

1,055,146

(9,651,200)

(1,133,175)

(351,200)

(78,029)

186,326,000

60,970,000

(186,154,794)

(61,169,593)

7.6.5

171,206

(199,593)

7.1.1/7.1.2
7.2.1/7.2.5

112,653,058

104,936,315

(65,328,296)

(42,916,968)

47,324,762

62,019,347

113,700,193

203,307,218

Total other revenues and income/other costs and
charges
Trading properties sales revenues
Cost of sales
Profit/(Loss) from the sale of trading properties

7.6.5

Investment properties and properties development
sales revenues
Cost of sales
Profits/(Loss) from the sale of investment properties
and of properties under development

7.6.5

Revenues from the sale of properties held for sale
Cost of sales
Profit/(loss) from the sale of properties held for
sale
Property write-ups
Property write-downs
Properties Write-ups/(Write-downs)
Operating income
Net financial income/(charges)

7.6.6

(85,326,124)

(46,162,698)

Income (charges) from subsidiaries and associates

7.6.7

14,921,125

12,910,424

Income/(charges) from other companies

7.6.7

(68,844)

(1,041,818)

43,226,350

169,013,126

1,137,441

(4,463,174)

44,363,791

164,549,952

Earnings before taxes
Taxes

7.6.8

Net results for the year
Earnings (loss) per share in Euro
- Basic

7.6.9

0.01956

0.07253

- Diluted

7.6.9

0.01956

0.04471

With reference to the provisions of Consob Resolution no. 15519 dated 27 July 2006 concerning
transactions with related parties and non-recurring transactions reference must be made to
paragraph 10 of the Notes to the financial statements and to the information provided in the
Management Report in the section “Financial review”
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Total operating costs

3 Statement of comprehensive income
2017 FY

2016 FY

44,363,791

164,549,952

Gross changes in the cash flow hedge reserve

(787,916)

12,097,162

Other components of comprehensive income (which will
subsequently be reclassified to the Statement of Profit/(loss))

(787,916)

12,097,162

TFR assessment: actuarial differences

4,555

3,642

Other components of comprehensive income (which will not
subsequently be reclassified to the Statement of Profit/(loss))

4,555

3,642

43,580,430

176,650,756

(Euro)
Net result for the year
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Total comprehensive result for the year

4 Statement of changes in Equity
							
(Euro)

Balance as at 01.01.2015

Share
capital

Share
premium
reserve

Other
reserves

Retained
earnings

Total
Equity

226,942,589

341,403,653

562,562,043

(73,721,781)

1,057,186,504

Increases du to merger by incorporation

809,313,619

Costs incurred for the increase in share
capital completed in 2014
Conversion of bonds into shares

16,691

809,313,619

(64,157)

(64,157)

109,117

125,808

Valuation of free shares plans

18,330

18,330

(37,248,500)

(12,657,727)

(49,906,227)

Internal changes in Equity for reallocation
of reserves

(86,379,508)

86,379,508

-

6,056,687

(75,931,080)

(69,874,393)

1,254,322,671

(75,931,080)

1,746,799,484

Comprehensive result for the year 2015
Balance as at 31.12.2015

226,959,280

Distribution of dividends and reserves

341,448,613
(54,447,163)

Internal changes in Equity for reallocation
of reserves

(7,959,989)

Comprehensive result for the year 2016
Balance as at 31.12.2016

226,959,280

279,041,461

(54,447,163)
(67,971,090)

75,931,079

-

12,097,162

164,553,594

176,650,756

1,198,448,743

164,553,593

1,869,003,077

(74,864,849)

(74,864,849)

79,667,375

(79,667,375)

-

(787,916)

44,368,346

43,580,430

1,277,328,202

54,389,716

1,837,718,658

Distribution of dividends and reserves
Internal changes in Equity for reallocation
of reserves
Comprehensive result for the year 2017
Balance as at 31.12.2017

226,959,280

279,041,461
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Distribution of dividends and reserves

5 Statement of Cash flows
(Euro)

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

Results of the year before taxes

43,226,350

169,013,126

73,224

72,753

2,047,677

615,028

(47,324,762)

(62,188,347)

Depreciation and write-downs of intangible assets
Depreciation of operating assets
Property (write-ups)/write-downs
(Write-ups)/write-downs of investments and securities
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(1,685)

1,156,702

Positive margin from the sale of 40% stake in Central Sicaf S.p.A.

(7,337,228)

-

Non-monetary financial charges/(income) for derivative instruments and
amortised cost

46,469,561

(30,172,778)

Provisions for doubtful debts and risks and charges

4,202,133

3,568,442

Release of provisions for doubtful debts and risks and charges

(213,151)

(498,227)

41,142,119

81,566,699

Cash flow from operating activities
Current taxes
Cash flow from operating activities net of taxes

7,482,612

(2,864,920)

48,624,731

78,701,779

(34,169,423)

(59,114,246)

Changes in items of assets and liabilities
Other assets/other liabilities

3,650,000

4,000,000

Payment for the settlement of the Comit tax dispute

Receivables/payables for sale/purchase of properties and investments

-

(55,163,084)

Debt arising from taxes due to adopting the SIIQ (REIT) system

-

-

18,105,308

(31,575,551)

Cash flow before investing and financing activities

Investing and divesting activities
Increase of intangible assets

(14,460)

(46,550)

Increase of operating assets

(112,545)

(1,204,209)

Increase of property

(123,150,234)

(162,246,590)

Purchase/increase in investments and securities

(115,065,000)

(9,505,000)

213,550,045

110,390,982

12,713

-

301,022,370

-

(700,000)

-

Dividends distribution

(74,864,850)

(54,447,163)

Early closing of derivative instruments

(24,134,313)

-

62,367,472

96,481,991

Sale of property
Sale of other assets
Sale of 40% stake in Central Sicaf S.p.A.
Contribution to Central Sicaf S.p.A.

Financing activity

Increase/(decrease) of borrowings
Cash generated during the year

257,016,506

(52,152,090)

Initial cash and cash equivalents

24,618,439

76,770,529

Final cash and cash equivalents

281,634,945

24,618,439

Notes to the Financial
Statements

1 GENERAL INFORMATION
Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ (hereinafter also the "Company") is one of the leading Italian investment
and property management companies. The Company invests directly and through subsidiaries in
properties mainly for office use and generally located in Italy, leased to leading industrial and financial
operators with medium and long-term rental contracts. It also performs, albeit not predominantly,
service activities mainly for Group companies and real estate redevelopment, as well as development
activities, including through subsidiaries.
The Company is a public limited company incorporated and domiciled in Italy, with registered office
in Rome, via Piemonte n. 38 and a secondary office in Milan, via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 10 and is
listed on the Italian Stock Exchange and on the Euronext market in Paris.
Notes to the financial statements
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As of 2011, the Company has adhered to the special regime of listed real estate investment companies
- SIIQ and holds: i) 100% of B.S. Immobiliare 9 S.p.A. SIINQ joined the special regime of Non-listed
Real Estate Investment Companies - SIINQ (from its Italian initials) in 2013 and ii) 100% of the share
capital of Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. SIINQ which joined the special regime of unlisted real
estate investment companies - SIINQ with effect from 1st January 2018.

2 BASIS OF PREPARATION AND ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES
2.1 Basis of preparation
The Financial Statements as at 31 December 2017, have been drafted in compliance with international
accounting standards (International Accounting Standards – IAS and International Financial

Reporting Standards – IFRS), integrated by the relevant interpretations (Standing Interpretations
Committee – SIC and International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee – IFRIC) issued
by the International Accounting Standards Boards (IASB) and adopted by the European Commission
according to the procedure set out in Art. 6 of Regulation (EC) no. 1606/2002.
Cost represents the general criterion adopted for all assets and liabilities, except for investment
properties, properties held for sale, properties under development and certain financial assets and
liabilities, which are recognised at fair value in the Income Statement and/or in Equity.
The Financial Statements has been prepared on the same basis as the Financial Statements as at 31
December 2016.
The drafting of the Financial Statements requires the use of estimates and assumptions that are
reflected in the value of assets and liabilities. The estimates and assumptions made and the most
significant accounting principles are indicated in Note 4.
The classification adopted for the Statement of financial position divides assets and liabilities between
"current" and "non-current", while that adopted for the statement of profit/(loss) for the period
classifies costs and revenues by their nature. In fact, it is considered that the above classifications,
compared to that for the degree of liquidity with reference to the statement of financial position and
by allocation in relation to the Statement of profit/(loss) for the period, allow a better representation
of financial position and of profit/(loss) of the Company.
The Statement of cash flows adopted shows a separate disclosure of cash flows generated by

operations, from those generated by investment activities and financial assets. Note that, as
permitted under paragraph 18(b) of IAS 7 "Statement of Cash Flows", the Statement of Cash Flows is
prepared according to the "indirect method”.
The financial statements are presented with comparative data as required by the aforementioned
reference standards. The financial statements and the notes to the financial statements include,
where applicable, also the additional disclosures envisaged in relation to financial statements and
disclosures by Consob Resolution no. 15519 of 27 July 2006 and the Consob Notice no. 6064293 of 28
July, 2006.
All figures shown in these Financial Statements are expressed, unless otherwise stated, in
thousands of Euro. The Statement of financial position, the Profit and Loss Account, the Statement
of Comprehensive Income, the Statement of Changes in Shareholders' Equity and the Statement of

Please note that the following Approval Regulations of new IAS/IFRS standards have been issued.
They will be applied after 31 December 2017:
• Regulation (EU) 2016/1905 which adopts IFRS 15 “Revenues from contracts with customers”
(which will be applicable from 1st January, 2018), aimed at improving the accounting reporting
of revenue and therefore the overall comparability of revenue in balance sheets;
• Regulation (EU) 2016/2067 which adopts IFRS 9 “Financial Instruments” (which will be applicable
from 1st January, 2018), aimed at improving financial reporting on financial instruments by
addressing problems arising in this area during the financial crisis. In particular, IFRS 9
responds to the G20 invitation to make the transition to a more forward-looking model for
recording expected losses on financial assets;
• Regulation (EU) 2017/1986 which adopts IFRS 16 “Leases” (which will be applicable from 1st
January 2019), aimed at improving the accounting reporting of leasing contracts.
It should be finally pointed out that the IASB issued the following principles or changes to the existing
principles which had not yet been approved by 31 December 2017:
• Amendments to IFRS 10 and to IAS 28 “Sale or Contribution of assets between an investor and

its associate or joint venture” (issued by the IASB in September 2014);
• Amendments to IFRS 2: “Classification and measurement of share-based payment transactions”
(issued by the IASB in June 2016):
• “Annual Improvement to IFRS Standards 2014-2016 Cycle”, with which changes were introduced
to IFRS 1, IFRS 12 and IAS 28 (issued by the IASB in December 2016);
• “IFRIC Interpretation 22: Foreign Currency Transaction and Advance Consideration” (issued by
the IASB in December 2016);
• Amendments to IAS 40 “Investment Property: transfer of Investment Property” (issued by the
IASB in December 2016);
• IFRS 17 “Insurance Contracts”, which replaces IFRS 4 (issued by the IAS in May 2017);
•	The interpretation of IFRIC 23 “Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatments”, (issued by the IASB
in June 2017);
• Amendments to IFRS 9 “Financial Instruments” and to IAS 28 “Investments in Associates and

Joint Ventures” in order to facilitate their implementation (issued by the IASB in October 2017);
• “Annual Improvements to IFRSs 2015-2017 Cycle”, which include amendments to IAS 12, IAS
23, IFRS 3 and IFRS 11 (issued by the IASB in December 2017).
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Cash Flows are instead expressed in units of Euro.

In compliance with the requirements of Consob Notice no. 0031948 of 10 March, 2017, information is
provided below on the foreseeable impacts arising from the application of new accounting standards
IFRS 9, IFRS 15 and IFRS 16 on the financial statements of the Company.
IFRS 15 “Revenue from contracts with customers”
With the Regulation (EU) 2016/1905, the approval process of international accounting standard IFRS
15 was completed, mandatory for the financial statements of the financial years starting from 1st
January 2018.
The standard dictates the rules for measuring and accounting revenue from contracts for the sale
of goods and services, which replace and/or clarify those defined by pre-existing standard and
interpretations.
In particular, the standard introduces a new model in five phases that will be applied to revenues

Notes to the financial statements
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from contract with customers and provides the recognition of revenues for an amount which reflect
the consideration to which the entity believes it is entitled in change of the transfer of goods or
services to the client.
The application of this new standard does not foresee any significant effects on the Company’s
financial statements, as the current rules for measuring and recording customer revenues, as
specified below, are already aligned with the provisions of the new standard.
The Company’s revenues from the sale of goods and services are attributable to the following three
types:
(1) leasing of the real estate portfolio;
(2) sale of properties (or minor assets);
(3) provision of services.
The measurement and recording of rental revenues, are outside the scope of application of IFRS 15
and are instead governed by IAS 17 “Leasing”, replaced by 1st January 2019 by IFRS 16 “Leases”.
Furthermore, lease agreements entered into by the Company do not provide for the provision to the
tenants of additional services to the base rent that may fall within the scope of IFRS 15. Costs may
be charged to tenants who do not qualify for the provision of services (the Company acts as “agent”,
rather than as “principal” in the administration of the related dealings).
The sale of real estate takes place by means of notarial deed and, as a rule, the only obligation
assumed by the Company relates to the sale of the asset, with no additional obligations or special
guarantees. The price of the transaction is fixed and clearly defined in the deed of sale requires
the settlement with the deed without granting payment extensions There are also no provision for
additional non-monetary payments, nor, usually, fees to be paid to the buyer.
It is possible for potential buyers to make deposits or advance payments when signing preliminary sales
contracts. However, the period between the definition of preliminary agreements and the signing of
the definitive transfer deed is usually short (generally less than one year), without significant implicit
financial components being configured in the price. In fact, these deposits or advance payments
are not paid to grant a loan, but as confirmation of the commitment undertaken by the client or as
protection for the Group in case of failure (by the client) to fulfil its obligations (IFRS 15 par. 62C).
The identification of the moment in which the sale is recorded is already carried out in compliance
with the rules established by IFRS 15. In fact, sales are recorded by complying with the obligation of
assignment assumed, at the time of transferring the properties to buyers. The transfer is considered
to have taken place when the buyer acquires control of the property purchased, this understood as
the capacity to decide on its use and to substantially reap all its benefits.
This criterion is applied both in case of sale of buildings held for trading and in case of sale of
building held for the rental activity. In fact, this last case the recovery of the investment is generally
obtained through the sale. The date of the derecognition of the investment is the date from which the

buyer acquire the control of the asset, that pursuant to the IFRS 15 correspond to the time in which
the “obligation to do” is fulfilled. There aren’t hypothesis of recovery of the real estate investment
through financial leases of through sale and lease-back transaction, for which the valuation of the
time in which the transfer of control is realized should be valuated under IFRS 16.
Finally, usually, real estate property sales are not accompanied by repurchase agreements or by
obligations for guarantees.
On the base of the analysis described, no impacts are expected on the revenues and for the profit and
loss for the Group.
These considerations are applied, mutatis mutandis, to any residual disposals of other minor assets
(in any case for non-significant amounts).
Revenues for services relate to corporate (administrative, accounting and financial) and property
management (administrative and technical property) services and are governed by written contracts,
(performance obligations). There are no implicit promises that can create in customers the
expectation of additional services compared to those explicitly stated in the contracts.
Contractual fees are in some cases fixed, in other cases variable. Variable fees are always referable
to well-identified parameters (e.g. rental revenue obtained by the customer in a given year, cost of the
works managed in project management services, etc.), without any difficulties or limitations on their
quantification. However, the contracts are worded in such a way as to allow the clear identification of
the “unit of account” of the transaction (separate services or combinations of services).
For repetitive service contracts that are progressively fulfilled over time, the reference time base
of fees is generally per year. For services other than repetitive services, the fee is defined for the
specific service rendered.
Revenues for services rendered are accounted for on the basis of the services actually provided to
the customer. For contracts between two or more financial years, revenue is recorded progressively
in the financial statements based on the services already provided to the customer, with respect to
the overall obligation (e.g. based on the progress of work managed on behalf of customers in cases
of project management).
Fees are settled by customers in cash. There are no non-monetary fees or payments to be paid to
customers. Payment terms are usually short, compared to issuing invoices. Contracts may envisage
invoicing customers a portion of the fees (e.g. quarterly or half-yearly payments for repeating
contracts with an annual basis), with annual adjustments. However, there are no advances from
customers that can contribute significant financial benefits.
On the base of these considerations, no impacts are expected for this type of income on the revenues
and for the profit and loss for the Company.
IFRS 9 “Financial instruments”
With the Regulation (EU) 2016/2067, the approval process of international accounting standard
IFRS 9 was completed, mandatory for the financial statements of the financial years starting from
1st January 2018. Compared to IAS 39, the standard defines rules for the best financial disclosure
relating to financial assets and liabilities. The application of this new standard does not foresee
any significant effects on the Company’s financial statements, as the current rules for accounting
financial assets and liabilities in the balance sheet, as specified below, are already aligned with the
provisions of the new standard.
First of all, it must be noted that the new standard does not apply to: i) initial recognition and subsequent
valuation of investments in subsidiaries, associates or joint ventures, which instead fall within the
scope of application of IFRS 10, IAS 27 and IAS 28 ; ii) plans for employee benefits subsequent to
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which explicitly identify the services promised and, therefore, the contractual obligations assumed

employment, such as TFR (staff termination benefits), which are governed by IAS 19; iii) the rights
and obligations deriving from the lease contracts that fall within the scope of application of IFRS 16
(with the exception of receivables from tenants to which the derecognition and impairment rules
defined by IFRS 9 apply); iv) financial instruments that qualify under IAS 32 as equity instruments.
In view of the above, the assets (other than deposits with banks available on demand) and the
Company’s financial liabilities to which the new standard applies are attributable to the following
categories:
(a) shares of real estate funds and minor holdings;
(b) short, medium and long-term bank loans and the issue of bonds;
(c) derivative instruments for hedging the risk of changes in interest rates (referring to financial
liabilities);
(d) trade receivables and payables (from letting, real estate sales and services), tax and other
Notes to the financial statements
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payables and receivables.
The valuation of the units held in real estate funds (currently classified as “available for sale”
instruments) is already aligned with their fair value (assuming it is equal to the NAV of the Funds
themselves). Furthermore, in the past (and for the 2017 financial year), all the shares of Funds held
by the Group have been subject to write-downs recorded in the Profit and Loss Account. The valuation
forecast at fair value with a counter-entry to the Profit and Loss Account, envisaged by the new
standard, will therefore not entail adjustments to the figure in the financial statements at the end of
2017.
The same applies to minor investments, valued at their stock exchange price, if listed, or at the net
asset value, taken for operational simplicity as representative of the fair value, taking into account
both the nature of the activity carried out by the investee company and the lack of significance of the
investment.
Financial liabilities represented by bank debts and bonds are accounted for using the depreciated
cost method, following the effective interest rate criterion. The valuation method adopted therefore
complies with the provisions of IFRS 9, without the need for adjustments.
Furthermore, current loans have not been subject to changes or renegotiations in the past, the effect
of which, unlike the provisions of IAS 39 (absorption in the remaining period with the revision of the
effective interest rate), must be recorded in the Profit and Loss Account (with an expected” change of
the depreciated cost value, due to discounting new cash flows to the original IRR).
Furthermore, it must be noted that in the case of convertible bonds, the optional component was
accounted for and valued separately from the debt component and, where qualified as a financial
liability (and not as an equity instrument) in accordance with IAS 32, it is already valued at fair value
with a counter-entry to the Profit and Loss Account.
There are no other cases of financial liabilities that incorporate implicit derivatives.
Derivatives for hedging the risk of fluctuating interest rates are measured at fair value. The counterentry is the Profit and Loss Account, for cases in which these instruments are not formally used
in hedging relationships that can be represented pursuant to cash flow hedge rules. In the latter
case, however, the above rules are applied with the recognition against OCI of the fair value change
corresponding to the effectiveness of the hedge and against the Profit and Loss Account for any
portion of the change corresponding to the ineffectiveness of the hedge. Accounting rules for the
above types of instruments defined by IFRS 9 are largely aligned with those set out in IAS 39 and in
this specific case, adjustments to the values already expressed in the 2017 financial statements are
not necessary (in addition to the possibility of opting to continue applying hedge accounting rules
required by IAS 39, without applying the new principle).
The Company does not hold financial assets and/or liabilities held for trading.

Trade receivables, with the exception of some impaired old positions, which have already been written
down entirely (also in line with the impairment provisions envisaged by IFRS9), consist of receivables
from tenants of properties in the portfolio and customers for services and advances for purchases
and sales of real estate. All receivables have a short-term maturity, do not accrue interest and do not
contain significant financial components and, with regard to the assessment of their recoverability
(“impairment”), they are subject to the simplified assessment approach provided for in section 5.5.15
of IFRS 9, without the need to track changes in counterparty credit risk. The same rule applies to the
measurement of expected losses according to the so-called “lifetime ECL” methodology, estimating
them on the basis of all available information and taking into account existing guarantees.
For the valuation of receivables from tenants, the Company has adopted a write-down rule based
on a default rate, on past due dates, based on historical data, while taking account of the specific
circumstances on a case-by-case basis. During the course of 2018 the above standard rule will be
subject to revision and then confirmed or changed based on the new evidence that will be collected.
closing of the 2017 financial statements.
Trade payables for goods and services purchased by the Company and payables to employees for
unpaid skills are all short-term payables and do not accrue interest. It is possible that for some
suppliers of works withholdings may be applied as collateral while waiting for the inspection of the
works carried out on behalf of the Group. Balances of the above withholdings are not generically
significant and the withholding times are generally short or in any case not inclusive of significant
financial components.
Tax receivables and payables are classified among current accounts, except in cases of claims
for credit repayment (for which recovery times are not estimated to be short) or receivables for
amounts paid to Agenzia delle Entrate (Inland Revenue) pending an opinion (following the outcome of
assessments), which however are interest-bearing pursuant to the law. Receivables are immediately
cancelled from the financial statements if there is evidence of total or partial non-recoverability.
Receivables and payables other than those mentioned above are not significant, generally they are
non-interest bearing and are assessed on a case-by-case basis, in accordance with methodologies
that are substantially in line with the provisions of IFRS 9.
IFRS 16 “Leases”
With the Regulation (EU) 2017/1986, the approval process of international accounting standard IFRS
16 was completed, mandatory for the financial statements of the financial years starting from 1st
January 2019. This principle, replacing IAS 17 and IFRIC 4, establishes new rules for the accounting
of contracts (leases) which provides for the transfer, from a contractual party to another, of the right
to use a given asset, for a given period of time, in exchange for a fee.
It must be noted that the rules defined by the new standard leave the accounting model set out in IAS
17 for the “lessor” substantially unchanged. This means that the introduction of IFRS 16 will have
no significant impact on the accounting of all the active leases of the Company’s real estate portfolio
and therefore on the presentation of the balance sheet and profit and loss account items relating to
its core business.
On the “lessee” side, on the other hand, overcoming the distinction between operating leases
and finance leases, IFRS 16 provides for all types of leases, the initial recognition in the financial
statements of the right to use the asset, with a counter-entry to a financial payable corresponding to
the current value of contractual fees. The discount rate of contractual rents is the implicit interest rate
of the lease or, when this cannot be promptly determined and therefore for reasons of operational
simplification, the incremental leverage rate of the lessee.
Subsequent to initial recognition, the right to use the asset is depreciated according to the rules
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However, significant impacts are not expected from any adjustments to the default rate used for the

established by IAS 16, while financial liability will be set to zero as lease payments are paid. In the
Profit and Loss Account, the cost for the rent is no longer recorded, but rather the above depreciation
and accrued interest on the debt are recorded.
In view of the foregoing, for the Company, impacts will be limited to the few leases and rentals that
are substantiated:
• in the leasing of some real estate units;
• in car rentals;
• in the rental of computers and electronic equipment.
It is highlighted that the principle provides for exemptions from the general rule for all leases with
a duration of less than 12 months (the so-called short-term lease) and for all leasing contracts of
lower value assets.
Notes to the financial statements
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The above exemptions make it possible to exclude the application of the new rules, essentially for
the majority of rentals entered into by the Company for computers and other electronic equipment.
It must be noted that the new standard provides for specific rules for accounting sub-leases,
providing for their classification as operating or financial leases depending on the circumstances,
having regard not to the asset being leased, but to the right of use from the (head lease). In cases
where the sub-lease is qualified as a financial lease, the right of use from the head lease must be
derecognised in the sub-tenant’s balance sheet (as it is presumed transferred to the sub-lessee),
while the entry in the financial statements of payments due to the owner of the asset is maintained.
The new standard will be applied by the Company from 2019. In 2018, in-depth studies will be carried
out to assess the impacts on time.
From the preliminary analyses, compared to the data represented in the 2017 financial statements
based on the current rules, the application of IFRS 16 would have entailed the following equity
adjustments:
(Euro millions)

Balance sheet
figures as at
31.12.2017

2017 figures
revised
pursuant to
IFRS 16

Changes

Assets
Assets from financial leasing

0.04

Assets deriving from the right to use leased goods

(0.04)
4.57

Total effect on assets (A)

4.57
4.54

Liabilities
Liabilities from financial leasing

0.04

Liabilities deriving from the right to use leased goods
Other payables

(0.04)
3.85

4.03

Total effect on liabilities (B)
Total effect on liquity (A) - (B)

3.85
(4.03)
(0.22)
4.76

From the economic point of view, from the analyses carried out, the application of IFRS 16 already in
2017 would have led to an improvement in the profit or loss of Euro 0.1 million.

2.2

Segment reporting

An operating segment is a group of business activities that generate costs and revenues, for which
separate accounting information is available and whose results are periodically reviewed by the

operations department for the purpose of making decisions regarding the resources to be allocated
to the sector and evaluating the relevant results.
The information by operating segment presented by the Company is defined according to the
representation scheme by business area, distinguishing between real estate and service provision.
Property-related activities are then further broken down on the basis of the accounting categories
into which the property assets are divided. Information by geographical area is also provided on a
secondary basis, defined according to the location of the property.

2.3 Functional currency and transactions in foreign currency
(a) Functional and presentation currency
The financial statements are presented in Euro units, while the relevant notes are prepared in thousands
of Euro. Indeed, the Euro represents the functional and presentation currency of the Company.

Transactions in foreign currency are converted into the functional currency at the exchange rate
prevailing on the transaction date. Foreign exchange gains and losses deriving from the settlement
of the above transactions and the conversion to the year-end exchange rates of monetary assets and
liabilities denominated in foreign currency are recorded in the profit and loss account.
The differences deriving from the conversion of non-monetary assets or liabilities are recorded in
equity, in the year in which they arise, if the gains or losses relating to the valuation of these elements
are accounted for directly in Equity. If, on the other hand, gains and losses relating to the valuation
of non-monetary items are recorded under the Statement of profit/(loss), exchange differences
also follow the same method of recognition, with the exception of gains or losses deriving from the
application of the fair value criterion. In this case exchange differences are recognised in Equity.

2.4 Investment properties
Investment properties are those held to earn rental revenues and for capital appreciation.
Investment properties are initially recorded at cost, including ancillary charges for the purchase, and
are subsequently measured at their fair value, recording any changes in fair value in the Statement
of profit/(loss), in accordance with IAS 40.
The Company evaluates its real estate portfolio semi-annually, on 30 June and 31 December,
supported by external independent valuation companies, duly recognised and qualified and in
possession of up-to-date knowledge of the locations and features of the properties being valued. The
valuation process is entrusted to independent experts, providing for their replacement every three
years, without prejudice to the possibility of postponing such replacement for a further three years,
where deemed operationally appropriate.
The fair value of the properties is based on the market value, represented (in accordance with the
provisions of IFRS 13 “Fair value measurement”) from the estimate of the price at which the property
would be traded on the valuation date and current market conditions, within the framework of an
ordinary transaction between market operators who act to best suit their economic interest (refer to
paragraph 4.1 for the description of fair value measurement methods).
When a property classified in the instrumental real estate is transferred to the investment property
segment, following a change in its destination, any differences on the transfer date between the book
value and the fair value on the same date are accounted for directly in equity, if there is a profit. Where
instead the difference represents a loss, this is recognised immediately in the Income Statement.
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2.5 Properties under development
This category includes properties undergoing renovations, transformation, construction and
development (hereinafter generically referred to as “development activities”) for which future use is
envisaged as investment properties.
These properties are accounted for using the cost criterion (initially corresponding to the purchase
cost or to the last carrying amount in the case of reclassification in this category from other categories
of properties) applied, for each property, until the relevant fair value cannot be reliably determined
on an ongoing basis. From that moment on, the fair value measurement criterion is adopted (refer to
paragraph 4.1 for the description of fair value measurement methods). At the balance sheet date, all
properties classified in this category are eligible for valuation at current value.
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The book value of the property is increased by all the costs incurred for development activities,
financial charges and any costs of personnel employed in this activity.
The capitalisation of financial charges is made for the period between the start of development
activities and the moment in which the properties are substantially ready for their intended use,
considering in addition to the charges related to loans specifically assumed for the purchase or
development of properties, including charges relating to loans not directly guaranteed by them
(within the terms and according to the procedures set out in IAS 23 “Financial charges”), assuming
that the development initiative (for the part not covered by said specific loans) is however, financed
at a weighted average rate.

2.6 Leases
Leases are classified as finance leases or operating leases. Under the terms of a finance lease, the
majority of risks and rewards of ownership of an asset is substantially transferred to the tenant,
whilst under the terms of an operating lease the risks and rewards of ownership substantially pertain
to the lessor.
(a) Finance leases

(i) Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ lessee in a finance lease contract
At the date of initial recognition, the lessee company records the assets in fixed assets and, in return,
recognises a financial debt for an amount equal to the lower of the fair value of the asset subject to
the lease and the current value of the minimum payments due at the start date of the contract, using
the implicit interest rate of the contract. At each reporting date, the financial charges for the period
are recorded in the Statement of profit/(loss), calculated by separating them from the instalments on
the basis of the aforementioned implicit interest rate. The principal amount of the fee paid is instead
recorded as a reduction of the financial debt.

(ii) Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ lessor in a finance lease contract
On the date of initial recognition, regardless of legal title, the value of the asset is derecognised
from assets and a receivable is recognised corresponding to the present value of the sum of the
minimum payments expected at the start date of the contract and of the unsecured residual value.
The discount rate used is the implicit interest rate of the leasing contract. At each reporting date, the
financial income for the period is recognised in the Statement of profit/(loss), calculated on the basis
of the implicit rate of return of the lease applied on a straight-line basis throughout the term of the
same lease. The estimate of the non-guaranteed residual value is periodically reviewed to detect the
existence of any loss in value.

(b) Operating leases
Lease payments under operating leases are recognised as revenues or costs in the Income Statement
on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
Lease contracts for properties are classified and accounted for on the same basis as operating
leases. Please refer also to what is reported in the following paragraph 2.19(i).

2.7 Operating properties and other assets
Operating properties and other assets are accounted for at purchase or construction cost, based on
the fair value of the consideration paid in order to acquire the asset and any other directly attributable
costs of making the asset ready for its intended use.
The costs incurred subsequently are included in the carrying value of the assets or accounted for as
a separate asset, as appropriate, only if it is probable that they will produce economic benefits for
maintenance costs are recognised as costs in the Income Statement in the period in which they are
incurred.
After initial recognition, properties used for operating purposes and other assets are valued at cost
net of accumulated depreciation and any loss in value.
Depreciation of the assets is calculated using the straight-line method over the estimated useful life
of the asset. Assets with unlimited useful lives are not depreciated.
The useful lives of the various asset classes are shown below:
• Operating properties			

33.33 years

• Land					

unlimited

• Other assets			

3 - 6 years

Major renovations are depreciated over the remaining useful life of the related asset.
An asset's remaining useful life is reviewed and adjusted, if appropriate, at each reporting date.
An asset's carrying amount is written down if lower than the asset's estimated recoverable amount.
Profit and loss on disposals are determined by comparing the proceeds with the carrying amount and
are recognised in the Income Statement.

2.8

Intangible assets

Intangible assets consist of non-monetary elements, identifiable even if they lack physical consistency
and are capable of generating future economic benefits for the Company.
Intangible assets are recognised at their purchase cost. After initial recognition, intangible assets are
valued at cost, net of accumulated depreciation and any loss in value.
Currently, intangible assets only include software and are represented by the cost of licenses
acquired from third parties and internally developed software (limited to costs incurred in the actual
development stage). These costs are depreciated on the basis of the estimated economic-technical
useful life, up to a maximum of 5 years.
Costs relating to the provision of medium/long-term loans are considered in calculating the relevant
financial payables, in application of the depreciated cost method.
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the Company in the future and whether these benefits can be measured reliably. All other repair and

2.9 Investments and financial assets
2.9.1 Investments in subsidiaries and associates
According to the provisions of IFRS 10, there is control over an entity (subsidiary) if and only if, at the
same time:
• we have power over the investee entity, qualifying as having valid rights for addressing its
relevant activities, i.e. those activities impacting significantly on its profitability;
• we have the effective ability to exercise this power over the investee entity so as to affect its
profitability;
• the profitability (positive and negative) of our investment varies depending on the profitability of
the investee entity.
In compliance with the provisions of IFRS 11 a jointly controlled entity (joint venture) is a company
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over which the Group exercises control jointly with third parties. Joint control of a company can be
qualified as a contractually agreed share of control over it and exists when the relevant decisions are
taken through the unanimous control of the parties involved (joint venturers).
According to IAS 28, an associate is an entity over which the investor has a significant influence, that
means the power to participate in the financial and operating policy decision of this entity even there
is not a control over it.
Investments in subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates are initially recorded at the cost incurred
for the purchase or establishment, represented by the fair value at the exchange date and by any
other ancillary charge.
The cost initially incurred for the purchase of investments is maintained in the financial statements
of subsequent years, except in the following cases:
• following capital increases;
• upon the occurrence of a loss in value, in order to align the carrying amount with the value of
the investment deemed recoverable.
Profits distributed by the subsidiaries, jointly controlled companies and associates are recorded in
the profit and loss account, in compliance with the accruals principle, when the right to the claim
arises (generally coinciding with the distribution resolution adopted by the shareholders’ meeting of
investee companies). Dividends deriving from profits referring to periods prior to the purchase of the
investment, constitute a correction of the value of the latter, and therefore are brought to decrease the
carrying amount of the investment.
2.9.2 Financial assets
For the purposes of the valuation, financial assets are divided into the following categories: financial
assets measured at fair value in the Statement of profit/(loss), receivables and loans, financial assets
held to maturity and financial assets available for sale. Directors decide the classification of the
individual financial assets at the time of their initial accounting and verify, at each balance sheet date,
that the initial destination is still valid.
(a) Financial assets measured at fair value recorded in the Profit and Loss Account
This category includes financial assets held for trading. Investments in this category are classified
as current assets if their disposal is expected in the twelve months after the end of the reporting
period.

(b) Loans and receivables
Loans and receivables consist of non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable maturities
that are not traded on active markets. These are included in current assets, with the exception of
those assets expiring beyond twelve months after the balance sheet date, which are classified as
non-current assets.
(c) Held-to-maturity financial assets
Financial assets to be held to maturity consist of non-derivative financial investments in respect of
which the Company has declared its intention and ability to hold until maturity. The classification in
current or non-current assets depends on the expected realisation within or after 12 months after
the balance sheet date.
(d) Financial assets available for sale
Available-for-sale financial assets are a residual category consisting of non-derivative financial
any of the other financial investment categories described above. These assets are included in noncurrent assets, unless Directors intend to sell them within twelve months of the balance sheet date.
Regardless of their classification, financial assets are initially recognised at fair value plus
transaction costs.
Sales are recorded when the rights to receive cash flows associated with financial assets have
expired or have been transferred to third parties and the Company has substantially transferred all
the risks and benefits associated with owning these assets.
Subsequent to initial recognition, financial assets measured at fair value recorded in the Profit and
Loss Account and financial assets available for sale are accounted for at fair value. In the first
case, changes in fair value are recognised in the Income Statement in the period in which they
arise, whilst in the second case changes are recognised in Equity (the reserve for available-for-sale
financial assets). This reserve is reversed to the profit and loss account only when the financial asset
is actually sold or, in the case of negative changes, when it becomes evident that the reduction in
value suspended in equity cannot be recovered.
The fair value of financial assets traded on active markets is based on current bid prices. If there
is no active market for a financial asset (and for securities not traded on an organised market),
the Company calculates the fair value using valuation techniques, including the use of recent
transactions at market conditions, the reference to other financial instruments with essentially
the same characteristics and the analysis of discounted cash flows adjusted to reflect the specific
characteristics and circumstances of the issuer. Financial assets for which fair value cannot be
reliably determined are valued at cost, possibly reduced for impairment.
Information on the treatment of derivative instruments is provided in the following section 2.18.
After the initial recognition, loans, financing and financial assets held to maturity are accounted for
with the depreciated cost method, using the effective rate method. Any impairment is recognised in
the Income Statement as a balancing entry to the value of the asset. Impairment recognised for an
asset in prior years is reversed if the circumstances that resulted in the impairment no longer apply.

2.10 Trading properties
Trading properties, even when subject to preliminary renovation and development activities, are
classified under current assets and accounted for at the lower between purchase or construction cost
and the net realisable value (IAS 2). The purchase cost is the fair value of the price paid, including any
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directly attributable transaction costs. The cost of production is represented by the fair value of all
costs directly attributable to the property, as well as the costs incurred for financing the construction
and costs of personnel directly employed in such activities. Financial charges are accounted for only
for the period between the start of the loan and the moment when the property is substantially ready
for use (within the terms and according to the procedures set out in IAS 23 "Borrowing costs").
The net realisable value is calculated on the basis of the fair value, net of the estimated costs
necessary to carry out the sale.

2.11 Trade receivables and other receivables
Trade receivables and other receivables are initially recognised at fair value and subsequently valued
with the depreciated cost method, using the effective interest rate method, net of provisions for
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losses in value.
Provisions for impairment of trade receivables or other receivables are made when there is objective
evidence that the Company will not be able to collect the entire amount of the receivable originally
due. The amount of the provision is equal to the difference between the book value of the receivable
and the present value of expected future cash flows, calculated using the effective interest rate.
Provisions are recognised in the Profit and Loss Account.

2.12 Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash and cash equivalents, current account balances and bank
deposits and other highly liquid short-term financial investments.

2.13 Assets and liabilities held for sale
This item is comprised, respectively, of assets (other than trading properties) or groups of discontinued
assets, together with the related liabilities, the carrying amount of which will be recovered mainly
through a sale transaction rather than through its continuous use. Such reclassification occurs only
when the assets are available for immediate sale, in their current condition and the likelihood of their
sale is high. This circumstance is generally considered to exist only at the time of signing preliminary
sales agreements. In order for the sale to be highly probable, the assets must be included in a disposal
program, activities must be carried out to identify a buyer and complete the disposal program, the
sale must take place at a reasonable price with respect to the fair value of the assets sold and it
must be scheduled within one year or beyond one year, provided that the delay is caused by events or
circumstances outside the control of the Company and there is sufficient evidence to attest that the
Company remains committed to implement the planned divestment.
Assets or groups of discontinued assets that are different from the properties previously classified as
"Investment properties" and “Properties under development” measured at fair value, are recognised
at the lower of their carrying amount and their fair value net of any sales cost at the time of their
initial recognition as held for sale. When a newly-acquired asset or group is disposed of, meets the
criteria for classification in this category and its purchase is part of a business combination, their
initial recognition is at fair value less sales costs.
After the initial recognition, any losses due to fair value reductions, net of selling costs, are recorded
in the Statement of profit/(loss). Differently, while write-ups arising from any subsequent increases
in fair value, net of costs of sale, are recognised in the Statement of profit/(loss) to the extent that do
not exceed write-downs that have been previously recognised.

On the other hand, properties previously classified as "Investment Properties" and "Properties under
development" valued using the fair value method, as required by the reference standards (IFRS 5,
par. 5d), continue to be valued at their fair value (see section 4.1 for the description of fair value
measurement methods).
Assets coming under this category are not depreciated.
For properties for which a preliminary contract has been signed, the sale price net of the costs
connected to the sale represents the value taken as a reference as a fair value.

2.14 Borrowings
Borrowings are initially recognised at fair value, less transaction costs incurred. These are
subsequently recorded at depreciated cost; any difference between the amount received (net of
transaction costs) and the total amount of repayments is recorded in the Profit and Loss Account on
taken into account when determining the relevant financial payables in application of the depreciated
cost method.
Financial payables are classified as current liabilities, unless the Company has the unconditional
right to repay the liability beyond twelve months following the balance-sheet date; in this case only
the portion of debt falling within the twelve months following that date is classified as a current
liability.

2.15 Current and deferred taxation
The Company benefits from the SIIQ tax regime.
The special regime of Listed and non-listed Real Estate Investment Companies ("SIIQ and SIINQ")
introduced and governed by Italian Law no. 296/2006 and subsequent amendments, as well as by
Italian Ministerial Decree no. 174/2007 (the "Special Scheme"), involves the exemption from the
taxation for IRES and IRAP purposes of income deriving from real estate leasing (the so-called
“exempt management”).
For the purposes of applying the Special Scheme, income deriving from exempt management is
destined to be taxed by the shareholders, as a consequence of its distribution. The distribution must
compulsorily be resolved upon approval of the financial statements for the year during which the
exempt profit was formed.
The requirements for admission to this special scheme, the application of which may have complex
interpretations that are verified with the support of specialists, are subject to specific monitoring by
the Company, as they are significant for its financial statements.
(a) Current taxes
Current taxes for the year are valued at the amount expected to be paid to the tax authorities and
are determined on the basis of the rates and tax regulations in force, or substantially in force, at the
reporting date.
Current taxes relating to items recorded directly in equity are also recorded in equity and not in the
profit/(loss) for the year.
Management periodically assesses the position taken in tax returns in cases where tax rules are
subject to interpretation and, where appropriate, allocates provisions.
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the basis of the duration of the loan, using the effective interest rate method. Transaction costs are

(b) Deferred tax assets and liabilities
Deferred taxes are calculated by applying the so-called "liability method" to temporary differences at
the balance sheet date between the tax values of assets and liabilities and the corresponding book
values.
Deferred tax liabilities are recorded on all taxable temporary differences, with the following
exceptions:
• deferred taxes derive from the initial recognition of the goodwill or an asset or liability in a
transaction that does not represent a business combination and, at the time of the transaction
itself, does not influence either the profit or loss of the financial statements or the tax results;
• the reversal of taxable temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries,
associates and joint ventures can be controlled and it is probable that this will not occur in the
foreseeable future.
Notes to the financial statements
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Deferred tax assets are recorded against all deductible temporary differences of receivables and
unused tax losses that can be carried forward, to the extent where it is probable that sufficient future
taxable income will be available to allow the use of temporary deductible differences and of receivables
and tax losses carried forward, except in cases where:
• prepaid tax linked to the temporary deductible differences derives from the initial recognition of
an asset or liability in a transaction that does not represent a business combination and, at the
time of the transaction itself, does not affect either profit or loss of the financial statements or
the tax results;
• in the case of deductible temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries,
associates and joint ventures, deferred tax assets are recorded only to the extent where they
are likely to be reversed in the foreseeable future and that sufficient taxable income will be
available to allow the recovery of these temporary differences.
The carrying value of prepaid tax assets is reviewed at each balance sheet date and reduced to the
extent where it is no longer probable that sufficient taxable income will be available in the future to
allow all or part of the use of this credit.
Prepaid tax assets not recorded are reviewed at each balance sheet date and are recognised to the
extent where it is probable that the expected taxable income will be sufficient to allow recovery.
Deferred taxes and prepaid tax assets are measured based on the tax rates that are expected to be
applied in the year in which these liabilities will be extinguished or these assets will be realised,
considering the rates in force and those already issued, or substantially in force, on the balance sheet
date.
Deferred taxes and prepaid tax assets relating to elements recorded outside the Profit and Loss
Account are also recognised outside the Profit and Loss Account and, therefore, in the Shareholders'
Equity or in the Comprehensive Income Statement, in line with the element to which they refer.
Prepaid taxes and deferred taxes are offset where there is a legal right to compensation.
The tax benefits acquired as a result of a business combination, but which do not meet the criteria
for separate recognition on the purchase date, are subsequently recognised when the conditions
are met. The adjustment is recorded as a reduction in goodwill (up to the amount of goodwill), if it
is recognised during the measurement period, or in the profit and loss account, if it is subsequently
recognised.

2.16 Staff termination benefits
(a) Post-employment benefits
The only form of benefits subsequent to the employment relationship guaranteed by the Company to
its employees is represented by the Staff termination benefits (TFR, from its Italian Initials).
Following the amendments made to the relevant regulation by the “2007 Budget Law” (Law No. 296
of 27 December, 2006), for the Company, the accounting of severance pay is carried out according to
the rules:
i) of “defined benefit plans” for the portion of the provision accrued as at 31 December 2006, through
actuarial statements that exclude the component relating to future salary increases;
ii) of “defined contribution plans” for the portions of staff termination benefits accrued from 1st
January 2007, both in the event of a supplementary pension option and in the event of allocation to
the treasury fund at the INPS.

Benefits due to employees for termination of employment are recorded in the Profit and Loss Account
and recorded under liabilities when the Company is demonstrably committed to terminate the
employment relationship with an employee or group of employees before the natural expiry date of
the relationship itself and at the same time granting a benefit to the employee or group of employees
in order to encourage voluntary resignation. The Company considers itself committed at the time of
signing with the employee an agreement governing the termination of the employment relationship
and the recognition of incentives.
The aforementioned benefits are immediately recorded in the Profit and Loss Account as they are not
capable of generating future economic benefits.
(c) Share-based plans
The Company also remunerates some employees through stock option and free share plans. The
estimated benefits attributed to the beneficiaries of these plans are charged to the Profit and Loss
Account for the financial years of the plan, crediting the Equity reserves or a debit item to the
beneficiaries depending on whether the plans are settled with instruments representing capital or
for cash. The above benefits are calculated by determining the fair value of the options assigned,
through the use of financial valuation techniques, also taking into account market conditions. The
number of options assigned is adjusted, where appropriate, at each balance sheet date.

2.17 Provisions for risks and charges
Provisions for risks and charges are recognized when:
• the Company is subject to a present obligation (legal or implicit) as a result of a past event;
• it is highly probable that in order to fulfil this obligation it will be necessary to use economic
resources to satisfy the obligation;
• the amount necessary for the performance of the obligation can be reliably estimated.
Provisions are calculated on the basis of the best estimate made by the Directors of the present
value of the sums necessary to settle obligations outstanding at the balance sheet date. The discount
rate used reflects the current market conditions of the cost of money, taking into account the time
between the balance sheet date and the date on which the obligation will be settled, as well as the
specific risks related to the type of liability.
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With reference to tax assessment risks, the Company records as receivables the amounts paid
pending an opinion, for the part of their amount that exceeds the amount of the liability deemed
probable.

2.18 Derivatives and hedge accounting
Derivatives are initially recorded and subsequently measured at their fair value. Derivatives opened
by the Company are mainly classified as hedges of highly probable cash flows.
Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ documents, on the execution date, the hedging relationship, as well as its
objectives and its risk management strategy; it also documents its assessments on a regular basis,
to check whether derivatives used in hedging transactions are highly effective in offsetting changes
in cash flows relating to hedged items.
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The effective portion of the change in the fair value of derivatives classified or qualified as cash flow
hedging derivatives, is recorded in equity. Profits or losses relating to the ineffective portion are
instead recorded in the Statement of profit/(loss).
Amounts accumulated in the Shareholders' Equity are reversed to the Profit and Loss Account in
correspondence with the periods in which the item subject to hedging will affect profits or losses.
When a hedging instrument expires or is sold, or when a hedge no longer meets the criteria for the
recognition of the hedging instrument, any accumulated gains or losses suspended in equity are
recorded in the Profit and Loss Account only upon the occurrence of the hedged transaction. If it is
assumed, instead, that the covered transaction will not take place, profits or losses suspended in
equity are immediately transferred in the Statement of profit/(loss).

2.19 Revenues
Revenues are recognized as follows:

(i) Rental revenues
Rental revenues generated by lease contracts similar to operating leases are recognised over the
lease term on a straight-line basis, unless there is another systematic criterion to better reflect
time-frames over which the rewards deriving from the use of the leased asset are reduced.
Rental revenues also include amounts paid by the sellers of properties by way of guaranteed income.
Rents deriving from the leasing of properties, in accordance with rental contracts similar to
financial leasing contracts, are recorded according to methods that reflect a constant return on the
net investment made, by dividing their amount between the repayment of the receivable from the
tenants, initially recorded, and relevant financial income.

(ii) Revenues from property sales
Revenues from the sale of properties are recorded under the Profit and Loss Account upon transfer
to the buyer of the relevant risks and rewards connected to ownership, which are normally transferred on the date of signing of the notarial deed.

(iii) Revenues from services
Service revenues are recognised in the accounting period in which the services are provided. The
recognition of revenues from the provision of services between two different financial years is carried
out in proportion to the services rendered, compared to the total contractual services.

(iv) Ricavi per dividendi
Dividend revenues are recognised when the right to receive payment arises.

2.20 Financial income and expenses, income from subsidiaries, associates and other
companies
Financial income and charges are recognised for on an accruals basis, using (where applicable) the
effective interest rate method.
Financial income and charges include the effects of discounting receivables and payables and from
the measurement of derivatives in accordance with IAS 39.

2.21 Seasonal nature of the business
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3 FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT
3.1 Financial risk factors
The activities carried out by the Company expose it to a series of financial risks: market risks, credit
risks and liquidity risks. The Company's operating and financial policies are aimed, among other
things, at minimising the negative impact of these risks on the Company's financial performance. As
a hedge against exposure to certain risks, the Company uses derivative financial instruments.
(a) Market risks

(i) Property value risk
The Company adopts the fair value criterion in the valuation following the purchase of its real
estate investment portfolio and real estate development projects. The fair value is estimated with
the support of valuations drawn up by independent experts, with measurements of changes in
the latter in the Profit and Loss Account. Valuation at fair value involves the use of the estimation
process described in paragraph 4.1 below and implies a forecast estimate of costs and revenues
associated with each vesting and the formulation of assumptions on the occupancy rate of the
assets, related to the performance of the real estate and financial markets, as well as the general
economic conditions that affect rent levels and the reliability of tenants. The above estimates
and assumptions, in consideration of the uncertainty connected to the occurrence of any future
event, both with regards to the materialisation of the event itself, and with regard to the extent and
timing of its manifestation, are able to determine changes, even significant in the short term, of the
conclusions of the experts and therefore of the results of the financial statements, with constant
evaluation models.
The fluctuations of the real estate market, therefore, can also significantly affect the Company’s
economic results. A part of the Group’s economic results is also generated, albeit marginally, by
the sale and purchase of properties, which is also significantly influenced by the trend in real estate
values and the volume of possible transactions over time.
The property market is affected by the cyclical nature of rents and property prices; the duration of
cycles is variable, but is generally long-term. The different national markets are characterised by
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The Company's activity is generally not influenced by seasonal phenomena.

different cyclical trends and often not in synchronized with each other, depending on the specific
economic situations and the sector. Within each national market, moreover, price trends track
the cycle in differing ways and with different degrees of intensity, depending on the location and
features of the properties.
The macroeconomic factors that have most influence on property values and therefore determine the
various cyclical trends are the following:
• interest rate trend;
• market liquidity and presence of alternative profitable investments;
• economic growth.
Low interest rates, high market liquidity and a lack of profitable alternative investments generally
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accompany an increase in property values.
Economic growth, especially in the office sector in which the Company mainly operates, has a positive
effect on the demand for leased space and on the level of rents and, consequently, has a positive
effect on the price of the properties. It is necessary to observe, however, that in the medium term,
economic growth normally generates an increase in inflation and therefore in interest rates, also
favouring the identification of profitable investment alternatives; factors that contribute to reducing
the price listings of properties.
The Company’s investment policy is aimed to minimise the effects of the various phases of the cycle,
selecting investments, also through subsidiaries or jointly controlled companies:
• with long-term contracts entered into with high-standing tenants, which mitigate the effects
of a reduction in market rents and the consequent reduction in property prices;
• mainly located in the centres of the main Italian cities (in particular Rome and Milan)
characterised by a structural lack of supply of good quality offices;
• with a low “vacancy rate”, in order to avoid the risk of re-renting during periods of limited
demand for lease space.

(ii) Interest rate risk
Loans signed by the Company are normally settled at a variable rate increased by a spread. The
Company's economic results are therefore significantly influenced by the trend in interest rates. Beni
Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ's policy is to minimise the risk linked to interest rates as much as possible, so as to
remain substantially exposed only to risks associated with real estate activities. In any case, it must
be noted that the Company does not carry out purely speculative transactions or transactions that
are not directly linked to its debt exposure.
Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ manages the risk related to interest rates using derivative contracts: swaps
and cap.
Interest rate swaps have the effect to convert the floating rate into a fixed rate for a period or for the
entire duration of the loan, for a portion or for the whole amount financed.
Cap contracts have the effect of fixing a maximum ceiling to the fluctuations of the interest rates of
the various loans, for a period or for the entire duration of the same.
The Company constantly monitors the interest rate risk, through the quarterly assessment of hedging
derivatives effectiveness, together with the drafting of a summary document.
Considering fixed rate loans and hedging transactions in place on floating rate loans, the Company's
nominal long, medium and short term financial exposure is settled at a fixed rate for the 95.44%
(88.44% as at 31 December 2016).

The table below shows the effects on nominal flows of interest, net of the corresponding effects on the
relevant hedges, connected to financial liabilities outstanding as at 31 December 2017 and referred
to the 12 months following the reporting date, as resulting from a sensitivity analysis, conducted
assuming a possible change in interest rates, of plus or minus 50 basis points, compared to those
recorded on the reference date.
(Euro thousands)

+ 50 bp

- 50 bp

(1,038)

1,038

738

(738)

0

0

(300)

300

(3,757)

3,757

2,575

(2,575)

0

0

(1,182)

1,182

31 December 2017
Change in nominal interest on loans
Change in spreads connected to derivatives
Tax effect related to the aforementioned changes
Total net income effect

Change in nominal interest on loans
Change in spreads connected to derivatives
Tax effect related to the aforementioned changes
Total net income effect

A table is presented that summarises the overall effects that would have been produced on the fair
values of existing derivative financial instruments, if the interest rates at the end of the financial year
were higher or lower than the effective rates of 50 basis points. The same table also shows the share
of these effects, net of the related tax burden, which would have been charged directly to Equity.
(Euro thousands)

31 December 2017

Change in fair value

Net equity effect of fair value
changes

+ 50 bp

- 50 bp

+ 50 bp

- 50 bp

Derivatives (asset and liabilities)

11,184

(19,624)

11,184

(19,624)

Total

11,184

(19,624)

11,184

(19,624)

(Euro thousands)

Change in fair value

Net equity effect of fair value
changes

31 December 2016

+ 50 bp

- 50 bp

+ 50 bp

- 50 bp

Derivatives (asset and liabilities)

(8,313)

(55,371)

(8,313)

(55,371)

Total

(8,313)

(55,371)

(8,313)

(55,371)

(iii) Exchange rate risks
As at 31 December 2017, the Company operates exclusively in the Euro area and is therefore not
exposed to exchange rate risk.
(b) Risk of concentration on a limited number of tenants for rental revenues
The 44.7% of rental income for the Company is concentrated on the four main tenants.
Nonetheless, an extended period of economic downturn could result in a material breach of contract
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by one or more of these or other tenants or a worsening of their creditworthiness or their capacity to
fulfill their rental obligations. This could have an adverse effect on the Company’s financial condition
and results of operations.
(c) Credit risks
A table summarising the company's maximum exposure to credit risk is presented below.
Description (Euro thousands)

Balance as at
31.12.2017

Balance as at
31.12.2016

51,792

62,054

238,422

197,244

967

4,060

Cash and cash equivalents (net of cash on hand)

281,634

69,290

Total

572,815

332,648

Trade and other receivables (current and non-current)
Receivables from subsidiaries and associates (current and noncurrent)
Derivatives - asset
Notes to the financial statements
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The financial assets listed above are all related to relations held at national level. The carrying values
of these financial assets coincide with their fair values.
With reference to trade receivables and other receivables, both current and non-current, information
is provided below which shows the gross amount, the portion past, the relative write-downs and the
portion not yet due, with indication of the due date within or beyond twelve months.
Description
(Euro thousands)

Gross
receivables
31.12.2017

Gross
receivables
past due

Write-downs
of receivables
past due

Receivables
not yet due

1,607

1,607

(1,607)

Receivables from
tenants

41,435

19,574

Receivables from
customers for
services

137

Property sales and
investment disposals

Receivable from the
Municipality of Rome
Bail and guarantee
deposits
Tax receivables
Other receivables
(including accrued
income and prepaid
expense)
Total

Receivables due
within 12
months

beyond 12
months

-

-

-

(18,549)

21,861

9,161

12,700

-

-

137

137

-

8,972

8,972

(2,222)

-

-

-

110

17

(17)

93

54

39

14,656

18

(18)

14,638

2,514

12,124

8,155

986

(867)

7,169

7,169

-

75,072

31,174

(23,280)

43,898

19,035

24,863

Below is a table showing the breakdown of gross receivables due by maturity bands.
Description
(Euro thousands)

Gross
outstanding
receivables
31.12.2017

Past due
by less than
6 months

from 6
months to
one year

by more than
one year

1,607

-

-

1,607

19,574

1,782

571

17,221

8,972

-

-

8,972

Bail and guarantee deposits

17

-

-

17

Tax receivables

18

-

-

18

Property sales and investment disposals
Receivables from tenants
Receivables from the Municipality
of Rome

Other receivables
Total

986

-

-

986

31,174

1,782

571

28,821

into account recovery practices. All receivables on which a loss is probable as at the balance sheet
date are written down. With reference to changes in the provision for doubtful debts, please refer to
sections 7.1.7 and 7.2.2 below.
As shown in the tables above, receivables as at 31 December 2016 (gross) mainly include:
• ”Tenants”, “Customers from services” and “Other receivables”: these categories of receivables
are constantly monitored. In particular, with reference to receivables due from tenants, the
Company believes that it is not subject to significant credit risks, as tenants are selected on the
basis of their creditworthiness and the economic prospects linked to their activity. The economic
and financial situation of the main tenants is also constantly monitored.
Investments in properties rented to tenants, whose creditworthiness may be subject to risks or
high variability, are only carried out if the quality of the properties offers adequate guarantees of
being able to lease the property again to third parties in a short time, in the event of a tenant’s
insolvency. Furthermore, as at 31 December 2017, the Company holds guarantees, consisting of
bank guarantees and guarantee deposits, which cover more than one quarter of the total annual
instalments on that date.
It must be noted that gross receivables from tenants expired as of 31 December 2017 include an
amount of 10,317 thousand Euro, relating to the position with the tenant of the “Darsena City”
shopping centre in Ferrara, whose recoverability was assessed when calculating the provision for
doubtful accounts. To this regard, please refer to the contents of the following section 8;
• “Receivables from properties sales and investments disposals”: refers to other receivables in
respect of which reference is made to the following section 7.2.2.
• “Receivables from the Municipality of Rome”: these are positions for which legal disputes are
pending in respect of which reference is made in sections 7.1.7, 7.2.2 and 8 below.
• “Tax receivable”: mainly relating to: i) payments made while proceedings are in progress (plus
accrued interest), relating to outstanding tax disputes. In this regard, refer to the following
section 7; ii) VAT and IRES credits requested for reimbursement in previous years; iii) VAT credits
and credits for current taxes to be used in compensation.
With reference to bank deposits and assets for derivative, it must be noted that the Company operates
on a continuous and lasting basis with counterparties of primary standing, with an acceptable credit
rating, thereby limiting the relevant credit risk.
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Below is a table that summarises the exposure of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ for bank deposits and
financial derivative instruments broken down by rating categories (according to Fitch and where
Standard & Poor's is not available) to which the counterparties belong.
Bank accounts and post office deposits
(Euro thousands)

Balance as at
31.12.2017

Balance as at
31.12.2016

-

-

77,930

192

23

-

BBB

83,225

15

BBB-

97,584

6,932

BB

20,083

13,348

733

143

B+

-

333

B-

238

3,545

1,819

99

281,634

24,608

Balance as at
31.12.2017

Balance as at
31.12.2016

7

2,357

960

-

BBB-

-

1,703

Total

967

4,060

A+
A
A-
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BB-

n.c. (*)
Total
(*) Banking institutions that do not have a public rating.

Derivatives - assets
(Euro thousands)
A
BBB

Considering the rating brackets to which the counterparties belong, the management believes that
for the above investments Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ is not exposed to significant credit risk.
(d) Liquidity risk
Borrowings used to finance the purchase of investment properties are structured on the basis of
cash flows generated by the lease contracts, taking account of the operating costs to be borne by the
owner under the terms of the contract.
The Company's objective is not to expand the use of financial leverage, at Group level, over 60% of the
consolidated real estate portfolio. Liquidity risk is thus considered to be low.

The tables below show the breakdown by maturity of the nominal value – including interest accrued
– of financial liabilities other than hedging instruments.
				
Balance as at 31 December 2017

(Euro thousands)
Carrying
amount

Nominal
value

within 1
year

from 1 to
2 years

from 2 to
5 years

more than
5 years

-

-

-

-

-

-

332,815

336,545

2,793

2,757

8,488

322,507

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,042,622

1,048,168

373,168

250,000

125,000

300,000

188,375

200,734

734

-

200,000

-

1,563,812

1,585,447

376,695

252,757

333,488

622,507

Borrowings other than hedging
instruments (current and non-current
portions)
Loans and other short-term borrowings
Mortgage loans
Other loans
Bonds

Total

Balance as at 31 December 2016

(Euro thousands)
Carrying
amount

Nominal
value

within 1
year

from 1 to
2 years

from 2 to
5 years

more than
5 years

50,000

50,000

50,000

-

-

-

1,013,960

1,027,317

27,955

10,857

172,189

816,316

-

-

-

-

-

-

Bonds

743,689

747,194

22,194

350,000

250,000

125,000

Convertible bonds

443,166

472,186

2,186

-

470,000

-

2,250,815

2,296,697

102,335

360,857

892,189

941,316

Borrowings other than hedging
instruments (current and non-current
portions)
Loans and other short-term borrowings
Mortgage loans
Other loans

Total
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The tables below report the breakdown of the fair value of financial assets and liabilities for derivatives
by the periods when the hedged cash flows are expected to affect the Statement of profit/(loss).
(Euro
thousands)

Fair value (*)

within 1 year

from 1 to 2 years

from 2 to 5 years

more than 5 years

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

IRS

4,976

35,551

1,537

3,706

2,052

8,697

2,719

20,707

(1,332)

2,441

Total

4,976

35,551

1,537

3,706

2,052

8,697

2,719

20,707

(1,332)

2,441

Derivatives Liabilities
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(*) Since this concerns the time-scale of expected cash flows, the fair value presented here does not include the positive effect (+14 thousand Euro at 31
December 2017 and +1,956 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016) deriving from the inclusion in the valuation of the variable "credit rating" as required
by IFRS 13.

(Euro
thousands)

Fair value (*)

within 1 year

from 1 to 2 years

from 2 to 5 years

more than 5 years

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

IRS

471

4,244

(644)

(1,161)

(1,037)

(953)

(669)

(350)

2,821

6,708

Collar
Swaption

651

-

-

-

14

-

262

-

375

-

15

126

1

126

14

126

-

126

-

-

1,137

4,370

(643)

(1,035)

(1,009)

(827)

(407)

(224)

3,196

6,708

Derivatives asset

Cap
Total

(*) Since this concerns the time-scale of expected cash flows, the fair value presented here does not include the negative effect (-170 thousand Euro at 31
December 2017 and -310 thousand Euro or 31 December 2016) deriving from the inclusion in the valuation of the variable "credit rating" as required by
IFRS 13.

On the other, it is presented below a table that shows the breakdown by maturity of non-discounted
cash flows of derivative instruments as at 31 December 2017.
Balance as at 31.12.2017 (*)

(Euro thousands)
Total
undiscounted
Cash Flows (*)

within 1
year

from 1 year
up to 2
years

from 2
years up to
5 years

more than 5
years

IRS

43,088

1,166

3,688

16,768

21,466

Total

43,088

1,166

3,688

16,768

21,466

Derivates - assets and
liabilities

(*) It does not include the positive effect of "creditworthiness”.

At 31 December 2017, the average financial term of financial payables other than hedging instruments
is of 3.94 years (4.56 years as of 31 December 2016), while the average financial duration as at 31
December 31 2017 of derivative instruments for hedging of interest rates is equal to 4.40 years (4.48
years as of 31 December, 2016).
As at December 31 2017 there were short-term hot money lines not used for 85,000 thousand Euro.
In addition, unused credit lines for committed short-term credit lines for 240,000 thousand Euro are
reported.

All of the short-term committed credit lines as at 31 December 2017 have a residual average life of
19.4 months (6.4 months at the end of 2016).
The average cost of the 2017 short-term debt was equal to 0.40% (0.47% for 2016).
(e) Risk from disputes
At the date of the present Financial Statements the Company is party to a number of legal and tax
disputes arising in the ordinary course of their activities (see the section 8 for a brief description of
the main disputes).
The Company monitors the development of these proceedings with the help of external advisers and,
where necessary, has recorded provisions for risks and charges, in light of the circumstances and
following a prudent analysis of each dispute and the risk concerned.
The evaluation of risks is, however, subjective and necessarily involves estimations of potential
liabilities.
adverse impact on the Company’s financial conditions and results of operations and there can be no
assurance that further disputes, not currently known, will not be commenced in the future.

3.2 Capital management
The Company's policy, aimed to safeguard an optimal capital structure, is pursued through the
maintenance, at Group level, of the following ratios:
•		 a ratio between the net financial debt and the Shareholders' Equity not exceeding 1.5;
•		 a ratio between the net financial debt and the value of the real estate portfolio of less than 60%.

4 VALUATIONS, ESTIMATES AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES
4.1 Valuation of the real estate portfolio
The Company evaluates its properties on a semi-annual basis, on 30 June and 31 December, with the
support of by independent experts, endowed with recognized professionalism and integrity.
The assignments for the property appraisals, in fact, are only conferred to experts who commit to
operate independently, with integrity and objectivity.
Subject to compliance with such requirement, the selection of the experts is made by weighing the
offers for services received also in terms of cost-effectiveness.
In December 2017, in particular, the valuation was assigned to Jones Lang LaSalle S.p.A. (hereinafter
also “JLL”) and CBRE Valuation S.p.A..
The cost for the year 2017 of fees paid to independent experts for the valuation of properties is equal
to 459 thousand Euro (624 thousand Euro for the 2016 financial year). The above fees are flat-rate
and fixed for the entire duration of the assignment (as a lump sum on the total assets appraised or,
for each asset, in the event of appointing JLL).
Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ, in addition to following the recommendations of the supervisory authorities
and the various best practices of the sector, the Group has adopted a specific company procedure
which, on the basis of current legislation, defines, inter alia, the rules for selecting and appointing
independent experts, providing (as specified above) that only those persons who meet pre-established
professional, independence and integrity requirements can be appointed. The tasks assigned to the
above appraisal companies have a five-year duration (from the next renewal the Company will be
able to withdraw every year).
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There can be no assurance that the ultimate outcome of these disputes will not have a material

Valuations are carried out for each property, using various valuation criteria for each (compatible
with the provisions of IFRS 13):
• comparative or market method, based on the comparison between the asset in question and
other similar assets recently sold or currently offered on the same market or on competitive
markets;
• income method, which takes into consideration two different methodological approaches:
- direct capitalisation, based on the current value of a property’s future income, obtained by
capitalising income at an appropriate market rate;
- DCF – discounted cash-flow method, based on discounting (for a variable period with
reference to the duration of existing contracts) future net income deriving from the rental
of the building. At the end of this period it is assumed that the property is sold at a value
obtained by capitalising the income of the last year at a market rate for investments similar
Notes to the financial statements
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to those estimated;
• transformation method, developed through a forecast of economic feasibility of both revenues
and development costs necessary to complete the real estate transaction. The market value
obtained is the difference between the market value of the optimised property, including the
value of the area on which it is located, and its production cost (restructuring and transformation).
Each property is valued using one of the above methods or combined, depending on the specific
nature of each property. The assessments are carried out on the basis of the maximum and best
use of the assessed properties, taking into account, among all the technically possible, legally
permissible and financially feasible uses only those potentially capable of conferring the maximum
value on the properties themselves. The maximum and best use is determined on the basis of specific
considerations according to the type/location/urban characteristics of the valued property and the
reference real estate market.
In determining capitalisation and discount rates used in the valuation of individual properties,
account is taken of:
• the type of tenant currently occupying the building or responsible for compliance with the
leasing obligations and possible future occupants of vacant properties, as well as the general
perception by the market of their creditworthiness;
• the division of insurance and maintenance responsibilities between landlord and tenant;
• the residual economic life of the building; and
• for project under development, of risks related to their completion and the subsequent
commercialization.
Operating procedures for the periodic assessment of buildings are governed by a specific internal
procedure that regulates all activities of the process: from the selection and appointment of experts,
documentation that is sent to them, assessment methods, inspection of the properties being
appraised, operating rules and coordination with the experts, to monitoring the whole process.
The information and data used for the valuations include:
• information supplied to the experts by the Company, such as current lease payments, terms and
conditions of existing leases, property taxes, costs related to property management, including
any anticipated incremental costs (capital expenditure). The above information is obtained from
management systems in use, under the monitoring of the internal audit system;
• assumptions made directly by the experts (typically linked to the reference market, such as
the discount rate, the capitalisation rate, the inflation curve, etc.). The definition of the above
evaluation elements is based on their professional opinion, taking into account a careful
observation of the reference market.

Information forwarded to the experts, the assumptions and the evaluation models used by them
are reviewed by the asset managers and the COO (Chief Operationg Officer), who is responsible for
organising, coordinating appraisal activities, as well as their monitoring and verification.
A table is presented below which (separately for the accounting category of properties) classifies
the values resulting from the appraisals drawn up by the independent expert at 31 December 2016,
depending on the valuation technique used.
Evaluation method

(Euro thousands)
Comparative
or market
method

Income
method (direct
capitalisation dcf: discounted
cash flow)

Conversion
method

Total

7,870

2,073,252

-

2,081,122

Properties under development

-

165,200

-

165,200

Operating properties

-

13,139

-

13,139

5,698

1,400

11,200

18,298

13,568

2,252,991

11,200

2,277,759
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Investment properties

Trading properties
Total fair value resulting from appraisals drawn up by
independent experts (*)

(*) For reconciliation between the market value of the properties resulting from the appraisals of independent experts and the
market value of the consolidated real estate portfolio, please refer to section 5.3. It must be noted that in the above table the
market value of the property of the Shopping Centre in Ferrara is already 50% owned by the Group.

The following table, on the other hand, presents the classification of real estate appraisals as at 31
December, 2017 (distinctly by category of property accounting), according to the three levels of fair
value hierarchy required by IFRS 13 “Fair value measurement”:
(Euro thousands)

Fair value hierarchy levels (*)
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Total

Investment properties

-

-

2,081,122

2,081,122

Properties under development

-

-

165,200

165,200

Operating properties

-

-

13,139

13,139

Properties held for sale

-

-

18,298

18,298

Total fair value resulting from appraisals drawn up by
independent experts (**)

-

-

2,277,759

2,277,759

Property category

(*)	The hierarchical levels to which the fair value of properties are assigned, are defined on the basis of the input data used in the
valuation, in accordance with the provisions of paragraphs 72-90 of IFRS 13 "Fair value measurement".
(**) For reconciliation between the market value of the properties resulting from the appraisals of independent experts and the
market value of the consolidated real estate portfolio, please refer to section 5.3. It must be noted that in the above table the
market value of the property of the Shopping Centre in Ferrara is already 50% owned by the Group.
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Property category

For property valuations falling under Level 3 of the hierarchical levels of fair value, quantitative
information on unobservable inputs deemed most significant are shown below:
Property category
(Euro thousands)

Fair value
(Level 3) as at
31.12.2017

Investment
properties

Evaluation method

2,073,252 Income method
Comparative or market
7,870 method

Properties under
development
165,200 Income method

Notes to the financial statements
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Trading properties

1,400 Income method (***)

Unobservable inputs

Annual rent per s.q. m.
€0-€1,077 (€260.12)
Discount rate
0%-10.44% (5.81%)
Capitalization rate for the terminal value 0%-12.59% (5.97%)
Annual rent per s.q. m.
Discount rate

Operating properties
13,139 Income method
Total Level 3 “fair
value”

€43
5%

about 24€M
Costs for completing the initiative
total (**)
5.5%
Discount rate
Capitalization rate for the terminal value 4.41% - 6.03% (5.30%)
Annual fee per sq. m.
€147
Discount rate
4,5%
Capitalization rate for the terminal value 6,0%

Costs for completing the initiative
11,200 Transformation method Discount rate on completion of initiative
Comparative or market
5,698 method

Range
(weighted average) (*)

Annual fee per sq.m.
Discount rate on completion of initiative

about €/000
24,208 (**)
13.8%
€19
4.8% - 14% (7%)

Annual fee per sq. m.
€370
Discount rate
5.0%
Capitalization rate for the terminal value 4.1%

2,277,759

(*)	The average annual fee per square metre was obtained by weighting the data of the individual properties for their GLA. The weighted average of the
Discount rate and of the Capitalisation rate was obtained by weighting the figure of each property by the rent by sq. m..
(**) 	The cost for the completion of initiatives evaluated using the transformation method was defined on the basis of the estimates of expenditure contained
in the business plans of the individual initiatives.
(***) Land was not included in the calculation of unobservable inputs for this category.

With reference to the sensitivity of fair value measurements to the changes in the main unobservable
inputs, note that there would be fair value reductions in the following cases:
• decreases in current rents and/or in the estimate of annual rents by sq.m.;
• an increase in discount rates and/or capitalisation rate;
• the occurrence of capex on properties not contemplated;
• for properties on which future incremental expenses are expected (capex), an increase in the
estimate of such expenses, and/or an extension of the timing thereof;
• problems related to the collection of rents from the current tenants.
Opposite changes in the aforesaid phenomena would imply an increase in fair value.

4.2

Valuation of derivative financial instruments

Derivative financial instruments are valued (with the clarifications indicated in the following
paragraphs) using the present value method of cash flows (Discounted Cash Flow). According to
this method, the fair value of a derivative is calculated by determining the expected cash flows and
then discounting them. This measurement is carried out on a quarterly basis.
The valuation methods are in compliance with the provisions of IFRS 13 "Fair value measurement”.

4.2.1 Derivative financial instruments on interest rates
Expected variable flows relating to derivative financial instruments on interest rates without optional
components are determined on the basis of the Euribor forward curve. In order to determine the fair
value, the above mentioned expected flows are discounted at the spot rates implicit in the Euribor curve,
built using Euribor fixing and swap listings on the valuation date.
As regards interest rate derivatives with optionals, the fair value is instead determined using the Black
standard market model, or by adapting the Black-Scholes model to the interest rates. The Euribor curve
used to calculate the forward rates to be included in the model is similar to that used for derivatives
without optional components. Volatilities that are used are, however, are the implied volatilities listed at
the time of the valuation.
4.2.2 Conversion options relating to convertible bonds
The measurement model used is the one developed by Tsiveriotis and Fernandes (Tsiveriotis
which is mainly based on the Black-Scholes model for what concerns the “share component” and
introduces the credit risk in the measurement of the “bond component”. The input parameters of
the model are calibrated so as to align the valuation of the convertible bond at market prices at the
measurement date.
4.2.3 Hierarchy level of valuations at fair value of derivative instruments
The following table classifies the fair value measurement of derivative instruments, separately by
type of derivative instrument, in the three levels of hierarchy of the fair value contemplated by
IFRS 13 “Fair value measurement”:
(Euro thousands)

Fair value hierarchy levels (*)
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Total

Derivatives on interest rates

-

967

-

967

Total assets from financial derivatives

-

967

-

967

Assets from financial derivatives

(Euro thousands)

Fair value hierarchy levels (*)
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Total

Derivatives on interest rates

-

4,962

-

4,962

Conversion option for convertible bonds

-

17,729

-

17,729

Total liabilities from financial derivatives

-

22,691

-

22,691

Liabilities from financial derivatives

(*) 	The hierarchical values to which the fair value measurements of the derivative instruments are assigned, are defined on the basis of
input data used in the measurement, in compliance with what is defined in paragraphs 72-90 of IFRS 13 “Fair value measurement”.

As shown in the table above, fair value measurements of derivative instruments, carried out
according to the valuation models referred to in the preceding paragraphs, fall within the "Level 2" of
the hierarchical scale for the evaluation of the fair value identified by IFRS 7 "Financial instruments:
additional information" and from IFRS 13 "Fair value measurement" . In fact, for measuring fair value,
input data directly or indirectly observable on the market is used (other than non-adjusted listed
prices), adjusted, where necessary, according to specific factors linked to the assessed instrument.
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– Fernandes – “Valuing convertible bonds with credit risk” – The Journal of fixed income – 1998)

5 SECTOR INFORMATION
5.1

Breakdown by operating sectors

Statement of Financial Position as at 31 December 2017
Description
(Euro thousands)

Real estate assets
Investment properties

Investment
properties

Notes to the financial statements
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Properties under
development

Assets held for sale

Services
Trading properties

Other

Total

Assets/
Liabilities not
specifically
attributable

Offices

Retail/
Hotel

Total

Offices

Retail/
Hotel

Total

Properties
under
develop.

1,794,572

286,550

2,081,122

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(0)

2,081,122

-

-

-

-

-

-

165,200

-

-

-

-

-

-

165,200

Offices

Retail/
Hotel

Other

Total

Operating properties
and other assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10,116

10,116

Intangible assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

81

81

Investments and
securities

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

562,219

562,219

11,744

563

12,307

-

-

-

284

68

-

11

79

-

18,912

31,582

2,409

Trade receivables
and other
receivables
Receivables from
subsidiaries and
associates

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2,409

Derivatives - assets

280

39

320

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

648

967

Deferred tax assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,151

1,151

Total non-current
assets

1,806,596

287,152

2,093,749

-

-

-

165,484

68

-

11

79

-

595,536

2,854,847

Trading properties

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

19,245

3,315

-

22,560

-

0

22,560

9,703

1,994

11,697

8

3

11

477

3,815

-

7

3,822

-

4,204

20,210

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

236,013

236,013

Trade and other
receivables
Trade receivables
and other
receivables
Cash and cash
equivalents
Total current assets
Assets held for sale

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

281,635

281,635

9,703

1,994

11,697

8

3

11

477

23,060

3,315

7

26,381

-

521,852

560,418

-

-

-

8,064

-

8,064

-

-

-

-

-

-

66,079

74,144

Total assets

1,816,300

289,147

2,105,446

8,072

3

8,075

165,961

23,127

3,315

18

26,460

-

1,183,467

3,489,409

Borrowings

300,288

30,108

330,395

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

857,140

1,187,535

Derivatives liabilities

4,891

72

4,963

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

17,728

22,691

Staff termination
benefits

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

153

153

Trade payables and
other payables

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Deferred tax
liabilities

-

624

624

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

624

305,178

30,804

335,982

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

875,021

1,211,004

2,124

296

2,420

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

373,857

376,277

Total non-current
liabilities
Borrowings
Payables from
subsidiaries and
associates

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8,281

8,281

Trade payables and
other payables

26,491

5,084

31,576

757

94

850

10,899

1,669

4

212

1,884

-

2,539

47,749

Provisions for risks
and charges

210

191

401

-

3,200

3,200

-

-

-

-

-

-

4,779

8,380

28,825

5,572

34,397

757

3,294

4,050

10,899

1,669

4

212

1,884

-

389,456

440,687

334,003

36,376

370,379

757

3,294

4,050

10,899

1,669

4

212

1,884

-

1,264,477

1,651,690

Total current
liabilities
Total liabilities

Statement of Financial Position as at 31 December 2016
Description
(Euro thousands)

Real estate assets
Investment properties

Investment
properties

Assets held for sale

Services

Offices

Retail/
Hotel

Total

Offices

Retail/
Hotel

Total

Properties
under
develop.

Trading properties
Offices

Retail/
Hotel

Other

Total

Other

Total

Assets/
Liabilities not
specifically
attributable

3,310,228

299,430

3,609,658

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

3,609,658

Properties under
development

-

-

-

-

-

-

135,720

-

-

-

-

-

-

135,720

Operating properties
and other assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

14,402

14,402

Intangible assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

140

140

Investments and
securities

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

72,753

72,753

15,228

300

15,527

-

-

-

-

78

-

1

79

-

20,351

35,957

Receivables from
subsidiaries and
associates
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5,198

5,198

Derivatives - assets

4,045

15

4,060

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(0)

4,060

Deferred tax assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

7,683

7,683

Total non-current
assets

3,329,500

299,745

3,629,245

-

-

-

135,720

78

-

1

79

-

120,526

3,885,571

Trading properties

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

19,400

-

8,065

27,465

-

0

27,465

19,556

2,054

21,610

-

30

30

-

658

(0)

4

662

-

3,794

26,096

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

192,046

192,046

Trade and other
receivables
Trade receivables
and other
receivables
Cash and cash
equivalents
Total current assets
Assets held for sale

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

24,618

24,618

19,556

2,054

21,610

-

30

30

-

20,058

(0)

8,069

28,127

-

220,459

270,225

-

-

-

8,275

61,026

69,301

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

69,301

Total assets

3,349,056

301,799

3,650,855

8,275

61,055

69,331

135,720

20,137

(0)

8,070

28,206

-

340,985

4,225,097

Borrowings

956,452

30,401

986,853

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,162,475

2,149,329

Derivatives liabilities

8,303

859

9,161

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

39,942

49,103

Staff termination
benefits

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

163

163

Trade payables and
other payables

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Deferred tax
liabilities

-

624

624

168

18

186

-

-

-

-

-

-

(0)

810

964,755

31,884

996,639

168

18

186

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,202,580

2,199,405

26,811

296

27,107

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

74,380

101,487

Total non-current
liabilities
Borrowings
Payables from
subsidiaries and
associates

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8,107

8,107

Trade payables and
other payables

23,535

4,361

27,896

348

2,592

2,939

5,516

377

4

163

543

-

5,463

42,357

Provisions for risks
and charges

210

361

571

-

3,200

3,200

-

117

-

-

117

-

850

4,738

Total current
liabilities
Total liabilities

50,557

5,018

55,574

348

5,792

6,139

5,516

494

4

163

660

-

88,800

156,689

1,015,311

36,902

1,052,213

516

5,809

6,325

5,516

494

4

163

660

-

1,291,380

2,356,094
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Trade receivables
and other
receivables

Statement of Profit/(Loss) for the year 2017
Description
(Euro thousands)

Rental revenues
Property sales
Revenues
Service revenues
Total revenues

Notes to the financial statements
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Real estate assets
Investment properties

Assets held for sale

Offices

Retail/
Hotel

Total

Offices

Retail/
Hotel

Total

98,251

16,424

114,676

3,441

845

4,285

9,300

0

9,300

125,026

61,300

0

0

-

-

-

107,551

16,424

123,976

128,467

62,145

Properties
under
develop.

Services

Trading properties
Offices

Retail/
Hotel

Other

Total

370

82

-

59

141

-

186,326

-

2

-

-

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

190,611

370

84

-

59

143

Other

Total

Revenues/Costs
not specifically
attributable

(0)

119,472

-

-

195,628

-

2,863

2,863

-

2,863

317,963

Net property
costs

(19,675)

(3,564)

(23,239)

(506)

(146)

(651)

(1,734)

(427)

(4)

(246)

(677)

-

0

(26,302)

of which costs

(25,849)

(4,306)

(30,154)

(528)

(158)

(685)

(1,728)

(290)

(4)

(256)

(551)

-

-

(33,118)

of which
recovery of
expenses from
tenants and
insurance
indemnities

6,422

1,075

7,497

27

14

41

9

10

-

11

21

-

-

7,567

of which writedowns/losses
from receiv of
tenants

(249)

(333)

(582)

(5)

(2)

(7)

(15)

(147)

-

-

(147)

-

-

(750)

Cost of sales

(9,651)

-

(9,651)

(124,698)

(61,457)

(186,155)

-

(2)

-

-

(2)

-

-

(195,808)

Service costs

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(892)

(892)
94,961

Gross Operating
Margin

78,225

12,860

91,085

3,264

542

3,806

(1,364)

(345)

(4)

(187)

(536)

-

1,971

Staff costs

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(5,968)

(5,968)

Overheads

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(13,633)

(13,633)

Operating
income before
rev./writedowns net of
real estate and
other revenues
and income/
items and
charges

78,225

12,860

91,095

3,264

542

3,806

(1,364)

(345)

(4)

(187)

(536)

-

(17,631)

75,360

Property writeups/write-downs

65,197

(13,982)

51,215

(3,160)

-

(3,160)

5,134

(5,560)

-

(304)

(5,864)

-

-

47,325

Other revenues
and income

79

75

153

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

445

599

Other costs and
charges

(429)

(79)

(508)

-

-

-

-

(1)

-

-

(1)

-

(9,073)

(9,583)

143,072

(1,126)

141,945

104

542

646

3,770

(5,906)

(4)

(491)

(6,401)

-

(26,259)

113,701

Operating
income
Net financial
income/
(charges)

(6,660)

(605)

(7,265)

(19)

(0)

(19)

1

-

-

-

-

-

(78,042)

(85,326)

Income/
(charges) from
associates

-

-

-

0

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

14,921

14,921

Income/
(charges) from
other companies

-

-

-

0

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(69)

(69)

Earnings before
taxes

136,412

(1,731)

134,680

84

542

626

3,771

(5,906)

(4)

(491)

(6,401)

-

(89,449)

43,227

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

1,137

1,137

136,412

(1,731)

134,680

84

542

626

3,771

(5,906)

(4)

(491)

(6,401)

-

(88,312)

44,364

Taxes
Net result for
the year

Statement of Profit/(Loss) for the year 2016
Description
(Euro thousands)

Rental revenues
Property sales
Revenues
Service revenues
Total revenues

Real estate assets
Investment properties

Assets held for sale

Offices

Retail/
Hotel

Total

Offices

Retail/
Hotel

Total

179,001

16,547

195,548

1,133

1,874

3,006

850

205

1,055

60,970

-

0

0

-

-

-

179,851

16,752

196,603

62,103

1,874

Properties
under
develop.

Services

Trading properties
Offices

Retail/
Hotel

Other

Total

83

81

-

16

97

-

60,970

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

63,976

83

81

-

16

97

Other

Total

Revenues/Costs
not specifically
attributable

-

198,734

-

(0)

62,025

-

420

420

-

420

261,179

Net property
costs

(26,758)

(4,928)

(31,687)

(165)

(111)

(276)

(2,060)

(309)

(4)

(195)

(508)

-

0

(34,531)

of which costs

(32,135)

(4,988)

(37,123)

(276)

(181)

(457)

(2,063)

(281)

(4)

(199)

(484)

-

-

(40,128)

253
5,907

1,133

of which writedowns/losses
from receiv of
tenants

(530)

(1,074)

Cost of sales

(922)

(212)

Service costs

-

-

Gross Operating
Margin

7,040

102

23

(1,604)

9

47

(1,134)

(61,170)

-

-

-

-

125

3

10

-

(0)

10

56

-

(61,170)

-

-

-

-

7,177

(38)

-

4

(33)

-

-

(1,581)

-

-

-

-

-

-

(62,303)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

164,345

152,171

11,612

163,783

768

1,763

2,530

(1,978)

(227)

(4)

(180)

(411)

-

421

Staff costs

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(6,590)

(6,590)

Overheads

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(11,358)

(11,358)

152,171

11,612

163,783

768

1,763

2,530

(1,978)

(227)

(4)

(180)

(411)

-

(17,528)

146,396

Operating
income before
rev./writedowns net of
real estate and
other revenues
and income/
items and
charges
Property writeups/write-downs

50,110

8,120

58,230

(6,661)

15,348

8,686

1,947

(5,914)

-

(930)

(6,844)

-

-

62,019

Other revenues
and income

29

89

124

2

9

10

-

-

-

1

1

-

518

654

Other costs and
charges

(430)

(136)

(567)

-

-

-

-

(1)

-

-

(1)

-

(5,195)

(5,762)

Operating
income

201,879

19,691

221,570

(5,892)

17,119

11,227

(31)

(6,142)

(4)

(1,109)

(7,255)

-

(22,204)

203,307

Net financial
income/
(charges)

(21,833)

(1,816)

(23,649)

(449)

(440)

(889)

(18)

(510)

-

-

(510)

-

(21,097)

(46,163)

Income/
(charges) from
associates

-

-

-

0

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12,910

12,910

Income/
(charges) from
other companies

-

-

-

0

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(1,042)

(1,042)

Earnings before
taxes

180,046

17,875

197,921

(6,340)

16,678

10,338

(48)

(6,652)

(4)

(1,109)

(7,765)

-

(31,433)

169,013

869

452

1,321

395

619

1,014

-

-

-

-

-

0

(6,798)

(4,463)

180,915

18,327

199,242

(5,945)

17,298

11,353

(48)

(6,652)

(4)

(1,109)

(7,765)

-

(38,231)

164,550

Taxes
Net result for
the year
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of which
recovery of
expenses from
tenants and
insurance
indemnities

5.2 Breakdown by geographic area
Rental and sales revenues
				
Description
(Euro thousands)

Centre

South

Islands

Total

Dec-17

Dec-16

Dec-17

Dec-16

Dec-17

Dec-16

Dec-17

Dec-16

Dec-17

Dec-16

Rental revenues

105,075

150,982

7,597

21,049

5,687

19,808

1,112

6,895

119,472

198,734

Sales revenues

190,778

5,905

-

50,200

4,850

-

-

5,920

195,628

62,025

Total revenues

295,853

156,887

7,597

71,249

10,537

19,808

1,112

12,815

315,100

260,759
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North

Real estate portfolio
				
Description
(Euro thousands)
Investment properties
Properties under
development

North
Dec-17

Centre
Dec-16

1,985,507 2,877,108

Dec-17

South

Dec-16

68,720 352,510

Dec-17

Islands

Dec-16

Dec-17

24,100 282,290

2,795

Total

Dec-16

Dec-17

Dec-16

97,750 2,081,122 3,609,658

165,200

135,720

-

-

-

-

-

-

165,200

135,720

Assets held for sale

8,064

64,499

-

-

-

4,802

-

-

8,064

69,301

Trading properties

16,245

20,895

6,315

6,570

-

-

-

-

22,560

27,465

9,004

11,678

-

-

-

-

-

-

9,004

11,678

24,100 287,092

2,795

Operating properties
Total real estate

2,184,020 3,109,900

75,035 359,080

97,750 2,285,950 3,853,822

5.3 Information on the real estate assets as at 31 December 2017
The table below shows details of the real estate portfolio as at 31 December 2017, along with the
related accounting criteria and compared to market values as at that date.
Description
(Euro thousands)

Carryng
amount
as at
31.12.2017

Investment properties

2,081,122

Offices

1,794,572

Retail

Accounting principle

Market
value as at
31.12.2017

2,081,122
IAS 40 - (fair value)

1,794,572
286,550

Assets held for sale

8,064

8,064

Offices

8,064

Properties under development

8,064

-

-

165,200

165,200

Areas under development
Offices subject to development/
redevelopment

IFRS 5 - (fair value)

165,200

165,200

Real estate property intended for lease or
sale for marketing

22,560

22,753

Offices

19,245

Other

3,315

Operating properties
9,004
Total real estate portfolio
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31.12.2017

-

IAS 40 - (cost or fair value)

IAS 2 - Lower between purchase
cost and net realizable value

31.12.2017

31.12.2017

31.12.2017
19,245
3,508

IAS 16 - Purchase cost net of any
amortization or impairment

2,285,950

13,139

31.12.2017

2,290,277

The book value of the real estate portfolio at 31 December 2017 amounted to 2,285,950 thousand
Euro, against a market value of 2,290,277 thousand Euro.
The following table shows the reconciliation between the market value resulting from independent
expert appraisals and the market value of the real estate portfolio.
Market value as at
31.12.2017

Market value as at
31.12.2016

-

315,367

301,665

1,546,130

CBRE Valuation S.p.A. (Yard Valtech S.r.l. for the 2016 financial year)

1,991,208

1,944,972

Total resulting from appraisals by independent experts

2,292,873

3,806,469

(15,115)

(16,900)

Total from appraisals by independent experts pertaining to the Company

2,277,758

3,789,569

Properties not appraised because subject to preliminary sales agreements

12,519

69,301

2,290,277

3,858,870

(Euro thousands)

REAG Real Estate Advisory Group S.p.A.
Jones Lange LaSalle S.p.A.

Adjustment of the appraisal value of the shopping centre located in Ferrara
owned at 50% with third parties

Total real estate portfolio at market values
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286,550

Retail

Date last
appraisal

Changes in the real estate portfolio for the year 2017 are shown in the following table:
(Euro thousands)
Real estate portfolio as at 31.12.2016

3,858,870

Capex

53,728

Acquisitions

69,341

Sales

(192,091)

Contribution to the subsidiary Central Sicaf S.p.A.

(1,545,920)

Net write-ups/(write-downs)

46,349

Real estate portfolio as at 31.12.2017

2,290,277
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A table is provided below summarising the changes in the real estate portfolio (at appraisal value),
broken down by “fair value hierarchy” level.
(Euro thousands)

Balance as at 31 December 2016

Change in real estate portfolio by hierarchy
levels of fair value
Level 2

Level 3

Total

610,141

3,248,729

3,858,870

(1,545,920)

(1,545,920)

Contribution to the subsidiary Central Sicaf S.p.A.
Acquisitions

-

69,341

69,341

Capex

-

53,728

53,728

Sales

(69,301)

(122,790)

(192,091)

-

46,349

46,349

(523,014)

523,014

-

17,826

2,272,451

2,290,277

Write-ups/(write-downs )
Reclassifications between Level 2 and Level 3
Balance as at 31 December 2017

It must be noted that the transfer of fair value hierarchy levels takes place in the event of
signing preliminary sales agreements and when in the valuation of properties, based on specific
circumstances, independent external evaluators assume different inputs from those adopted in the
previous assessments and that according to IFRS 13 (paragraphs 76 to 90) qualify at different levels.
On the occurrence of the latter case, an adequate description of the circumstances that justified the
adoption of the new and diverse input by the valuers is provided.
Reclassifications from Level 2 to Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy recorded during the year are
exclusively attributable to the properties for which sale agreements were signed during the period
under review.
Please refer to the “Areas of Activity” section of the Management Report accompanying the
Consolidated Financial Statements for the year 2017, for detailed information on the Real Estate
Portfolio.

5.3.1 Information on the main development projects as at 31 December 2017
The current development projects are as follows:
• Turin, c.so Ferrucci. The project refers to the redevelopment of an existing building complex with
a surface area (Gross Lettable Area) of approximately 46,000 sq. m., of which 36,000 sq. m. are
intended primarily for offices and partly for commercial activities.
	The building, built in 1982 as Fiat’s headquarters, was in a good state of preservation: architectural
composition, structures and systems were in fact built according to the best quality standards
of the time. However, the office complex has required refurbishment works to make marketing
activities easier and profitable. Therefore, the selected technical solution was designed to allow
the lease of the areas to multiple tenants and to improve the whole air-conditioning system. The
works, begun in April 2016 and aimed at the complete reconstruction of the common areas of
access to the building, the external layout, the entire ground floor and the sixth floor, have been
completed in December 2017. In addition, the first areas rented on the ground floor, first floor
	The refurbishment of the remaining areas of the building, currently underway in some parts
linked to new leases, will be the subject of successive steps of activity, and refers to systems and
internal finishing works. The timing for the implementation of the above activities will also be
planned in line with the trend in the marketing of the spaces, which are expected to be fully let by
2019.
Marketing activity for the year concerned the signing of 3 new lease agreements for an area of
approximately 5,000 square metres, increasing the occupancy of the asset including pre-let to
36%.
• Milan, via Colonna. The redevelopment strategy of the building, located near CityLife, consists
of the complete renovation of the existing facade, systems and internal finishes, as well as the
construction of a new attic floor of about 200 sq. m., for a total GLA of approximately 3,500 sq. m..
In line with the Company’s sustainability policy, the renovations are aimed at achieving the Leed
Gold certification and the “A Energy Class” certification. The renovations began in January 2017
and the delivery of the4 completely finished building is scheduled for April 2018. During the year,
rental activities determined the achievement of full occupancy of the asset, thanks to the sign of
4 rental agreements with primary service companies. In addition, it is reported that the spaces at
the basement and mezzanine floor were handed over to the first tenant in December 2017.
• Milan, p.zza Monte Titano. The project consists in the conversion of the building from office
use to hotel. The transformation includes the complete renovation and adaptation of the interior
finishes to the needs of the new use, the replacement of existing systems and the enhancement
of the façade’s thermal efficiency. In line with the corporate sustainability policy, the completed
building will have the Leed Gold certification and a “B Energy Class” certification. The asset,
subject to a pre-let contract, signed between Beni Stabili and Meininger Hotel Gruppe in 2016,
will be delivered completely finished during the first half of 2018.
• Milan, via Principe Amedeo. The property was acquired in March 2017. The development
strategy involves the complete renovation of the interiors, the façade and the construction of
a new attic floor resulting from the restoration of the sub roof. The works, began in April 2017,
will be performed according to the highest quality standards and are expected to be completed
by the end of 2018. In addition, it is reported that in December 2017, an important binding lease
agreement was signed with a leading law firm for the lease of approximately 57% of the building’s
areas.
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and basement, were handed over to the tenants in the months of August and December 2017.

Please refer to the following section 9 in which a table is presented summarising expenditure
forecasts for the completion of each initiative, with the distinction between what has been achieved
and the commitment to future expenditure.
Reference must also be made to the following section 7.1.2 for the analysis of changes of the
accounting balance relating to properties under refurbishment/development.
5.3.2 Information on investment properties
(Euro
thousands)

Notes to the financial statements
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Investment
properties

Market
value
31.12.2017

Carrying
amount
31.12.2017

Current
annual
rental
revenues

% of the
average
gross yield
(calculated on
market value)

Gross
leased
sq. m.

Gross
leasable
sq. m.

Occupancy
rate

2,081,122

2,081,122

96,755

4.6%

512,587

549,162

93.3%

As shown in the table above, the Investment properties have a total average annual gross yield of
4.6% for annual rental revenues (calculated on the basis of current leases) of 96,755 thousand Euro.
Below is information on the concentration of rents by tenant:
Tenants (Euro thousands)

Current annual rents

%

Other

44,728

46.2%

Intesa San Paolo

15,718

16.2%

Tecnimont

12,972

13.4%

Public Administration

8,052

8.3%

Auchan

6,472

6.7%

Coin Group

4,076

4.2%

Itedi

2,621

2.7%

Aviva

2,117

2.2%

96,755

100%

Total rents

2.2% Aviva
2.7% Itedi

46.2% Other

4.2% Coin Group
6.7% Auchan

8.3% Public Administration

13.4% Tecnimont

16.2% Intesa San Paolo

5.4 Information on the Company’s medium/long-term debt situation
Below is a summary table of the main information relating to the medium/long-term debt exposure
of Beni Stabili S.p.A.SIIQ (data in thousands of Euro).
Type of loan

Carrying
amount
31.12.2017

Number of
properties
pledged as
collateral

Market value
31.12.2017
of properties
pledged to
guarantee
financing

Last
repayment
date

Repayment

Financial covenants

Mortgage loans

Directional real
estate portfolio in
Milan, Turin and
Rome

246,785

8

486,420

9-Jun-25

Annual depreciation of 2.757
million Euro (1.08%) and final
balloon of 229.5 million Euro

LTV ‹= 60%; LTV Cons. ‹= 60%
ICR Cons. ›=150%; DSCR ›=130%

Mortgage loans

Milan real estate
portfolio

86,030

5

170,000

30-Nov-27

no depreciation for the first 5
years, 1% from the 6th to 8th year
1.5% for the 9th and 10th year

LTV ‹= 66% LTV Group Share ‹=60%
ICR Cons. Group Share ›= 125%
DSCR ›=130%

31-Jan-21

Bullet

N/A

Total loans with properties
pledged as collateral
Convertible bond

332,815
BOND 0.875% 2021

Total convertible bonds

656,420

188,375
188,375

-

Bond

Pillar

363,550

22-Jan-18

Bullet

1) Secured Debt ‹= 40% Tot Assets
2) Unencumbered Tot Assets
›= Unsecured Debt

Bond

Temple

255,703

1-Apr-19

Bullet

1) Secured Debt ‹= 40% Tot Assets
2) Unencumbered Tot Assets
›= Unsecured Debt

Bond

Babylon

126,045

30-Mar-22

Bullet

1) Secured Debt ‹= 40% Tot Assets
2) Unencumbered Tot Assets
›= Unsecured Debt

Bond

King

297,324

17-Oct-24

Bullet

1) Unencumbered Tot Assets
›= Unsecured Debt

Total bonds

1,042,622

Total financial debts

1,563,812

656,420

Key with definitions and notes:
- DSCR Ratio between EBITDA and debt service;
- LTV Value ratio or “loan to value”: ratio of loan (nominal) and reimbursed and the commercial value of the properties granted
as collateral;
- DSA Debt Service Ability: ratio between lease payments and residual loan capital;
- ICR Interest Coverage Ratio: ratio between EBITDA and the amount of interest relating other reference period;
- Fixed Debt Ratio Fixedand hedged ML debt to total ML debt.

It is worth noting that during the year, all “financial covenants” as required by loan agreements and
summarised in the table shown above were respected.
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Transaction

5.5 Information relating to the sale of properties in 2017 and on preliminary sale
agreements as at 31 December 2017
With reference to sales completed in 2017, financial information related to the collection of the sales
price and repayment of the relevant loans is shown below.
(Euro thousands)

Assets held for sale
Investment properties
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Trading properties
Total real estate sold as at 31 December 2017

Sales price
(nominal
values)

Amount
collected as at
31.12.2017

Nominal amount
of the loan repaid

186,326

186,326

-

9,300

9,300

-

2

2

-

195,628

195,628

-

On the other hand, with reference to preliminary sales contracts in place as at 31 December 2017,
the following information is provided below regarding the price, the down-payments received and
the nominal amount at 31 December 2017 of loans related to the properties subject to preliminary
agreements, to be repaid at the date of sale.
Preliminary
sale price

Down-payment
collected at
31.12.2017

Nominal amount
of the loan as at
31.12.2017

Assets held for sale

8,141

150

-

Trading properties

4,500

1,000

12,641

1,150

(Euro thousands)

Total properties under preliminary sales
contract as at 31 December 2017

-

6 INFORMATION ON THE SPECIAL REGIME OF LISTED REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENT COMPANIES - SIIQ
The special regime of Listed Real Estate Investment Companies (“SIIQ”) introduced and governed
by Italian Law no. 296/2006 and subsequent amendments, as well as by Italian Ministerial Decree
no. 174/2007 (the “Special Scheme”), involves the exemption from the taxation for IRES and IRAP
purposes of income deriving from real estate leasing (the so-called “exempt management”).
The regulation of the Special Scheme has been amended as a result of Italian Decree Law no.
133/2014 (hereinafter also as “Italian Legislative Decree no. 133/2014”), in force since 13 September
2014 and converted by Law of 11 November 2014, no. 164.
For the purposes of applying the Special Scheme, income deriving from exempt operations is
destined to be taxed by the shareholders, as a consequence of its distribution. The distribution must
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compulsorily be resolved upon approval of the financial statements for the year during which the
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exempt profit was formed. In particular, the special regime involves the obligation, in each financial
year, to distribute to shareholders (i) at least 70% of the net profit deriving from real estate leasing
activities, from the ownership of investments in SIIQ/SIINQ and in Sicaf and qualified real estate
funds (as resulting from the Statement of profit/(loss) of the relevant annual financial statements), if
the total profit for the year available for distribution is equal to or higher than the exempt operating
income, or (ii) at least 70% of the total profit available for distribution, if this is less than the profit of
exempt operations.
D. L. 133/2014 introduced a further compulsory distribution of income regime, in addition to the
existing regime, which requires that 50% of the income, i.e. the net capital gains arising from the
disposal of properties held for leasing, of investments in SIIQ/SIINQ, SICAFs and qualifying real
estate funds, be distributed in the two financial years following the financial year in which they were
generated.
Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ, in possession of the requisites established by the law in force, exercised the
option to access this special regime on 22 December, 2010, starting from 2011.

6.1 Information on compliance with statutory requirements (Article 3, paragraph 2,
Italian Legislative Decree no. 174 of 7 July 2007)
With regard to the Statutory Requirements of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ, Art. 3 of the By-laws, states the
following:
(1) Investment rules
The Company does not invest in a single property with unitary town-planning and functional
characteristics: i) directly, for more than 25% of the total real estate portfolio; and (ii) directly and
through its subsidiaries, for more than 15% of the total value of the Group real estate portfolio. It should
be noted for such purposes that, in the case of development activities with an overall urban design,
those portions of the property under development covered by single and functionally independent
property permits or that have a level of urbanisation sufficient to guarantee public service links,
become functionally independent in terms of functional and town planning characteristics.
(2) Investment and counterparty risk concentration limits
The Company cannot generate: (i) directly, rental revenues from the same tenant or tenants belonging

to the same Group, for more than 30% of the Company’s total rental income; and (ii) directly and
through subsidiaries, rental revenues from the same tenant or tenants belonging to the same Group,
for more than 60% of total Group rental revenues of the Group. The aforementioned 30% does not
apply if the Company’s properties are rented to a tenant or tenants that are members of a national
or international group.
(3) Financial leverage maximum limit
The Company may undertake: (i) directly, borrowings (including borrowings from subsidiaries and
the parent company), net of cash and cash equivalents and financial receivables from the parent
company, for a total nominal value not higher than 70% of the sum of the total value of its real estate
portfolio, the carrying amount of investments in subsidiaries and the nominal value of financial
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(including payables to the parent company), net of cash and cash equivalents and financial receivables
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receivables from subsidiaries; and (ii) directly and through subsidiaries, consolidated borrowings
from the parent company, for a total nominal value not higher than 70% of the total value of the
Group’s real estate portfolio.
The above limits may be exceeded in exceptional circumstances or in circumstances that are beyond
the company’s control. Unless otherwise in the interest of the shareholders and/or the company, the
limits may not be exceeded for more than 24 months in respect of the thresholds established in the
above paragraphs (1) and (2), and 18 months in the case of the threshold established in section (3).
It is however confirmed that the limits set out in sections (1), (2) and (3) above have not been exceeded
by either Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ, or, at consolidated level, by the Beni Stabili Group.

6.2 Information on compliance with the requirements for permanence in the special
system
(1) Objective requirements
As provided by art. 1, paragraph 121 of Law 296/2006, the main business activity of SIIQs must be
property rental. This is considered to be the main activity if the properties owned or held under other
real rights for leasing and investments in SIIQ/SIINQs and in qualifying property funds (or SICAFs)
account for at least 80% of the total assets (asset requirement), and if each year the revenues
generated account for at least 80% of positive items in the income statement (income requirement).
The failure to respect for three consecutive years of one of the two parameters indicated above
determines the definitive cessation from special arrangements with effect from the second of the
three financial years. If both requirements are not satisfied in the financial year shall, the special
regime shall terminate, with effect from the year in which the condition lapsed.

The results of the calculation of the aforementioned parameters are shown below, both of which have
been complied with for 2017, based on the balance sheet and profit and loss account figures shown in
the Financial Statements of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ as at 31 December 2017.

Asset requirements
31.12.2017

(Euro thousands)
Value of properties held for leasing

(A)

2,249,286

Investment in SIINQs and in qualified Real Estate funds

(B)

602,782

(C)=(A)+(B)

2,852,068

(D)

3,489,408

Total numerator
Total assets
Elements excluded from the denominator of the ratio:
Carrying amount of the SIIQ’s headquarters

(9,004)
(281,635)

Loans to Group companies

(230,252)

Trade receivables

(31,193)

Derivatives (asset)

(319)

Deferred tax assets

(1,151)

Tax receivable (including VAT)

(14,638)

Prepaid expenses
Total adjustments
Total denominator: adjusted total assets
Asset requirements

(5,689)
(E)

(573,881)

(F)=(D)+(E)

2,915,527

(C)/(F)

97.82%

Asset requirements, as shown in the table above, are given by the ratio between:
• the numerator, totalling 2,852,068 thousand Euro, which includes the carrying amount: (i)
of the buildings intended for lease which amount to 2,249,286 thousand Euro. This amount
corresponds to the carrying amount (a) of “investment properties” (2,076,022 thousand Euro)
(which in the case of shopping centres was calculated, where applicable, net of the component
referable to the businesses, as resulting from appropriate appraisals), (b) “buildings under
development” (165,200 thousand Euro) intended for the lease and (c) of the properties included
in “assets held for sale” (8,064 thousand Euro); (ii) of investments in real estate Sicaf qualified
for the purposes of the Special Scheme (60% stake in Central Sicaf S.p.A. for a total of 440,528
thousand Euro, of which 9% classified as “Assets held for sale”), in SIINQ (participation 100%
in B.S. Immobiliare 9 S.p.A. SIINQ for 115,184 thousand of Euro and 100% in Beni Stabili
Development S.p.A. SIINQ for 41,146 thousand of Euro) and in investment Real Estate Funds
qualified for the purposes of the Special Scheme (99 units held in the real estate fund called
Securis Real Estate for 5,924 thousand Euro);
• the denominator, totalling 2,915,527 thousand Euro, which includes total assets (3,489,408
thousand Euro) adjusted to exclude, in application of the criteria indicated in Art. 6 of Italian
Ministerial Decree 174/2007: i) the carrying amount of the buildings used as headquarters for
the SIIQ (equal to 9,004 thousand Euro as at 31 December 2017); ii) the value of cash available
(281,635 thousand Euro); iii) the value of loans to Group companies (230,252 thousand Euro);
iv) the value of trade receivables deriving from both tax-exempt operations and, as clarified in
Agenzia delle Entrate’s (Italian Inland Revenue) circular no. 8/E of 2008, from taxable operations
(31,193 thousand Euro). Moreover, in order not to affect the relationship with other elements
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that are not directly related to the exempt operations, or with taxable operations and whose
inclusion in the denominator of the relationship could alter the result of the verification of the
criterion of asset prevalence, the following are excluded: v) the value of assets for hedging
derivative contracts (319 thousand Euro; vi) the value of deferred tax assets (1,151 thousand
Euro; vii) the value of tax receivables (14,638 thousand Euro); viii) prepaid expenses related to
the exempt rental business (5,689 thousand Euro).

Income requirement
31.12.2017

(Euro thousands)
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Rental revenues

(A)

118,700

"Realised" capital-gains on 2017 property sales

(B)

67,418

Dividends and capital gains from SIIQ/SIINQ, Sicaf and qualified Real Estate
funds
Total numerator

(C)

7,393

(D)=(A)+(B)+(C)

193,511

Total amount of positive Income Statements items

290,676

Capital-gains realised in 2017, but recognised in previous years

67,144

Revenues recognised in 2017 profit and Loss accounts for sales which realized
on the whole captal losses

(3,463)

Total positive economic components

(E)

354,357

Elements excluded from the denominator of the ratio:
Write-ups of properties

(112,623)

Revenue from charge-backs of costs

(11,078)

Revenue for offsetting adjustment of costs or related to hedging instruments

(1,163)

Contingent assets, provision releases and other reinstatements

(5,796)

Deferred tax assets and interest on tax receivables

(9,140)

Total adjustments
Total denominator
Income requirement

(F)

(139,800)

(G)=(E)+(F)

214,557

(D)/(G)

90.19%

The income requirement, as shown in the table above, is given by the ratio between:
• the numerator, totalling 193,511 thousand Euro, includes revenues for: (i) rents for properties
used for this activity (investment properties, properties under development and properties
included among assets held for sale) totalling 118,700 thousand Euro. It must be noted that
the aforementioned amount includes revenues similar to rent, such as indemnity from tenants
(but not also income deriving from the charge-back of costs to tenants); (ii) gross capital gains
realised during the year, for the part matured during the period of application of the Special
Scheme, on the sale of properties intended for lease, for 67,418 thousand Euro (of which 274
thousand Euro recorded in the profit and loss account for the year 2017 and 67,144 thousand
Euro recorded in profit and loss accounts of previous years, applying the Special Scheme, in
application of the fair value model for the valuation of the real estate portfolio); iii) dividends
and capital gains from investments in SIIQ/SIINQ, Sicaf and from Real Estate Funds qualified
for the purposes of the Special Scheme, which amounted to 7,393 thousand Euro in 2017;
• the denominator, totalling 214,557 thousand Euro. The above amount corresponds to the
total value of positive components in the income statement (290,676 thousand Euro), adjusted
to include capital gains realised in the year, but recorded in the profit and loss accounts of

previous years for which the SIIQ Regime was applied (67,144 thousand Euro) in application
of the aforementioned model of fair value and to exclude the positive margins recorded in the
year for the realisation of properties (3,463 thousand Euro) which, however, in total (for the
years after 2011, for which the Regime SIIQ was applied) have led to a loss. In addition, the
write-ups of properties recorded during the year in application of the fair value model for the
valuation of the real estate portfolio were excluded (112,623 thousand Euro) and in order not to
affect the ratio further elements that are not directly related to either the exempt operations, or
the taxable operations and whose inclusion in the denominator of the relationship could alter
the result of the verification of the income requirement, the following have been excluded: i)
proceeds that represent charge-backs of costs such as, mainly, those relating to secondments
of personnel, the charge-back of costs to tenants of properties intended for leasing, the
charged-back to subsidiaries of financial costs and charges incurred in the interests of the
investee. The adjustments for these items totalled 11,078 thousand Euro and; ii) income which
thousand Euro; iii) contingent assets, provisions releases and other reinstatements for a total
of 5,796 thousand Euro; iv) income from deferred taxation, income from tax consolidation and
interest on tax receivables (9,140 thousand Euro).
With reference instead to the distribution obligations envisaged by Art. 1, paragraph 123 and 123-bis,
of Italian Law 296/2006, it must be noted that the financial statements for the 2017 financial year
closed with a total net profit of 44,364 thousand Euro, inclusive of a profit fro tax-exempt operations
of 78,314 thousand Euro and a loss from taxable operations for 33,951 thousand Euro.
It must also be noted that the margins achieved with real estate sales completed in 2017 and
recognised in the 2017 profit and loss account or in the profit and loss accounts of previous years
(but subsequent to the entry into the SIIQ regime) in application of valuation criteria of the real estate
portfolio at fair value, were cumulatively negative for 77,684 thousand Euro, corresponding to losses
for 145,101 thousand Euro, net of capital gains for 67,417 thousand Euro. The above capital gains
are subject to the distribution obligation for 19,509 thousand Euro, of which 3,807 thousand Euro
are included in the 2017 profit and loss account (and therefore included in the aforementioned profit
from tax-exempt operations for 78,314 thousand Euro), while 15,702 thousand Euro were accounted
for in the profit and loss account of previous years (following the entry into the SIIQ regime) and were
suspended and not available for distribution in the reserve pursuant to Art. 6 of Italian Legislative
Decree no. 38 of 28 February, 2005 (which with the realisation has become available for distribution
for the same amount).
In view of this, the Shareholders’ Meeting called to approve the financial statements for 2017,
will resolve on a distribution of dividends to shareholders, in compliance with the minimum legal
obligations, also taking into account the provisions of Art. 7, par. 4, of Italian Ministerial Decree. no.
174/2007 - the so-called “Carry Forward” Decree.
Considering the aforementioned results of the 2017 financial statements and considering that there
are no obligations deriving from previous years, the Carry Forward obligation which will affect future
years will be equal to 33,951 thousand Euro.
(2) Subjective requirements
Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ, which draws up the financial statements in application of international
accounting standards, respects the subjective requirements provided for by the relevant legislation
for the permanence in the special regime, being a company: i) set up as a joint-stock company; ii)
resident for tax purposes in Italy; iii) whose shares are traded on the Italian Stock Exchange and on
the Euronext market in Paris.
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are adjustments to potential future costs connected to hedging instruments, for a total of 1,163

It is also confirmed that in 2017 no extraordinary transactions took place which affected the
requirements for permanence in the special regime.
(3) Requirements relating to the ownership structure
According to the information held by the Company, there are no shareholders who hold directly or
indirectly, pursuant to Art. 1, par. 119, of Italian Law no. 296/2006 and amended by Italian Law no.
164/2014, more than 60% of the voting rights in the ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting and more than
60% of the rights to participate in profits.

6.3 Breakdown of income statement items into tax-exempt and taxable operations and
related division criteria
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The following table shows the profit and loss account as at 31 December 2017 broken down into taxexempt operations and taxable operations (data in thousands of Euro).
							
31.12.2017

(Euro thousands)
Total
(A)

Tax-exempt
operations
(B)

Taxable
operations
(A)-(B)

Rental revenues

119,472

118,101

1,371

Property costs

(26,302)

(23,677)

(2,625)

Net rental revenues

93,170

94,424

(1,254)

Net service revenues

1,971

-

1,971

Staff costs

(5,968)

(5,383)

(585)

Overheads

(13,633)

(13,043)

(590)

Total operating costs

(19,601)

(18,426)

(1,175)

599

140

459

(9,583)

(3,602)

(5,981)

195,628

195,626

2

(195,808)

(195,806)

(2)

(180)

(180)

0

Write-ups of property

112,653

112,623

30

Write-downs of property

(65,328)

(59,434)

(5,894)

47,325

53,189

(5,864)

Operating income

113,701

125,545

(11,844)

Net financial income/(Charges)

(85,326)

(54,495)

(30,831)

Income/(Charges) from subsidiaries, associates
and other companies

14,852

7,265

7,587

Earnings before taxes

43,227

78,315

(33,951)

1,137

-

1,137

44,364

78,315

1,137

Other revenues and income
Other costs and charges
Revenues from property sales
Cost of the properties sold and sale charges
Profit/(Loss) on disposal of properties

Write-ups/(Write-downs) of property

Taxes
Net result for the year

The results illustrated in the above table for the two types of operations derive from the segregation
of income items for 2016 as stated in the separate reporting records adopted by the Company for
such items. The aim of this separate reporting, in fact, is to distinguish the operating results of taxexempt operations from taxable operations by: i) assigning to each type of operations the income
items specifically attributable to them; ii) according to a reasonable pro-rata percentage, assigning
“common” income items (i.e. that do not specifically relate to one type or the other) to each type of
operation.
In particular, it must be noted that Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ has adopted, for the purposes of assigning
to the exempt (or taxable) management of the above “common” components, the income parameter
described in the previous section 6.2 (1), since it is considered the most suitable percentage parameter
to operate for carrying out the aforementioned allocation, as – excluding the economic components
not referable to any activity performed – it actually expressed the percentage ratio of rental activities
with respect to the total of activities carried by from the Company.
by art. 1, paragraphs 119 et seq., of Italian Law no. 296/2006 and the relevant implementing decree
applies, while for income deriving from taxable operations, the ordinary taxation rules for IRES and
IRAP purposes have been applied.
The main components of the two types of operations are illustrated below for each income item
recorded in the above table:

Net rental revenues: within this margin, revenues and costs were split between exempt transactions
and taxable management based on the specific contribution of these components to the property from
which they originated. In particular: i) rents, charge-back of costs to tenants, revenues for insurance
indemnities and revenues “similar” to rental fees and in any case connected to rental activities; ii)
costs for the management and maintenance of properties, indirect taxes on lease contracts, municipal
property tax and all costs related to rental activities, are charged (a) to exempt transactions if they
relate to buildings for leasing purposes, such as the buildings included in the accounting categories
of “investment properties” (with the exclusion, for shopping centres, of the portion of revenues and
costs attributable, on the basis of specific appraisals, to rents of company divisions and not of the
real estate component), “properties under development” and properties included among the “assets
held for sale”, (b) taxable management if referring to the rent of “company divisions” (for the part
not referable to the real estate component, as determined by specific appraisals) and to “properties
for sale”.
Losses and write-downs of receivables deriving from rental activity were all attributed to taxable
transactions where they refer to receivables for rental activities arising in years prior to the Company’s
entry into the special SIIQ regime.

Net service revenues: these include revenues and costs specifically related to real estate,
administrative, accounting and tax services provided by Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ in favour of
subsidiaries. Since this is an asset other than the rent that is part of the exempt management, the
economic components recorded under this margin are fully allocated to taxable transactions.

Operating costs: all costs falling within this category are considered “common” costs to the two
transactions and, as such, divided between them according to the revenue parameter as previously
calculated.

Other revenues and income and other costs and charges: revenues and income falling within this
category are specifically attributable to taxable transactions, except for the release of provisions that
are exempt from provisions for risks and write-downs and contingencies for adjustments to exempt
costs In fact, revenues of exempt transactions are limited to rental income only (included under the
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It is also specified that for income deriving from exempt operations, the specific regulation envisaged

specific item in the financial statements) and to dividends from investments in SIIQ/SIINQ and in
“qualified” real estate funds (or Sicaf), included in the income from subsidiaries.
The other costs and charges are mainly “common” costs to the two transactions and, as such, are
divided between them based on the revenue parameter as previously calculated (the same applies to
adjustments to these costs made in the years following their registration in the balance sheet, with
the exception represented by contingent liabilities and losses on other receivables related to items
booked prior to entry into the special regime, which are, consequently, fully attributed to taxable
transactions).

Profit/(Loss) from sale of properties: margins realised as a result of the sale of properties intended
for leasing, equal to the difference between the selling price and the relevant carrying value, net of
brokerage costs and other costs directly connected to the sale, have been made to fall within exempt
management. On the other hand, margins generated by the sale of “properties for sale”, always
Notes to the financial statements
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equal to the difference between the selling price and the relative carrying amount, net of brokerage
costs and other costs directly connected to the sale, have been included in the taxable management.

Write-ups/(Write-downs) of properties: include revenues and costs, recorded mainly as a result of
the fair value valuation of real estate assets, which are recorded as exempt if they refer to properties
intended for lease, or taxable management if referred to “properties intended for sale”.

Net financial income: financial income is fully attributed to taxable transactions, with the exception
of the following for financial income deriving from hedging transactions from the risk of fluctuating
interest rates on loans (which express adjustment components of financial expenses).
With reference to the main categories of financial expenses, the following is highlighted:
•		financial expenses related to mortgage loans that are also structured in such a way as to
constrain, in various ways, income deriving from property management to guarantee the
repayment of the debt are considered as “specifically” referring to the exempt and/or taxable
management depending on the reference to one of the property management types subject
to the mortgage guarantee. Consequently, for loans that (i) guarantee properties intended for
leasing and which (ii) are simultaneously accompanied by structures that bind the relevant
assets to guarantee the repayment of the debt, the relevant financial expenses have been
allocated to exempt management, while for loans that guarantee properties intended for sale,
the relevant financial expenses have been attributed to taxable transactions.
In cases in which the loans from which the above mentioned financial charges originate are
hedged against the risk of fluctuating interest rates, the relevant income and hedging costs are
allocated in the tax-exempt or taxable management depending on the allocation of cash flows
being hedged, while any portion of ineffectiveness is allocated among the “common” costs or
income to the two management types;
• financial expenses relating to short-term payables and medium/long-term non-mortgage
loans, or assisted by the aforementioned flow restriction features, such as convertible bonds
and short-term debt lines are considered “common” costs to the two management types
and consequently these have been divided between them based on the income parameter as
previously calculated;
• financial expenses incurred for the issue of guarantees to banks in the interest of subsidiaries
have been charged to taxable transactions insofar as the relevant revenue for the charge-back
of these costs to subsidiaries has been allocated to income from taxable transactions;
• income and expenses recorded for changes in the fair value of conversion options connected
to convertible bonds (recorded under liabilities in compliance with the IAS/IFRS accounting
standards) are attributed to taxable transactions.

Income and charges from subsidiaries, associates and other companies: all financial income was
fully attributed to taxable transactions, with the exception of income from investments in SIIQ/SIINQ
and qualified real estate funds, which are included under exempt management.
Expenses from subsidiaries, associates and other companies are attributed to taxable transactions,
with the exception of charges deriving from loans from investee companies that are considered
“common” costs to the two transactions, similarly to financial expenses on non-mortgage short
and long-term payables and, consequently, are divided between them on the basis of the revenue
parameter as previously calculated.

Taxes: taxes for the year, both current and deferred, have been allocated to taxable transactions, as
they have no connection with exempt management.
With regard to the income and expenses which constitute adjustments to the economic components
recorded in the financial statements of financial years prior to entry into the special regime, or
special regime, these components - regardless of their classifications within the margins or the other
items identified above - are fully attributed to taxable transactions as they are closely correlated
(correcting them) to components matured in financial years in which the entire income was taxable.

7 COMMENT ON THE ITEMS OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
It must be noted that the Report on Operations forms an integral part of these notes.

7.1 Non-current fixed assets
7.1.1 Investment properties
(Euro thousands)

Balance as at 31 December 2016

Land and
buildings (*)
3,609,658

Acquisitions

27,393

Capex

13,521

Contribution to Central Sicaf S.p.A.

(1,545,920)

Sales

(9,500)

Net write-ups

44,310

Reclassifications
Balance as at 31 December 2017

(58,340)
2,081,122

(*) Properties with a carrying amount as at 31 December 2017 of of 656,420 thousand Euro, are encumbered by mortgages for a
total of 684,046 thousand Euro, as guarantee for loans obtained.
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contingencies representing costs and charges that would have been incurred prior to entry into the

The item “Acquisistions” refers to purchases:
• from So.GE. Società Generale Euroimmobiliare S.r.l., of the property located in Milan, via
Marostica n. 1 at a price of 24,000 thousand Euro, plus transfer taxes and other ancillary costs
of 708 thousand Euro;
• from Credito Valtellinese Group, of long-term surface rights in Milan, corso Magenta, at a price
of 2,625 thousand Euro, plus transfer taxes and ancillary charges for 60 thousand Euro.
The item “Capex” refer to the expenses incurred for renovations and system replacements on various
buildings. The main cases are listed below:
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City

Address

Milan

viale Certosa

3,521

Milan

via Montebello

2,115

Milan

via Scarsellini

952

Milan

via Messina Torre C

902

Montenero

SS 16 Adriatica

821

Milan

via Jenner

678

Milan

piazza Freud

613

Milan

corso Sempione

584

Milan

via Boscovich

488

Milan

via Cornaggia

458

Rozzano

Strada 7

245

Cinisello Balsamo

via Lombardia

228

Milan

via Rombon

194

Bologna

via delle Lame

186

Milan

via Messina Torre B

139

Milano

Piazza S. Fedele

139

Beinasco

via Falcone

127

Bologna

Galleria II agosto

122

Ferrara

via Darsena

118

Milan

via Dante

100

Forlì

viale della Libertà

96

Milan

via Amedei

87

Total

Capex Euro/000

12,913

The item “Contributions to Central Sicaf S.p.A.” refers to the carrying amount of the properties of the
Telecom portfolio transferred to Central Sicaf S.p.A. in the year, as described in greater detail in the
Management Report.
The item “Sales” refers entirely to the carrying amount (on the date of sale) of the property located in
Bologna, via Nanni Costa, which took place at a price of 9,300 thousand Euro, which led to incurred
brokerage costs of 151 thousand Euro.

The item “Net write-ups” refers to the adjustments made during the period to the value of properties
to adjust them to their fair value (in accordance with the provisions of the relevant accounting
standards).
The item “Reclassifications” refers: i) for 124,459 thousand Euro to the transfer from the “Investment
properties” category to the “Properties included in assets held for sale” category of assets subject
to advanced sale negotiations (partly sold later in the year); ii) for 63,700 thousand Euro to the
reclassification of a property from the category of “Properties under development” to the “Investment
properties” category, following completion of redevelopment activities; iii) for 2,419 thousand Euro to
the transfer of a portion of the building located in Milan, via Cornaggia, to the investment properties
(previously used as offices by the Company).
7.1.2 Properties under development
Land and buildings

Balance as at 31 December 2016

135,720

Acquisitions

41,936

Capex

39,258

Net write-ups

11,986

Reclassifications

(63,700)

Balance as at 31 December 2017

165,200

The item “Acquisitions” refers to the purchase from CDP Immobiliare, of the property located in
Milan, via Principe Amedeo n. 5 at a price of 41,000 thousand Euro, in addition to taxes and other
ancillary costs for the purchase equal to 936 thousand Euro.
The item “Capex” refers to redevelopment activities carried out on the properties located in Turin,
corso Ferrucci (15,886 thousand Euro), in Milan, via Cernaia (10,388 thousand Euro), in Milan, piazza
Monte Titano (5,648 thousand Euro), in Milan, via Principe Amedeo (3,751 thousand Euro), in Milan,
via Colonna (3,585 thousand Euro). These costs include expenses incurred for construction and
technical activities for 825 thousand Euro and financial charges for 5,836 thousand Euro.
It must be noted that capitalised financial charges refer to charges relating to generic loans (shortterm lines and convertible bonds).
The item “Net write-ups” refers to the adjustments made during the year to the value of properties to
adjust them to their fair value (in accordance with the provisions of the relevant accounting standards).
With regard to “Reclassifications” please refer to the previous section 7.1.1.
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7.1.3 Operating properties and other assets
Description
(Euro
thousands)

Balance as at
31 December 2016
Hist.
Accu.
cost deprec.
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Sales

Total

Increas.

Hist.
Accu.
cost deprec.

Reclassifications

Deprec.

2017 Closing of fully
depreciated
Impair.
assets

Hist.
Accu.
cost deprec.

Hist.
Accu.
cost deprec.

Balance as at
31 December 2017
Hist.
Accu.
cost deprec.

Total

Operating
properties

12,403

(752) 11,678

-

-

80 (2,610)

191

(335)

-

-

-

9,873

(869)

9,004

Sub-total
operating
properties

12,403

(752) 11,678

-

-

80 (2,610)

191

(335)

-

-

-

9,873

(869)

9,004

Furniture/
office
equipment

1,948

(1,058)

890

-

-

18

-

-

(69)

-

(771)

771

1,195

(356)

839

Electronic
equipment

309

(220)

89

(1)

1

36

-

-

(31)

-

(140)

140

204

(110)

94

Vehicles

166

(85)

81

(20)

7

-

-

-

(33)

-

-

-

146

(111)

35

Various
equipment
and other
assets

198

(31)

167

-

-

2

-

-

(25)

-

-

-

200

(56)

144

Systems
and
equipment

60

(60)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(60)

60

-

-

-

Other
assets

1,954

(457)

1,497

-

-

58

-

-

(311) (1,244)

(768)

768

-

-

-

Sub-total
other
assets

4,635 (1,911)

2,724

(21)

8

114

-

-

(469) (1,244) (1,739)

1,739

1,745

(633)

1,112

17,038 (2,636) 14,402

(21)

8

194 (2,610)

191

(804) (1,244) (1,739)

1,739 11,618 (1,502) 10,116

Total

The balance of the item “Operating properties” refers to the portion of the property in Milan via
Cornaggia, used as offices by the Company.
For information on “Reclassifications”, see Note 6.1.1 above.
Write-downs, amounting to 1,244 thousand Euro, recorded under the item “Other assets”, refer to
losses recorded on some assets, due to the irrecoverability of their value through use.
7.1.4 Intangible assets
Description
(Euro thousands)

Balance as at
31 December 2016

Closing of fully
depreciated assets

Deprec.

Hist.
cost

Accu.
deprec.

Balance
as at
31.12.2016

Hist. cost

Accu.
deprec.

Software

523

(383)

140

(42)

42

(73)

Total

523

(383)

140

(42)

42

(73)

Increas.

Balance as at
31 December 2017
Hist.
cost

Accu.
deprec.

Balance
as at
31.12.2017

14

495

(414)

81

14

495

(414)

81

7.1.5 Investments
Subsidiaries

Associates

Other
companies

Total

65,865

3

703

66,571

Capital increases and other
contributions

870,561

-

-

870,561

Decreases due to sales and
liquidations

(293,559)

-

-

(293,559)

Decreases from distributions of capital
and reserves

(21,409)

-

-

(21,409)

Reclassification to the “Assets held for
sale” item

(66,080)

-

-

(66,080)

(3,220)

-

-

(3,220)

3,291

-

139

3,430

555,449

3

842

556,294

(Euro thousands)

Balance as at 31 December 2016

Write-ups
Balance as at 31 December 2017

For information of subsidiaries, associates and other companies as at 31 December 2017, please
refer to Annex no. 2.

Subsidiaries
Increases due to capital increase and other contributions refer: i) for 755,496 thousand Euro to the
contribution in favour of the subsidiary at 60% Central Sicaf S.p.A. (of which 700 thousand Euro at
the time the company was established and 754,796 thousand Euro for subsequent contributions,
described in greater detail in the Management Report); ii) for 115,000 thousand Euro to contributions
in favour of the 100% owned subsidiary B.S. Immobiliare 9 S.p.A. SIINQ (to provide it with the means
necessary to purchase a portfolio of properties from CREVAL Group); iii) for 65 thousand Euro to
contributions to cover losses of investee companies RGD Ferrara 2013 S.p.A. (55 thousand Euro) and
B.S. Attività Commerciali 3 S.r.l. SGR (10 thousand Euro).
Decreases for sales and liquidations refer entirely to the sale of 40% of the shares of Central Sicaf
S.p.A..
The item “Distributions of capital and reserves” refers entirely to a distribution of capital reserves by
the subsidiary Central Sicaf S.p.A..
The item “Reclassification to “Assets held for sale” item“ refers entirely to the 9% share of the
investment in Central Sicaf S.p.A. reclassified under the “Assets held for sale” category, taking into
account advanced sales negotiations.
Write-downs for the year refer to the investments in B.S. 7 S.p.A. (3,210 thousand Euro), in B.S.
Attività Commerciali 3 S.r.l. (8 thousand Euro), in B.S. Attività Commerciali 1 S.r.l. (2 thousand Euro),
while write-ups refer entirely to the investment in Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. SIINQ.
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Here below a comparative table between the carrying value of investments in subsidiaries and the
correspondent quota of their equity as at 31 December 2017.
Description
(Euro thousands)
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% of share

Equity (IAS) of
subsidiaries
as at
31.12.2017

Carrying
value as at
31.12.2017

% of Equity
attributable
to Beni
Stabili

Delta between the
carrying value of
investmens and the
related quota of
their Equity

B.S. Immobiliare 9 S.p.A. SIINQ

100%

119,823

115,184

119,823

(4,639)

B.S. Development S.p.A. SIINQ

100%

22,078

41,145

22,078

19,067

B.S. 7 S.p.A (*)

100%

23,972

22,207

23,972

(1,765)

RGD Gestioni S.r.l.

100%

1,530

2,334

1,530

804

B.S. Attività Commerciali 1 S.r.l.

100%

32

21

32

(11)

B.S. Attività Commerciali 2 S.r.l.

100%

368

25

368

(343)

B.S. Attività Commerciali 3 S.r.l.

100%

13

16

13

3

Central Sicaf S.p.A.

51%

799,413

374,449

407,701

(33,252)

RGD Ferrara S.r.l.

50%

137

68

69

(1)

967,366

555,449

575,585

(20,136)

Total

(*)	The Equity indicated for this entity is the consolidated equity of B.S. 7 S.p.A. and its subsidiaries.

With reference to B.S. Development S.p.A. it should be noted that the difference between the carrying
value of this investment and the related Equity, is due to the losses of this entity for costs that were
not elegible to be capitalized over its assets. The losses are not considered definitive because
recoverable with the value creation expected on the two development initiatives in which the entity is
envolved (projects “Symbiosis” and “The Sign”) and that will be accrued in its accounts progressively,
as the two projects will complete (differently from the said losses that have been already recognized
in its accounts) and considering, instead, that the two initiatives are now accounted to a value equal
to the appraisal at the end of December 2017, made by an independent expert, which includes risks
related to the completion of the said projects and to the subsequent commercialization at market
conditions (so-called abatement of value due to the “developer’s margin”).
With reference to the investment in RGD Gestioni S.r.l., instead, the accounting equity of this entity
does not reflect the goodwill from the business of which it is the owner, estimated also on the base
of the value to it attributed with appraisals at 31 December 2017, prepared by independent experts.
As said above, all subsidiaries are 100% owned by Beni Stabili, with the exception of Central Sicaf
S.p.A., which is 60% owned and RGD Ferrara 2013 S.r.l., owned with a 50% also by Gruppo IGD (joint
venture).

The main economic-financial data of Central Sicaf S.p.A. and RGD Ferrara 2013 S.r.l. is summarised
below, drafted in accordance with IAS/IFRS.
Assets, liabilities and Equity (Euro thousands)

RGD Ferrara 2013
S.r.l.

1,562,984

175

20,118

892

(766,345)

-

Current liabilities

(17,344)

(930)

Equity

799,413

137

Book value of investment held by the Company

319,712

69

Central Sicaf S.p.A.

RGD Ferrara 2013
S.r.l.

66,462

17

8,280

-

(14,175)

(6)

-

(2)

Equity

60,567

9

Portion of the period’s result relating to the Company’s
investment

44,653

5

Non-current assets
Current assets
Non-current liabilities

Income statement for the period
(Euro thousands)
Operating margin (excl. write-ups/(write-downs) of
properties
Write-ups/Write-downs of properties
Net financial income/(charges)
Taxes

There are no potential liabilities that have not been expressed in the RGD Ferrara 2013 S.r.l.
accounts, nor other significant commitments to report.
As already reported and with the exception of Central Sicaf S.p.A. and of RGD Ferrara 2013 S.r.l., the
Company does not directly own investments in subsidiaries that are held by minorities (even of in a
non- significant portion).
With reference to indirect holdings that present minority shareholders, reference must be made to
section 6.3 of the notes to the consolidated financial statements, with regard to the indirect interest
in Beni Stabili Retail S.r.l. in liquidation (held indirectly, through B.S 7 S.p.A., at 55%).

Associates
The balance as at 31 December 2017 refers entirely to the value of the 30% stake in the capital of
Real Estate Solution & Technology S.r.l., dedicated to the performance of Information Technology
services for companies operating in the real estate sector. It must be noted that the Company also
holds 20% in the share capital of Beni Stabili Hotel S.A., whose value has been written off against
the write-downs recorded in previous years, which also required the establishment of a specific
provision for risks of a total of 32 thousand Euro. This provision for risks, for 2017, was reduced by
3 thousand Euro and the issue was recorded in the Profit and Loss Account among write-ups od
associates.
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Central Sicaf S.p.A.

Other companies
The balance of investments in other companies (investments included in the category of assets
available for sale) as at 31 December 2017 includes the value: i) of the 0.41% investment in the share
capital of Mittel S.p.A. for 626 thousand Euro. The above investment was revalued during the year (as
a reinstatement of previous write-downs) for 122 thousand Euro; ii) of the 4.09% stake in the share
capital of Nomisma S.p.A. for 213 thousand Euro. During the year, the investment was revalued
for 17 thousand Euro (as a reinstatement of previous write-downs); iii) of the 17.18% stake in the
consortium Le Fornaci a r.l., for managing real estate units of the shopping centre in Beinasco (3
thousand Euro).
In addition, the Company holds a 10% investment in the share capital of RSE Projekt Management AG
and a 2.981% investment in Consorzio Census, the carrying amounts of which equal zero.
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7.1.6 Securities
The item refers entirely to the units (no. 99) held in the real estate fund called Securis Real Estate
managed by Investire SGR S.p.A.. It must be recalled that the above units were acquired in 2013
through a real estate property transfer in favour of the fund. The decrease during the year referred
to: i) the write-down of fund units (for 208 thousand Euro) for losses suffered and considered durable;
ii) partial redemption of the units (for 50 thousand Euro).
7.1.7 Trade receivables and other receivables
				
31.12.2017

31.12.2016

Receivables form tenants

12,670

15,607

Total trade receivables

12,670

15,607

8,972

8,972

12,141

13,520

(18)

(18)

56

116

Provision for write- down of other receivables

(2,239)

(2,239)

Total other receivables

18,912

20,351

Total trade receivables and other non-current receivables

31,582

35,958

(Euro thousands)
Trade receivables

Other receivables
Receivables from the Municipality of Rome for “reverse accession”
and expropriations
Tax receivables
Provision for write-downs of tax receivables
Bail deposits and other receivables

The item “Receivables from tenants”, for both financial years, fully accepts receivables for invoices
to be issued to tenants that were recognised in compliance with the provisions of IAS 17 “Leases”,
linearising the total contractual rents over the duration of the lease and which will be payable only
after 12 months compared to the reference date.
The item “Receivables from the Municipality of Rome due to “reverse accession” and expropriation”
refers to: i) the indemnity, of residuals 7,432 thousand Euro, payable by the Municipality of Rome
in respect of a land subject to “Reverse adherence” without a legitimate administrative provision.
In previous years, legal actions were filed against the Municipality of Rome, aimed at recognising
an indemnity proportionate to the damage suffered by Beni Stabili, which was definitively settled in

2014. The receivable granted to the Group in Court, partly already collected in previous years, was
prudentially written down by 1,858 thousand Euro, to take account of the actual prospects of recovery;
ii) the receivable of 1,455 thousand Euro, written down by 364 thousand Euro and corresponding to
the portion of the indemnity yet to be collected for a plot of land located in the Pietralata district in
Rome, which was the subject of expropriation; iii) to a receivable of 85 thousand Euro, relating to
an indemnity for the expropriation of a plot of land located in Rome, on via di Tor Pagnotta that took
place in 2015.
The preparatory activities for the payment of the aforementioned receivables by the Municipality are
ongoing. In view of the expected recovery times, the aforementioned receivables are classified among
non-current assets.
The item “Tax receivables” mainly includes: i) the IRES tax receivable of 539 thousand Euro deriving
from the partial deductibility, for IRES purposes, of IRAP tax paid in previous years, as required by
receivables, totalling 7,595 thousand Euro (9,007 thousand Euro as at 31 December 2016), arising as
a result of payments made pursuant to the law pending the ongoing tax disputes. For information
please see the following paragraph 8; iii) the IRES tax credit of the Group tax consolidation unit which
arose in the 2014 tax period and in respect of which a reimbursement was requested in September
2015 for 3,993 thousand Euro (3,954 thousand Euro as of 31 December 31 2016).
The decrease in the item, compared to 31 December 2016, derives mainly from the reclassification
among current asset of (which must be collected shortly) relating to tax disputes on interest expense
relating to the 2008, 2009 and 2010 tax periods, defined in 2017 (as described in detail in the following
section 8).

“Bail deposits and other receivables”: the balance of the item as at 31 December 2017 refers entirely
to bail deposits for 56 thousand Euro (116 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016). These receivables
are written down by a total of 17 thousand Euro.
7.1.8 Receivables from subsidiaries and associates
The balance of the item as at 31 December 2017 refers to receivables from subsidiaries B.S. Attività
Commerciali 1 S.r.l., B.S. Attività Commerciali 2 S.r.l., R.G.D. Gestioni S.r.l., Central Sicaf S.p.A.
and Revalo S.p.A. for rents that will be invoiced in the next few years, but already recorded in the
financial statements in compliance with the provisions of IAS 17 “Leases”, for 2,409 thousand Euro
(2,161 thousand Euro as at 31 December 2016). The balance of the item as at 31 December 2016 also
included: i) the receivable of 2,500 thousand Euro for the confirmatory deposit paid to the company by
the subsidiary Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. SIINQ (formerly Sviluppo Ripamonti S.r.l.) and relating
to the preliminary contract for the purchase of a property under construction in the development area
owned by the latter (“Symbiosis” area). The above deposit was returned following the termination of
the preliminary contract; ii) receivables for a loan granted to the subsidiary Beni Stabili Retail S.r.l. in
liquidation for 537 thousand Euro, fully repaid.
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Italian Law no. 2/2009 and Italian Law no. 214/2011 (544 thousand Euro as at 31 December 2016); ii)

Below is a table with the changes in the year of the aforementioned receivables:
(Euro thousands)

Beni Stabili
Development
S.p.A. SIINQ

Beni Stabili
Retail S.r.l.

B.S. Attività
Commerciali
1 S.r.l.

B.S. Attività
Commerciali
2 S.r.l.

R.G.D.
Gestioni
S.r.l.

Central
Sicaf S.p.A.

Revalo
S.p.A.

Total

2,500

537

345

1,118

698

-

-

5,198

-

5

-

-

-

-

-

5

(2,500)

(542)

-

-

-

-

-

(3,042)

-

-

(57)

(186)

407

23

61

248

-

-

288

932

1,105

23

61

2,409

Balance as at
31 December 2016
Interest accrued and
capitalised
Repayments
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Movement of receivables
from IAS linearization of
rents
Balance as at
31 December 2017

With regard to relations with subsidiaries and associates, please refer also to what is described in
section 10 below.
7.1.9 Derivatives - asset
The balance of the item as at 31 December 2017 refers to derivative instruments to hedge the risk of
fluctuations in the floating interest rate of outstanding bank loans, and in particular: i) IRS (Interest
Rate Swap) instruments, whose fair value is positive totalling 320 thousand Euro (3,935 thousand
Euro at 31 December 2016); ii) two Collar Swaption whose positive fair value is equal to 633 thousand
Euro and iii) to a CAP instrument whose fair positive value is equal to 14 thousand Euro (125 thousand
Euro at 31 December 2016).

“Derivatives instruments on interest rates”: the fair value of these transactions is shown in the
following table:
31.12.2017
Fair value

31.12.2016
Fair value

IRS

320

3,935

Collar Swaption

633

-

Cap

14

125

Total

967

4,060

(Euro thousands)

“Interest Rate Swap”: these are contracts that convert the variable rate into a fixed rate; the fixed rate
of these contracts is shown in the following table:
Description

Euribor

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

Min

Max

Min

Max

0.71%

0.71%

0.06%

0.06%

“Collar Swaption”: these are financial products that involve the purchase of an option to enter into an
interest rate swap and at the same time the transfer to the counterparty itself of an option to enter
into an interest rate swap. In particular, the contract signed by the Company involves the purchase

of a payer swaption and the sale of a receiver swaption. The fixed IRS rate underlying the payer
swaption is higher than the fixed rate of the IRS underlying the receiver swaption. This product
ensures a minimum level and a maximum level of a fixed rate at which to convert the interest flows
of a variable rate debt that is expected to be entered into at a future date. In fact, on the exercise date
of the options, if the reference fixed rate is higher than the maximum fixed rate defined contractually,
the Company will exercise the right to subscribe an IRS in which it will pay said fixed rate (in the
event of the Company’s exercise of the payer swaption) and will receive the variable reference rate.
If, on the other hand, the fixed reference rate is lower than the minimum contractually defined rate,
the Company will be obliged to underwrite an IRS in which it will pay the fixed rate (in the event the
receiver swaption is exercised by the bank counterparty) and receive the variable reference rate.

“Cap”: is an optional derivative financial instrument. For the payment of a premium, the Company is
entitled to receive, in the periods in which the Euribor rate is higher than a maximum level (known as
and the aforementioned strike rate. However, nothing is due to the Company for the period in which
the Euribor is lower than the strike-rate.
Changes in the item during the year are shown in the following table:
(Euro thousands)
Balance as at 31 December 2016

4,060

Differentials paid/(collected)

462

Change in fair value recognised in Income Statement (*)

638

Change in fair value recognised against Cash Flow Hedge Reserve

(159)

Contribution to Central Sicaf S.p.A.

(4,823)

New derivatives

789

Balance as at 31 December 2017

967

(*)	This change is attributable for 168 thousand Euro to changes in the assumptions on creditworthiness (DVA/CVA) of the
contractual parties.

7.1.10 Deferred tax assets
(Euro thousands)
Balance as at 31 December 2016
Decreases recognised in Income Statement
Balance as at 31 December 2017

Tax losses

Total

7,683

7,683

(6,532)

(6,532)

1,151

1,151

The balance of the item refers entirely to deferred tax assets set aside in previous years on tax losses,
based on the prospects for future taxable income of the companies participating in the Group’s tax
consolidation.
The change in the year is attributable to the release of taxes following the use of losses to offset the
taxable income generated by the Group tax consolidation in the current period.
To complete the above, it must be noted that the Company accumulates tax losses, usable as
compensation for taxable future IRES of the national tax consolidation of the Beni Stabili Group,
for a total of 76,425 thousand Euro, committed for a limit of 4,796 thousand Euro to apply the
aforementioned IRES prepaid taxes, calculated at a rate of 24%. Consequently, there is a balance of
71,629 thousand Euro of tax losses in respect of which prepaid tax assets have not been recorded.
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the strike-rate), equal, for the existing instrument, to 0.50%, the differential between the Euribor rate

7.2 Current assets
7.2.1 Trading properties

Land and buildings

(Euro thousands)
Balance as at 31 December 2016

27,465

Acquisitions

Notes to the financial statements
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12

Capex

949

Sales

(2)

Net write-downs

(5,864)

Balance as at 31 December 2017

22,560

The item “Acquisitions” refer to some units of a building already partially owned, located in Gorizia
in via XX Settembre. The acquisition took place at a price of 10 thousand Euro plus taxes and other
ancillary charges for 2 thousand Euro.
On the other hand, the item “Sales“ refers to the sale of a unit of the same Gorizia property.
The item “Capex” mainly refers to the expenses incurred for renovating the property located in Padua,
via degli Zabarella (847 thousand Euro).
The item “Net write-downs” refers to the adjustments that became necessary to adjust the book
value of the properties to their estimated realisable value.
7.2.2 Trade receivables and other receivables
31.12.2017

31.12.2016

1,607

1,607

28,766

29,482

0

5,000

137

22

(20,156)

(20,202)

10,354

15,909

2,514

213

54

49

Sundry receivables

8,155

10,850

Provision for write-down of other receivables

(867)

(925)

Total other receivables

9,856

10,187

20,210

26,096

(Euro thousands)
Trade receivables
Property sales and investment disposals
Receivables from tenants
Down-payments for property purchases
Receivables from customers for services
Provision for write-downs of trade receivables
Total trade receivables
Other receivables
Tax receivables
Bail and guarantee deposits

Total trade and other receivables

“Property sales and investment disposals”: the item as at 31 December 2017, as well as at 31
December 2016, refers to: i) the remaining balance of the sale (completed in 2008) of 40% of the
share capital of Risorse e Sviluppo Napoli S.p.A. (1,400 thousand Euro, including accrued interest);
ii) a price adjustment for the sales (completed in 2005) of the investment in S. Clemente Resort S.r.l.
(207 thousand Euro). These receivables have been fully written down.

“Receivables from tenants”: includes the following receivables: i) from tenants for leases equal to
27,334 thousand Euro (28,050 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016); ii) relating to the guaranteed
return recognised in previous years and due from the sellers of the property located in Bologna, via
Nanni Costa, amounting to 1,432 thousand Euro (equal amount as at 31 December 2015).
It must be noted that receivables from tenants include: i) receivables for invoices to be issued
recorded in accordance with IAS 17 “Leases”, linearising the total contractual consideration over
the duration of the lease (4,189 thousand Euro and 4,328 thousand Euro respectively for 2017 and
the bankruptcy of the former tenant of the Shopping Centre of Ferrara, for which reference must be
made to the following section 8.

“Down-payments for property purchases”: the balance of the item as at 31 December 2016 (5,000
thousand Euro) referred to the deposit paid in 2015 for the purchase from CDP Immobiliare of the
property located in Milan, via Principe Amedeo, which took place during the year.

“Receivables fro customers for services”: the balance of the item as at 31 December 2017 refers to
services rendered to third parties by the Company.
With reference to the provisions for trade receivables, changes for the period are shown below.
(Euro thousands)

Balance as at 31 December 2016

Provision for write-downs
of trade receivables
20,202

Provisions

1,472

Use

(287)

Releases

(1,231)

Balance as at 31 December 2017

20,156

The item “Tax receivables” is mainly represented by: i) the IRAP credit of 195 thousand Euro, equal to
the credit carried forward from the previous year (281 thousand Euro), shown net of the tax accrued
in 2017 (86 thousand Euro); ii) the IMU credit of 440 thousand Euro arising as a result of higher
tax payments (213 thousand Euro as at 31 December 2016); iii) the receivable of 1,823 thousand
Euro arising from payments made pending with the tax disputes established for the 2008, 2009 and
2010 tax periods, defined in the current financial year and whose reimbursement is expected. This
receivable at 31 December, 2016 was classified under non-current assets.

“Sundry receivables”: this item mainly includes: i) accrued income and prepaid expenses for 6,653
thousand Euro (8,669 thousand Euro as at 31 December 2016) relating mainly to intermediation and
other costs of new lease contracts for 3,250 thousand Euro (6,204 thousand Euro for 31 December
2016), the registration tax for lease contracts of 482 thousand Euro (1,078 thousand Euro at 31
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2016); ii) a position of 10,024 thousand Euro (10,318 thousand Euro as of 31 December 2015) towards

December 2016), commissions on sureties and prepaid commissions on “committed” and “revolving”
credit lines for 2,639 thousand Euro (926 thousand Euro as at 31 December 2016). The item as at 31
December 2016, included also pre-payments for leases for 155 thousand Euro; ii) miscellaneous
advances for 200 thousand Euro, written down by 77 thousand Euro (537 thousand Euro and 144
thousand Euro at 31 December 2016, respectively); iii) interest on credit positions of 650 thousand
Euro (same amount as of 31 December 2016), fully written down; iv) receivables for loans granted to
the investee company RGD Ferrara S.r.l. for 95 thousand Euro (151 thousand Euro as of 31 December
2016).
With reference to the provision for the write-downs of other receivables, the changes in the year are
shown below:
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(Euro thousands)

Provision for writedowns of other
receivables

Balance as at 31 December 2016

925

Provisions

10

Releases

(68)

Balance as at 31 December 2017

867

7.2.3 Receivables from subsidiaries and associates
(Euro thousands)

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

179,959

173,121

40,994

15,300

220,953

188,421

5,761

3,519

-

-

9,299

106

236,013

192,046

Receivables from subsidiaries
Loans
Current accounts (including interest recognised in December)
Total of receivables for loans and current accounts
Trade receivables for services and leases
Other receivables fro subsidiaries
Receivables arising from the consolidation of the IRES taxable income
Total receivables from subsidiaries

Receivables for loans granted to subsidiaries and those relating to current account transactions are
interest bearing. The increase for the year is mainly attributable to interest accrued on loans granted
to Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. SIINQ (also as incorporaing company of Sviluppo Ripamonti
S.r.l. and B.S. Immobiliare 5 S.r.l.) and the additional resources made available to this company,
aimed at sustaining the costs for the work on development initiatives it is carrying out (the so-called
“Symbiosis” project and “The Sign” project).
Trade receivables refer to infra-group leases and to services provided by Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ
to subsidiaries (mainly administrative, accounting, tax, personnel management and information
technology services). The above receivables will be settled through the relevant current account.
The agreements for the consolidation of taxable income (national tax consolidation) involve Beni
Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ for the recognition of a credit or a payable in relation respectively to the transfer, by
companies participating in the consolidation procedure of the IRES taxable income, of a profit or a tax

loss. The above credit/debit corresponds to 24% of the positive or negative taxable amount transferred
and to the value of transferred tax credits. The above positions will be settled by agreement through
the relevant current account, when the balance of taxes for the 2017 financial year will be due.
For information on receivables from subsidiaries and associated companies, broken down by investee
company, please refer to Annex no. 3.
7.2.4 Cash and cash equivalents
This item totals 281,635 thousand Euro (24,618 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016) and is
represented by cash in hand for 1 thousand Euro and by bank deposits for 281,634 thousand Euro.
For more information on changes in the year in cash and cash equivalents, please refer to the
“Stetement of Cash Flows”.
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The balance of the item refers to the value of assets whose value will reasonably be recovered through
sales. In particular, the balance of the item as at 31 December 2017 includes: i) for 66,080 thousand
Euro, the value of a 9% interest in the capital of Central Sicaf S.p.A., which is expected to be sold in
the next year; ii) for 8,064 thousand Euro, the value of properties whose disposal is considered highly
probable by the end of 2018.
Below is a table that summarises the changes recorded for the period in the value of the real estate
held for sale property portfolio classified under this item:
(Euro thousands)

Land and buildings

Balance as at 31 December 2016

69,301

Sales

(182,589)

Capex

-

Net write-downs

(3,107)

Reclassifications

124,459

Balance as at 31 December 2017

8,064

The item “Sales” for the period, for a total carrying amount of 182,589 thousand Euro refers to the
sale of no. 6 properties, of which 2 belong to the portfolio leased to Telecom Italia.
The item “Net write-downs” refers to the adjustments made during the year to the value of properties
to adjust them to their fair value (in accordance with the provisions of the relevant accounting
standards).
For “Reclassifications“ please see previous section 7.1.1.
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7.2.5 Asset held for sale

7.3 Equity
The Equity is as follows:
(Euro thousands)

31.12.2017

31.12.2016
226,959

226,959

Share premium reserve

279,042

279,042

45,392

45,392

911,942

911,942

Reserve pursuant to Law 72/83

191

191

284

Reserve pursuant to Law 413/91

53

53
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Share Capital (*)

Legal reserve

Reserve pursuant to Law 2/2009

24,130

24,130

Reserve pursuant to Law 917/86

12

12

Unavailable reserve pursuant to Leg.
Decree 38/2005

309,828

230,161

Cash flow hedge reserve

(13,566)

(12,778)

(655)

(655)

Reserve pursuant to Law 266/05

Reserve for the purchase of treasury shares
Total other reserves

1,277,327

1,198,448

Retained earnings

10,027

4

Profit (Loss) for the year

44,364

164,550

Total retained earnings
Total Equity

54,391

164,554

1,837,719

1,869,003

(*) At 31 December 2017, the authorised share capital amounted to 246,957,280.40 Euro and is subscribed and paid in for
226,959,230.30 Euro. The subscribed and paid-up share capital is represented by 2,269,592,803 ordinary shares with a nominal
value of 0.10 Euro each (same number as at 31 December 2016). It must be stated that Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ holds 961,000
treasury shares.

With regard to the analysis of changes in the Equity from 1st January 2015 to 31 December 2017,
please refer to the accounting statement “Statement of changes in Equity”.

It must be noted that the Shareholders’ Meeting of 6 April 2017, which approved the financial
statements for the year ended on 31 December 2016, among other things, resolved to allocate the
net profit for 2016, amounting to 164,549 thousand Euro, as follows:
i) 79,667 thousand Euro, to supplement the reserve connected to the unavailability constraint
provided for by Art. 6 of Italian Legislative Decree no. 38/2005;
ii) 74,865 thousand Euro for distribution to shareholders (0.033 per share, excluding treasury
shares in portfolio);
iii) 10,018 thousand Euro, to supplement the reserve of retained earnings.
Lastly, an increase of 5 thousand Euro was recorded following the revision of the actuarial assumptions
in the valuation of the staff termination benefits pursuant to IAS 19.
At 31 December 2017, the consolidated reserve relating to the application of hedge accounting to
hedging derivatives (Cash Flow Hedge reserve) was negative for the Company and equal to 13,566
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thousand Euro (the negative balance was equal to 12,778 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016). The
table below shows changes in this reserve for the year 2017 and for 2016:
Description (Euro thousands)

2017 FY

2016 FY

Opening balance Cash Flow Hedge Reserve

(12,778)

(24,875)

2,191

4,479

Reversal for early repayment of hedging instruments and / or
hedging interruptions

(2,188)

31,294

Contribution to Central Sicaf S.p.A.

(3,945)

-

3,154

(23,676)

(13,566)

(12,778)

Releases related to the recognition in the Income Statement of the
hedged cash fows

(Increases)/decreases due to changes in fair value of hedging
instruments (effective changes)
Closing balance Cash Flow Hedge Reserve

The following table, instead, shows the time interval with which the Cash Flow Hedge reserve will
flow into the Profit and Loss Account, on the assumption that the underlying cash flows remain
unchanged.
(Euro
thousands)

Balance at 31.12.2017

Balance at 31.12.2016

Balance
sheet
value

up to 6
months

from 6
months
to 12
months

from
1 year
up to 2
years

from 2
years
up to 5
years

more
than 5
years

Balance
sheet
value

up to 6
months

from 6
months
to 12
months

from
1 year
up to 2
years

from 2
years
up to 5
years

more
than 5
years

Reserve
Cash Flow
Hedge

(13,566)

(1,648)

(1,125)

(2,693)

(5,486)

(2,614)

(12,778)

(1,577)

(2,256)

(6,337)

(11,704)

9,096

Total

(13,566)

(1,648)

(1,125)

(2,693)

(5,486)

(2,614)

(12,778)

(1,577)

(2,256)

(6,337)

(11,704)

9,096

The table below summarises the reserves shown in the financial statements as at 31 December 2017,

Type

Amount

Possible use

- Share premium reserve

Capital

279,042

A, B, C

- Reserve for the purchase of treasury share

Capital

(655)

-

- Legal reserve

Profit

12

B

- Legal reserve

Capital

45,380

B

- Reserve pursuant Law 266/2005

Profit

233,641

A, B, C

- Reserve pursuant Law 266/2005

Capital

678,301

A, B, C
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- Reserve pursuant Law 2/2009

Capital

6,908

A, B, C
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highlighting their nature and possible use, also taking into account any specific statutory destinations:
Reserve
(Euro thousands)

- Reserve pursuant Law 2/2009

Profit

17,222

A, B, C

- Reserve pursuant Law 72/1983

Profit

191

A, B, C

- Reserve pursuant Law 413/1991

Profit

53

A, B, C

- Reserve pursuant art. 89 Decree 917/1986

Profit

12

A, B, C

- Unavailable reserve pursuant to
leg. Decree 38/2005

Profit

309,828

-

Capital

(13,566)

-

Profit

10,027

A, B, C

- Cash Flow Hedge reserve
- Retained earnings
Total Capital reserves

995,410

Total Profit reserves

570,986

A: Share capital increase; B: To cover losses; C: Distribution.			

It must be noted that the following reserves are subject to the tax deferral regime, for a total of 936,328
thousand Euro: i) revaluation reserve Law no. 266/05, for 911,942 thousand Euro; ii) revaluation
reserve Law 78/83, for 191 thousand Euro; iii) revaluation reserve Law 413/91, for 53 thousand Euro;
iv) reserve for contributions pursuant to Art. 55 (now 89) of Italian Presidential Decree no. 917/86 for
12 thousand Euro; v) revaluation reserve pursuant to Law 2/2009 for 24,130 thousand Euro.
It must also be noted that in 2015, in relation to the obligations of non-distribution of dividends
pursuant to Art. 6 of Italian Legislative Decree 38/2005, was subject to this constraint for 24,226
thousand Euro, the free amount of the revaluation reserve pursuant to Law 266/05, which is
consequently therefore burdened, in addition to the constraint of the “tax suspension” and limited to
this amount, also by a constraint of non-distribution.

7.4 Non-current liabilities
7.4.1 Borrowings
31.12.2017

31.12.2016

330,395

986,853

-

-

Bonds

669,499

721,495

Convertible bonds

187,641

440,980

1,187,535

2,149,328

(Euro thousands)
Mortgage loans
Other loans

Total non-current borrowings
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This item comprises payables, with a maturity “beyond 12 months”, for medium and long-term loans
secured by a mortgage. The portions of mortgages with a maturity within 12 months are shown as
part of current liabilities (see section 7.5.1).
The subdivision of the non-current portion of these payables by due date is shown below:
31.12.2017

31.12.2016

More than 12 months, but within 24 months

2,387

8,837

More than 24 months, but within 5 years

7,161

166,388

More than 5 years

320,847

811,628

Total non-current portion

330,395

986,853

(Euro thousands)

Mortgage loans outstanding as at 31 December 2017 are all regulated at a variable rate. The following
table shows the relative average effective interest rate that was calculated without taking into account
hedging transactions against the risk of fluctuating interest rates:
Average effective interest rate on annual basis

Euribor

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

1.38%

1.67%
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“Mortgage loans”

In relation to the above loans, there are some hedging transactions against the risk of fluctuating
interest rates. The table below shows the nominal amount of debt hedged at 31 December 2017,
compared to 31 December 2016:
Description (Euro thousands)

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

Nominal outstanding of variable rate loans (excluding interest
accrued)

(a)

271,242

1,024,743

Outstanding hedging instruments (IRS-CAP)

(b)

200,000

768,090

73.73%

74.95%

% of variable variable rate loans (IRS) - (b) / (a)

“Bonds”
Notes to the financial statements
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At 31 December, 2017, this item refers to the non-current portion of the bonds issued by Beni Stabili
S.p.A. SIIQ, in particular:
1) the unsecured bond issued in 2014 for a total nominal amount of 250,000 thousand Euro, with a
duration of 5 years and with a fixed coupon of 3.5% on an annual basis;
2) the unsecured bond issued in 2015 for a total nominal amount of 125,000 thousand Euro, with a
duration of 7 years and with a fixed coupon of 2.125% on an annual basis;
3) the unsecured bond issued in 2017 for a total nominal amount of 300,000 thousand Euro, with a
duration of 7 years and with a fixed coupon of 1.625% on an annual basis.
At 31 December 2016, also the bond issued in 2014 with a nominal value of 350,000 thousand Euro
was classified among non-current financial debts. This bond was reclassified during the year among
current financial payables due to its maturity in January 2018.
The tables below show the changes of the year 2017 in the non-current portions of the aforementioned
bonds in the following year.

“Bond with a nominal value of 250 million Euro”
(Euro thousands)
Balance as at 31 December 2016
Interest accrued in the period
Balance as at 31 December 2017

Nominale
amount

Issue costs

Carrying
amount

250,000

(1,523)

248,477

-

658

658

250,000

(865)

249,135

It must be noted that against a nominal rate of 3.50%, the effective interest rate, calculated for
accounting purposes, was instead equal to 3.79%. The nominal interest coupon accrued as of 31
December 2017 (2,165 thousand Euro) is classified among current financial payables.

“Bond with a nominal value of 125 million Euro”
(Euro thousands)
Balance as at 31 December 2016

Nominal
amount

Issue costs

Carrying
amount

125,000

(1,169)

123,831

-

211

211

125,000

(958)

124,042

Interest accrued in the period
Balance as at 31 December 2017

It must be noted that against a nominal rate of 2.125%, the effective interest rate, calculated for
accounting purposes, was instead equal to 2.32%. The nominal interest coupon accrued as of 31
December 2017 (658 thousand Euro) is classified among current financial payables.
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(Euro thousands)
Issue date

Nominal
amount

Issue costs

Carrying
amount

300,000

(3,783)

296,217

-

105

105

300,000

(3,678)

296,322

Interest accrued in the period
Balance as at 31 December 2017

It must be noted that against a nominal rate of 1.625%, the effective interest rate, calculated for
accounting purposes, was instead equal to 1.817%. The nominal interest coupon accrued as of 31
December 2017 (1,022 thousand Euro) is classified among current financial payables.

“Convertible bonds”
The item refers to the non-current portion of the payable relating to the nominal 200,000 thousand
Euro convertible bond loan issued to Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ during 2015 and maturing in 2021.
The table below shows changes recorded in the year 2017 period of the non-current portion of the
convertible loan maturing in 2021:
(Euro thousands)

Nominal
amount

Option
amount

Issue
costs

Carrying
amount

Balance as at 31 December 2016

200,000

(14,987)

(1,152)

183,861

-

3,519

261

3,780

200,000

(11,468)

(891)

187,641

Interest accrued in the period - portion related to
the conversion option value and issue cost
Balance as at 31 December 2017

The portion relating to nominal interest accrued from the ex-coupon detachment date (July 2017)
to 31 December 2017 for the aforementioned loan is equal to 734 thousand Euro. This amount is
recorded under current financial debts. It must be noted that against a nominal rate of 0.875%, the
effective interest rate calculated for accounting purposes (also considering the separation of the
optional component from the debt at inception), instead, equal to 2.85%.
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“Bond with a nominal value of 300 million Euro”

It must be noted that the balance of the item as at 31 December 2016 included, for 257,119 thousand
Euro, also the payable relating to the convertible bond maturing in 2019, which was repaid early
during the year.
Changes recorded during the year of the aforementioned repaid convertible loan are shown below:
(Euro thousands)

Nominal
amount

Option
amount

Issue
costs

Carrying
amount

Balance as at 31 December 2016

270,000

(11,299)

(1,582)

257,119

-

852

118

970

(270,000)

10,447

1,464

(258,089)

-

-

-

-

Interest accrued in the period - portion related to
the conversion option value and issue cost
Repurchases

Notes to the financial statements
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Balance as at 31 December 2017

“Fair value of borrowings”
The fair value at 31 December 2017 and 31 December 2016, of the various categories of current and
non-current financial payables, compared with the respective book and nominal values, is shown in
the following table:
Borrowings

Borrowings

Current and non-current portions at
31.12.2017

Current and non-current portions at
31.12.2016

(Euro thousands)

Loans and other short-term debts
Mortgage loans
Other loans
Bond
Convertible bonds
Total

Carrying
amount

Nominal
amount

Fair
value (*)

Carrying
amount

Nominal
amount

Fair
value (*)

-

-

-

50,000

50,000

50,000

332,815

336,545

336,545

1,013,960

1,027,317

1,027,317

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,042,622

1,048,168

1,039,760

743,689

747,194

742,509

188,375

200,734

191,939

443,166

472,186

465,956

1,563,812

1,585,447

1,568,244

2,250,815

2,296,697

2,285,782

(*)	The fair value of floating-rate financial debts was calculated considering the market value coinciding with the nominal value of the latter. The nominal
value includes the portion of interest accrued and not paid. The fair value of fixed rate financial payables is valued using the Discounted Cash Flow
method. On the basis of this method, the fair value of these loans is calculated by determining the expected cash flows and discounting them at the spot
rates implicit in the Euribor curve, increased by the credit spread.

7.4.2 Derivatives - liability
The balance as at 31 December 2017 refers to: i) derivatives on interest rates, whose negative fair
value amounted to a total of 4,962 thousand Euro (33,595 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016); ii) the
fair value of the conversion options relating to the convertible bond amounting to 17,729 thousand
Euro (15,508 thousand Euro as at 31 December 2016 relating to the conversion options of the two
loans existing at that date). The value of this option has been recorded under liabilities as there
are no conditions to qualify it as a component of equity (in accordance with the provisions of IAS 32
“Financial Instruments: Exposure and Supplementary Information”).

“Interest rate derivatives”: the fair value of these transactions is shown in the following table:
31.12.2016
Fair value

Interest Rate Swap

4,962

33,595

Total

4,962

33,595

“Interest Rate Swap”: these are contracts that convert the variable rate into a fixed rate; the fixed rate
of these contracts is shown in the following table:
Description

Euribor

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

Min

Max

Min

Max

0.81%

1.44%

0.22%

1.76%

The table below provides a breakdown of the change recorded in 2017 in interest rate derivatives:
“Hedge
accounting”
derivative
instruments

“Held for
trading”
derivative
instruments

Total

Balance as at 31 December 2016

33,595

-

33,595

Spreads (paid)/collected

(1,583)

-

(1,583)

(24,134)

-

(24,134)

Contribution to Central Sicaf S.p.A.

(1,337)

-

(1,337)

Change in the fair value recorded against the Cash Flow Hedge
reserve

(3,304)

-

(3,304)

Change in the fair value recorded in the profit and loss account (*)

1,725

-

1,725

Balance as at 31 December 2017

4,962

-

4,962

(Euro thousands)

Decreases for early repayments

(*)	This change is attributable for 452 thousand Euro to changes in the assumptions on creditworthiness (DVA/CVA) of the
contractual parties.

Please refer to the previous section 7.1.9 with reference to derivative instruments which at the date
of 31 December 2017 present a positive fair value.
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31.12.2017
Fair value

(Euro thousands)

7.4.3 Staff termination benefits
Below is a table that summarises the changes in the year of payables for staff termination benefit.
(Euro thousands)
Balance as at 31 December 2016

163

Cost of the service rendered:

- recorded in the profit and loss account

280

- recorded as an increase in the value of "properties under development" as it refers
to personnel directly involved in development activities

5

Changes due to actuarial differences recognised in Equity

Notes to the financial statements
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(5)

Liquidations and payments to pension funds

(290)

Balance as at 31 December 2017

153

It must be noted that the number of employees at the closing date is equal to 52 employees (53
employees at 31 December 2016), represented as follows:
31.12.2017

31.12.2016

Managers

8

12

Executives

12

11

Employees

32

30

Total

52

53

(units)

The average number of staff employed during the year was equal to 52.5 employees (53.5 employees
in 2016).
7.4.4 Deferred tax liabilities
Difference
between the
carrying amount/
tax value of
properties

Total

810

810

Decreases recognised in Income Statement

(186)

(186)

Deferred tax liabilities

(186)

(186)

624

624

(Euro thousands)

Balance as at 31 December 2016

Balance as at 31 December 2017

The change in the year refers to the release of taxes on the last portion of tax gains realised within
the year 2013 for property sales and taxed in five years.
Residual deferred taxes refers to the difference between the accounting and tax value of assets
excluded from the SIIQ regime.

7.5 Current liabilities
7.5.1 Borrowings
			
(Euro thousands)
Short-term loans and other financial debts
Mortgage loans
Bonds
Convertible bonds
Total current borrowings

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

-

50,000

2,420

27,107

373,123

22,194

734

2,186

376,277

101,487
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“Loans and other short-term debts”: at 31 December 2016, the item included short-term bank loans
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(50,000 thousand Euro), which were repaid during the year.

“Mortgage loans”: include the portion of medium and long-term loans secured by a mortgage
maturing “within 12 months” (2,384 thousand Euro) and the relevant payable for accrued and unpaid
accrued interest (36 thousand Euro).

“Bonds”: the balance at 31 December 2017 refers: i) for 349,955 thousand Euro, to the bond loan
issued in 2014 for a total nominal amount of 350,000 thousand Euro, expiring in January 2018; ii) for
23,167 thousand Euro, to payable for nominal coupons of interest accrued and not yet paid on other
bonds (non-convertible bonds) issued by the Company.
Changes recorded in the period in book values of the bond issued in 2014 with maturity in January 2018
are shown below, bearing in mind that at 31 December 2016, this debt (except for the interest coupon
currently being accrued for 13,599 thousand Euro) was classified among non-current financial debts:
(Euro thousands)

Nominal
amount

Issue costs

Nominal interests

Total value

Balance as at 31 December 2016

350,000

(813)

13,599

362,786

Interest accrued in the period

-

768

14,438

15,206

Coupons paid in the period

-

-

(14,442)

(14,442)

350,000

(45)

13,595

363,550

Balance as at 31 December 2017

It must be noted that against a nominal rate of 4.125%, the effective interest rate, calculated for
accounting purposes, was instead equal to 4.354%.
“Convertible bonds”: the balance of the item as at 31 December 2017 is 734 thousand Euro and refers
to the nominal interest coupon currently being accrued on the convertible bond loan expiring in 2021.

7.5.2 Payables from subsidiaries and associates
31.12.2017

31.12.2016

942

2,154

Loans

3,978

3,978

Commercial relations

1,856

1,125

Total payables from subsidiaries

6,776

7,257

(Euro thousands)
Payables to subsidiaries
Financial payables: current accounts

In relation to current accounts, commercial transactions and payables arising from the tax
Notes to the financial statements
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consolidation, reference must also be made to the comments reported in the context of receivables
from subsidiaries (section 7.2.3).
A breakdown per investee company of these payables is shown in Annex no. 4.
7.5.3 Trade payables and other payables
31.12.2017

31.12.2016

31,641

24,816

Advance payments

1,150

2,500

Payables due to the parent company FdR

1,504

850

34,295

28,166

Current taxes for the period

321

2,065

VAT

135

170

1

1

Other payables

1,249

605

Total tax payables

1,706

2,841

Social security contributions

223

206

Employees

567

931

Lease payables

8,906

7,729

Sundry payables

3,387

3,334

Total other payables

13,083

12,200

Total trade and other payables

49,084

43,207

(Euro thousands)
Trade payables
Suppliers

Total trade and other payables
Tax payables

IMU/TASI

Other payables

“Suppliers”: the item mainly refers to payables for invoices to be received for 18,023 thousand Euro
(18,509 thousand Euro at 31 December 2016) and payables retained to suppliers as guarantee of
the good realization of works to they committed for 4,399 thousand Euro (2,165 thousand Euro at 31
December 2016). These payables refer to real estate costs, costs for redevelopment/renovation of
properties and structural costs associated with various services and purchases.

“Advance payments”: the balance of the item refers entirely to deposits paid by promissory buyers of
properties subject to preliminary sales agreements.

“Payables due to the parent company FdR”: the balance refers to the amount due to the parent
company for services provided to the Company, for which reference must be made to the contents of
section 10 below.
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tax payable of 511 thousand Euro exposed net of withholding taxes incurred in the year for 8 thousand
Euro and of the IRES credit of the previous financial year of 182 thousand Euro.

“VAT”: the balance of the item, equal to 135 thousand Euro (170 thousand Euro as of 31 December
2016), refers to the current VAT payable.

“Other tax payables”: this item includes payables for withholding taxes withheld as a withholding
agent. In addition, for 31 December 2017 it also includes the debt arising for the definition, through
judicial settlement, of the dispute arising with Agenzia delle Entrate (Italian Inland Revenue), with
regard to the deductibility of interest expense for the 2008, 2009 and 2010 tax periods. Please refer to
the comments provided in the following section 8.

“Employees”: this item includes payables to employees mainly for holidays accrued but not taken and
additional monthly payments.

“Lease payables”: the balance relates to: i) lease payments and ancillary charges invoiced in
advance, but of future accrual (4,360 thousand Euro at 31 December 2017 and 5,981 thousand
Euro at 31 December 2016); ii) to guarantee deposits (3,895 thousand Euro at 31 December, 2017
and 1,807 thousand Euro at 31 December 31, 2016); iii) payables for adjustments of the rents and
advances received from tenants (650 thousand Euro at 31 December 2017 and 177 thousand Euro at
31 December 2016).

“Sundry payables”: this item mainly includes: i) 2,148 thousand Euro (2,171 thousand Euro as at 31
December 2016), the share of the contribution received from Ferrovie dello Stato S.p.A., not yet used,
relating to urbanisation costs of the Garibaldi Complex; ii) for 521 thousand Euro (170 thousand Euro
as at 31 December 2016), payables to directors and statutory auditors; iii) 233 thousand Euro for
condominium expenses (same amount as of 31 December 2016); iv) for 107 thousand Euro, payables
for disputes to be settled (same amount as of 31 December 2016).
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“Current taxes for the year” refers entirely to the IRES tax payable of 321 thousand Euro, equal to the

7.5.4 Provisions for risks and charges
31.12.2016

Provisions

Releases

Uses of
provisions

Reclassifications

31.12.2017

683

-

-

(176)

-

507

Other provisions for risks
and charges

4,055

4,040

(12)

(210)

-

7,873

Total

4,738

4,040

(12)

(386)

-

8,380

(Euro thousands)

Tax provisions

“Tax provisions”: includes provisions made to cover charges that may arise in relation to tax
assessments and other tax liabilities. The uses, on the other hand, refer to payments made during
Notes to the financial statements
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the year for liabilities related to indirect taxes.

“Other provisions for risks and charges”: includes provisions for risks connected to outstanding
disputes and provisions for probable future charges related to the properties in the portfolio.
The increase for the year relates, for the most part, to a provision related to presumed liabilities for
commitments related to certain rental agreements, while the uses refers to some uses for expenses
that became certain and incurred during the year.
The releases, however, refer entirely to the write-back of the value of the equity investment in Beni
Stabili Hotel S.A..

7.6 Statement of Profit/(Loss) for the year (Income Statement)
Information on the main profit and loss items for the period is shown below.
For comments on the changes compared to the values of the previous year, please refer to the
specific section of the Management Report, which is an integral part of these Financial Statements,
under the section “Financial Review”.
7.6.1 Net rental income
31.12.2016

112,550

191,726

6,873

6,819

49

189

119,472

198,734

Write-downs/Losses and release of provisions of receivable from tenants

(617)

(1,439)

Legal fees for litigations with tenants

(134)

(142)

Total write-downs/losses and release of provisions for receivables
from tenants

(751)

(1,581)

Costs for termination of lease contracts

(289)

(10)

(1,423)

(2,218)

Municipal Property Tax - IMU/TASI

(13,940)

(20,634)

Property maintenance and management costs

(12,578)

(11,888)

Property management costs from third parties

-

(2,911)

Property management costs from subsidiaries (1)

(2,722)

(143)

Costs from the lease of properties sub-leased by the Group

(1,356)

(1,369)

(20)

-

7,529

7,177

38

36

-

(299)

(790)

(691)

Total costs

(25,551)

(32,950)

Total property costs

(26,302)

(34,531)

Net rental revenues

93,170

164,203

Rental income
Intragroup rental income (*)
Revenue from termination of lease contracts
Total rental revenues

Lease contracts registration tax

Intragroup costs for passive lease incurred for properties subleased
Recovery of costs from tenants
Recovery of costs from tenants (subsidiaries) (*)
Depreciation relative to capex on third party properties
Lease contract brokerage costs

(*) For a breakdown of intragroup costs and revenues, please refer to annex no. 5. These revenues, in particular, refer to the
leasing of the property located in Milan, Galleria del Corso, of portions of the property located in Milan, via Cornaggia, of
portions of the shopping centre located in Beinasco (TO) and of the shopping centre located in Vigevano (PV). The above costs
refer to property management services rendered by Revalo S.p.A..
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31.12.2017

(Euro thousands)

7.6.2 Net service revenues
31.12.2017

31.12.2016

36

35

Revenues for “Corporate”, “Legal” and “Asset Management” services (*)

2,827

385

Total revenues for services

2,863

420

(1)

-

Intragroup costs incurred in connection to the service activity (*)

(891)

-

Total costs for services

(892)

-

Total net revenues

1,971

420

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

Wages and salaries

(3,794)

(3,917)

Social security contributions

(1,065)

(1,152)

Staff termination benefits

(280)

(275)

Charges for free share plans (*)

(518)

(354)

Other staff costs

(311)

(893)

Total staff costs

(5,968)

(6,591)

(10,527)

(8,216)

(335)

(321)

Compensation to members of the BoD and supervisory bodies bodies

(1,479)

(1,416)

Leases costs

(1,128)

(1,197)

(164)

(208)

Total overheads

(13,633)

(11,358)

Total operating costs

(19,601)

(17,949)

(Euro thousands)
Revenues from services to third parties

Costs for the activity of providing services from third parties
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(*) A breakdown of intragroup costs and revenues is provided in Annex no. 6.

7.6.3 Operating costs
(Euro thousands)

Legal, administrative and technical consulting and other service
costs
Security management and listing costs

Costs for intragroup services (**)

(*)	This cost was recorded for the entire amount of 518 thousand Euro against payables to the parent company FdR, due to the
method used to settle the underlying plans. In particular, for all the plans assigned, the Group makes to FdR a payment
equal to the fair value (at the grant date) of the options assigned to its employees. For this reason, the cost was recorded
against a corresponding debt item, rather than an increase in Equity.
(**) Information on the above costs is provided in Annex no.7.

7.6.4 Other revenues and income and other costs and charges
Other revenues and income and other costs and charges can be detailed as follows:
31.12.2016

107

33

51

-

Release of provisions for risks and release of write-downs
on receivables

213

498

Other revenues and income included various contingent
assets

228

123

Other revenues and income

599

654

Amortization/depreciation of tangible and intangible
assets, write-downs of receivables and provisions for risks

(6,323)

(4,253)

Sundry taxes and other levies

(3,127)

(1,317)

(10)

(10)

Other costs and charges

(123)

(182)

Other costs and charges

(9,583)

(5,762)

Total

(8,984)

(5,108)

Intragroup revenues from the charge-back of costs (*)
Contingent assets for various taxes and duties from
previous years

Contingent liabilities for various taxes and duties from
previous years
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31.12.2017

(Euro thousands)

(*) Information on the above costs is provided in Annex no. 8.

7.6.5 Property sales
31.12.2017

(Euro thousands)

Sales revenues
Book value of properties sold
Brokerage costs and
transaction costs (*)
Total cost of sales and sales
charges
Profit/(loss) from property
disposals

31.12.2016

Trading
properties

Investment
properties

Assets held
for sale

Trading
properties

Investment
properties

Assets held
for sale

2

9,300

186,326

-

1,055

60,970

(2)

(9,500)

(182,589)

-

(1,095)

(60,558)

-

(151)

(3,566)

-

(38)

(611)

(2)

(9,651)

(186,155)

-

(1,133)

(61,169)

-

(351)

171

-

(78)

(199)

(*) This item for 2016 includes 18 thousand Euro of costs for sales made in previous years.

7.6.6 Financial income and charges
Description (Euro thousands)

31.12.2017

31.12.2016

Financial income on current accounts and time deposits

23

144

Other financial income

92

95

Total financial income

115

239

(4,486)

(11,733)

(26,833)

(25,859)

Financial charges on other borrowings

(1,273)

(835)

Financial charges of convertible bonds

(3,049)

(8,846)

Spreads paid for interest rates derivatives

(2,045)

(5,357)

Long-term financial charges - monetary portion

(37,686)

(52,630)

Financial charges on mortgages and other loans

(1,108)

(1,968)

Financial charges of bonds

(1,742)

(1,619)

Financial charges of convertible bonds

(4,750)

(8,877)

(158)

256

(7,758)

(12,208)

(729)

(856)

Fees for non-use of loans (related to medium-long and short-term
borrowings)

(1,465)

(798)

Ineffective portion of the changes in the fair value of derivative
instruments

(1,085)

(3,188)

(27,344)

57,748

-

-

(28,429)

54,560

2,188

(31,743)

(17,926)

(6,516)

-

(298)

(15,738)

(38,557)

(71)

(25)

6,435

4,112

Total financial expenses

(85,441)

(46,402)

Total

(85,326)

(46,163)

Financial charges on mortgage loans
Financial charges of bonds
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Charges for reversing to the Profit and Loss Account the Cash Flow
Hedge Reserve exceeding spreads paid

Long-term financial charges - non-monetary portion
Financial charges for short-term borrowings - monetary portion

Change in the fair value of the bond conversion options
Costs of new derivatives

Change in the fair value of derivative instruments immediately
transferred to the profit and loss account
Financial charges corresponding to the reversal of "Cash Flow Hedge"
reserves for derivatives early closed and related costs
Financial charges for the early repayment of loans
Financial charges related to property sales

Financial charges related to property sales and for the early closing of
loans and derivatives
Other financial charges
Capitalised borrowing costs

7.6.7 Financial income and expense from subsidiaries, associates and other
31.12.2016

7,581

8,109

(79)

(393)

7,393

-

(56)

-

-

5,312

(3,220)

(118)

3,302

-

14,921

12,910

(208)

(1,042)

Write-up of investments held in other companies

139

-

Total income/(charges) from other companies

(69)

(1,042)

14,852

11,868

Financial income from subsidiaries (*)
Financial expense from subsidiaries (*)
Capital gains from the sale of investments
Capital loss from the sale of investments
Dividends from subsidiaries
Write-down of investments held in subsidiaries and associates
Write-up of investments held in subsidiaries and associates
Total income/(charges) from subsidiaries and associates
Write-downs of investments held in other companies

Total income / (charges) from subsidiaries, associates and other
companies

(*) A breakdown of income from subsidiaries is shown in Annex no. 9, while a breakdown of charges from subsidiaries is shown
in Annex no. 10.

7.6.8 Taxes
31.12.2017

31.12.2016

8,829

(2,844)

186

2,335

(2,046)

(3,933)

Total taxes for the year (current and deferred)

6,969

(4,442)

Recalculation of current taxes for previous years

(1,346)

(21)

Reassessment deferred taxes (assets and liabilities) recognised in
previous years

(4,486)

-

Total income and expenses for recalculation of taxes of previous
years

(5,832)

(21)

1,137

(4,463)

(Euro thousands)
Current taxes
Deferred tax liabilities
Deferred tax assets

Total taxes

Current taxes for the year include IRAP for the year of 86 thousand Euro, shown net of the IRES
income of 8,915 thousand Euro.
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31.12.2017

(Euro thousands)

Below is a breakdown of the tax burden transferred to the profit and loss account, with the breakdown
of the portion attributable to IRES and IRAP.
Balance as at 31.12.2017

(Euro thousands)

Balance as at 31.12.2016

IRES

IRAP

Total

IRES

IRAP

Total

8,915

(86)

8,829

(2,772)

(72)

(2,844)

(2,046)

-

(2,046)

(3,933)

-

(3,933)

- costs not deducted

-

-

0

-

-

0

Total pre-paid taxes

(2,046)

-

(2,046)

(3,933)

-

(3,933)

Taxes (net of the portion related to the
deferred tax)
Deferred tax assets
- tax losses
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Deferred tax liabilities
- differences between the carrying and
tax value of properties

186

-

186

2,335

-

2,335

Total deferred taxes

186

-

186

2,335

-

2,335

7,055

(86)

6,969

(4,370)

(72)

(4,442)

General total

The reconciliation between the theoretical IRES rate and the effective tax rate, calculated (on the
pre-tax results) taking also into account the deferred tax burden, is as follows:
2017
Euro/000

Result from tax-exempt operations before taxes deriving from SIIQ/SIINQ
regimes
Result from taxable operations before taxes

Rate
%

2016
Euro/000

78,315

124,456

(35,089)

44,557

Rate
%

Aggregate accounting result before taxes

43,226

24.00%

169,013

27.50%

Theoretical IRES

10,374

24.00%

46,479

27.50%

(18,796)

(43.48%)

(34,225)

(20.25%)

70

0.16%

78

0.05%

(1,017)

(2.35%)

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

923

0.55%

60

0.14%

23

0.01%

1,405

3.25%

1,882

1.11%

(3)

(0.01%)

319

0.19%

Dividends - exempt portion

0

0.00%

(1,388)

(0.82%)

Write-back provisions undeducted in previous periods

0

0.00%

(76)

(0.04%)

32

0.07%

19

0.01%

(162)

(0.37%)

(9,701)

(5.74%)

Income from tax-exempt operations
IMU
Interest non-deducted in previous years which became deductible in
2017
Non-deductible interest expense recognised in 2017
Write-downs and losses of receivables
Write-downs/write-ups of trading properties
Write-downs/write-ups of investments

Write-back of costs recognised andtaxed in previous periods
Tax losses carried forward
Other non-deductible costs:

0.00%

0.00%

- Provisions for risks not deductible in the current year

968

2.24%

16

0.01%

- Property depreciation and other non-deductible costs

13

0.03%

22

0.01%

(7,055)

(16.32%)

4,370

2.59%

Total effective taxes

7.6.9 Earnings (loss) per share
For both years under comparison, as required by IAS 33 “Earnings per share”, the Statement of profit/
(loss) indicates the basic and diluted earnings/(losses) per share in relation to the Company’s’ net
profit/ (loss) for the year, attributable to holders of ordinary shares of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ.
For the above purpose, the basic profit (loss) per share was calculated by comparing the net results for
the period attributable to the Group, with the weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding
during the period.
The average of shares, for the purposes of calculating diluted earnings per share, is calculated by adding
to the weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding during the year, used to calculate
the basic earnings per share, the weighted average of any potential additional ordinary shares, with
dilution effects, considered as converted into ordinary shares from the beginning of the period or from
their subsequent issue date. The net profit (loss) for the year used for calculating diluted earnings per
share is, consequently, adjusted for the charges (net of the relevant tax effect) pertaining to the period
correspond, since these charges would not have occurred in the assumption of conversion of these
potential shares.
It is specified that potential ordinary shares outstanding are considered as having a dilutive effect only
when their conversion into ordinary shares has the effect of reducing earnings per share or increasing
the loss per share.
As shown in the table below, potential ordinary shares outstanding in the two financial years compared,
while they did not generate dilutive effects for 2017, led to a dilutive effect of the profit (loss) for 2016.
2017 FY

2016 FY

Net result for the year (Euro thousand)

44,364

164,550

Net result for the year adjusted fro the purpose of calculating the
diluted earnings per share (Euro thousand)

44,364

128,693

Weighted average of ordinary shares outstanding during the year

2,268,631,803

2,268,631,803

Weighted average of ordinary shares during the year for the
purposes of diluted earnings per share

2,268,631,803

2,878,261,327

Basic earnings (loss) per share

0.01956

0.07253

Dilutes earnings (loss) per share

0.01956

0.04471
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relating to financial instruments to which the potential additional ordinary shares (with dilutive effect)

8 DISPUTES AND POTENTIAL LIABILITIES
Information is provided below on the main disputes of the Company.

Civil litigations
Litigations against Bankrupt of Magazzini Darsena S.p.A., the Bankrupt Darsena F.M. S.r.l.
and Partxco S.p.A.
As of 2010, Beni Stabili initiated numerous litigations with the competent trial courts in order to
be acknowledged as having the right to obtain payment of the rental income not paid by the tenant
Magazzini Darsena S.p.A., and by its sub-tenant Darsena F.M. S.r.l., in relation to the shopping mall
called Darsena City located in Ferrara.
ascertainment of the legitimacy to obtain an adjustment reducing the sale price paid to the seller
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Moreover, a claim for arbitration was filed by Beni Stabili with the Milan Arbitration Chamber, for
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Magazzini Darsena S.p.A. for the purchase of the aforementioned Shopping Mall, together with
ascertainment of the obligation of Magazzini Darsena S.p.A., Darsena F.M. S.r.l. and the parent
company Partxco S.p.A. (the latter two as jointly liable) to pay future rental income and the penalty
already accrued due to failure to deliver a further part of the Shopping Mall. On 8 July 2013, this
arbitration ended with the lodging of the award by the Arbitration Court, which primarily ordered (i)
Partxco to pay 12.5 million Euro by way of compensation due to non-payment of rent, (ii) Magazzini
Darsena and Partxco to pay 16 million Euro by way of penalty due to the delay in delivering property
“B” and (iii) Magazzini Darsena, Darsena F.M. and Partxco to pay 2.5 million Euro by way of a price
adjustment to property “A” (an amount that Beni Stabili had already collected through by enforcing
the bank guarantee issued by the counterparties for this purpose and mentioned below).
Beni Stabili, together with the co-owner of the shopping mall IGD S.p.A. SIIQ, had also presented
the claims of declaration of bankruptcy of the companies involved in order to obtain, as soon as
possible, the availability of the business conducted in the shopping mall. These proceedings were
then concluded, following the release of the arbitration award, with the declaration of bankruptcy
(in July 2013) of Magazzini Darsena and Darsena FM.
Following the aforementioned declaration of bankruptcy, in October 2013, Beni Stabili reached an
agreement with the bankruptcy receiver of Magazzini Darsena and Darsena F.M. - in which the
parent company Partxco did not participate, at the time not being subject to bankruptcy proceedings
- as a partial settlement, under which it obtained the return of the property from Magazzini Darsena,
purchased the firm (with the relating commercial licenses) from Darsena F.M. and resolved the
preliminary agreement for the purchase of the adjacent building called “property B” and its related
contracts: it also obtained the final acceptance by Magazzini Darsena of the price reduction of 2.5
million Euro for the sale of the “property A”.
As part of the mentioned transaction, Beni Stabili did not waive all the receivables accrued until the
declaration of bankruptcy and recognised by the judgements passed as a result of the judgements
undertaken with regard to the bankrupt companies that therefore were almost entirely admitted to
bankruptcy proceedings.
In June 2014, Partxco S.p.A. appealed the arbitration award issued in 2013 to the Court of Appeals
of Milan. In October 2015, the Milan Court of Appeals issued the appeal proceedings by accepting
the objection raised by Beni Stabili. Subsequently, in February 2016, Partxco (meanwhile bankrupt)
notified an appeal to the Court of Cassation. Beni Stabili has served and filed its statement of
defence.

The next hearing has been scheduled in the Council Chamber for 14 February 2018.
It must also be remembered that Beni Stabili collected the sum of 1,194 thousand Euro in 2015 and
a further sum of 335 thousand Euro in February 2016 from the Bankruptcy of FM Darsena.

Arbitration Procedure against the Pension Fund for Employees of the Banca Commerciale
Italiana in liquidation - Comit Fund
In April 2017, the Pension Fund of the Banca Commerciale Italiana in liquidation (Comit Fund)
notified Beni Stabili S.p.A. of an Arbitration Application (at the Milan Arbitration Chamber) whereby
it was required to repay the sum of 55,163 thousand Euro, that is the amount paid by the Fund itself
(and in the same amount also by Beni Stabili) for the transaction reached by Beni Stabili and the
Comit Fund with the Revenue Agency regarding the tax dispute generated by the sale (in 2006) of
the shares of the company “Immobiliare Fortezza S.r.l.”, into which all the real estate portfolio of
the Comit Fund was transferred.
challenging the opposing claims (on the assumption, in synthesis, that in this case are not applicable
the provisions of Art. 1475 of the Italian Civil Code which govern the cost of sale), also claimed, in
turn, the repayment by the Comit Fund of the portion paid by the Beni Stabili of the same amount.
The above considering (again briefly) that in the case under review, what is envisaged by Art. 1298
of the Italian Civil Code (internal relations between debtors or solidary creditors) which, for various
reasons discussed in the deed of incorporation, would lead to identify the Fund as party subjecting
to all liabilities in order to safeguard the economic balance agreed between the Parties at the time
of the conclusion of the transaction and to avoid an unfair enrichment of the Fund to the detriment
of Beni Stabili.
Subsequently, the Court of Arbitration was established and at the first hearing of 23 November 2017
a postponement was made to the hearing of 26 February 2018 for the filing of additional briefs.
Because of this and taking into account the opinion of the solicitor assisting the Company, it is
believed that although from the outcome of the Arbitration a liability could arise for Beni Stabili, and
so it is considered possible, it is to be considered as not probable and therefore no provision for risks
was set aside in the financial statements.

Tax litigations and assessments
The main tax disputes in Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ is involved are summarised below. It must be noted
that during this period the Company has not undergone any tax audits.

I. Tax disputes defined for the financial year
Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ - IRES assessment notices related to interest expense on mortgages
loans for alleged violation of Art. 96 TUIR - 2008, 2009 and 2010 tax periods
In December, Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ established, through a judicial settlement agreement, the
dispute brought forth following receipt of the assessment notices with which the Tax Authority
(Agenzia delle Entrate) had deemed as non-deductible, pursuant to Art. 96 of the TUIR (Income Tax
Consolidation Act), interest payable for the 2008, 2009 and 2010 tax periods.
The agreement was finalised with the request for a total IRES of 1,145 thousand Euro, plus penalties
and interest and the consequent right to reimbursement of 1,823 thousand Euro (registered as
tax receivables in these Financial Statements), equal to the amount paid while proceedings are in
progress, net of the sums due as a result of the judicial conciliation.
The above dispute is therefore definitively closed.
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Beni Stabili entered in the procedure by filing a response wit cross-complaint in which, in addition to

II. Tax disputes in progress as at 31 December 2017
Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ - Notice of assessment concerning to the sale of the investment in
Telemaco Immobiliare S.p.A.
In 2007, Sviluppi Immobiliari S.p.A. (merged by incorporation into Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ) received
a notice of assessment requesting a higher IRAP tax of 2,710 thousand Euro, plus penalties and
interest, for the alleged non-taxation of the capital gain realised, in the tax period 2002, from the
disposal of its interest in Telemaco Immobiliare S.p.A.. An appeal was filed against this notice of
assessment with the Provincial Tax Commission and the Regional Tax Commission of Lazio, both of
which confirmed the claims of the Tax Authority. Against the ruling issued by the judges of second
instance, supported by motivations with profiles of illegitimacy and groundlessness, the Company
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filed an appeal with the Supreme Court of Cassation, which will be discussed in the hearing set for
next 27 February, 2018.
In light of the particular and specific consistency of the legal arguments in support of the Company’s
reasons before the judges on the legitimacy and the consequent possibility that the current negative
position be radically revised following the outcome of the third instance appeal, and also considering
the tax advice received, it is believed that the emergence of a definitive liability may be considered
in any case not probable, with the consequent right to reimbursement of the amount paid pending
judgemet (equal to 6,178 thousand Euro and recorded under tax receivables).

Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ - Notice of settlement in relation to the acquisition of the investment
in Montenero S.r.l.
In 2009, the Milan Tax Authority served Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ, with a notice of settlement for the
purposes of registration tax, related to the acquisition of the investment in Montenero S.r.l.. The Tax
Authority (Agenzia delle Entrate) saw fit to requalified the transaction as a single contract concerning
the direct sale of the business unit operating in the Montenero di Bisaccia shopping centre, with the
consequent request for payment as a “complementary tax” of about 400 thousand Euro, plus interest
and penalties.
The Company’s appeal was upheld by the Provincial Tax Commission of Milan, with a ruling confirmed
at the appellate level. The appeal before the Court of Cassation is still pending; we are awaiting to be
notified the date for the hearing.
The claims of the Tax Authority, also on the basis of the fiscal opinions acquired, are considered
illegitimate and the occurrence of a definitive liability following the outcome of the proceedings,
although possible, is considered unlikely.

Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ - IRES tax notice of assessment - 2005 tax period
Following a tax audit relating to the 2005 tax period, the Tax Authority (Agenzia delle Entrate) issued
two notices of assessment, with which it challenged the use of previous tax losses, (as part of the Tax
Consolidation of Beni Stabili Group) requiring a higher tax of 341 thousand Euro, plus penalties and
interest. Against the above mentioned notices of assessment, proceedings are still in progress at the
Court of Cassation.
In light of the objective anomaly represented by the contradictory nature of the rulings issued on
an identical case, as well as the reasons given by the Company in the trials, it seems reasonable to
assume that the occurrence of a liability is not probable.

Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ - Notice of assessment IRES and VAT - 2011 tax periods
Following a tax audit of a general nature for the 2011 tax period, immediately in 2015, on 29 November
2016, the Tax Authority (Agenzia delle Entrate) notified two tax assessments with which it required
the payment of higher IRES and VAT taxes for 3,378 thousand Euro, plus penalties and interest.
The total of disputes for taxes and pecuniary penalties therefore amounts to approximately 6,743
thousand Euro (to which interest accrued in the meantime must be added).
The checks mainly concern the contingent assets that, in the opinion of the Tax Authority (Agenzia
delle Entrate), the Company should have taxed following the definitive non-conversion into capital
of part of the Convertible Bond issued in 2006 and expired in 2011. In particular, the presumed
contingent assets would consist of the portion of interest expense recorded in the Statement of
profit/(loss) in the years 2009 and 2010 in application of the so-called amortized cost method, which
relate to the equity component attributable to the option implicit to each of the bonds redeemed on
expenses have never been deducted by the Company, as exceeding the maximum threshold set by
Art. 96 of the TUIR.
On January 27 2017, the Company appealed to the Provincial Tax Commission of Rome; the date for
the hearing is pending.
The claims of the Tax Authorities, also on the basis of the fiscal opinions acquired, are considered
illegitimate and the occurrence of a definitive liability following the outcome of the proceedings,
although possible, is considered unlikely, with the consequent right to reimbursement of the sums
paid pending judgment (totalling 1,334 thousand Euro and recorded under tax receivables).

9 COMMITMENTS
Except for the matters described below, as at 31 December 2017, there were no significant
contractual risks and commitments other than those covered by standard guarantees given by the
Group in relation to property sales and investment disposals.
With reference to urbanisation costs related to the development of the Garibaldi complex, it must
be noted that at the end of 2011, for purposes of issuing the building permit, the Municipality
of Milan quantified as a total 24.3 million Euro charges for primary and secondary urbanisation
and standard monetisation. The agreements between the Municipality and the ownership have
provided that this commitment was to be fulfilled by Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ, in addition to cash
payments, also by disposal (completed in 2014) of the area in via Elio Vittorini, Milan, after the
demolition of the building standing on that area and the construction of a public park on the same
area. In this context, it is recalled the agreement reached with Ferrovie dello Stato Italiane S.p.A.
(seller of the Garibaldi real estate complex), according to which this company contributed, for an
amount of 6 million Euro, to the costs incurred. Following the sale of the aforementioned areas,
obligations in respect of the Municipality have been substantially discharged, only the verification
of any final adjustments (in respect of which contacts are underway) with the Municipality are
currently pending.
With reference, instead, to development initiatives in progress (for which reference must be made
to the matters explained in the Management Report), a table summarising the estimated projects
cost to complete each initiatives (updated on the date of publication of this Financial Statements)
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maturity of the loan, which were not therefore converted into shares of the Company. These interest

is presented below, making a distinction between what has been already achieved and the
commitment to future expenditure.
Total estimated
project cost (*)

Portion
corresponding
to what has
already been
achieved

Portion
corresponding
to what must be
achieved in the
coming years

Expected
completion

29.5

19.2

10.3

2017-2019

Milan, via Colonna 4-6

5.0

3.9

1.1

2018

Milan, piazza MonteTitano 10

7.9

4.9

3.0

2018

Milan, via Principe Amedeo

12.4

2.6

9.8

2018

Total cost of projects underway

54.8

30.6

24.2

(Euro millions)

Turin, c.so Ferrucci.
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(*) Includes charges of urbanization, reclamations, construction costs and technical expenses.

On individual initiatives, the following are also capitalised: i) financial charges, in accordance with
the provisions of the reference standards and according to a capitalisation rate that takes into
account the risk profile of individual projects; ii) costs of the Company’s recurring personnel and
collaborators, directly involved in the implementation of individual initiatives.

10 TRANSACTIONS WITH SUBSIDIARIES, WITH THE PARENT COMPANY
AND WITH RELATED PARTIES
Relations between Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ and its subsidiaries, directly or indirectly, are mainly
of a financial nature and consist of correspondent current account or issue of guarantees, in the
interest of subsidiaries and in favour of their counterparties, in the context of financial transactions
in which they have entered into.
In addition to the aforementioned transactions, Beni Stabili S.p.A SIIQ has granted some loans to
subsidiaries, interest bearing at a rate currently defined on a half-yearly basis to take into account
changes in the cost of funding for the financing company. Information on intercompany loans
outstanding at 31 December 2017 is as follows:
• to Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. (as incorporating of Sviluppo Ripamonti S.r.l.) for the financing
of the development initiative of Milan - Ripamonti (Symbiosis), a loan (of the original maximum
amount of 150,000 thousand Euro), with an annual capitalisation of interest and settlement
in a single payment at the expiry date. At 31 December 2017, the financed amount(including
accrued interest) amounted to 130,516 thousand Euro (of which 4,912 thousand Euro is for
interest accrued in 2017);
• to Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. (as incorporating of B.S. Immobiliare 5 S.r.l.) for the
financing of the development initiative of Milan – via Schievano/Santander: i) a loan (of the
original amount of 21,000 thousand Euro), with an annual capitalisation of interest and
settlement in a single payment at the expiry date. At 31 December 2017, the financed amount
(including accrued interest) amounted to 26,409 thousand Euro (of which 1,067 thousand
Euro for interest accrued in 2017); ii) a loan (of the original amount of 30,000 thousand Euro),
with an annual capitalisation of interest and settlement in a single payment upon expiry of

the latter. At 31 December, 2017, the amount financed (including accrued interest) to 5,367
thousand Euro (of which 200 thousand Euro for interest accrued in 2017);
• to Beni Stabili Development S.p.A., a loan (of the original amount of 16,500 thousand Euro),
with an annual capitalisation of interest and settlement in a single payment at the expiry
date. At 31 December, 2017, the amount financed (including accrued interest) amounted to
17,667 thousand Euro (of which 659 thousand Euro is for interest accrued in 2017).
To complete the above description, it must be noted that in the month of March 2017 the subsidiary
Beni Stabili Retail S.r.l. repaid in advance, the loan to it granted by Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ, which
was interest-bearing (which can be capitalised on 31 December of each year) at a fixed rate. The
amount of this loan at the settlement date, including accrued interest, was 542 thousand Euro.
It must also be noted that Imser Securitisation 2 S.r.l. has granted to Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ a loan
to be settled in arrears (interest accrued at 31 December 2017 equal to 27 thousand Euro).
Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ and some of its subsidiaries are also engaged in trade relations referred
to property leases and property, legal, administrative and financial services, as well as staff
secondment. The aforementioned transactions are settled at market conditions.
Specifically, with reference to property leases, note that as at 31 December 2017 the following
contracts were in place between Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ and a number of its subsidiaries and
associates:
• with R.G.D. Gestioni S.r.l.: i) a contract for the lease of real estate units of the “Il Ducale”
shopping centre in Beinasco (TO), expiring on 31 December, 2017 (automatically renewable
for another 6 years unless cancelled); ii) a contract for the lease of real estate units of the
“Le Fornaci” shopping centre in Vigevano (PV), expiring on 31 December, 2018 (renewable
for another 6 years unless cancelled); iii) a contract for the lease of commercial units of the
property located in Milan, via Dante n. 7, expiring n December 2022 (automatically renewable
for a further six years unless terminated). The aforementioned three contracts provide for
a variable rent based on the turnover achieved by sub-leasing the property units and the
related businesses to third parties (which for the year 2017 amounted to 2,956 thousand
Euro);
• with B.S. Attività Commerciali 1 S.r.l., a contract for the lease of some real estate units
located in Milan, Galleria del Corso with a duration of 8 years, starting from January 2016
(automatically renewable for a further 6 years unless cancelled) and a variable rent in of
the turnover realised by sub-leasing the property units and the related businesses to third
parties (for the year 2017 the fee was equal to 617 thousand Euro);
• with B.S. Attività Commerciali 2 S.r.l., a contract for the lease of some real estate units
located in Milan, Galleria del Corso with a duration of 8 years, starting from January 2016
(automatically renewable for a further 6 years unless cancelled) and a variable rent in of
the turnover realised by sub-leasing the property units and the related businesses to third
parties (for the year 2017 the fee was equal to 3,052 thousand Euro);
• with Real Estate Solution & Tecnology S.r.l. (a company 20% owned by Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ)
a sub-lease contract for some real estate units located in Rome, via Piemonte n. 38, expiring
on 31 October, 2023 (renewable for 6 years unless cancelled) and a rent for 2017, amounting
to 19 thousand Euro (which can be revalued from year to year);
• with Revalo S.p.A. (a company 100% owned by Beni Stabili): a lease agreement of some real
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amounting to 3,978 thousand Euro, bearing interest at the three-month Euribor rate, plus a spread,

estate units located in Milan, via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 10. During the year, following
the change in rented units, the previously existing contract was terminated and replaced
by a new 7-year contract, starting from July 2017 (automatically renewable for a further 6
years unless cancelled), with an initial six month free-rent period. The rent for the year 2017
amounted to 82 thousand Euro (plus ancillary costs);
It must be noted that in January 2017, a free-use agreement of some additional real estate
units in the same location was signed;
• with B.S. Engineering S.r.l. a lease agreement of some real estate units located in Milan,
via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 10. During the year, following the change in rented units,
the previously existing contract was terminated and replaced by a new 7-year contract,
starting from July 2017 (renewable for 6 years unless terminated). The rent for the year 2017
amounted to 133 thousand Euro (plus ancillary costs);
Notes to the financial statements
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• with Central Sicaf S.p.A. property lease agreement of some real estate units located in Milan,
via Amedei n. 8, effective from 1st April 2017 to March 31, 2024 (renewable for 6 years unless
cancelled) with an initial six-month free rent period. The rent for the year 2017 amounted to
41 thousand Euro (plus ancillary costs).
For information on the costs and revenues deriving from transactions with Group companies,
please refer to Annex no. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10.
In addition to the above, as a result of the merger by incorporation of Sviluppo Ripamonti S.r.l. into
Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. (now named as Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. SIINQ) and of the
change in strategy adopted by the latter with respect to its investment policy, with the exercise
of the entry option into the SIINQ regime, the preliminary sales and purchase agreement for
future assets that had been signed in previous years between Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ and Sviluppo
Ripamonti S.r.l., with regard to a building and a portion of the attached garage, under construction
as part of the development project called “Progetto Symbiosis”, has been resolved.
It must be pointed out that Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ exercised, together with the majority of its
subsidiaries directly or indirectly, the Group taxation option.
With respect to relations between Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ and the parent company Foncière des
Régions S.A., it must be noted that:
• Foncière des Régions S.A. provides Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ consulting services whose cost for
the year 2017 amounted to 881 thousand Euro (490 thousand Euro for the whole of 2016);
• a contract is in place to regulate a centralised treasury relationship with the parent (cash
pooling), which however has not yet been implemented at 31 December 2017;
• Foncière des Régions S.A. has approved the assignment of free shares in favour of some
employees of Beni Stabili Group. In particular, as at 31 December, Foncière des Régions
S.A. free shares assigned to the Group employees (in service on that date). These shares will
be made available, subject to the permanence of the employment relationship, in various
tranches over the years 2016-2019. It is specified that for above assignments the Group will
pay Foncière des Régions S.A. (in annual tranches) a payment equal to the fair value, of the
assigned instruments on the date of attribution to the beneficiaries. The total cost recorded
in the Statement of profit/(loss) in 2017 for the free share plans assigned by Foncière des
Régions S.A. to employees of Beni Stabili Group, amounted to 482 thousand Euro.

It must be pointed out that Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ is subject to management and coordination
by the parent company Foncière des Régions S.A., based in Metz (France). For an adequate and
complete understanding of the equity and financial position of Foncière des Régions S.A. and of the
Foncière des Régions Group as at 31 December 2017, as well as the economic result achieved by
the company and the Group in the financial year ended on that date, please refer to the separate
financial statements and consolidated financial statements of Foncière des Régions S.A. and the
reports of the relevant governing bodies, as available on the parent company web site.
With reference to related-party transactions, note that:
i. on 3 July 2017 Beni Stabili sold to Luxottica S.p.A. a 11,705 sq. m. office building, located in via
San Nicolao, Milan, at a price of 114,550 thousand Euro. The price of the property is higher than
the appraisal value at 31 December 2016, with an exit yield of 4.2% against a residual duration
of the lease of approximately 4 years.
company controlled by a Director of Beni Stabili SIIQ. Considering the value of the transaction,
the latter must be understood as a “transaction of greater significance”, pursuant to the
Procedure adopted by the Company and the relevant regulations applicable to related party
matters. At the same time, considering the nature of “ordinary transaction” (pursuant to the
aforementioned Procedure and regulation), the Company made use of the relevant exclusion
case envisaged by the regulation itself. The proposal of the transaction was submitted to the
Board of Directors on 3 May 2017, which considered it to be in line with the market;
ii. between Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ and the Luxottica S.p.A. Group there was a lease contract for
the Milan - piazza S. Nicolao property, which, as mentioned above, was sold to the same group
on 3 July 2017. The aforesaid contract was signed in 2014 and had a duration of 7 years and
5 months (renewable for a further 6 years) and an annual rent of 5,400 thousand Euro. The
transaction was a “related-party transaction” and “of greater significance” pursuant to the
Procedure adopted by the Company and the relevant regulations applicable to related parties,
although it was an ordinary transaction and, as such, was not subject to the application of the
relevant procedural rules. On 15 April 2014, the proposed transaction was submitted to the
Board of Directors, which considered it to be in line with the market;
iii. between Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ and Partimmo S.r.l. (a company indirectly controlled by Mr.
Leonardo Del Vecchio) there are two lease contracts concerning some real estate portions of
the property located in Milan - piazza San Fedele, signed in 2014 and with a duration of 4 and 6
years respectively and currently with an annual fee of 55 thousand Euro and 91 thousand Euro,
respectively, in line with market rents. The subscription of the above contracts, by virtue of their
value, has been classified as a “minor” but “ordinary” transaction pursuant to the Procedure
adopted by the Company and the relevant regulations applicable to related parties and, as such,
not subject to the application of the relevant procedural rules.
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	The transaction is configured as a related-party transaction, as Luxottica Group S.p.A. is a

11 REMUNERATION PAID TO THE AUDIT FIRM
The separate financial statements of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ are audited by EY S.p.A. (assignment
conferred upon them by the Shareholders’ Meeting of Beni Stabili on 10 December 2015).
The table below summarises the cost for the audit of the 2017 financial statements of both the
parent company and the subsidiaries.
Type of services (Euro thousands)

Entity providing the service

Audit

EY S.p.A.

Total

31.12.2017
220
220
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In addition to the above, it must be noted that during 2017, other tasks relating to additional activities
with respect to the statutory accounting audit were transferred to EY S.p.A. and in particular: i) some
agreed procedures to support the verification of specific accounting data for the correct fulfilments
of certain legal requirements; ii) some checks on the accounting data of Central Sicaf S.p.A.
which became necessary in the context of the sale of 40% of the shareholding of this company;
iii) activities related to the issue of Comfort letters in the context of the issuance of a new bond.
The total consideration attributable to these assets amounted to 181 thousand Euro (of which 116
thousand Euro were recorded as a reduction of financial payables in application of the “depreciated
cost” method).

Annexes

Certificate pursuant to the provisions of Art. 154-bis of Italian Legislative Decree
no. 58 of 24 February 1998 and of Art. 81-ter of Consob Regulation no. 11971 of 14
May 1999 and subsequent amendments and additions
Annex 1 of the Notes to the Financial Statements as at 31.12.2017
The undersigned Christophe Kullmann and Barbara Pivetta, respectively as managing director
and manager in charge of drafting the corporate accounting documents of Beni Stabili S.p.A.
SIIQ (REIT), hereby certify, also taking into account the provisions of Art. 154-bis, paragraphs 3
and 4, of Italian Legislative Decree no. 58 of 24 February 1998:
- the adequacy, in relation to the characteristics of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ and
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- the effective application of the administrative and accounting procedures for drafting the
financial statements for the 2017 financial year.
It is also certified that:
(1) the financial statements for the period:
a) have been prepared in compliance with the applicable international accounting standards
recognised in the European Community pursuant to Regulation (EC) no. 1606/2002 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 19 July 2002;
b) corresponds to the results of the books and accounting records;
c) are suitable to provide a truthful and correct representation of the economic, and financial
standing of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ.
(2) the report on operations includes a reliable analysis of the performance and results of
operations, as well as the situation of the Company, together with a description of the main
risks and uncertainties to which the Company is exposed.
06 February 2018
The Managing Director

The manager in charge of drafting

(Christophe Kullmann)

the corporate accounting documents
(Barbara Pivetta)

Information on investments
Annex 2 of the Notes to the Financial Statements as at 31.12.2017						
Company name
(Euro thousands)

Registered office

% of shares
held

Share capital

Carrying
value as at
31.12.2017

50

100

69

Subsidiaries:
Rome - via Piemonte n. 38

B.S. Attività Commerciali 1 S.r.l.

Milan - via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 10

100

10

21

B.S. Attività Commerciali 2 S.r.l.

Milan - via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 10

100

10

25

B.S. Attività Commerciali 3 S.r.l.

Milan - via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 10

100

10

16

R.G.D. Gestioni S.r.l.

Milan - via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 10

100

10

2,333

B.S. 7 S.p.A.

Rome - via Piemonte n. 38

100

520

22,207

Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. SIINQ

Milan - via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 10

100

120

41,146

B.S. Immobiliare 9 S.p.A. SIINQ

Milan - via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 10

100

120

115,184

Central Sicaf S.p.A.

Milan - via Amedei n. 8

51

50,006

374,448

Total - subsidiaries

555,449

Associates
Real Estate Solution & Technology S.r.l.

Rome - via Proba Pretonia n. 40

30

10

3

Beni Stabili Hotel S.A.

Rue Aldringen n. 19 - L-1118 Luxembourg

20

3,000

-

Total - associates

3

Other companies
Nomisma - Società di Studi Economici S.p.A.

Bologna - Strada Maggiore n. 44

4.09

6,606

213

Mittel S.p.A.

Milan - piazza Armando Diaz n. 7

0.41

87,907

626

Le Fornaci società consortile a r.l.

Beinasco (TO) - Strada Torino n. 36

17.18

29

3

Consorzio Census

Rome - via Tiburtina n. 1236

2.98

255

-

RSE Projekt Management AG

Berlin - AM Borsigturm, 11 - Germany

10

25,565

-

Total - other companies

842

Total non-current investments

556,294

Subsidiaries
Central Sicaf S.p.A. (*)

Milan - via Amedei n. 8

9

Total current investments
(*) The aforementioned 9% interest in the share capital of Central Sicaf S.p.A. is subject to advanced transfer negotiations.

50,006

66,080
66,080
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RGD Ferrara 2013 S.r.l.

Receivables from subsidiaries and associates
Annex 3 of the Notes to the Financial Statements as at 31.12.2017				

Company name
(Euro thousands)
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Current
account

Loans

Trade
receivables
for leases and
services

Receivables
from the
fiscal
consolidation

Other
receivables
from
subsidiaries

Balance
as at
31.12.2017

Beni Stabili Development S.p.A.
SIINQ

38,533

179,959

5

8,650

762

227,909

B.S. Attività Commerciali 1 S.r.l.

225

-

534

-

-

759

B.S. Attività Commerciali 2 S.r.l.

471

-

1,947

19

-

2,437

B.S. Attività Commerciali 3 S.r.l.

5

-

5

-

-

10

1,614

-

20

-

-

1,634

103

-

20

-

-

123

43

-

320

10

-

373

-

5

-

-

5

3

1,686

251

-

251

B.S. 7 S.p.A.
B.S. Immobiliare 9 S.p.A. SIINQ
B.S. Engineering S.r.l.
Beni Stabili Real Estate
Advisory S.r.l.
Central Sicaf S.p.A.

1,683

Beni Stabili Retail S.r.l.
in liquidazione

-

Revalo S.p.A.

-

81

296

-

377

-

-

2,785

73

-

2,858

40,994

179,959

7,405

9,299

765

238,422

R.G.D. Gestioni S.r.l.
Total current receivables from
subsidiaries

Payables from subsidiaries and associates		
Annex 4 of the Notes to the Financial Statements as at 31.12.2017			

Company name
(Euro thousands)

Loans

Commercial
relations

Relations
deriving
from the tax
consolidation

Other
payables

Balance as at
31.12.2017

80

-

-

-

-

80

-

-

468

-

-

468

862

-

-

-

-

862

Central Sicaf S.p.A.

-

-

-

-

3

3

Revalo S.p.A.

-

-

1,385

-

-

1,385

IMSER Securitisation 2 S.r.l.

-

3,978

-

-

-

3,978

942

3,978

1,853

-

3

6,776

Beni Stabili Real Estate
Advisory S.r.l.
B.S. Engineering S.r.l.
R.G.D. Gestioni S.r.l.

Total

Intragroup revenues and costs related to the real estate portfolio
Annex 5 of the Notes to the Financial Statements as at 31.12.2017				

Company name
(Euro thousands)

Rental
revenues

Recovered
expense

Costs of service
activities

Total as at
31.12.2017

2,956

26

-

2,982

B.S. Engineering S.r.l.

134

4

-

138

B.S. Attività Commerciali 1 S.r.l.

617

-

-

617

B.S. Attività Commerciali 2 S.r.l.

3,052

-

-

3,052

Revalo S.p.A.

82

4

(2,722)

(2,636)

Central Sicaf S.p.A.

32

4

-

36

6,873

38

(2,722)

4,189

R.G.D. Gestioni S.r.l.

Total
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Current
account

Revenues for intragroup services (and costs for related sub-contract)
Annex 6 of the Notes to the Financial Statements as at 31.12.2017

Company name
(Euro thousands)
B.S. Attività Commerciali 1 S.r.l.

20

B.S. Attività Commerciali 2 S.r.l.

20

B.S. Attività Commerciali 3 S.r.l.

5

Central Sicaf S.p.A.
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Total as at
31.12.2017

2,591

Beni Stabili Retail S.r.l. in liquidation

21

B.S. 7 S.p.A.

20

Revalo S.p.A.

5

Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. SIINQ

80

B.S. Immobiliare 9 S.p.A. SIINQ

20

B.S. Engineering S.r.l.

20

Beni Stabili Real Estate Advisory S.r.l.
R.G.D. Gestioni S.r.l.

5
20

Total revenues

2,827

Revalo S.p.A.

(891)

Total costs

(891)

Costs for intragroup services
Annex 7 of the Notes to the Financial Statements as at 31.12.2017				

Company name
(Euro thousands)

Seconded
staff

B.S. Engineering S.r.l.

160

Revalo S.p.A.

4

Total

164

319

Annex 8 of the Notes to the Financial Statements as at 31.12.2017			

Company name
(Euro thousands)

Seconded staff

Remuneration
paid to Board
Directors

Total as at
31.12.2017

Beni Stabii Development S.p.A. SIINQ

-

20

20

Central Sicaf S.p.A.

3

16

19

B.S. Engineering S.r.l.

-

12

12

Revalo S.p.A.

26

30

56

Total

29

78

107
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Intragroup revenue from costs charge-backs

Financial income from subsidiaries
Annex 9 of the Notes to the Financial Statements as at 31.12.2017

Company name
(Euro thousands)
B.S. 7 S.p.A.
B.S. Immobiliare 9 S.p.A. SIINQ
Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. SIINQ
B.S. Attività Commerciali 2 S.r.l.

Annexes
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Financial income from current
accounts and loans
67
2
7,484
16

Beni Stabili Retail S.r.l. in liquidation

6

B.S. Engineering S.r.l.

1

B.S. Attività Commerciali 1 S.r.l.

5

Total

7,581

Financial expense from subsidiaries
Annex 10 of the Notes to the Financial Statements as at 31.12.2017

Company name
(Euro thousands)
Beni Stabili Real Estate Advisory S.r.l.
IMSER Securitisation 2 S.r.l.
B.S. Engineering S.r.l.

Financial expense from current
accounts
2
27
4

B.S. Retail S.r.l. in liquidation

19

R.G.D. Gestioni S.r.l.

27

321

Total

79
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Summary of items of the Financial Statements, prepared in accordance with the French
accounting principles, closed at 31.12.2016 of Foncière des Régions			
					
Annex 11 of the Notes to the Financial Statements as at 31.12.2017			

(Euro thousands)

31.12.2016

Balance sheet
Assets

Annexes
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Total fixed assets

5,527,272

Total current assets

1,009,232

Total assets

6,536,504

Liabilities
Equity
Total provision for risks and charges

3,090,779
75,237

Total liabilities

3,370,488

Total equity and total liabilities

6,536,504

Profit and loss account
Operating revenues

82,778

Operating costs

(87,344)

Financial income (Charges)

254,649

Extraordinary Income (Charges)
Taxes
Profit/(Loss) for the year

(1,144)
(124)
248,815

Compensation paid to directors, statutory auditors and managers with strategic
responsibilities
Annex 12 of the Notes to the Financial Statements as at 31.12.2017

Name
and surname
(Euro thousands)

Position

Term of office

Remunerations Remunerations
for the office
for taking
of director (*)
part in other
committees

Attendance
Non Bonuses Remunerations
fees monetary and other
from
benefits incentives
subsidiaries

Chairman

01.01.17 - 31.12.17

100

12

18

Chief
Executive
Christophe Kullmann Officer

01.01.17 - 31.12.17

275

6

18

Leonardo Del Vecchio Director

01.01.17 - 31.12.17

25

Jean Laurent

Director

01.01.17 - 31.12.17

25

6

15

Françoise Pascale
Jacqueline Debrus

Director

01.01.17 - 09.02.17

2

Marjolaine Cecile
Alquier-De L’Epine

Director

10.02.17 - 31.12.17

23

Angelo Busani

Director

01.01.17 - 31.12.17

25

6

18

Micaela Le Divelec
Lemmi

Director

01.01.17 - 31.12.17

25

6

18

Ariberto Fassati

Director

01.01.17 - 31.12.17

25

18

18

Adriana Saitta

Director

01.01.17 - 31.12.17

25

12

18

550

66

141

Directors
Enrico Laghi
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Total remunerations
of directors

323

18

-

-

-

Statutory
Auditors (**)
Giuseppe Cerati

Chairman

01.01.17 - 31.12.17

60

Marcellino
Bortolomiol

Auditor

01.01.17 - 31.12.17

45

37

Emanuela Rollino

Auditor

01.01.17 - 31.12.17

45

20

Total remunerations
150
of Statutory Auditors
							

-

-

-

(*)	The above mentioned remunerations amounts do not include any social security contribution.			
(**)	The term of office ends upon the approval of the financial statements for the 2017 financial year.			
		
							
With reference to “Remunerations for the office” pertaining to the Chief Executive Officer for the 1st January 2017 - 31
December 2017 period, it must be noted that these include the remuneration: i) as a member of the Board of Directors (49
thousand Euro); ii) as Chief Executive Officer (250 thousand Euro). 						
							
It must be highlighted that, for the entire 2017 financial year, 2 executive officers with strategic responsibilities, identified during
the meeting of the Board of Directors of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ of 3 May 2016, were paid a gross total remuneration of 827
thousand Euro and cumulative non-cash benefits of 8 thousand Euro.						
							
For further information, please refer to the Company’s Remuneration Report drafted pursuant to Art. 123-ter of the TUF (Italian
Consolidated Finance Act), also available pursuant to the law on the Company’s website.

-
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Certificate pursuant to Article 37, Consob resolution no. 16191/2007
Annex 13 of the Notes to the Financial Statements as at 31.12.2017

Pursuant to the provisions of Art. 2.6.2 of the Rules for Markets organised and managed by Borsa
Italiana S.p.A., Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ, subject to the management and coordination of the parent
company Foncière des Régions S.A., complies with the listing conditions set out in Art. 37 of
Consob Resolution no. 16191/2007 and subsequent amendments and additions.
06 February 2018
Annexes
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By the Board of Directors

							

Chief Executive Officer

							

(Christophe Kullmann)

Glossary

Annualised contractual rents/(passing rents): rents revenues on an annual basis with entitlement
on the reporting date, excluding any effect of straight-lining of any incentives granted to tenants over
the life of the lease contracts.
Annualised contractual topped-up rents: rents revenues on an annual basis with entitlement on the
reporting date, including any effect of straight-lining of any incentives granted to tenants over the life
of the lease contracts.
Like-for-like portfolio growth: the like-for-like growth rate relative to market value is calculated
on the market values of the stabilised portfolio: this is therefore the growth rate that derives from 1)
effect of capitalisations, 2) the effect of the real estate appraisal by Independent Experts.
The stabilised portfolio is the adjusted portfolio for sales and purchases.
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Value of the Portfolio stabilised over time N − (Value of the portfolio stabilised over time N − 1 + Capitalised financial
charges + Capitalisation on development projects + Capitalisations on non – development projects (> 500 Ke)
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Value of the Portfolio stabilised over time N − 1 + Capitalisation on development projects
+ Capitalisations on non – develoment projects (> 500 Ke)

The Group standard envisages considering the purchases as part of the stabilised portfolio, where
the latter are the result of preliminary agreements prior to the N-1 period.
Residual duration of leases: weighted average of the residual term of lease contracts with respect
to the first contractual break option.
•	The calculation is based on annualised topped-up rents and on operating properties (excluding
those under development).
• Contracts signed but not yet started are not taken into consideration.
• Contracts signed on developing properties are not taken into consideration until they are
handed overa.
EBIT(operating income): corresponds to “EBIT before write-ups/(write-downs) of properties”
increased/(reduced) by write-ups/write-downs) of properties.
EBIT before write-ups/(write-downs) of properties: corresponds to the “EBITDA” adjusted to take
into account sales margins as well as depreciation and provisions for risks.
EBITDA: means the algebraic sum of the following Statement of Profit/(loss) items: (a) “Net rental
revenues”; (b) “Net services revenues”; (c) “Total operating costs and (d) “other revenues and income”
and “other costs and charges” adjusted to exclude depreciation and provisions for risks.
EPRA Cost: is the sum of all real estate operating expenses (net of any service fees), administrative
expenses (including personnel costs), including the share of joint ventures’ operating and
administrative costs, net of any service fees. It does not include real estate write-ups/write-downs,
financial charges, profits/losses relating to the sale of properties, corporate income tax.
EPRA Cost Ratio (including direct costs on the vacant portfolio): this indicator corresponds to the
provisions of Best Practices Recommendations published by EPRA and makes it possible to measure
significant changes in operating costs. This is calculated by comparing the EPRA cost, including
direct costs on the vacant portfolio, to gross rental income.
EPRA Cost Ratio (excluding direct costs on the vacant portfolio): this indicator makes it possible to
measure significant changes in operating costs; it differs from the previous one because it excludes
direct costs on the vacant portfolio from the EPRA cost.

EPRA Earnings: this indicator is included in the Best Practices Recommendations published by EPRA
and represents the net income generated from the operational activities. The indicator Epra Earnings
is calculated by adjusting the IAS/IFRS net profit (loss) forof the year for some components that do
not necessarily provide an accurate picture of operational performance. Mainly, the net results are
adjusted by the valuation (unrealised) for alignment with the fair value of real estate portfolio and
financial instruments, as well as sales margins (and relevant taxes), costs associated with the closing
of loans and financial hedging instruments, costs associated with share deals and acquisitions of
joint ventures and the relevant deferred tax effects.
EPRA Net Asset Value (NAV or Gross NAV): the aim of this indicator is to highlight the fair value of
net assets on an ongoing basis and in a long-term perspective. With respect to the shareholders’
equity in the financial statements, the indicator does not consider assets and liabilities that should
not crystallise under normal circumstances, such as the fair value of derivative instruments and
the adjusted net equity mainly to include the market value of the real estate portfolio (for cases in
which the fair value model is not adopted) and to exclude the fair value of hedging derivative financial
instruments and deferred taxes calculated on the difference between the accounting and tax value of
the real estate portfolio.
Epra Net Initial Yield (NIY): it is equal to the ratio between (a) “annualised rental income” at the
balance sheet date, net of direct real estate costs not recoverable by the tenants (but excluding the
provisions for doubtful debtors, marketing costs, brokers fees and costs for premature termination
of rental contracts), and (b) the market value of assets. For purposes of this indicator “annualised
rental income” includes some adjustments envisaged by the EPRA BPs and in particular: the effects
of the cost-of-living indexation (CPI revaluation), all increases in rental income to which the company
is contractually entitled and relating to rent reviews arising before the balance sheet date.
Key money received and income from early termination of leases are excluded.
Epra Topped up Net initial Yield (NIY): it is equal to the ratio between (a) “annualised contractual
topped-up rents” at the balance sheet date, net of direct real estate costs not recoverable by the
tenants (but excluding the provisions for doubtful debtors, marketing costs, brokers fees and costs
for premature termination of rental contracts), and (b) the market value of assets. For purposes of
this indicator “annualised contractual topped-up rents” includes some adjustments envisaged by the
EPRA BPs and in particular: the effects of the cost-of-living indexation (CPI revaluation).
Key money received and income from early termination of leases are excluded.
EPRA Triple Net Asset Value (NNNAV): corresponds to the adjusted NAV to include fair value
adjustments in the value of key significant balance sheet items not accounted for at fair value. It
therefore takes account the adjusted NAV to express financial debt at their fair value, to include the
fair value of derivative financial instruments and to take into account deferred taxation on the real
estate portfolio.
ICR Interest Cover Ratio: means the ratio, expressed in percentage, between: (a) the EBITDA without
taking into account some non-cash items that instead of being recognized in the Profit and Loss
Account, they were capitalized on the Assets value; (b) Recurring Net Financial Charges (as defined
below) adjusted to exclude the part of interest expenses paid but capitalized on the real estate
development initiatives.
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deferred taxes on the valuation surplus of the real estate portfolio. Briefly, the NAV corresponds to

Recurring financial charges net of cash: means the Net Financial Income/(Charges) as reported in
the Profit and Loss Account adjusted to exclude (a) financial charges relating to the early repayment
of loans and the early closing of derivative instruments; (b) non-cash financial charges relating to
changes in the derivative instruments value and to the amortization of loans upfront fees; and (c) any
other non-cash financial charges or due to discounting.
Loan To Value (LTV): means the ratio between the Financial Debt and the Portfolio Open Market
Value. The Financial Statements report both the LTV calculated considering the Financial Debt and
the Portfolio Open Market Value expressed at carrying values, both, the LTV calculated considering
the Financial Debt and the Portfolio Open Market Value adjusted in order to take into account the
effects of property sales already subjected to preliminary sale agreements and in order to consider
the transfer taxes on the Portfolio value.
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Recurring Net Income: this indicator corresponds to the adjusted EPRA Earning of some further
result components. In particular, the most significant non-recurring items and the most significant
non-cash items (e.g. depreciation, provisions, etc.) are excluded.
Financial Occupancy rate: the indicator expresses the level of occupancy in terms of average market
rent for vacant spaces and actual market rent for leased spaces.
Financial occupancy rate = 1 - [(Market rent of vacant spaces)/(Annualised rental income + Market
rent of vacant spaces)].
•	The indicator excludes from the calculation:
- Assets under development.
- Vacant spaces subject to preliminary sales agreements.
EPRA Occupancy rate: the indicator expresses the level of occupancy in terms of average market
rent for vacant spaces and average market rent for leased spaces.
EPRA Occupancy rate = 1 – [(Market rent of vacant spaces)/(Market rent of the whole portfolio)]
•	The index excludes from the calculation:
- Assets under development.
- Vacant spaces subject to preliminary sales agreements.
Physical Occupancy rate: the indicator expresses the degree of occupancy in terms of vacant area on
the total of the leasable area.
Physical occupancy rate: 1 - (Gross leasable vacant area/Gross leaseble area of whole portfolio)
•	The indicator excludes from the calculation:
- Assets under development.
- Vacant spaces subject to preliminary sales agreements.
Changes in gross rent on a Like-for-like basis: the indicator compares rents from one period to
another on a constant basis.
The like-for-like rental growth rate is calculated on the rents relative to the stabilised portfolio, as a
growth rate resulting from 1) the effect of inflation indexation, 2) the effect of the growth or reduction
of the vacancy rate on the portfolio, except for development asset already pre-let, 3) the effect of
renegotiating rents with existing or new tenants.
The stabilised portfolio is the adjusted portfolio for sales, acquisitions and re-classifications of assets
from one portfolio to another.
Changes are calculated on accounting rents (IAS).
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Report of the Board of Statutory Auditors to the Shareholders’ Meeting of Beni Stabili S.p.A. Siiq
pursuant to Article 153 of Legislative Decree no. 58/1998 and Article 2429, paragraph 2 of the Italian
Civil Code
Dear Shareholders,
We hereby start by saying that the Board of Statutory Auditors performs the supervisory function
pursuant to Article 2403 of the Italian Civil Code, while the task of carrying out the statutory audit of
the accounts pursuant to Legislative Decree no. 39/2010 is entrusted to the auditing firm EY S.p.A.
Report of the Board of Statutory Auditors
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During the year ended 31 December 2017, the Board of Statutory Auditors carried out the supervisory
activities required by law (specifically by Article 149 of Legislative Decree no. 58/1998 and Article
2403 of the Italian Civil Code) in accordance with the standards of conduct of the Board of Statutory
Auditors suggested and advised by the National Board of Chartered Accountants. As regards the
activities carried out during the year, also in compliance with the guidelines provided by Consob
under communication DEM/1025564 of 6 April 2001 and subsequent amendments and additions and
with the guidelines contained in the Corporate Governance Code, we hereby report the following.
1) We have monitored compliance with the law, Bylaw and Articles of Incorporation, with the
frequency provided for by Article 20, paragraph 11 of the Bylaw and we have obtained, from the
directors, the information on the activities carried out and on the most significant transactions
in terms of economics, finance and equity, deliberated and implemented during the year,
including through its subsidiaries and associate companies. In this regard, we can reasonably
argue that these transactions comply with the law and with the company’s Bylaw and that they
are not manifestly imprudent, risky or in contrast with the resolutions passed by the corporate
bodies, nor do they compromise the integrity of the company’s assets; furthermore, from the
information provided by Directors to the Board of Statutory Auditors pursuant to law, it appears
that they did not carried out any transaction that could potentially be in conflict of interest with
the Company.
2)	The auditing firm, EY S.p.A., an entity operating in statutory auditing activities, issued its reports
pursuant to Articles 14 and 16 of Legislative Decree no. 39/2010, for the financial statements
and for the Group’s consolidated financial statements as at 31 December 2017, prepared in
accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) adopted by the European
Union. From the report for financial year ended 31 December 2017, it appears that:

–

“(…) the financial statements provide a true and fair representation of the financial and
equity situation of the Company as at 31 December 2017, of its financial performance and of

its cash flows for the year ended on that date, in accordance with the International Financial
Reporting Standards adopted by the European Union as well as the implementing provisions
of Article 9 of Legislative Decree no. 28 February 2005, no. 38 (…)”;
–

“(…) the directors’ report and information in the corporate governance report and ownership
structure (…) are consistent with the financial statements of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ as at 31
December 2017 and are drawn up in accordance with the law (…)”.

As provided for by new Article 10 of Regulation (EU) no. 537/2014, the aforementioned reports
have also identified the “key aspect of the accounting audit” in the “real estate portfolio
During the meetings held with the auditing firm, the correct application of the criteria used in
preparing the financial statements and in the assessments of the main items were subjected
to specific analysis, inter alia. These main items were as follows: real estate assets, recurring
revenues, non-recurring transactions, development initiatives and financing transactions.
	The auditing firm EY S.p.A. has today issued the Additional Report provided for by Article 11
of Regulation (EU) 537/2014 relating to Beni Stabili’s financial statements and for the Group
consolidated financial statements as at 31 December 2017. The aforementioned “Report” also
contains the “declaration of independence” issued pursuant to Article 6, paragraph 2, section a),
of Regulation (UE) 537/2014 and pursuant to paragraph 17 of ISA Italia 260. Having considered
the existence of the requirement, the Board does not believe that there are reasons for ruling
out the independence of the auditing firm.
3) We assessed the information provided by the Board of Directors in the notes to the financial
statements regarding ordinary inter-group and related-party transactions and we believe these
transactions to be adequate to and within the interests of the Company.
4) During the year, no claims were received pursuant to Article 2408 of the Italian Civil Code.
5) During the year, no exposures were submitted against the Company pursuant to Article 2409 of
the Italian Civil Code.
6) With reference to the fiscal year 2017, the remuneration paid to the auditing firm EY S.p.A., the
entity carrying out the statutory audit, amounted to 393,000.00 Euro, of which 220,000.00 Euro
for statutory auditing activities related to the parent company and 173,000.00 Euro relating to
the subsidiaries.
In addition to the foregoing, during financial year 2017, EY S.p.A. - subject to the opinion of the
Board of Statutory Auditors - was granted further assignments pertaining to supplementary
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assessment”.
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activities with respect to the statutory accounting audit, specifically:
i)		 the verification of some specific accounting data for the correct fulfilment of legal
requirements;
ii) certain verifications on the accounting data of Central Sicaf S.p.A., which became necessary
within the context of the sale of 40% of the shareholding of this company;
iii) activities related to the issue of Comfort Letters within the context of the issuance of a new
bond.
The total remuneration paid for these activities amounted to 181,000.00 Euro.
Report of the Board of Statutory Auditors
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No tasks were allocated to the auditing firm EY S.p.A. that are prohibited by the applicable
legislation.
We also verified that no services or payments were carried out or made to individuals belonging
to the EY S.p.A. network, other than the aforementioned auditing company (Article 5, paragraph
1 of Regulation (EU) no, 537/2014).
7)	To perform its supervisory activities, the Board of Statutory Auditors met thirteen times; at
these meetings, the minutes were duly recorded and signed in unanimous approval. The Board
of Statutory Auditors attended all meetings of the Board of Directors (five) and attended the
Ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting on 6 April 2017. The Chairman of the Board of Statutory Auditors
and at least one member of the Board attended the meetings of the Control and Risk Committee,
held on 2 February, 6 April, 12 July and 7 November 2017. As regards the specific contents of the
meetings of the Committee in question, reference is made to the provisions of the “Report on
Corporate Governance and Ownership Structure” relating to 2017.
	The Chairman of the Board of Statutory Auditors and at least one member of the Board also
attended, during 2017, the meetings of the Remuneration Committee and of the Executive and
Investments Committee.
8) We examined and monitored, within the scope of our responsibilities, compliance with the
principles of correct administration through the acquisition of information from those responsible
for the relevant corporate functions and from meetings with the auditing firm, for the purposes
of mutual exchange of significant data and information. We also acknowledged the 2018 annual
budget approved by the Board of Directors during its meeting of 7 November 2017.
9) We examined and monitored, within the scope of our responsibilities, the adequacy of the
Company’s organisational structure, through the acquisition of information from those
responsible for the relevant corporate functions, for the purposes of mutual exchange of
significant data and information.

10) We assessed and monitored the adequacy of the internal control system by discussing, within
our meetings, with the head of that department, by analysing the actions implemented and
receiving the appropriate updates, on a least a quarterly basis. In this context, we acknowledged
the activities carried out in 2017 by the head of the Internal Control department, with specific
reference to the activities described in paragraph 8.2. of the “Report on Corporate Governance
and Ownership Structure” relating to 2017 and to the Administration, Treasury and Finance,
Human Resources and Planning and Control departments. The activity carried out did not
reveal any abnormalities that may be considered indicators of inadequacy or criticality of
the internal control system. We verified that Company adopted a new Internal Regulation on
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Internal Dealings, in transposition of EU Regulation no. 596/2014 and that the management
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and reporting of information regarding the Company is organically regulated and governed in
compliance therewith. We also ascertained that the Company has complied with the disclosure
obligations on regulated, privileged or required information by the Supervisory Authorities.
11) We assessed and monitored the adequacy of the administrative and accounting system, as well
as the reliability of the latter in correctly representing the management facts, through:
(i) examining the claims of the Manager responsible for preparing the accounting and corporate
documents concerning the administrative and accounting structure and the Internal Control
system, as well as the corporate information provided;
(ii) obtaining timely and regular information from the heads of the respective departments;
(iii) relations with the control bodies of the subsidiaries pursuant to paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article
151 of Legislative Decree no. 58/1998;
(iv) participating in the work of the Control and Risk Committee, the Remuneration Committee
and the Executive and Investments Committee;
(v) receiving adequate updates regarding the activity carried out by the Supervisory Body
established by the Company in accordance with the provisions contained in Legislative
Decree no. 231/2001.
	The activity carried out did not reveal any abnormalities that may be considered indicators of
inadequacy of the administrative and accounting system.
12) We examined and monitored, within the scope of our responsibilities, the adequacy of the
provisions given by the Company to its subsidiaries pursuant to Article 114, paragraph 2
of Legislative Decree no. 58/1998, by acquiring information from the heads of the relevant
corporate departments and through meetings with the auditing firm and with the Board of
Statutory Auditors of the subsidiaries, for the purposes of mutual exchange of significant data
and information.

13) We held meetings with the heads of the auditing firm, also pursuant to Article 150, paragraph
2 of Legislative Decree no. 58/1998, during which no facts or situations emerged that must be
highlighted in this report.
14) We monitored the procedures for the effective implementation of the Corporate Governance
Code and of the Code of Ethics of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ pursuant to Article 149, paragraph
1, section c-bis, of Legislative Decree no. 58/1998, also with reference to the control of the
principles of correct administration. The Board verified the correctness of the “Annual Report
Report of the Board of Statutory Auditors
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on Corporate Governance” according to the regulatory and legislative instructions in force.
	The Board acknowledged the outcome of the verification made by the Board of Directors
regarding the independence of the directors, by verifying the correct application of the criteria
and verification procedures adopted; the Board of Directors verified the continued features of
independence of the members of the Board itself, pursuant to the provisions of Article 13 of the
current Corporate Governance Code.
15) We examined and obtained information regarding organisational and procedural activities
implemented pursuant to Legislative Decree no. 231/2001 and no. 61/2002 concerning the
administrative liability of entities for offences provided for by those regulations. The Supervisory
Body, established by the Board of Directors, reported to the Board on activities carried out
during 2017, without highlighting any significant events.
16) In compliance with the provisions of the International Accounting Standards - IAS 24 concerning
the identification of the concept of “related parties”, we point out that these are fully specified in
paragraph 10 of the “Notes to the Financial Statements”.
17)	The Board of Statutory Auditors notes that, by resolution of the Extraordinary Shareholders’
Meeting of 20 December 2010, the Company changed its name to “Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ” and
exercised the option for access, as of 1st January 2011, to the special regime of REITs provided for
by Law no. 296 of 27 December 2006. In the annual financial report relating to 2017, paragraphs
6.1 and 6.2 state the information regarding compliance with the statutory requirements (Article
3, paragraph 2 of Ministerial Decree no. 174 of 7 July 2007) and regarding compliance with the
requirements for remaining within the special regime (REIT) for financial year 2017.
18)	The Manager responsible for preparing the accounting and corporate documents issued the
declaration provided for by Article 154-bis of Legislative Decree no. 58/1998 with regard to the
consolidated financial statements of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ for the year ended 31 December
2017.

19)	The authorisation process carried out by Banca d’Italia (ref. 0090279/17 of 24 January 2017)
was successfully completed for the incorporation of the main Italian real estate SICAF, to which
Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ, currently the sole shareholder, shall award all of its real estate portfolio
leased to Telecom Italia, along with its related debt. Central Sicaf S.p.A., which is subject to
the joint supervision of Consob and Banca d’Italia, is recorded in the Sicaf Registry pursuant to
Article 35-ter of the TUF, under identification code 11.
	This company has, as its exclusive purpose, pursuant to Article 35-bis, paragraph 1, section f),
of the TUF, the collective investment of assets collected through the offering of its own shares
and, where appropriate, of its own participatory financial instruments. The offer of treasury
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shares and own equity financial instruments is limited to the professional investors referred
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to in Article 6, paragraphs 2-quinquies and 2-sexies of the TUF. During 2017, in execution of
the agreements signed the previous year, the sale of 40% of the capital of Central Sicaf S.p.A.
(hereinafter “Central”) to Predica Prevoyance Dialogue du Crédit Agricole S.A. and Siticav SAS
(EDF Group), in the amount of 20% each, was finalised.
20) On 3 April 2017, a deed of merger by incorporation into Beni Stabili Development S.p.A., of its
subsidiaries Sviluppo Ripamonti S.r.l., B.S. Immobiliare 5 S.r.l. and Beni Stabili Development
Milano Greenway S.p.A. was signed. Beni Stabili Development S.p.A. has been a member (as
of 2018) of the special regime of unlisted real estate investment companies – SIINQ with the
adoption of the IFRS standards.
21) We are unaware of any other facts or elements that are relevant and/or worth bringing to the
attention of the Shareholders’ Meeting.
***
Comments regarding the approval of the Financial Statements
Considering the results of the activity carried out by us and taking into account the opinion without
remarks expressed by the body in charge of the legal audit, we do not find any obstacles to the
approval of the financial statements as at 31 December 2017 as drafted by the administrative body.
Milan, 16 March 2018
Mr Giuseppe Cerati – Chairman of the Board of Statutory Auditors
Mr Marcellino Bortolomiol – Regular Auditor
Ms Emanuela Rollino – Regular Auditor
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Epra performance
measures

EPRa - performance measures
The table below contains references to the sections of the annual financial statements in which the
main EPRA performance measures (EPM) are described.
EPRA - performance
measures
IAS/IFRS Income
Statement
EPRA Earnings
LfL rents

Reference

Value
(eM)

Value
(Euro/share)

Consolidated Financial Statements Profit/(loss) statement for the year (pag. 87)

85.6

(0.0377) basic
(0.0377) diluted

Management Report - Net profit/(loss) for the
year (pag. 61)

85.8

0.038

Management Report - Net profit/(loss) for the
year (pag. 62)

Value
(in %)

+2.3% Total portfolio
+4.7% excluding
Telecom Italia portfolio
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Management Report - Financial review
(pag. 75)

1,896.9

0.836

EPRA Triple Net Asset
Value (NNNAV)

Management Report - Financial review
(pag. 75)

1,871.3

0.825

EPRA Net Initial Yield
(NIY)

EPRA performance measures

EPRA "Topped-up"
Yield (Topped-up NIY)

EPRA performance measures

EPRA Vacancy Rate (at
the year-end)

EPRA performance measures

EPRA Cost Ratios
(including vacancy
costs)

EPRA performance measures

EPRA Cost Ratios
(excluding vacancy
costs)

EPRA performance measures

Information on Real
Estate Portfolio

Management Report - Property Portfolio
(pag. 45); Notes to the Financial Statements
4.1, 5.3, 6.1.1, 6.1.2, 6.1.3, 6.2.1, 6.2.4; EPRA
performance measeres

4.5%
4.8%
2.7%

30.9%

30.1%

List of 10 main
properties

Management Report - Portfolio (pag. 55)

List of 10 principal
tenant

Management Report - Portfolio (pag. 53)

With reference to capital expenditures (capex) capitalised on the value of owned properties, please
refer to the Management Report to the Consolidated Financial Statements, section “Financial review”
and to the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements, sections:
• 6.1.1 Investment properties;
• 6.1.2 Properties under development;
• 6.2.1 Trading properties;
• 6.2.4 Assets held for sale.
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EPRA Net Asset Value
(NAV)

For the accounting principles adopted for the various accounting categories of properties please
refer to the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements, sections:
• 2.5 Investment properties;
• 2.6 Properties under development;
• 2.11 Trading properties;
• 2.14 Assets and liabilities held for sale.
On the other hand, with reference to the valuation of the real estate portfolio, the choice of experts and the
valuation criteria used, please refer to section 4.1 of the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements.
The executive summaries issued by each expert regarding property valuations at 31 December 2017 are
published with the Financial Statements under the title “Independent experts property valuations”.
Reconciliation between the market value resulting from the appraisal by independent experts and the
market value indicated for the consolidated real estate portfolio, alongside tables summarising the
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changes in the year to the real estate portfolio at market values and the comparison between the carrying
amount and the market value, are provided in section 5.3 “Information on the property portfolio as at 31
December 2017” of the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements.
Change in net rental income
31.12.2016

Purchases

Sales

Start/
completion of
development
projects

Reclustering

ISTAT
indexing and
other minor
impacts

31.12.2017

Office Telecom Italia

88,442

-

(544)

-

-

1,609

89,506

Office not Telecom
Italia

63,547

6,851

(2,168)

-

(180)

3,078

71,129

151,989

6,851

(2,712)

-

(180)

4,687

160,635

14,874

-

(1,352)

-

-

763

14,285

166,863

6,851

(4,064)

-

(180)

5,450

174,920

(2,763)

-

-

464

180

-

(2,118)

164,100

6,851

(4,064)

464

0

5,450

172,802

(Euro thousands)

Subtotal Office
Retail and Others
Subtotal Office and
Retail/other
Development
Portfolio
Total

A reconciliation is provided below of the balance of net rental income resulting from the above table,
with the net rents resulting from the IAS Income Statement for 2017.
(Euro thousands)

31.12.2017

Total “Net rental income” from the table “Change in net rental income”

172,802

Total “Net rental income” from IAS/IFRS 2017 “Profit/(Loss) statement”

172,802

Real estate portfolio: net rental income and vacancy
The table below indicates annual rental income (gross and net) of properties as at 31 December 2017
and their vacancy levels.
To this end, please note that:
(1) the “annualised rental income” corresponds to the gross amount of rental income on an annual
basis guaranteed by the properties in the portfolio at the end of the year (31 December 2017);
(2) the “vacancy” rate at year-end is calculated in the following manner:
Estimated market rental value of vacant space
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Annualised rental income of occupied properties (+) market values of rental income of vacant properties
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Estimated market rental value of vacant space
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Estimated market rental value of the whole portfolio

Office Telecom Italia
Office not Telecom Italia
Subtotal Office
Retail and Others
Subtotal Office and
Retail/other
Development Portfolio
Total rental income
for 2017

Number
of
properties

Gross
rentable
area
(sq. m.)
(excluding
land)

Gross
rental
income
for 2017
(Euro/
000)

Net rental
income
for 2017
(Euro/
000)

Annual
gross
rental
income

Average
income
per
sq. m.

Vacancy
rate at
end of
2017

EPRA
vacancy
rate at
end of
2017

143

1,063,251

98,622

89,506

98,901

93

0.0%

0.0%

72

516,443

88,012

71,129

90,109

174

6.1%

3.1%

215

1,579,695

186,634

160,635

189,010

120

4.8%

4.3%

32

97,254

17,832

14,285

16,643

171

8.4%

6.2%

247

1,676,949

204,467

174,920

205,653

123

3.4%

2.7%

6

226,018

370

(2,118)

83

0

NA

NA

253

1,902,967

204,837

172,802

205,736

108

A reconciliation is provided below of the balance of gross and net rental income resulting from the
above table, with the corresponding data resulting from the IAS Income Statement 2017.
Gross rental
revenues

Net rental
revenues

204,837

172,802

Rental income from buildings under redevelopment

0

0

Adjustments

0

0

204,837

172,802

(Euro thousands)
Total 2017 rental income in the table above

Total Rental income from IAS/IFRS 2017 “Profit/(Loss) statement
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(3) the “EPRA vacancy” rate at year-end is calculated in the following manner:

Property portfolio: market value (fair value)
The table below indicates the market value of the properties in the portfolio as at 31 December 2017, the
change recognised from these in 2017 and the EPRA NIY rate.
Please note that in compliance with EPRA recommendations, the EPRA NIY rate corresponds to the
following ratio:
Annualised rental income (net of the effect of free-rent periods and other discounts) (-) non-receivables property
operating expenses
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Gross market value of properties
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Market value as at
31.12.2017
(Euro/000)

Write-ups/
(writedowns)
in 2017
for adjustment to
market value
(Euro/000)

EPRA NIY

Office Telecom Italia

1,555,643

8,350

5.7%

Office not Telecom Italia

1,952,355

57,146

3.7%

Subtotal Office

3,507,998

65,497

4.6%

296,558

(14,776)

4.5%

3,804,556

50,721

4.6%

428,900

6,142

NA

4,233,456

56,863

4.5%

Retail and Others
Subtotal Office and Retail/other
Development Portfolio
Total for 2017

Reconciliation between the market value and the carrying amount of the properties in the portfolio as at 31
December 2017 is provided below.
(Euro thousands)
Market value of the real estate portfolio as at 31 December 2017
Operating Asset (Group headquarter) valued at “cost” net of accumulated depreciation
(IAS 16): difference between market value and carrying amount
Dynamic portfolio recognised in the Financial Statements as “Trading properties valued
at the lower of their cost and net realisable value (IAS 2): difference between market
value and carrying amount
Carrying amount of real estate portfolio as 31 December 2017

4,233,456
(2,795)

(193)
4,230,468

With reference to the comparison between the market value of properties and their carrying amount
as at 31 December 2017, for the change in the year of the real estate portfolio at market values and
for other information, please refer to section 5.3 of the notes to the 2017 Consolidated Financial
Statements.
Regarding the valuation methods used by independent external experts for property valuations at
market value and for the disclosure required by IFRS 13 in terms of “fair value” valuations, please
refer instead to section 4.1 of the same notes to the 2017 Consolidated Financial Statements.
Property portfolio: development projects
Type of
property

Status

Expected date % owned
Market
of completion
by the value as at
Group 31.12.2017
(Euro/000)

Total cost to
finish the
project
(Euro/000)

%
Progress

Expected Preleasing
Expected
GLA
% yield after
(sq. m.)
completion
upon
project
completion

Milan Symbiosis
Area

Under
Office construction

2018-2022

0%

229,000

9,339

56,700

222,357

20%

125,000

20%

>6.8%

Milan Schievano
Area

Office

Planning
permission

2019-2020

0%

34,700

1,299

5,900

59,265

9%

25,400

0%

>7.0%

Turin corso
Ferrucci

Under
Office construction

2017-2019

100%

80,400

2,374

19,189

10,260

65%

45,600

36%

5.70%

Milan - via
Amedeo 5

Under
Office construction

2018

100%

50,600

1,109

2,592

9,761

21%

7,000

60%

5.20%

Milan - via
Vittorio
Colonna 4

Under
Office construction

2018

100%

15,000

-

3,893

1,074

78%

3,500

100%

5.10%

Milan piazza
Monte
Titano 10

Under
Hotel construction

2018

100%

19,200

993

4,888

3,008

62%

6,000

100%

5.00%

428,900

15,115

93,162

305,723

Total

203,000
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Financial
Total
charges achieved
capitalised
costs
on the (Euro/000)
project
in 2017
(Euro/000)

Reconciliation between the market value and the carrying amount of the properties in the Development
portfolio as at 31 December 2017 is provided below.
31.12.2017

(Euro thousands)
Total market value of development projects

428,900

Adjustments

0

Total carrying amount in the Financial Statement (IAS/IFRS 2017 Statement of Financial Position)

428,900

of which:
- classified under the item “Properties under development”

0

- classified under other item

0
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With reference to development projects, please refer to the Management Report to the 2017 consolidated
financial statements, section “Property portfolio”.
Property portfolio: term of lease contracts (1)
First
contractual
maturity

Second
contractual
maturity
(years)

Office Telecom
Italia

12.9

Office not
Telecom Italia

Breakdown based on the first contractual maturity (% on the
amount of the annual rental income)

Total
(%)

Total
(eM)

N + 1 years

N + 2 years

N 3 to 5 years

More than 5
years

12.9

0%

0%

7%

93%

100%

98,9

4.9

4.1

42%

4%

26%

28%

100%

90,1

Subtotal Office

9.1

8.7

20%

2%

16%

62%

100%

189,0

Retail and
Others

5.7

4.2

30%

7%

16%

47%

100%

16,6

Subtotal Office
and Retail/
other

8.8

8.3

21%

2%

16%

61%

100%

205,7

8.8

8.3

21%

2%

16%

61%

100%

205,7

Development
Portfolio
Total
(1)

The average lease duration is calculated on the Annual Rent.

EPRA - Net Initial Yield (NIY) and “Topped-up” NIY
The table below details the yield of the portfolio per management cluster and reconciliation between the
EPRA topped-up yield and the Group yield.
Office
Telecom
Italia

Office not
Telecom
Italia

Retail
and Others

Development

4,233,456

1,555,643

1,952,355

296,558

428,900

(428,900)

-

-

-

(428,900)

138,225

31,113

78,094

11,862

17,156

3,942,781

1,586,756

2,030,449

308,420

17,156

Gross annualised rental income

205,736

98,901

90,109

16,643

83

Non recoverable property expenses

(28,314)

(9,005)

(14,131)

(2,806)

(2,372)

Annualised net rents (B)

177,422

89,896

75,978

13,837

(2,289)

10,590

0

7,913

1,407

1,270

188,012

89,896

83,891

15,244

(1,019)

EPRA Net Initial Yield - (B)/(A)

4.5%

5.7%

3.7%

4.5%

NA

EPRA “Topped-up” Net Initial Yield - (C)/(A)

4.8%

5.7%

4.1%

4.9%

NA

(10,590)

0

(7,913)

(1,407)

(1,270)

(138,225)

(31,113)

(78,094)

(11,862)

(17,156)

4.7%

5.8%

3.9%

4.7%

NA

Market value of the real estate portfolio as at
31 December 2017
Restated for the properties classified under the item
“Properties under development”
Estimated purchaser’s transaction costs
Market value of the real estate portfolio including
transaction costs (A)

Increases for changes to fully operative rental income
and other temporary incentives to tenants
“Topped-up” net annualised rents (C)

Transfer from EPRA Topped-up yield to topped-up
Group yield
Impact of adjustments on EPRA rental income
Impact of restatements on the estimated transaction
costs
Group yield

For the purposes of correctly interpreting the above table, please note the following.
The EPRA Net Initial Yield (NIY) is calculated using the following ratio:
Annualised rental income (-) non-recoverable property operating expenses
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Market value of properties (excluding the “development” portfolio, but including estimated transaction costs)

The EPRA “topped-up” Net Initial Yield is calculated using the following ratio:
Annualised rental income (at the end of the free-rent period or other incentoves to) (-) non-recoverable property
operating expenses
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Market value of properties (excluding the “development” portfolio, but including estimated transaction costs)
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Total

(Euro thousands)

EPRA - costs ratio
2017

2016

(31,249)

(33,747)

(788)

(1,804)

(10,715)

(7,218)

(14,556)

(11,691)

4,882

597

(9,671)

(6,070)

Real estate and general costs of real estate investment - accounted from
Equity method

(692)

(697)

Net service revenues from equity investments Method

(700)

2,878

(63,489)

(57,752)

(1,652)

(1,858)

EPRA costs (excluding direct costs on vacant portfolio) - (B)

(61,837)

(55,894)

Gross rental income

204,837

199,651

0

0

701

646

205,538

200,297

EPRA cost ratio (including direct vacancy costsI (A)/(C)

30.9%

28.8%

EPRA cost ratio (excluding direct vacancy costsI (B)/(C)

30.1%

27.9%

(Euro thousands)
Rental expenses not recovered
Net losses on bad debts
Staff costs
Overheads

(2)

Net service revenues
Other revenues (costs) and income/(charges)

(2)
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EPRA costs (including direct costs on vacant portfolio) - (A)
Costs due to vacancy

General revenues of real estate investments accounted from Equity
Method
Quota dei ricavi immobiliari di partecipazioni immobiliari valutate con
l’Equity Method
Gross rental income (C)

(Euro thousands)
Total EPRA costs (including direct costs on vacant portfolio)
Adjustments
Total carrying amount in the Financial Statements IAS/IFRS 2017 Income Statements)

(Euro thousands)
Gross rental income
Adjustments
Total carrying amount in the Financial Statements IAS/IFRS 2017 Income Statements)

2017
(63,489)
(6,076)
(69,565)

2017
205,538
(701)
204,837

		This item is different from the corresponding one shown in IAS Income Statement because it excludes (as per EPRA
recommendations) a cost for 7,477 thousand Euro linked to the 40% Central Sicaf stake disposal.

(2)

Resolutions of the
Shareholders’ Meeting

Resolutions of the Shareholders’ Meeting
The Ordinary and Extraordinary General Shareholders’ Meeting, held at the Auditorium hall of Beni
Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ in Milan, via Carlo Ottavio Cornaggia n. 8, on single call the 12 of April, 2018,
chaired by Mr. Ariberto Fassati, resolved the following:
Ordinary part:
Item 1
− to approve the Financial Statements as at 31 December 2017 and the related Director’s Report
on Operations;
− to reclassify for 42,842,119.93 Euro the Reserve subject to the unavailability system envisaged
Resolutions of the Shareholders’ Meeting
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by Art. 6 of Italian Legislative Decree no. 38 of 28 February 2005, increasing the Reserve for
retained earnings by the same amount. Furthermore, the aforesaid amount refers to profits
from the exempt operations for 15,702,119.00 Euro and to profits from taxable operations for
27,140,000.93 Euro;
− to distribute to Shareholders dividends of 0.033 Euro for each of the ordinary shares outstanding
at the ex-dividend date, net of treasury shares in portfolio. On the basis of outstanding shares
(no. 2,269,592,803), net of treasury shares in portfolio (961,000), total dividends amount to
74,864,849.50 Euro to be taken: i) for 44,363,790.64 Euro from the whole amount of the net
profit for the year; ii) for 30,501,058.86 Euro from the Reserve of undistributed earnings and, in
detail, for 15,702,119.00 Euro from the portion of the Reserve of undistributed earnings formed
with profits from the tax-exempt operations and for 14,798,939.86 Euro from the share of the
same reserve formed with profits from taxable operations.
Dividends will be paid, against ex-coupon no. 22 on 7 May 2018, beginning on 9 May 2018. It
must be noted that, pursuant to current legislation, the entitlement to payment of profits is
determined on the basis of the accounting records relating to the end of the accounting day of
the first settlement day following the coupon detachment date (record date: 8 May 2018);
− to grant powers to the Board of Directors and, for it, to the Chairman and to the Chief Executive
Officer, separately, also through executive officers, with the broadest powers, with none being
excluded, so that they may comply with all the requirements and formalities connected to
the execution of this resolution, including the activities deemed as necessary for the fiscal
classification of distributed dividends.
Item 2
− to appoint, confirming, as Director of the Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ, for the term of the Board of
Directors currently in office and, therefore, until the approval of the Financial Statements for
the year ended on 31 December 2018:
− Ms. Daniela Percoco, born in Bologna on 23 January 1969, Italian citizen, Tax Code PRC DNL
69A63 A944B.
Item 3
− to appoint for the fiscal years 2018, 2019 and 2020, the Board of Statutory Auditors as follow:
1) Mr. Giuseppe Cerati – Standing Auditor;
2) Mr. Marcellino Bortolomiol – Standing Auditor;
3) Mrs. Emanuela Rollino – Standing Auditor;
1) Mr. Giorgio Mosci – Alternate Auditor;
2) Mrs. Cristiana Trovò – Alternate Auditor;

− to appoint as Chairman of the Board of Statutory Auditors, for the fiscal years 2018, 2019 and
2020 Mr. Giuseppe Cerati;
− to determine as annual fees to be attributed to the Board of Statutory Auditors, including
attendance fees and related travel expenses, as follows: 60,000 Euro gross per year for the
Chairman of the Board of Statutory Auditors and 45,000 Euro gross per year for each of the
other Standing Auditors.
Item 4
1) to revoke the authorization granted to the Board of Directors by the Shareholders’ Meeting of
6 April 2017, given both the impending expiry of such authorization on 6 October 2018 and the
possible inconveniences connected to “multiple sources of authorizations”;
2) to authorize the Board of Directors, pursuant to and in accordance with art. 2357 of the Italian
Civil Code, to purchase, in one or more tranches, within 18 months of the date of this resolution,
that it does not represent more than 10% of the Company’s equity capital, with due regard to the
number of Company’s shares that the Company and its subsidiaries already own, to be used for
the purposes set forth by the Board of Directors’ report, at the following terms and conditions:
− in compliance with pertinent laws and regulations on the matter, including at a European
level, in force from time to time and in accordance with the methods determined by the
Board of Directors from time to time, within those provided for in Art. 144-bis of Consob’s
Deliberation no. 11971 of 14 May 1999 and, as well as in compliance with the market practices
currently in force pro tempore in case the Board of Directors decides to follow them;
− the maximum amount of shares for which the authorization is granted may never exceed
10% of the equity capital, from which will be deducted the number of shares that may have
been purchased by the Company’s subsidiaries;
− the purchases must be made at a price that shall not be higher than 0.84 Euro per share;
3) to authorize, pursuant to and in accordance with Art. 2357-ter of the Italian Civil Code, the
Board of Directors to sell – in one or more tranches and without any time restraints and even
before exhausting the purchases pursuant to the purchase authorization granted herein, setting
the executing timeframes and methods for the relating transactions – the Company’s shares
owned by the Company, it being understood that such sales may take place (i) by selling such
shares, including by trading of shares, on the stock market or off-market, (ii) by transfer to
the Company’s and/or its subsidiaries and/or its parent company’s directors, employees and/
or self-employed workers in order to enact incentive plans, (iii) by way of other disposals in the
context of transactions where it is opportune to exchange or sell packets of shares, including
stock swaps or allocations, or, lastly, (iv) for capital transactions that require the allocation, sale
or annulment of Company’s shares (like, as a mere example, mergers, demergers, issuance
of convertible bonds or warrants that are serviced by such Company’s shares, share capital
reductions);
4) to authorize the Board of Directors to set the criteria to be used to establish, time by time, the
consideration for the sale, disposal and/or use and/or methods, terms and conditions of use of
all the Company’s shares in the Company’s portfolio, with due regard to the concrete ways such
sales are made, to the trend of the share price in the period before the relevant transaction and
to the Company’s best interests;
5) to grant to the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the Chief Executive Officer all the necessary
powers – even separately and including the power to sub-delegate – so that they can purchase,
sale, dispose or annul all or part of the treasury shares or, in general, execute this resolution and
even make to this resolution all such changes and additions that may be required by pertinent
authorities, and provide everything that is necessary for this resolution to be fully fulfilled, and to
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on a revolving basis, a maximum of 226.959.280 ordinary shares, or any other number provided

fulfil the associated legal requirements, along with all such powers that may be necessary, useful
or opportune, including the power to engage professional brokers, pursuant to the provisions of
the law, as well as the authority to appoint special attorneys, all of which shall be conducted in
compliance with the terms and the ways, including operating methods, set forth by applicable
laws and regulations.
Item 5
- to vote in favour of the first section of the Remuneration Report, as prepared by the Board of
Directors in accordance with Art. 123-ter, Italian Legislative Decree 58/98, and which illustrates
the Company’s Remuneration Policy and the procedures for its adoption and implementation.
Extraordinary part:
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Item 1
- to do not approve the proposal to transfer the registered office within the national territory.
Item 2
- to revoke the share capital increase authorization granted to the Board of Directors, pursuant
to Art. 2443 of the Italian Civil Code, by the Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting held on 6 April
2017;
- to authorise the Board of Directors, pursuant to art. 2443 of the Italian Civil Code, to increase
the equity capital, for a maximum nominal amount of 56,739,820 Euro on a gratuitous basis
pursuant to Art. 2442 of the Italian Civil Code, and/or against payment, in one or more tranches,
within 18 months from the date of the pertinent resolution by issuing a maximum number of no.
567,398,200 new shares to be offered to assignees as an option, pursuant to Art. 2441, paragraph
1 of the Italian Civil Code and conditions set forth in the “Board of Directors’ illustrative report”
and in the amendments to the articles of association in the point hereafter;
- consequently, to amend paragraph 4 of Art. 5 of the articles of association as follows:
“During the Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting of 12 April 2018, the Shareholders passed a
resolution authorizing the Board of Directors, pursuant to art. 2443 of the Italian Civil Code, to
increase the Company equity capital, for a maximum nominal amount of 56,739,820 Euro, on a
gratuitous basis and/or against payment, in one or more tranches, within 18 months from the
date of the pertinent resolution by issuing a maximum number of no. 567,398,200 new shares to
be offered to assignees as an option, pursuant to Art. 2441, paragraph 1 of the Italian Civil Code.
In order to execute the foregoing mandate, the Board of Directors will be given all such powers
to set, for each tranche, the number, the unit issue price (including any premium) and enjoyment
of the ordinary shares in compliance with the limits provided by the applicable provisions of the
law, and the funds and reserves to be ascribed in case of free capital increase.”;
- grant to the Board of Directors – and, in its behalf, to the Chairman of the Board of Directors
and to the Chief Executive Officer, separately – and even by way of special attorneys appointed
specifically for the purpose, all the necessary or opportune powers, without restrictions
thereto, so that they can execute the foregoing resolutions and carry out the duties therein, and
make all such non-substantial amendments, additions or cancellations to the Shareholders’
resolutions, that any competent authority seeks or that are necessary to the recording process
with the Companies’ Register, for and on behalf of the Company.
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